
International Registration designating India 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 1 
 

 

4386520    20/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472360]
Songwon Industrial Co., Ltd.
83, Jangsaengpo-ro, Nam-gu Ulsan Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical blends containing flame retardants for use as plastic additives.

5033



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 3 
 

2722906    19/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1197924]
SPI INVESTMENTS GROUP, S.L.
Avda. Diagonal, 646, 7°-1ª E-08017 Barcelona ES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEGASIS PARTNERS
38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

5034



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 14/04/2014; Application No. : 86251510 ;United States of America 

2876400    07/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221664]
GLOSSIER, INC.
233 Spring Street, East 10th Floor New York NY 10013 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated skin care preparations; cotton balls for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; fragrances.

5035



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 16/02/2015; Application No. : 670194 ;Switzerland 

3178212    06/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1264898]
Harry Winston Inc.
718 Fifth Avenue New York, NY 10019 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics.

5036



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 3 
 

4157242    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1455693]
L'OREAL
14 rue Royale F-75008 Paris FR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Make-up products.

5037



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4168945    21/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1464602]
Amyris, Inc.
5885 Hollis Street Emeryville CA 94608 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; non-medicated skin care preparations; non-medicated facial skin care products, namely, face oil, cream, 
serum, gel, lotion, cleanser, toner and softener; non-medicated body care products, namely, oil, gel, lotion; eye products, 
namely, eye cream; moisturizers for the body, skin, and face; non-medicated anti-aging treatments, namely, body oil, 
cream, serum, gel, lotion, cleanser, toner and softener.

5038



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 3 
 

4182204    22/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466739]
Ands Corporation
3-7, Tanimachi 9-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 542-0012 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps and detergents; cosmetics; natural perfumery prepared from vegetables; natural perfumery prepared from animals; 
synthetic perfumery; blended perfumery; food flavorings prepared from essential oils; false nails; false eyelashes.

5039



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 3 
 

4225343    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1439881]
L'OREAL
14 rue Royale F-75008 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetic products for skin care; cosmetic bath and toiletry products; cosmetic cleansers for the face; facial wipes 
soaked with cosmetics; beauty masks; facial masks for cosmetic use.

5040



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 3 
 

 

4242909    28/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472982]
L'OREAL
14 rue Royale F-75008 PARIS France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Make-up products, all these goods are of French origin or made in France.

5041



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 21/12/2018; Application No. : 4510448 ;France 

4249352    16/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1479482]
L'OREAL
14 rue Royale F-75008 Paris France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Make-up; lipstick; lip pencils.

5042



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 04/02/2019; Application No. : 727244 ;Switzerland 

4312373    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489078]
Cartier International AG
Hinterbergstrasse 22 Postfach 61 CH-6312 Steinhausen Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumes; eau de parfum; eau de toilette; eau de Cologne; after-shave lotions; after-shave balms; perfumed oils; 
creams and lotions for the face and body; deodorants for personal use; bath gels; shower gels; cosmetics.

5043



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 06/03/2019; Application No. : 194531243 ;France 

4316352    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1489684]
L'OREAL
14, rue Royale F-75008 Paris France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-1120 025.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair coloring preparations; hair care preparations; hair treatment preparations.

5044



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 13/12/2018; Application No. : 017999812 ;European Union 

4274611    23/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483924]
ADVANCED ACCELERATOR APPLICATIONS INTERNATIONAL SA
Rue de la Tour-de-l'Ile 4 CH-1204 Genève Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEA LINKS
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110025

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Radio-pharmaceuticals intended for the field of for nuclear medicine, designed for medical imaging and therapy.

5045



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 25/11/2013; Application No. : 3100370 ;Spain 

2890328    22/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225687]
HIMOINSA. S.L.
Pol. Ind. Las Mezquitas, calle Edison n° 16 E-28906 Getafe (Madrid) ES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LEGASIS PARTNERS
38 A/B, JOLLY MAKER II, 3RD FLOOR, 225 NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400 021.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission 
components (other than for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; motors 
and engines; motor pumps; forklifts, motor clutches, elevators, electricity generators, alternators, power plants, 
generating sets; automatic coin-operated vending machines.

5046



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 07/10/2016; Application No. : 015900475 ;European Union 

3543498    09/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1342582]
TRELLEBORG COATED SYSTEMS ITALY S.P.A.
Via Vittor Pisani 20 I-20124 Milano (MI) IT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :13/01/2017

IR DIVISION
Components for printing machines.

5047



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 7 
 

4176710    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1194512]
PETER LEHMANN AG
Bäraustrasse 43 CH-3552 Bärau Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Machine tools.

5048



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 9 
 

3839630    19/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1396558]
RED LION CONTROLS, INC.
20 WILLOW SPRINGS CIRCLE YORK PA 17406 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KOCHHAR & CO
17TH FLOOR, NIRMAL BLDG., NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Industrial process control software.

5049



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 9 
 

4080204    18/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1397948]
INSPIRE MEDICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
5500 Wayzata Boulevard, Suite 1600 Golden Valley MN 55416 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software that allows physicians and medical providers to access medical data in the field of treatment of sleep apnea.

5050



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4193022    03/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469565]
Beats Electronics, LLC
8600 Hayden Place Culver City CA 90232 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Headphones; earphones; earbuds; audio cables; chargers, charging cables, and power adaptors for use with headphones, 
earphones, and earbuds; carrying cases for headphones, earphones, and earbuds; protective cases for headphones, 
earphones, and earbuds; covers, bags and cases adapted or shaped to contain headphones, earphones, and earbuds; 
headphone, earphone, and earbud accessories, namely straps, neck cords, wires and bands; computer software for 
controlling and updating headphones, earphones, and earbuds.

5051



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4195649    27/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468944]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Light emitting diode (LED) displays; virtual reality headsets; blank USB flash drives; blank flash memory cards; network 
routers; digital door locks; digital signage display panels; semiconductors; battery chargers for portable phones, tablet 
computers and portable computers; video projectors; set-top boxes; solid state drives; smart watches; smartphones; 
protective covers for smartphones; audio speakers; audio components; wearable computers; electric sensors; wearable 
activity trackers; rechargeable batteries; cameras; computers; computer monitors; tablet computers; televisions; 
headphones; portable computers; mobile telephones.

5052



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 31/05/2019; Application No. : UK00003403555 ;United Kingdom 

4286830    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485738]
Binatone Telecom plc
1 Apsley Way London NW2 7HF United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER
D - 1/ 5 DLF, QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE 1, GURGAON - 122 002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Headphones, head sets, earphones; wireless headphones, wireless head sets, wireless earphones; cases and pouches 
adapted for headphones, head sets and earphones; speakers, audio speakers, wireless speakers, smart speakers; 
apparatus and instruments, all for recording, reproduction, transmission, amplifying and reproduction of sound or images; 
parts, fittings and accessories for all the aforesaid goods.

5053



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4309020    15/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488950]
Meyer Sound Laboratories, Incorporated
2832 San Pablo Avenue Berkeley CA 94702 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable sound files for testing the performance of loudspeaker systems.

5054



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 23/05/2019; Application No. : 018070711 ;European Union 

4386282    20/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504951]
TDK-MICRONAS GMBH
Hans-Bunte-Strasse 19 79108 Freiburg Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P S DAVAR
N-220 Greater Kailash-1, New Delhi 110048 India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic components, namely integrated circuits.

5055



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 9 
 

 

4399167    24/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506507]
SHENZHEN EQUANTU TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Floor 2, Building A, Building A6, Area A, Baoying Industrial Park, No. 21, No. 24, Wulian Road, Longxi Community, Longcheng Street, 
Longgang District, 518116 Shenzhen China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL VIDHANI
11/12 UPPER GROUND FLOOR WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110088

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Subwoofers; wireless speakers; portable multimedia players; cabinets for loudspeakers; microphones; sound transmitting 
apparatus; digital photo frames; headsets.

5056



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 11 
 

 

3568905    28/02/2017
[International Registration No. : 1348501]
MECHANICAL MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
10304 NW 50th Street Sunrise FL 33351 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Liquid filter cartridges for removing particulate and impurities from liquids, namely, water, paints, oils, refrigerants, 
pharmaceutical compounds, and chemicals for commercial and industrial use excluding Industrial burners.

5057



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 22/05/2019; Application No. : 18071108 ;European Union 

4230584    23/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474711]
SARRALLE EQUIPOS SIDERURGICOS, S.L.
Barrio Landeta Orendaundi, 7 E-20730 AZPEITIA (GIPUZKOA) ES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Melting furnaces; industrial furnaces and boilers; furnaces for industrial use; fireplaces; smelting furnaces.

5058



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 16 
 

 

4255223    29/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480383]
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ORAL AND MAXILLOFACIAL SURGEONS
200 E. Randolph St., Suite 5100 Chicago IL 60601 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Journals in the field of oral and maxillofacial surgery.

5059



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 17 
 

 

4201558    29/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470248]
826 Interests, LLC
3262 Westheimer Road, Suite 644 Houston TX 77098 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI & MEHTA
G-23/186, SECTOR-7, ROHINI, N. DELHI-85.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-metal weather strips for buildings; packing material for forming seals; sealant compounds for joints; sealants for 
buildings; sealing and insulating materials; weatherizing membranes and vapor barriers; weatherstripping sealants in the 
nature of caulk; polymer-based patching and sealing compounds for masonry and wood; waterproof sealants.

5060



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 20 
 

Priority claimed from 19/05/2017; Application No. : 016747669 ;European Union 

3672342    20/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1372766]
HERMAN MILLER LIMITED
Methuen Park Chippenham, Wiltshire SN14 0GF United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Office furniture.

5061



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 24 
 

Priority claimed from 13/12/2018; Application No. : 4508056 ;France 

4314473    11/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490591]
LAINIERE DE PICARDIE BC
Buire-Courcelles F-80200 PERONNE France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VUTTS & ASSOCIATES
SUITE NO. 704, THE CASTLE, PLOT 36-A,SECTOR-56, GURGAON-110002. (HARYANA).

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fabrics, interlinings, linings (in cloth), thermo-adhesive lining fabrics for clothing, fabrics and non-woven 
material,adhesive fabrics for application by heat, heat-sealing fabrics,reinforcement fabric for clothing, textile materials 
intended for clothing, fabrics and textile materials for clothing, upholstery fabrics, fabrics and textile materials for clothing 
having thermal-regulating properties; thermo-adherent interlining for collars,cuffs and throat bands for shirts and blouses; 
interlinings made of natural or synthetic fibers; interlinings for shirts, shirt collars and articles of clothing; hemp cloths; 
lining fabrics for footwear;fabrics for footwear; fiberglass fabrics for textile use; woolen cloths; woolen fabrics, linen 
fabrics, non-woven textiles; bed linen; pillow shams; mattress covers and pillow covering or pillow cases or pillow slips; 
upholstery fabrics; cloth for furniture and seats.

5062



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 30 
 

 

4176693    10/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465641]
SYNAPSE LLC
2600 W. 8TH AVE. DENVER CO 80204 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chewing gum.

5063



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 30 
 

 

Priority claimed from 15/02/2019; Application No. : 1113952 ;New Zealand 

4229482    15/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475100]
KING HONEY LIMITED
1 St Georges Bay Road, Parnell Auckland 1052 New Zealand

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Honey; substances and preparations made from honey; substances and preparations containing honey or honey 
substitutes, honey or honey substitutes predominating; by-products of honey; propolis; royal jelly.

5064



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 09/01/2019; Application No. : 1388408 ;Benelux 

4283245    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484792]
FERRERO INTERNATIONAL S.A.
Findel Business Center, Complexe B, Rue de Trèves L-2632 Findel LU

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pastry and confectionery; biscuits; cakes; chocolate and chocolate-based products; sweets [candy]; chewing gum.

5065



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 33 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/12/2013; Application No. : TO2013C003693 ;Italy 

2879812    21/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1222658]
L"ASTEMIA PENTITA S.R.L.
Via Crosia, 40 I-12060 Barolo (CN) IT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DAHLIA SEN OBEROI
A-18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI- 110 019

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic preparations for making beverages; alcoholic beverages except beers, in particular bitters [liqueurs], aperitifs, 
wines, alcoholic beverages containing fruit, pre-mixed alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based, cocktails; spirits and 
liquors, brandy, digesters, liqueurs, rum, vodka, whisky and distilled beverages.

5066



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 33 
 

 

4261199    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1184808]
IRISH DISTILLERS LIMITED
Simmonscourt House, Simmonscourt Road - Ballsbridge Dublin 4 Ireland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

5067



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 08/08/2019; Application No. : m201923895 ;Ukraine 

4407898    27/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1501790]
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY "46 PARALLEL WINE GROUP"
vul. Yuriia lllienka, bud. 83 D, kv. 85 m Kyiv 04119 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages, except beer; alcoholic preparations for making beverages; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; 
anisette (liqueur); anise (liqueur); aperitifs; arrack (arak); baijiu (Chinese distilled alcoholic beverage); brandy; wine; 
whisky; vodka; kirsch; perry; gin; cocktails; curacao; liqueurs; mead (hydromel); peppermint liqueurs; pre-mixed 
alcoholic beverages, other than beer-based; bitters; nira (sugarcane-based alcoholic beverage); distilled beverages; 
piquette; rice alcohol; rum; sake; cider; spirits (beverages); alcoholic extracts; alcoholic essences; fruit extracts, 
alcoholic.

5068



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 24/03/2016; Application No. : 53757/2016 ;Switzerland 

3378588    25/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1303494]
The Polo/Lauren Company L.P.
650 Madison Avenue, New York 10022 New York United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-25

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail sale services and online retail store services featuring clothing for men, women and children, footwear, headgear 
for wear, fashion and home collection accessories.

5069



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 09/12/2016; Application No. : 87263498 ;United States of America 

3607116    07/06/2017
[International Registration No. : 1358312]
CALIFORNIA TABLE GRAPE COMMISSION
392 West Fallbrook, Suite 101 Fresno CA 937116150 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Promoting the sale of fresh grapes of others.

5070



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 35 
 

4314402    03/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490505]
Epic Games, Inc.
620 Crossroads Blvd. NC 27518 Cary United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
On-line retail store services featuring video game and e-sports related merchandise.

5071



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 36 
 

4301148    19/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487959]
TRANSFERGO LTD
Level39 (Floor 39), 1 Canada Square LONDON E14 5AB United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VUTTS & ASSOCIATES
SUITE NO. 704, THE CASTLE, PLOT 36-A,SECTOR-56, GURGAON-110002. (HARYANA).

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Money transfer; money transfer services; money transfer services by electronic means; money transfer services utilising 
electronic cards; financial affairs services; monetary affairs services; monetary affairs; telegraphic remittance [payment] 
services; money exchange and transfer; money exchange services; money transfer; credit card transaction processing 
services; bank card, credit card, debit card and electronic payment card services; automated banking services relating to 
charge card transactions; automated banking services relating to credit card transactions; bank card services; card 
accessed banking services; card operated financial services; foreign exchange information services; foreign exchange 
market; foreign exchange services; foreign exchange transaction; foreign exchange transactions; processing electronic 
payments made through prepaid cards; processing payments made by charge cards; collection of payments; home 
collection of financial payments; processing of payments in relation to charge cards; processing of payments in relation 
to credit cards; financial management of reimbursement payments for others; payment administration services; payment 
processing; payment and receipt of money as agents; payment transaction card services; foreign currency services; 
foreign currency dealing; foreign currency exchange; administration of financial affairs; brokerage services in financial 
markets; financial administration services; financial advice and information services provided by electronic means; 
financial clearing and settlement services; financial exchange; financial information in the nature of rates of exchange; 
banking, financial and insurance services; financial affairs services; financial clearing.

5072



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 02/09/2013; Application No. : 651355 ;Switzerland 

2762959    25/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1206217]
Schaerer AG
Allmendweg 8 CH-4528 ZUCHWIL Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Practical training (demonstration) concerning the preparation of coffee and coffee tasting; organization and conducting of 
seminars; publication of texts other than advertising texts; arranging and conducting of classes and workshops 
(providing of training), particularly in the field of coffee production, coffee preparation and coffee tasting as well as in the 
context of coffee machines and coffee dispensers; publication of books, periodicals and other information carriers, also 
via telecommunication networks; composition and publication of texts other than advertising texts.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT THE LABEL SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE..

5073



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 41 
 

 

4188244    07/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467968]
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Two College Street Providence RI 02903 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational services, namely, providing courses of instruction in liberal arts, design, art, print making, photography, 
architecture and industrial design and art museum services.
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Priority claimed from 11/06/2018; Application No. : 87956990 ;United States of America 

4193133    10/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1469715]
ASSESSMENT TECHNOLOGIES INSTITUTE, L.L.C.
11161 Overbrook Road Leawood KS 66211 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Physical fitness consultation; physical fitness instruction; physical fitness training of individuals and groups; physical 
fitness training services; providing a web site featuring information on exercise and fitness (term considered too vague 
by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2)(b) of the Common Regulations); providing an interactive website featuring 
information and links relating to fitness (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2)(b) of the 
Common Regulations); providing an on-line computer database featuring information regarding exercise and fitness (term 
considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2)(b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 10/05/2019; Application No. : 88425247 ;United States of America 

4401558    03/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507383]
TechCrunch, Inc.
22000 AOL Way Dulles VA 20166 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Publishing online newsletters in the field of technology.
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Priority claimed from 12/01/2018; Application No. : 87754060 ;United States of America 

3939157    12/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421840]
BlackBerry Limited
2200 University Avenue East Waterloo ON N2K 0A7

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KOCHHAR & CO
TECHNOPOLIS BUILDING, TOWER-B, 3RD FLOOR, SECTOR-54, DLF GOLF COURSE ROAD, GURGOAN-122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; 
design and development of computer hardware and software; platform as a service (PAAS) and software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software for use in performing vulnerability assessment and penetration testing; providing 
temporary use of on-line non- downloadable computer software for endpoint security, malware analysis, vulnerability 
testing, penetration testing, and vulnerability assessment.
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4165166    21/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1463083]
Margaritaville Enterprises, LLC
256 Worth Avenue, Suite Q-R Palm Beach FL 33480 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hotels.
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4185624    21/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1467186]
Margaritaville Enterprises, LLC
256 Worth Ave., Suite Q-R Palm Beach FL 33480 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hotels.
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Priority claimed from 08/10/2013; Application No. : 012205621 ;European Union 

2768311    07/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1207084]
Albert Browne Ltd.
190 Waterside Road LEICESTER ENGLAND LE5 1QZ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
USHA A. CHANDRASEKHAR.
3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical substances, chemical indicators, for use in science, industry and machines; chemical products used as 
detectors (other than for medical use).

Cl.10;Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments; detectors for medical applications, namely diagnostic apparatus 
for protein detection.
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Priority claimed from 28/10/2013; Application No. : T1317381G ;Singapore 

2856698    25/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1214497]
Rockwell Automation Asia Pacific Business Center Pte. Ltd.
2 Corporation Road, 06-05/10 Corporation Place Singapore 618494 Singapore

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VATSALA SINGH HASAN
Flat No 4B, C.O.D. Staff Quarters, (Nr. ING Vysya Bank) Cyberabad Post, Madhapur, Hyderabad 500 081 (A.P.) 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic and computer controllers, namely, transmitters, sensors, wireless remote terminal units, industrial 
remote terminal units, programmable logic controllers; control programming software for process application 
programming and visualization; supervisory control and data acquisition apparatus.

Cl.42;Engineering services of assets in oil and gas field, namely, electronically gathering, analyzing and formatting data 
to track, locate, monitor and log operations in the oil and gas industries; remote wells monitoring; remote pipeline 
monitoring; wireless oil field sensor monitoring.
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Priority claimed from 21/08/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 047 274.8/11 ;Germany 

2860049    21/02/2014
[International Registration No. : 1219102]
PRECIBAKE LLC
222 Broadway, 19 Fl, New York NY 10038 (United States of America)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAN AND KRISHME
B-483, KNK HOUSE, MEERA BAGH, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric apparatuses and machines for food processing and treatment; machines and parts thereof for processing 
of food, in particular bakery machines, in particular flour sifter machines, kneaders for edible pastes, dividing machines 
for edible pastes, linear and circular moulds for edible pastes (parts of machines), automatic dividing, moulding and 
processing machines for edible pastes of bread rolls, conveyor belts and conveyors for transport of edible pastes, as well 
as parts of the aforementioned goods, automatic conditioning installations for bread, in particular roll out machines and 
packaging machines.

Cl.9;Electric and electronic apparatuses and instruments for data acquisition, regulating and control of baking, roasting, 
boiling, smoking and production installations of food; electronic master control systems, particularly consisting of data 
stations controlling and monitoring the operating schedule and operating status of an installation or parts thereof, display 
apparatuses for displaying the operating status of the installation or parts thereof and devices, apparatuses and 
instruments for inputting and transmitting of control commands to the installation or parts thereof (as far as contained in 
this class); electronic devices and systems consisting thereof for monitoring of industrial food systems, in particular by 
means of computer networks, in particular electronic devices and systems consisting thereof for monitoring and 
regulating a food heating process, in particular on the basis of machine learning, in particular electronic devices and 
systems consisting thereof for monitoring and regulating of production installations of food, in particular on the basis of 
machine learning.

Cl.37;Installation and maintenance of monitoring, regulating or control devices for production installations of food, in 
particular ovens or food heating machines, in particular on the basis of machine learning; installation and maintenance of 
computer hardware for network systems for monitoring, regulating or control of production installations of food, in 
particular of ovens or food heating machines, in particular on the basis of machine learning.

Cl.42;Updating of computer software; installation of computer software, in particular for monitoring, regulating or 
control of production installations of food, of ovens or of food heating machines, in particular on the basis of machine 
learning; duplication of computer programs; computer software design; rental of computer software; maintenance of 
computer software; computer software consultancy; computer system analysis; computer system design; computer 
rental; engineering; monitoring of computer systems by remote access, in particular via the Internet, in particular for 
industrial bakery; physics; rental of web servers; implementation of computer software in networks for industrial 
bakeries, technical monitoring services for industrial food systems.
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Priority claimed from 14/04/2014; Application No. : 86251567 ;United States of America 

2877860    07/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1221665]
GLOSSIER, INC.
233 Spring Street, East 10th Floor New York NY 10013 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicated skin care preparations; cotton balls for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics; fragrances; hair care 
preparations.

Cl.14;Jewelry.
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Priority claimed from 24/03/2014; Application No. : 2014/02234 ;Sweden 

2976060    17/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1239336]
Hästens Sängar AB
Box 130 SE-731 23 KÖPING SE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture, including beds, bedsteads and bedroom furniture; mirrors, including toilet mirrors; picture frames; 
mattresses, spring mattresses, overlay mattress; pillows and down pillows.

Cl.24;Woven textiles, textile products, not included in other classes; bed linen; down quilts.

Cl.25;Clothes; footwear; headgear.

Cl.35;Marketing, retail services and commercial information featuring furniture, home furnishing and interior decoration 
products, textile products, bed linen, bed covers, clothing, footwear and headgear and toys.
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Priority claimed from 22/09/2014; Application No. : 013284641 ;European Union 

3058071    09/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1250754]
CONTINENTAL AUTOMOTIVE GMBH
Vahrenwalder Str. 9 30165 Hannover Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic system in the nature of a camera or cameras and vision module for providing assistance while operating 
a vehicle; computer hardware and software for monitoring and providing warning and assistance while operating and 
navigating vehicles.

Cl.38;Secure or non-secure telecommunications services, namely transmission and delivery of digital data, 
photographs, audio files, data, information and image signals, all in particular for vehicle operation systems, guidance 
systems, navigation systems, route planners and the use of electronic maps.

Cl.41;Cycling education services; provision of cycling training, instruction and tuition; operation and provision of 
cycling and recreation facilities; cycling adjudication, timing and marshalling services; rental of cycling equipment and 
facilities; cycling entertainment services; organisation and staging of cycling events and activities; organisation of 
cycling competitions; reservation and booking of cycling facilities; information and advisory services relating to cycling 
and cycling events; production, preparation, distribution, syndication, networking and rental of films, television 
programms, radio programms and sound and video recordings and other broadcastable material; organisation and 
staging of seminars, workshops, colloquiums, discussion groups, competitions, contests, exhibitions, shows and 
audience participation events, all relating to cycling; cycling team participation events, individual participation events, 
and any related event involving members of a cycling team.

Cl.42;Computer services in the nature of providing assistance while operating a vehicle; consultancy in the field of 
computer software design; development and design of systems to assist the operation of vehicles, navigation systems, 
route planners, computer software and hardware design.
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3320397    28/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288610]
BITFLYER INC.
9-7-1 Akasaka, Minato-ku Tokyo JP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs used in the field of electronic commerce transactions; computer programs; electronic 
machines and apparatus; telecommunication machines and apparatus.

Cl.35;Intermediary services on sale and purchase contracts for goods in electronic commerce transactions;retail 
services or wholesale services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for diapers; retail services or wholesale 
services for footwear; retail services or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale services for 
woven fabrics and beddings; retail services or wholesale services for personal articles; retail services or wholesale 
services for foods and beverages; retail services or wholesale services for automobiles; retail services or wholesale 
services for two- wheeled motor vehicles; retail services or wholesale services for bicycles; retail services or wholesale 
services for furniture; retail services or wholesale services for joinery fittings; retail services or wholesale services for 
tatami mats; retail services or wholesale services for ritual equipment; retail services or wholesale services for electrical 
machinery and apparatuses; retail services or wholesale services for bladed or pointed hand tools, hand tools, and 
hardware; retail services or wholesale services for kitchen equipment, cleaning tools, and washing utensils; retail 
services or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail 
services or wholesale services for cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, soaps and detergents; retail services or wholesale 
services for agricultural machines, implements and supplies; retail services or wholesale services for natural flowers and 
trees; retail services or wholesale services for fuel; retail services or wholesale services for printed matter; retail services 
or wholesale services for paper and stationery; retail services or wholesale services for sports goods; retail services or 
wholesale services for toys, dolls, game machines and apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for musical 
instruments and records; retail services or wholesale services for photographic machines and apparatus and 
photographic supplies; retail services or wholesale services for clocks, watches, and spectacles; retail services or 
wholesale services for tobaccos and smokers&amp;amp;amp;quot; articles; retail services or wholesale services for 
building materials; retail services or wholesale services for semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; retail 
services or wholesale services for pet animals.

Cl.38;Telecommunication; telecommunication for electronic commerce transactions via telecommunications systems 
or data communication systems; rental of access time to computer databases where users can search and obtain 
information concerning electronic commerce transactions.

Cl.45;Providing user authentication services in e-commerce transactions; providing user authentication services in e-
commerce transactions via communication lines.
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3349302    01/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1263442]
REGATTA LTD
Risol House, Mercury Way, Dumplington, Urmston Manchester M41 7RR GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Knapsacks, rucksacks, haversacks, packs (in the nature of rucksacks for carrying on the back); frames adapted 
for holding all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.20;Sleeping bags, non-metal tent pegs, camping furniture.

Cl.22;Tents, ropes, awnings (textile) and parts and fittings included in this class for all the aforesaid goods; tarpaulins; 
ground sheets, (not of rubber, synthetic rubber or of non-textile plastics materials) and bags for the transport and storage 
of materials in bulk.
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Priority claimed from 11/09/2014; Application No. : 86391879 ;United States of America 

3355418    17/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1275287]
GROUNDLINK HOLDINGS LLC
525 Okeechobee Blvd, Suite 1050 West Palm Beach FL 33401 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAN & KRISHME
B-483 KNK HOUSE,MEERA BAGH,PASCHIM VIHAR,NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Proprietary technology platform for mobile devices, internet and call centers, namely, software that schedules and 
tracks motorized vehicles to customers.

Cl.38;Messaging services, namely, routing calls, SMS messages, and push-notifications to local third-party motorized 
vehicle providers in the vicinity of the caller.

Cl.39;Computer services, namely, providing a website for others which enables users in the field of transportation 
management to automate the scheduling and dispatch of motorized vehicles to a particular location.
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Priority claimed from 24/09/2015; Application No. : 014592448 ;European Union 

3409467    11/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1313129]
CENTOGENE AG
Am Strande 7 18055 Rostock DE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAN AND KRISHME
B-483, KNK HOUSE, MEERA BAGH, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; chemical preparations for analyses in laboratories, for medical or 
veterinary purposes; cultures of microorganisms for medical and veterinary use; diagnostic preparations for medical 
purposes; diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes; biological preparations for medical purposes; 
preparations for detecting genetic predispositions for medical purposes; nucleic acid sequences for medical and 
veterinary purposes.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; industrial analysis and research services; scientific research for medical 
purposes; research and development in the field of biotechnology; genetic engineering services; research and 
development in the field of diagnostics; design and development of medical diagnostic apparatus; design and 
development of computer hardware, computer software and databases; computer aided scientific research services, 
testing and analysis services.

Cl.44;Medical and veterinary services, in particular medical analysis in connection with the treatment of individuals; 
conducting of medical tests for diagnostic or treatment purposes; medical laboratory services for the analysis of samples 
taken from patients; providing information in the fields of medicine, veterinary medicine and pharmacology.
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3518916    15/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1329765]
MEUSBURGER GEORG GMBH & CO KG
Kesselstr. 42 A-6960 Wolfurt Austria

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAN AND KRISHME
B-483, KNK HOUSE, MEERA BAGH, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys, in particular steel, aluminium, bronze, and brass, unwrought or semi-wrought in 
the form of plates/sheets, bars and profiles; metal components (structural parts of metal); common metals and their alloys 
for mould bases, die sets and standard components for mould making, die making and jigs and fixtures construction; 
metal goods; shaped metal parts which have been processed, drawn, stamped, forged, milled, drilled, turned and/or 
polished in any way; injection, compression and die casting moulds of metal; mould bases and standard components of 
metal for injection, compression and die casting moulds and die sets for cutting, stamping, embossing and drawing dies; 
parts, replacement parts and accessories for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.7;Machine tools and dies; cutting, stamping and drawing dies; machine-operated tools and dies, in particular cutting, 
stamping and drawing dies for machining materials of all kinds; cutting tools being parts of machines; injection, 
compression and die casting moulds of metal (parts of machines); machines parts, namely, base moulds of metal; mould 
bases and standard components of metal (parts of machines) for injection, compression and die casting moulds and die 
sets for cutting, stamping, embossing and drawing dies; tools as parts of machines; tool holders as parts of machine 
tools; parts, replacement parts and accessories for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.8;Hand-operated and/or hand-guided tools, apparatus and instruments, in particular pliers, vices, drills, files (tools), 
screwdrivers and spanners; tools, apparatus and instruments (hand-operated and/or hand-guided) for milling, filing, 
grinding, sharpening and polishing materials of all kinds; hand-operated and/or hand-guided cutting, stamping and 
drawing dies, apparatus and instruments; hand-operated tools for metal processing; parts, replacement parts and 
accessories for all of the aforesaid goods.
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Cl.9;Measuring, testing and checking (supervision) apparatus, devices and instruments; proximity switches, limit 
switches, counters and sensors, in particular for measuring, testing and checking (monitoring) of pressure, flow, 
temperature and magnetic fields; optical lenses and lamps; downloadable electronic publications; software; 
downloadable computer software (applications); downloadable electronic books, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, 
catalogues, brochures, newsletters, information brochures, leaflets, prospectuses, posters, folders and information 
portfolios; electronic books, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, catalogues, brochures, newsletters, information 
brochures, leaflets, prospectuses, posters, folders and information portfolios, all of the aforesaid sent via email; 
downloadable publications; electronic publications (downloadable); electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable 
publications in electronic form; computer software downloadable from the internet; parts, replacement parts and 
accessories for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Retailing, intermediate trading and wholesaling, and online trading, including via the internet, a web-shop and/or 
via e-commerce, in relation to the following goods: cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations, in particular 
for processing and maintenance of metals, metal goods, and metal and plastic parts; retailing, intermediate trading and 
wholesaling, and online trading, including via the internet, a web-shop and/or via e-commerce, in relation to the following 
goods: industrial oils, greases and waxes, in particular for protecting, lubricating, separating and cutting metal goods, 
and metal and plastic parts, lubricants; retailing, intermediate trading and wholesaling, and online trading, including via 
the internet, a web-shop and/or via e-commerce, in relation to the following goods: common metals and their alloys, in 
particular steel, aluminium, bronze, brass, unwrought or semi-wrought in the form of plates/sheets, bars and profiles, 
metal components (structural parts of metal), mould bases, die sets and standard components for mould making, die 
making and jigs and fixtures construction, metal goods; retailing, intermediate trading and wholesaling, and online 
trading, including via the internet, a web-shop and/or via e-commerce, in relation to the following goods: shaped metal 
parts which have been processed, drawn, stamped, forged, milled, drilled, turned and/or polished in any way, injection, 
compression and die casting moulds of metal, mould bases and standard components of metal for injection, compression 
and die casting moulds and die sets for cutting, stamping, embossing and drawing dies; retailing, intermediate trading 
and wholesaling, and online trading, including via the internet, a web-shop and/or via e-commerce, in relation to the 
following goods: machine tools, cutting, stamping and drawing dies, machine-operated tools, in particular cutting, 
stamping and drawing dies in the form of machine tools for materials of all kinds, cutting tools, injection, compression 
and die casting moulds of metal (parts of machines), base moulds of metal; retailing, intermediate trading and 
wholesaling, and online trading, including via the internet, a web-shop and/or via e-commerce, in relation to the following 
goods: mould bases and standard components of metal (parts of machines) for injection, compression and die casting 
moulds and die bases for cutting, stamping, embossing and drawing dies, tools in the form of parts of machines, tool 
holders in the form of parts for machine tools; retailing, intermediate trading and wholesaling, and online trading, 
including via the internet, a web-shop and/or via e-commerce, in relation to the following goods: hand-operated and/or 
hand-guided tools, apparatus and instruments, in particular pliers, vices, drills, files (tools), screwdrivers and spanners; 
retailing, intermediate trading and wholesaling, and online trading, including via the internet, a web-shop and/or via e-
commerce, in relation to the following goods: tools, apparatus and instruments (hand-operated and/or hand-guided) for 
milling, filing, grinding, sharpening and polishing materials of all kinds, hand-operated and/or hand-guided cutting, 
stamping and drawing dies, apparatus and instruments, tools for metal processing; retailing, intermediate trading and 
wholesaling, and online trading, including via the internet, a web-shop and/or via e-commerce, in relation to the following 
goods: measuring, testing and checking (monitoring) apparatus, devices and instruments, proximity switches, limit 
switches, counters and sensors, in particular for measuring, testing and checking (monitoring) of pressure, flow, 
temperature and magnetic fields, optical lenses and lamps, downloadable electronic publications, software, downloadable 
software (apps); retailing, intermediate trading and wholesaling, and online trading, including via the internet, a web-shop 
and/or via e-commerce, in relation to the following goods: downloadable electronic books, newspapers, periodicals, 
magazines, catalogues, brochures, newsletters, information brochures, leaflets, prospectuses, posters, folders and 
information portfolios; retailing, intermediate trading and wholesaling, and online trading, including via the internet, a 
web-shop and/or via e-commerce, in relation to the following goods: downloadable electronic books, newspapers, 
periodicals, magazines, catalogues, brochures, newsletters, information brochures, leaflets, prospectuses, posters, 
folders and information portfolios, all of the aforesaid sent via email; retailing, intermediate trading and wholesaling, and 
online trading, including via the internet, a web-shop and/or via e-commerce, in relation to the following goods: 
downloadable publications, downloadable electronic publications, downloadable publications in electronic form, 
computer programs downloadable from the internet; demonstration and presentation of goods by means of websites; 
goods and services presentations; presentation of goods and services using electronic media, communications media 
and/or via internet portals.
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3539378    17/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1338453]
CLOSED JOINT-STOCK COMPANY "MULTI-ACTIVITY MANUFACTURING COMPANY "KRZ"
Druzhnaya street, bld. 18, RU-390017 Ryazan Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
USHA A. CHANDRASEKHAR.
3-E1, COURT CHAMBERS, NEW MARINE LINES ROAD, MUMBAI - 400 020.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Guttapercha; rubber, raw or semi-worked; insulating materials; non-conducting materials for retaining heat; 
compositions to prevent the radiation of heat; substances for insulating buildings against moisture.

Cl.19;Bitumen; roofing, not of metal; bituminous products for building; tar; building materials, not of metal; bituminous 
coatings for roofing; flashing, not of metal, for building.
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3539898    15/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1341088]
BUNDESVERBAND DER INDUSTRIE- UND HANDELSUNTERNEHMEN FÜR ARZNEIMITTEL, REFORMWAREN, 
NAHRUNGSERGÄNZUNGSMITTEL UND KOSMETISCHE MITTEL E.V. (BDIH)
L 11, 20-22 68161 Mannheim Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHANDRAKANT M. JOSHI
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI ( EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
CERTIFICATION TRADE MARKS

Cl.3;Perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; bleaching preparations and other substances for 
laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; soaps.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies; jams; 
eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats; preserves.
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Priority claimed from 04/07/2016; Application No. : VA 2016 01705 ;Denmark 

3568840    20/12/2016
[International Registration No. : 1348339]
RESIDENTIAL AIR-CON HOLDING APS
Staktoften 16 DK-2950 Vedbæk Denmark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Fans, fan blades and impellers and impeller blades, blowing machines (parts for machines and/or engines); electric 
motor-driven fans and ventilating fans for machines and motors, electric motor-driven blowing machines; electric motors 
(other than for land vehicles); variable speed drives for machines; parts for the aforesaid goods, including fan wheels, 
blower housings, inflow and outflow nozzles, diffuser housings, grids for fans, inlets for fans and ducts for fans.

Cl.9;Electric and/or electronic control and regulating apparatus, in particular for fans, impellers, ventilating apparatus 
and electric motors; fans and impellers for the data processing industry, namely for processors, computer chips and 
electric/electronic components; parts for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.11;Fans, fan blades, impellers, impeller blades and blowing machines for cooling and ventilating purposes; 
apparatus for cooling and/or ventilating; air movement equipment; variable speed drives for ventilating and cooling 
apparatus; parts for the aforesaid goods, including ventilating fan wheels, blowing machine wheels and housings, inflow 
and outflow nozzles, ventilating air diffusers, diffuser housings, inlets and ducts; fittings for electric motor-driven fans, 
fan blades, impellers, impeller blades, ventilating fans and blowing machines, namely screens, protective grilles, filter 
frames, inflow nozzles, outflow nozzles, diffuser housings, wall rings, the aforesaid goods of plastic and/or of renewable 
raw materials.
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Priority claimed from 13/01/2016; Application No. : AM 50080/2016 ;Austria 

3574909    11/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1349935]
Frauscher Sensortechnik GmbH
Gewerbestraße 1 A-4774 St. Marienkirchen AT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Surveying, weighing, measuring, signalling and checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; electric and 
magnetic measuring devices; sensors; inductive sensors; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; electric circuits for counting the number of wheel axles; 
data processing apparatus and computers and their parts; interface boards for connecting measuring devices and 
sensors with computing installations; housings for electric apparatus; housings for measuring devices; computer 
software, in particular for processing of sensor data; lightning protection devices.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Priority claimed from 20/09/2016; Application No. : 4300564 ;France 

3587297    23/01/2017
[International Registration No. : 1353289]
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
New Orchard Road Armonk NY 10504 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer hardware and software for cognitive computing; computer hardware, namely, magnetic tape 
units (IT), magnetic tapes, printed circuits, integrated circuits, computer keyboards, compact discs (audio-video), optical 
disks, couplers (IT), floppy disks, magnetic data media; computer hardware, namely, video screens, scanners, printers for 
use with computers, interfaces (IT), readers (IT), software (recorded programs), microprocessors, modems, monitors 
(hardware), computers, computer memories, peripheral computer devices, recorded computer programs and software; 
adapters for computers; computer components; data processing equipment; computer equipment for information 
management and for data management; semi-conductors; electronic data media that can be processed by machine; 
magnetic disks; hard disk drives; tape recorders; calculating machines; cash registers; facsimile machines; video game 
software; video recorders; videotapes; electric cells and electric batteries; computer chips; boards for integrated circuits; 
computer accessories, namely, computer communication servers; carrying cases for computers; interface cards for 
computers; computer cables and computer cable parts; fax modem cards for computers; computer accessories, namely, 
screen filters, computer mouse pads, electric converters, namely, digital-to-analog, analog-to-digital and step-by-step 
voltage switches, pagers, computer control joysticks, computer mice; electronic digital and downloadable publications, 
namely, books, magazines and manuals containing information relating to computer technology; integrated circuit cards 
and smart cards, integrated circuit adapters and smart card adapters; readers for integrated circuit cards and smart 
cards; microcomputers; electric power supply apparatus; projectors (projection apparatus); remote controllers for 
computers; inverters, surge protectors and uninterruptible power supply devices; point-of-sale terminals; computer 
operating system software; software for accessing a global computer network; computer database management software; 
document management software; software for locating, recovering and receiving text, electronic documents, graphic 
illustrations and audiovisual information on company-scale internal computer networks and on local, wide-area and 
global computer networks; software for developing and software for designing websites and user manuals, in electronic 
format, sold as a set; documentation and instruction manuals recorded on electronic data media that can be operated by 
machine and relating to computers or computer programs.

Cl.35;Advertising; sales promotion (for others); business management and consultancy; business information; 
distribution of prospectuses; distribution of samples; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; accounting; 
document reproduction; systematization of data in a central file; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; electronic message delivery services; communication by computer terminals; 
electronic mail; news and information agencies; telecommunication and electronic messaging services via computer 
networks; computer-aided transmission of data; telecommunication services enabling commercial interaction over a 
global computer network.

Cl.39;Transport; transport services; packaging, warehousing and storage of goods; travel organization; computer 
services and electronic data processing services relating to transport of persons, animals, products or merchandise.

Cl.42;Computer programming; computer services for cognitive computing; computer services for information 
management; data management information services; cloud computing; software design, updating and maintenance; 
computer software and hardware design for third parties, and support services concerning computers provided by 
computer specialists, computing services, namely the creation, design and maintenance of web sites for third parties; 
analysis of computer systems, integration of computer networks and databases, computer programming services for 
others, all relating to commercial interactions on global computer networks; technical support services, namely, repair of 
operating systems and computer programs by computer technicians; design of computer and software interconnection 
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systems, namely electronic interconnection of computers and software; testing of computer programs (software) and 
hardware (quality control and technical control); technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; 
computer consulting in connection with computer hardware, namely consulting in computer research and development; 
computer system analysis; computer advice and assistance concerning Internet use; rental of computers and software; 
scientific and industrial research, namely research and development of new products, biological research, bacteriological 
research, chemical research, cosmetology research, mechanical research, geological research, technical research, 
pharmaceutical research, scientific research for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 12/05/2017; Application No. : 1842069 ;Australia 

3665378    19/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1372086]
REBEL GROUP LIMITED
751 Gympie Rd LAWNTON QLD 4501 Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Gripping apparatus (hand-operated tools); gripping devices (hand tools); hand held tools, hand-operated; hand-
operated tools; holders for hand tools; manually operated clamps in the nature of hand tools; wrenches (hand tools); air 
pumps, hand-operated; levers; screwdrivers, non-electric; pliers.

Cl.9;Articles of protective clothing specifically adapted for the prevention of accident or injury; articles of protective 
footwear specifically adapted for protection against accident or injury; articles of protective headgear for wear by cyclists 
specifically adapted for protection against accident or injury; protective helmets; safety restraints (other than for vehicle 
seats and sports equipment); cyclists&quot; helmets; sports helmets; safety nets; face masks for protection against 
accident or injury; masks for swimming; mouth guards for sports; face guards for protection against accident or injury; 
forearm guards; head guards for sports; hip-guards, other than specially made for playing sports; knee guards for 
protection against injury (not adapted for use in playing sports); shin guards for protection against injury (other than 
sports articles or parts of sports suits); skull guards for protection against injury; helmets for scooter riders; helmets for 
use in sports; alarms; locks, electric; safety helmets; smart watches; none of the goods are used in respect of scientific 
laboratory

Cl.11;Led lighting apparatus; light-emitting diode (led) lighting apparatus; electric torches; flashlights (torches); cycle 
lights; electric lights; vehicle lights; headlamps for use on cycles; lamps for direction indicators for cycles; bottle coolers 
(apparatus); bottle heaters; hot water bottles; headlights; bicycle lamps; bicycle lights; bicycle reflectors for attachment 
to spokes.

Cl.12;Air pumps (vehicle accessories); alarm devices (for vehicles); anti-glare devices for vehicles; anti-theft alarm 
apparatus for vehicles; anti-theft devices for vehicles; brake cables for vehicles; brake levers for vehicles; burglary 
protection units (anti-theft) for vehicles; child safety seats for use in vehicles; gear levers for land vehicles; motor land 
vehicles for sale in kit form; push scooters (vehicles); roof racks in the nature of load carriers for vehicles; safety chairs 
for vehicles; security alarm and anti-theft systems for vehicles (other than locks); shaped covers for vehicles; spray 
prevention guards for vehicles; transmission levers for land vehicles; tubes for vehicle wheels; vehicle covers (fitted); 
vehicle covers (shaped); vehicle trailers; vehicles; air pumps for inflating bicycle tyres; bicycle bells; bicycle brakes; 
bicycle carriers; bicycle chains; bicycle frames; bicycle handle bars; bicycle pumps; bicycle rims; bicycle saddles; 
bicycle seats; bicycle spokes; bicycle stabilisers; bicycle stands; bicycle tyres; bicycles; chains for bicycles, cycles; 
dress guards for bicycles; pedals for bicycles; wheels for bicycles, cycles; mudguards; water bottle cages for bicycles; 
tyre protection chains; bag carriers for cycles; cranks for cycles; cycle tires (tyres); cycles; handle bars for bicycles, 
cycles; motors for cycles; tubeless tyres for cycles; tyres for bicycles, cycles; saddle covers for cycles; bottle carriers for 
bicycles; rearview mirrors; mobility scooters; motor scooters; pedal scooters; repair materials for tyres; apparatus in the 
nature of trolleys; baskets adapted for cycles; tyre valves; grips for handlebars of cycles; tyre grips; inner tubes; toe 
straps for use on bicycles; bicycle racks (carriers); wheel covers.

Cl.18;Saddle bags (not shaped or fitted) (for cycles); bags for sports; pouches (bags); backpacks; rucksacks; 
handbags; sport bags, other than adapted (shaped) to contain specific sports apparatus; satchels; luggage; shoe bags; 
belt bags; fitted protective covers for travel bags; baggage; casual bags; portable bags (luggage); towelling bags; straps 
for skates; gym bags; harness straps; luggage straps.

Cl.21;Anti-drip devices for bottles; bottles; cooling bottles (non-electric); drinking bottles for sports; refrigerating 
bottles; vacuum bottles; water bottles (containers).

Cl.24;Bedding (linen); textile articles for beds; chair covers; beach towels; face towels of textile; golf towels; hand 
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towels of textile; hooded towels; terry towels; towel blankets; towels (textile); towels of textile; apparel fabrics; wash 
cloths; waterproof cloths.

Cl.25;Apparel (clothing, footwear, headgear); sports headgear (other than helmets); shoes; gloves (clothing); 
waterproof boots; waterproof clothing; waterproof headgear; socks; scarves; jerseys (clothing); gymwear; exercise wear; 
trouser straps; coveralls; sportswear (other than golf gloves or helmets).

Cl.28;Sport bags adapted (shaped) to contain sporting equipment; gloves for games; cycling machines (stationary); 
scooters (toys); protectors for elbows for use when skateboarding (sports articles); protectors for the knees for use when 
skateboarding (sports articles); skateboard ramps; skateboards; articles of sporting apparatus; sporting apparatus; 
apparatus for playing sports; bags adapted for sporting articles; balls for playing sports; elbow guards (sports articles); 
gloves specifically adapted for sporting purposes; knee guards (sports articles); leg guards adapted for playing sport; 
masks for protecting the face (sporting apparatus); sports games; toy sporting apparatus; ice skates; roller skates; 
skates; apparatus for gymnastic exercises; bags adapted to carry gymnastic articles; gymnastic articles; appliances for 
physical exercise (other than for medical use); machines for physical exercises; toy bicycles; grips for sporting articles; 
sporting articles for wear adapted for use in a specific sport (other than helmets or clothes).

Cl.35;Discount services (retail, wholesale or sales promotion services); retail clothing shop services; retail services; 
retailing of goods (by any means); advertising; promotional marketing; promotional services; organisation and 
management of customer loyalty programmes; organisation, operation and supervision of customer loyalty schemes; 
distribution of goods (not being transport services) and wholesale of goods; none of the aforesaid being business 
management and business administration services included in this class, or services relating to the management of 
pharmacies, or pharmacy retail services.

Cl.37;Advisory services relating to vehicle repair; maintenance and repair of land vehicles; maintenance and repair of 
vehicles; vehicle breakdown assistance (repair); vehicle breakdown repair services; vehicle repair.
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Priority claimed from 21/03/2017; Application No. : 40201704643S ;Singapore 

3672563    25/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1373274]
THE SINGAPORE DIAMOND MINT PTE. LTD.
460 Alexandra Road, # 14-04 PSA Building Singapore 119963 SG

Address for service in India/Agents address:
FOX MANDAL & ASSOCIATES
FM HOUSE, 6/12, PRIMROSE ROAD, GURAPPA AVENUE, BANGALORE - 560 025.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable applications for use with mobile devices; software and applications for mobile devices; computer 
programs and computer software for electronically trading securities; encoding and decoding apparatus; apparatus for 
reading encoded information; secure microprocessors; computer software; downloadable computer software 
applications; computer software for data processing; computer software programs for database management; computer 
application software for mobile telephones; interactive computer software; scientific, optical, measuring, signalling and 
checking apparatus and instruments; software for optical character recognition; casings for diamonds and cards, all 
encoded with security features for authentication purposes; computer software and programs for financial management; 
computer software and programs relating to financial matters.

Cl.14;Horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.36;Financial services; financial investment and advisory services; provision of financial information; investment 
analysis; investment portfolio management services; commodity trading of diamonds (financial services); commodities 
brokerage; commodities exchange services; diamond exchange services (financial services); provision of safe deposit 
facilities; insurance services; escrow services; financial valuation; valuation of diamonds, precious stones and precious 
metals; online trading of diamonds (financial services); providing online information relating to financial, trading, 
insurance and investment services; provision of information, advisory and consultation services for the aforesaid 
services.
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3729491    05/04/2017
[International Registration No. : 1362544]
ANDRES PINTALUBA, S.A.
Pol. Ind. Agro-Reus C/Prudenci Bertrana, 5 E-43206 REUS (TARRAGONA) Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for industry, science and photography, as well as for agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
chemicals for preserving foodstuffs; mineral preparations for use as chemical additives in the preparation of foodstuffs 
for animals.

Cl.5;Food additives for veterinary purposes for fodder; bacterial preparations for veterinary use; veterinary products; 
veterinary preparations for treating intestinal bacteria.

Cl.31;Animal foodstuffs.
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Priority claimed from 17/10/2017; Application No. : 4397194 ;France 

3769318    27/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1390735]
LEDGER
1 rue du Mail F-75002 Paris France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SEN - OBEROI.
A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.
Used Since :18/06/2015

IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software applications; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; printed circuit boards; USB 
flash drives; computer hardware; safety tokens [encryption devices]; software [recorded programs]; data processing 
apparatus; data processing apparatus and equipment; peripheral devices for computers, peripheral devices with secure 
microprocessors for computers; software for use in chips, integrated circuits and microcircuits for memory cards; 
operating systems and programs for chip card readers; microprogramming and encoding systems; chips; integrated 
circuits; printed circuits, printed circuits for integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; secure microprocessors; electronic 
chip cards; integrated circuit cards; microcircuit cards; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; electronic cards; 
contactless cards; electronic wallets; readers for cards, chip cards, cards with integrated circuits or microcircuits, 
integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; apparatus and equipment functioning with chip cards, integrated circuit cards 
(smart cards) or microcircuit cards; devices for access and access control to data processing apparatus and equipment; 
identification and authentication devices for apparatus and equipment for data processing; encryption and decryption 
programs and circuits.

Cl.38;Transmission of digital files; transmission and dissemination of data, transmission of encoded images and 
messages.

Cl.42;Updating of software; electronic data storage; design and development of computers and software.
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Priority claimed from 28/09/2017; Application No. : 4020170124141 ;Republic of Korea 

3809164    11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1397376]
DUNAMU INC.
15F, 14, Teheran-ro 4-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARTIK PUTTAIAH
INVN TREE IP SERVICES, NO.399, 15TH CROSS 5TH MAIN, SECTOR 6, HSR LAYOUT, BANGALORE-560102.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for business purposes; downloadable software; downloadable smart phone application 
(software); computer software applications, downloadable; computer software to enable the searching of data; computer 
software for database; computer software for use in automating and managing business processes; software; application 
software for smart phone; computer software for distributing/monitoring contents on the internet.

Cl.35;Purchasing agency services for bitcoin; retail services for bitcoin; sales arranging of bitcoin information or 
enquiries on business and marketing; advertising and commercial information services via the internet; intermediary 
services relating to mail order selling by electric communication; commercial intermediation services; collection of 
commercial information; commercial information agency services; analysis of markets; wholesale services for electronic 
money; sale agency services for electronic money; purchasing agency services for electronic money; retail services for 
electronic money; sales arranging of electronic money; wholesale services for virtual money; sale agency services for 
virtual money; purchasing agency services for virtual money; retail services for virtual money; sales arranging of virtual 
money; wholesale services for bitcoin; sale agency services for bitcoin.

Cl.36;Financial brokerage; banking; securities trading and investing services for others via the internet; money 
brokerage; direct debit services; capital investment services; financial banking; electronic funds transfer; securities 
trading services; issue of tokens of value; electronic funds transfer by telecommunications; exchanging money; issuance 
of cyber money; electronic money brokerage; virtual money brokerage; bitcoin brokerage.

Cl.41;Education information; provision of educational information relating to financial service; provision of educational 
information relating to financial service via an on-line web site; provision of educational information relating to 
exchanging electronic money; provision of educational information relating to exchanging electronic money via an on-line 
web site; provision of educational information relating to bitcoin transaction; provision of educational information relating 
to bitcoin transaction via an on-line web site; provision of educational information relating to bitcoin; provision of 
educational information relating to bitcoin via an on-line web site; provision of educational information relating to virtual 
money; provision of educational information relating to virtual money via an on-line web site.
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Priority claimed from 14/06/2016; Application No. : 1334232 ;Benelux 

4004814    19/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1349252]
AEROSLEEP, NAAMLOZE VENNOOTSCHAP
Waterkeringstraat 21 B-9320 Erembodegem

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLA LAW OFFICES
C-129, Second Floor, Lajpat Nagar-I, New Delhi -110024

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Mattresses, seats, seating furniture, cushions, pillows, changing mats, head boards for beds, bumper pads for 
beds, seating supports and back rests for seats, sleeping bags, sleeping mats, (children"s) beds; bedding, except linen.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; cloths, blankets, sheets, covers for pillows and 
cushions, pillowcases, bed linen and bedspreads, towels, mattress protectors, mattress covers; coverings for (child"s)
beds; coverings for seats of textile or synthetic material.
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Priority claimed from 14/12/2017; Application No. : UK00003277282 ;United Kingdom 

4017541    13/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1436388]
Association of MBAs and Business Graduates Association
25 Hosier Lane London EC1A 9LQ GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software and computer software downloadable from the Internet, all relating to business education, 
business associations, business education events and business association events; computer software for information 
databases for collating information; databases; computer databases; magnetic data carriers; magnetic cards; encoded 
cards; calculators; downloadable electronic publications; apparatus and media for receiving, recording, storage, 
transmission and reproduction of sound and/or images; MP3s, JPEGs, MPEGs, CDs; DVDs; recordings of sound and 
images stored in digital or analogue form; mouse mats; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; books; handbooks; manuals; periodicals; journals; magazines; guides; 
newsletters; workbooks; study texts; instructional and teaching materials; education and training course materials; 
printed business reports; printed guidelines; stationery; writing and drawing instruments; pens, pencils; folders; diaries, 
calendars and address books.

Cl.35;Accounting services; auditing services; promotion services; marketing services; business management services; 
business research services; business consultancy services; business information services; business policy review, 
development and implementation services; business problem identification, analysis and resolution services; business 
priority identification and analysis; employment research services; employment consultancy services; employment 
information services; career planning services; market research services; compilation of information into computer 
databases; database management services; promotion services relating to the interests of the members of an association 
and the provision of business support or advice; research services relating to business; research, analysis and 
development of new and existing organisational and business models, structures, practices and strategies; advisory, 
consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid.

Cl.41;Education services; training services; continual professional development tuition services; organizing and 
conducting classes, workshops, training courses, correspondence courses, lectures, seminars, symposiums, 
conferences and exhibitions; hosting [organising] awards; examination services; organizing, arranging and conducting 
examinations; electronic examination processes; educational assessment services; skills assessment services for 
educational purposes; instruction services; organisation of educational events; providing facilities for classes, 
workshops, seminars, symposiums, conferences, examinations and exhibitions; provision of educational examination 
facilities; provision of facilities for education and training; library services; production and rental of educational audio 
tape, film, video, MP3s, JPEGs, MPEGs, CDs, DVDs; club services in the nature of entertainment or education services; 
publishing services; electronic publishing services; vocational guidance; provision of education and training awards; 
coaching services relating to business and finance; career advisory services; design of syllabuses, examination systems, 
examinations and tests; organization and provision of entertainment events; study assistance services relating to 
business and finance; information, advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Quality assurance services; industrial analysis and research services; certification of educational and training 
standards; certification of educational examiners and educational examining bodies; accreditation of educational 
examiners and educational examining bodies; accreditation of educational programmes; certification services, namely 
certifying individual attainment and certification of materials and services meeting prescribed standards; certification of 
members for quality or standards for accreditation purposes; certification of services provided by members of an 
association in the field of business and finance; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the 
aforesaid.
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Cl.45;Lobbying services in the field of business, other than for commercial purposes; advisory, consultancy and 
information services relating to all the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 24/04/2018; Application No. : UK00003306253 ;United Kingdom 

4060168    23/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1442097]
Wannabeco Ltd
Unit 4 Bellingham Trading Estate London SE6 3BX GB

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Bags comprised of starch-based materials in the nature of a paper substitute for disposing of pet waste; plastic 
bags for disposing of pet waste; plastic bags for pet waste disposal.

Cl.21;Portable dispensers not of metal for disposable pet waste bags; place mats; pet feeding dishes; pet feeding and 
drinking bowls; litter scoops for use with pet animals; litter trays for pet animals; litter trays for pets; litter boxes [trays] 
for pets; litter trays; pets (litter boxes [trays] for -); plastics trays for use as litter trays for cats; trays (litter -) for pets; 
scoops for the disposal of pet waste; scoops for the disposal of pet waste.

Cl.28;Pet toys; pet toys containing catnip; pet toys made of rope; toys and playthings for pet animals; toys and 
playthings for pets; toys for domestic pets; toys for pet animals; toys for pets; toys, games and playthings for pet 
animals.

Cl.31;Pet food; pet food for dogs; pet foods; pet foods in the form of chews; pet foodstuffs; food (pet -); pet treats in the 
nature of bully sticks; beverages for pets; edible chews for animals; animal foodstuffs for the weaning of animals; edible 
pet treats.
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4067647    19/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1446202]
POW! ENTERTAINMENT LLC
9440 Santa Monica Blvd., #620 Beverly Hills CA 90210 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGH & ASSOCIATES
N-30, GROUND FLOOR, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetic and non-medicated preparations, namely, suntan lotions, suntan oils, suntan creams, after-sun lotions, 
sunblock lotions, sun screens, non-medicated lip balm, skin creams and lotions, face creams, make-up; cosmetics; 
dentifrices; non-medicated toiletry preparations; fragrances; colognes; aftershave colognes; perfumes; essential oils for 
aromatherapy use; deodorants for body care; bath oils; non-medicated bath salts; non-medicated bubble bath 
preparations.

Cl.18;All-purpose carrying bags; all-purpose carrying cases; key cases; backpacks, duffel bags, fanny packs, travel 
bags, tote bags, beach bags, wallets, handbags, luggage tags, trunks, umbrellas, beach umbrellas, roll bags, all-purpose 
sport bags, cosmetic bags sold empty, luggage, athletic bags, clutch bags, billfolds, book bags, change purses; overnight 
bags; pocketbooks; purses; school bags; walking sticks; attaché cases, briefcase-type portfolios; business card cases; 
canes; footlockers, suitcases, cases of leather, courier bags and waist packs.

Cl.21;Glass, ceramic and earthenware goods, namely, bowls, plates, coffee cups, tea cups, cups and mugs; beverage 
glassware, namely, jugs, mugs, wine glasses and drinking glasses; sugar and creamer sets consisting of sugar bowls and 
creamer pitchers; infant drinking cups; cookie jars; ceramic, glass and china figurines; toothbrushes; non-electric coffee 
pots not of precious metal; lunch boxes; lunch pails; wastepaper baskets; ice buckets; plastic buckets; shower caddies; 
cake molds; water bottles sold empty; decanters; drinking flasks; gardening gloves; rubber household gloves; and 
dinnerware, namely, paper plates and paper cups; bottle openers, electric and non-electric; wine buckets; candle holders 
not of precious metal; beverage coasters not of paper or textile; foam drink holders; plates; serving platters.

Cl.24;Natural and synthetic fabrics and textiles, namely, cotton, silk, polyester and nylon fabrics; afghans; towels; 
beach towels; textile wall hangings; pillowcases; bath linens; bed and table linens; bed canopies; bed blankets; blanket 
throws; blankets for outdoor use; dining linens; textile tablecloths; place mats made of textiles; shower curtains; shower 
curtain liners; window treatments, namely, curtains, draperies, fabric window sheers, puffs; window treatments in the 
nature of window panels of polyester, cotton and wool; swags and fabric valances; baby bedding, namely, bundle bags, 
swaddling blankets, crib bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of 
paper; bed sheets; bed pads; bed throws; bedspreads; comforters; hand towels and face towels made of textile fabrics; 
futon quilts; sleeping bags; handkerchiefs of textiles; quilts of textiles; cloth pennants; fabric flags; felt pennants; plastic 
table covers; plastic flags; plastic banners; and plastic pennantss.

Cl.28;Action-type target games; basketball game sets consisting primarily of basketball hoops, nets, and basketballs; 
board games; bubble making wand and solution sets; children"s fishing kits consisting primarily of plastic fishing lure 
boxes, plastic worms, hooks and lines for fishing; coin-operated arcade-type electronic video games; coin-operated 
pinball games; costume masks; hand-held unit for playing electronic games; inflatable toys; kites; toy vehicles; party 
favors in the nature of small toys; plastic inflatable balls for amusement; pinatas; playsets for use with toy action figures; 
punching toys; puzzles; ride-on toys; skateboards; snow boards; snow sleds for recreational use; sports balls; stuffed 
toys; toy action figures; toy building blocks capable of interconnection; toy figures; toy whistles; water squirting toys; yo-
yos; play craft sets consisting of synthetic toy modeling dough, molds, modeling knife, play mat and instructions; 
weapon toys, namely, swords; stretch bands used for yoga and physical fitness; balloons; sport balls and beach balls; 
plush toys; soft sculpture dolls; card games; jigsaw puzzles; knee pads for athletic use and elbow pads for athletic use; 
sporting goods, namely, sport balls, bats for games, and bags specially adapted for sports equipment, all for use in 
connection with baseball, football, soccer, tennis, golf, lacrosse, mixed martial arts fighting, archery and surfing; sporting 
goods, namely, gloves for baseball, football, golf, lacrosse, mixed martial arts and archery; sporting goods, namely, 
lacrosse sticks, tennis racquets, golf clubs, golf tees, surfboards, skim boards and leashes for attachment to surfboards.

Cl.30;Sandwiches, spices, spice blends, spice rubs, sauces, bakery goods, barbecue sauce, barbecue dry rubs, 
breakfast cereals, burritos, candy, chocolates, chocolate, coffee, tea, crackers, cocoa mixes, cocoa powder, coffee-based 
beverages, cones for ice cream, cookies, cookie dough, corn chips, custard, cupcakes, donuts, frostings, frosting mixes, 
frozen custards, frozen juice bars, fruit ices, frozen yogurt, gingerbread, fudge, granola, grain-based chips, gelato, ice 
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cream, ice cream desserts, kettle corn, marinades, marshmallows, prepared meat pies, ketchup, mixes for bakery goods, 
mustard, sugar, nachos, noodles, oatmeal, pancake mixes, pancake syrup, pastries, pastry mixes, pasta, popcorn, peanut 
brittle, pies, pizza, pizza crust mixes, pizza crust, pizza sauce, rice, relish, puddings, potstickers, powdered sugar, sorbet, 
quesadillas, quiche, ravioli, quinoa-based snack foods, salad dressings, salad dressing mixes, salt, seafood pies, sherbet, 
snack cakes, soy sauce, spaghetti sauce, sugared nuts in the nature of candy, sugarless candies, taco chips, tortillas, 
taco shells, tea-based beverages, tomato sauce, tostadas, vinegar, vinaigrettes, wafers, waffles, wontons, tortilla chips, 
pretzels, salsa, grain-based food bars, granola-based snack bars, high-protein cereal bars and honey; baked desserts, 
namely, brownies, cookies, muffins, cakes, pies and cupcakes.

Cl.43;Hotel, resort hotel and luxury hotel services; providing temporary lodging at luxury hotels; restaurant, catering, 
bar and cocktail lounge services; café services.
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4077317    18/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1446647]
POW! ENTERTAINMENT LLC
9440 Santa Monica Blvd., #620 Beverly Hills CA 90210 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGH & ASSOCIATES
N-30, GROUND FLOOR, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Pre-recorded media, namely, digital audio tapes, digital video discs, audio tapes, video tapes and video discs, all 
featuring animation, cartoons, drama, action, adventure, science-fiction, romance and suspense in books, music, movies 
or other entertainment audio-visual programming; downloadable MP3 recordings and multimedia software recorded on 
CD-ROM, all featuring animation, cartoons, drama, action, adventure, science-fiction, romance and suspense in books, 
music, movies or other entertainment audio-visual programming; downloadable motion pictures and audio-visual 
recordings in the field of animation, cartoons, drama, action, adventure, science-fiction, romance and suspense; 
downloadable ring tones for mobile phones, computer screen saver software, downloadable music files, downloadable 
images and downloadable video recordings, all featuring animation, cartoons, drama, action, adventure, science-fiction, 
romance, suspense, movie clips, television show clips and music video clips via a global computer network and wireless 
communication devices; downloadable computer game programs, video game software, electronic game programs and 
electronic game software downloadable via a global computer network and wireless communication devices; 
downloadable interactive computer game, video game and electronic game programs and software via a global computer 
network and wireless communication devices; downloadable computer game software for use on mobile phones, cellular 
phones and tablet computers; video game software provided on CD or DVD, cartridges, and memory cards; interactive 
computer game video game and electronic game programs and software provided on CD or DVD, cartridges, and memory 
cards; video game cartridges, and memory cards for video game machines; computer screen saver software; 
downloadable electronic publications, namely, a series of fiction books, comic books and animated story books; mouse 
pads; protective carrying cases adapted for portable music players; protective covers and cases for mobile phones, tablet 
computers and personal digital assistants (PDA); audio speakers, audio headphones and earbuds; computer storage 
devices, namely, blank flash drives; calculating machines; decorative magnets; kitchen refrigerator magnets; sunglasses; 
3D spectacles; swim masks; mobile phone accessories namely, batteries, battery chargers, USB cables, phone cases, 
covers, fitted protective skins comprised of silicone gel for covering drive-through communication headsets, cell phone 
mounts for use in cars, belt clips and display screen protectors for providing shade and privacy specially adapted to cell 
phones; virtual reality game software; virtual reality headsets; virtual reality glasses.

Cl.14;Amulets; body-piercing rings; bracelets; broaches being jewelry; charms for jewelry; earrings; hair jewelry in the 
nature of jewelry for use in the hair; jewelry; jewelry chains; jewelry for the head; jewelry, namely, anklets and ankle 
bracelets; lockets; necklaces; pendants; ornamental pins; rings, scarf clips being jewelry; tiaras; medals for use as 
awards; figurines of precious metal; clocks; and watches.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard products, namely, address labels, adhesive labels, adhesive note paper, adhesive notepads, 
agendas, appointment books, art pictures, art prints, bathroom tissue, blank cards, blank note cards, blank notebooks, 
blank or partially printed paper labels, book covers, bookmarkers, book-cover paper, cardboard hang tags, children"s wall 
stickers and murals, Christmas cards, children"s arts and crafts paper kits, coasters made of paper, coasters of 
cardboard, craft paper, daily planners, decorative paper centerpieces, engagement books, envelopes, facial tissue, flags 
and pennants of paper, graphic prints and representations, hand towels of paper, holiday cards, illustrated notepads, 
letter paper, memo blocks, note cards, notepads, occasion cards, paper bags and sacks, paper banners, paper gift cards, 
paper gift tags, paper hang tags, paper note tablets, paper party bags, paper party decorations, paper cake decorations, 
paper cake toppers, paper serviettes, paper table linens, paper gift tags, paper tissues, paper towels, party favor gift 
boxes sold empty, party ornaments of paper, picture books, picture postcards and printed paper signs; bookbinding 
material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists" materials, namely, paint 
brushes, art pads, art paper, artists" pencils, artists" pens, arts and crafts clay kits, arts and crafts paint kits, chalk, chalk 
sticks, color pencils, colored pens, craft glue for stationery and household purposes; drawing pads, drawing paper, 
drawing rulers, drawing tablets, easel pads, felt marking pens, felt pens, felt tip markers, felt writing pens, felt-tip pens, 
highlighter pens and markers, ink pens, modeling clay, nail stencils, iron-on transfers, sketch books and sketch pads; 
books, namely, a series of fiction books, comic books, and books in the field of in the field of animation, cartoons, drama, 
action, adventure, science-fiction, romance and suspense; children"s activity books; puzzle books, brain game books, 
word game books, children"s storybooks; children"s books; address books; bumper stickers; coloring books; comic 
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books; poster books; graphic novels; notebooks; diaries; blank writing journals; magazines in the field of animation, 
cartoons, comics and children"s entertainment; posters; calendars; scrapbook albums; sticker albums; sketchbooks; 
photograph albums; crayons; arts and crafts paint kits; markers; pens; erasers; pencils; pencil cases; decorative pencil-
top ornaments; activity kits consisting of stickers; decals; stickers; pencil sharpeners; school supply kits containing 
various combinations of selected school supplies, namely, writing instruments, pens, pencils, mechanical pencils, 
erasers, markers, crayons, highlighter pens, folders, notebooks, paper, paper clips, pencil sharpeners, writing grips, glue 
for stationery purposes; folders; binders as stationery; paper clips; paper staplers; staple removers; slate boards for 
writing; stencils; rubber stamps other than hand tools or parts of machines and stamp pads; paper pennants; paper party 
decorations; paper cake decorations; paper party supplies, namely, paper napkins, paper place mats, paper gift wrap and 
paper gift wrapping ribbons, paper table cloths and paper party bags; gift bags; printed invitations; postcards; trading 
cards other than for games; greeting cards; writing paper; envelopes as stationery; memo pads; and lunch bags of paper.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely, t-shirts, sweatshirts, sweatpants, sweaters, belts, scarves, bandannas, headbands, visors, 
caps, shirts, polo shirts, golf shirts, camp shirts, tank tops, blouses, sleepwear, pajamas, swimwear, nightgowns, 
dresses, jackets, shorts, pants, skirts, robes, hats, slippers, infantwear, loungewear, underwear, socks, jumpsuits, leg 
warmers; yoga pants; yoga shirts; mittens, neck warmers, halloween costumes; costumes for use in role-playing games, 
gloves, stockings, suspenders, boxer shorts; raincoats; cloth aprons; footwear; and headwear.

Cl.38;Wireless communication and internet broadcasting services, namely, transmission of games, graphics, mobile 
applications, messages, film clips, music, ring tones and text to mobile telephones.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, production of videos, videotapes, television programs, motion picture films, and 
video game software, all featuring live action and/or animated characters; provision of entertainment information about 
motion pictures, television programs, on-line video and wireless videos by means of a global computer network.
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4109250    13/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1279953]
TRAVELOKA TECHNOLOGY PTE. LTD.
77 Robinson Road #09-00, Robinson 77 Singapore 068896 SG

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; marketing; business information; on-line advertising on a computer network; negotiation and 
conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; providing business information via a web site; provision of an on-
line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; sales promotion for others; publication of publicity texts; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; data search in 
computer files for others; pay per click advertising; price comparison services; rental of advertising space; web site 
traffic optimization.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging of goods; storage of goods; travel arrangement; travel reservation; booking of seats for 
travel; air transport; transport of travellers; arranging of travel tours; sightseeing [tourism]; arranging of cruises; 
providing directions for travel purposes; transportation information; traffic information.

Cl.43;Food and drink catering; hotel reservations; temporary accommodation reservations; accommodation bureaux 
[hotels, boarding houses].
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4110633    13/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1279992]
TRAVELOKA TECHNOLOGY PTE. LTD.
77 Robinson Road #09-00, Robinson 77 Singapore 068896 SG

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; marketing; business information; on-line advertising on a computer network; negotiation and 
conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; providing business information via a web site; provision of an on-
line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; sales promotion for others; publication of publicity texts; 
organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; data search in 
computer files for others; pay per click advertising; price comparison services; rental of advertising space; web site 
traffic optimization.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging of goods; storage of goods; travel arrangement; travel reservation; booking of seats for 
travel; air transport; transport of travellers; arranging of travel tours; sightseeing [tourism]; arranging of cruises; 
providing directions for travel purposes; transportation information; traffic information.

Cl.43;Food and drink catering; hotel reservations; temporary accommodation reservations; accommodation bureaux 
[hotels, boarding houses].
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Priority claimed from 01/06/2018; Application No. : UK00003314956 ;United Kingdom 

4127263    29/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1457344]
S4 CAPITAL 2 LIMITED
3rd Floor, 44 Esplanade, St Helier JERSEY JE4 9WG

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VUTTS & ASSOCIATES
SUITE NO. 704, THE CASTLE, PLOT 36-A,SECTOR-56, GURGAON-110002. (HARYANA).

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software in the fields of advertising, marketing, promotional and public relations; artificial intelligence 
software in the fields of advertising, marketing, promotional and public relations; mobile application software in the fields 
of advertising, marketing, promotional and public relations; electronic publications in the fields of advertising, marketing, 
promotional and public relations; computer software, artificial intelligence software, mobile application software, audio, 
video, digital and multi-media recordings and electronic publications relating to or in the field of advertising, marketing, 
promotional and public relations and advertising technology.

Cl.16;Printed advertising, marketing, promotional and public relations materials; printed publications.

Cl.35;Advertising and marketing agency services; advertising and marketing services; promotional services; public 
relations services; copywriting for advertising and promotional purposes; digital marketing; internet marketing; direct 
marketing services; sales promotion for others; dissemination of advertising, marketing, promotional and public relations 
matter; rental of advertising space; market research; event marketing; organisation, management and provision of 
marketing events and sales promotion services; media consulting services, namely, planning, buying and negotiating 
advertising and media space and time; production of advertising, marketing, promotional and public relations campaigns; 
brand creation, brand development, brand identity and brand marketing including production of audio, video, digital and 
multi-media recordings for such purposes; data and market analysis; development and implementation of marketing 
strategies for others; business consultation and management regarding advertising, marketing, promotional and public 
relations activities; consultancy, information and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid services; including such 
services provided on-line via a computer database or via the Internet.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; production of audio, video, digital and multi-media recordings; education services; 
publishing services; multimedia publishing services; training services; arranging and/or conducting conferences, 
seminars, workshops and/or exhibitions for cultural, educational or entertainment purposes; photographic library 
services; consultancy, information and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid services; including such services 
provided on-line via a computer database or via the Internet.

Cl.42;Design services; design services relating to brand creation, brand development, brand identity; graphic design 
services; website design services; design of advertising, marketing, promotional and public relations material; computer 
consultancy services in the fields of advertising, marketing, promotional and public relations; graphic design for the 
compilation of web pages on the Internet; compilation of web pages for the Internet; creating, maintaining and hosting the 
websites, apps and social media campaigns of others and the content thereof; consultancy services in relation to 
information technology in the fields of advertising, marketing, promotional and public relations; platform as a service 
[PaaS] and software as a service [SaaS] in the fields of advertising, marketing, promotional and public relations; 
consultancy, information and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid services; including such services provided 
on-line via a computer database or via the Internet.
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Priority claimed from 19/07/2018; Application No. : 88044565 ;United States of America 

4134074    18/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1458867]
Lumina Networks, Inc.
2077 Gateway Place, Suite 500 San Jose CA 95110 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for connecting, operating, and managing networked integration, traffic management and 
engineering in the nature of software-defined networking (SDN) solutions; downloadable software for software defined 
networking, network functions virtualization, automation of network service delivery, and the orchestration, deployment, 
operations and control of network infrastructures in the internet; downloadable software for network integration, traffic 
management and engineering in the nature of software-defined networking (SDN) solutions; downloadable software for 
software defined networking, network functions virtualization, automation and monitoring of network service delivery, and 
the orchestration, deployment, operations and control of network infrastructures; downloadable cloud-based software for 
storing and managing electronic data in the fields of network integration, traffic management and engineering; 
downloadable cloud-computing software for managing virtual machines on a cloud computing platform; downloadable 
computer software for network integration, traffic management and engineering in the nature of software defined 
networking; computer software for network integration, traffic management and engineering in the nature of software-
defined networking (SDN) solutions; downloadable software for software defined networking, network functions 
virtualization, automation of network service delivery, and the orchestration, deployment, operations and control of 
network infrastructures that may be downloaded from a global computer network; electronic software updates, namely, 
downloadable computer software and associated data files for updating computer software in the fields of network 
integration, traffic management and engineering, provided via computer and communication networks; downloadable 
software for software defined networking, network functions virtualization, automation of network service delivery, and 
the orchestration, deployment, operations and control of network infrastructures, provided via computer and 
communication networks.

Cl.42;Platform as a service (PAAS) services featuring computer software platforms for software development; providing 
on-line non-downloadable open source software for software defined networking; computer software consulting services; 
consultancy in the design and development of on-line computer software systems in the nature of software defined 
networking and network functions virtualization; software development services; technical support services, namely, 
troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer software problems; providing information on open source 
technology applied to software-defined networking products and networks, network functions virtualization, automation, 
disaggregated networking, and DevOps via a website; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based 
software for connecting, operating, and managing networked software; providing information on open source technology 
applied to software-defined networking products and networks, network functions virtualization, automation, 
disaggregated networking, and DevOps via a website; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software 
development tools for development of software-defined networking solutions in the nature of managing software defined 
networks; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for development of software-defined networking 
solutions in the nature of managing software defined networks; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable 
cloud computing software for development of software-defined networking solutions in the nature of managing software 
defined networks.
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Priority claimed from 06/08/2018; Application No. : 88066702 ;United States of America 

4134258    06/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1457824]
QATAR FOUNDATION INTERNATIONAL LLC
Suite 500, 1225 New York Avenue Washington DC 20005 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable podcasts in the field of news and current events; downloadable educational course materials in the 
field of news and current events; downloadable publications in the nature of electronic newsletters and magazines in the 
field of news and current events.

Cl.16;Printed educational materials in the field of news and current events; printed publications in the nature of study 
packets, printed newsletters, and educational magazines in the field of news and current events.

Cl.41;Entertainment services in the nature of production and distribution of television shows and multimedia 
entertainment content; entertainment services, namely, a continuing television program featuring news and current 
events; entertainment services, namely, the production and provision of an ongoing television program delivered via the 
internet; providing non-downloadable films and television shows via a video-on-demand transmission service; 
entertainment services, namely, producing prerecorded debate television shows and live debate television shows; 
providing online videos featuring news and information on current events; entertainment services, namely, providing 
podcasts in the field of news and current events; providing blogs in the nature of an online journal over the Internet 
featuring news and current events; providing news and commentary in the field of current events; educational and 
entertainment services, namely, producing programs about news and current events; educational services, namely, 
facilitating and hosting live debates in the field of news and current events; providing educational information in the field 
of news and current events; educational services, namely, developing and offering a curriculum for educators; arranging 
and conducting educational seminars, workshops, and classes in the field of news and current events; organizing, 
conducting, and operating educational competitive events, including debate tournaments.
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Priority claimed from 05/09/2018; Application No. : 88105651 ;United States of America 

4141849    20/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1459911]
Cocona, Inc.
5480 Valmont Road, Suite 300 Boulder CO 80301 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Horse blankets; saddles; pads for horse saddles.

Cl.20;Bed pillows; beds, mattresses, pillows and bolsters.

Cl.24;Substitutes for textiles, namely, textile substitute materials made from synthetic materials; woven fabric; 
synthetic fabric, namely, synthetic fiber fabrics and semi-synthetic fiber fabrics; fabric, namely, fabric blending natural 
and synthetic materials in the nature of cotton, silk, polyester, and nylon fabrics; textile fabric for the manufacture of 
linen; linen; fabric for footwear; fabric for clothing, namely, knitted, nylon, polyester, and woven fabrics for jeans, jerseys, 
short-sleeved and long-sleeved t-shirts, under garments, sweat pants, sweatshirts, shorts, polo shirts, dress shirts, skirts, 
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pullovers, jackets, coats, sweaters, men's and women's suits, neckties, dresses, gloves, headwear, and socks; bed 
covers; bedspreads; quilts; bed blankets, bed linen; bed clothes, namely, woolen and synthetic blankets, bed skirts, duvet 
covers, duvets, comforters, and synthetic and natural filled bed coverings; mattress covers, pillow shams; pillowcases; 
sheets in the nature of textiles, namely, bed sheets; sleeping bags; baby bedding, namely, swaddling blankets, crib 
bumpers, fitted crib sheets, crib skirts, crib blankets, and diaper changing pad covers not of paper; upholstery fabrics.

Cl.25;Short sleeved or long sleeved shirts; shorts; sports shorts in the nature of athletic shorts, namely, shorts for 
basketball, tennis, soccer, and football, cycling shorts, running shorts, swimming trunk shorts, and hiking shorts; skirts; 
athletic wear, namely, jerseys, swimsuits, wetsuits, ski suits, leotards, gloves, and athletic tops and bottoms for yoga, 
hiking, running and cycling; uniforms; scrub tops and pants not for surgical purposes; men's and women's suits; 
headwear; helmet liners being headwear; outerwear, namely, coats, jackets and hats; clothing for athletic use, namely, 
padded shirts, padded pants, and padded shorts; thobes; hijabs; swaddling clothes.
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Priority claimed from 25/04/2018; Application No. : 87893109 ;United States of America 

4153686    22/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1461565]
WOMEN DELIVER, INC.
Suite 905, 588 Broadway New York NY 10012 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Charitable services, namely, organizing women"s groups to undertake projects that protect women"s rights, 
women"s health and sexual reproductive rights and encourage empowerment among women of all ages and ethnicities; 
promoting public awareness of women"s rights, women"s health, sexual reproductive rights, economic empowerment for 
women, and gender equality; providing information in the field of economic empowerment for women.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, developing, arranging, and conducting educational conferences and programs and 
providing courses of instruction in the fields of women's rights, women's health, sexual reproductive rights, economic 
empowerment for women, and gender equality; providing information in the field of women's health; providing 
information in the fields of women's legal rights, sexual reproductive legal rights and gender equality. 
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Priority claimed from 06/08/2018; Application No. : 88066706 ;United States of America 

4165240    06/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1462641]
QATAR FOUNDATION INTERNATIONAL LLC
Suite 500, 1225 New York Avenue Washington DC 20005 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable podcasts in the field of news and current events; downloadable educational course materials in the 
field of news and current events; downloadable publications in the nature of electronic newsletters and magazines in the 
field of news and current events.

Cl.16;Printed educational materials in the field of news and current events; printed publications in the nature of study 
packets, printed newsletters, and educational magazines in the field of news and current events.

Cl.41;Entertainment services in the nature of production and distribution of television shows and multimedia 
entertainment content; entertainment services, namely, a continuing television program featuring news and current 
events; entertainment services, namely, the production and provision of an ongoing television program delivered via the 
internet; providing non-downloadable films and television shows via a video-on-demand transmission service; 
entertainment services, namely, producing prerecorded debate television shows and live debate television shows; 
providing online videos featuring news and information on current events; entertainment services, namely, providing 
podcasts in the field of news and current events; providing blogs in the nature of an online journal over the Internet 
featuring news and current events; providing news and commentary in the field of current events; educational and 
entertainment services, namely, producing programs about news and current events; educational services, namely, 
facilitating and hosting live debates in the field of news and current events; providing educational information in the field 
of news and current events; educational services, namely, developing and offering a curriculum for educators; arranging 
and conducting educational seminars, workshops, and classes in the field of news and current events; organizing, 
conducting, and operating educational competitive events, including debate tournaments.
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4167999    02/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1453512]
ORGANIK HOLDING ANONIM SIRKETI
Barbaros Mahallesi, Tophanelioglu Caddesi No:54, Altunizade Üsküdar Istanbul Turkey

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VUTTS & ASSOCIATES
SUITE NO. 704, THE CASTLE, PLOT 36-A,SECTOR-56, GURGAON-110002. (HARYANA).

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Dyestuff additives, naphthol, base, salt, chromium acetate, chemicals for textile and leather industries, which are 
used from pretreatment to finishing processes, that can improve the quality of applications such as wetting agents, 
sequestering agents, stabilizers, oil degreasing agents, defoamers, dispersing agents, surfactants, the chemical 
compounds, which affects the surface tension usually reduces when dissolved in water or an aqueous solutions; fabric 
protectants for commercial dry cleaning use; textile-brightening chemicals.

Cl.2;Dyestuffs, sulphur dyestuffs, direct dyestuffs, acidic dyestuffs, alkaline dyestuffs, vat (indanthrene) dyestuffs, 
reactive dyestuffs, azoic dyes, pigment dispersions, varnish and clothing dyes, auxiliaries, leveling agents.
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Priority claimed from 28/11/2018; Application No. : 4503950 ;France 

4174466    26/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465330]
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
New Orchard Road, Armonk NY 10504 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); printed publications and documentation concerning 
computers and computer programs; manuals [handbooks]; printed publications; books; magazines; periodicals; 
newspapers; printing products (printed matter); printed matter relating to computer equipment, software and related 
services; manuals, pamphlets, magazines, information bulletins, inserts for newspapers, booklets, all in connection with 
software, computers, computer system hardware, equipment for networks, telecommunications, information technology, 
word processing, database management, multimedia, entertainment and e-commerce equipment.

Cl.35;Advertising; sales promotion services (for third parties); commercial business management and business 
management advice; business information; distribution of prospectuses; distribution of samples; arranging newspaper 
subscriptions for others; accounting; document reproduction; systematization of data in a central file; organization of 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; company management consulting services and business consulting 
services; business development services; analysis of market research data and statistics; arranging and conducting trade 
show exhibitions in the field of computers, information technology and electronic business transactions via a global 
computer network; business consulting services for computer systems that integrate Natural Language Processing 
(NLP), Computational Linguistics (CL), Information Retrieval (IR) and Machine Learning (ML) and capable of 
understanding general human queries and formulating responses; analyzing and compiling business data; 
systematization of data in computer databases.

Cl.42;Computer programming; design and development of computers and computer programs for cognitive computing; 
research, development, programming and computer consultancy for information management; programming of software 
for database management; cloud computing; software design, updating and maintenance; computer software and 
hardware design for third parties, and support services concerning computers provided by computer specialists, 
computing services, namely the creation, design and maintenance of web sites for third parties; analysis of computer 
systems, integration of computer networks and databases, computer programming for third parties, all relating to 
commercial interactions on global computer networks; technical support services, namely troubleshooting of computer 
program and hardware problems provided by computer experts; design of computer and software interconnection 
systems, namely: electronic interconnection of computers and software; testing of computer programs (software) and 
hardware (quality control and technical control); technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; 
computer consulting in connection with computer hardware, namely consulting in computer research and development; 
computer advice and assistance concerning Internet use; rental of computers and software; scientific and industrial 
research, namely research and development of new products, biological research, bacteriological research, chemical 
research, cosmetology research, mechanical research, geological research, technical research, pharmaceutical research, 
scientific research for medical purposes; computer systems integration services; consulting services in the field of 
design, selection, implementation and use of computer hardware and software systems for others; technical support 
services provided by computer specialists, namely troubleshooting of problems with computer hardware and computer 
programs; computer systems design services for others; design of systems for interconnecting computers, namely 
integration of computer systems and computer networks; computer software and hardware testing services, namely, 
testing of computer software, computers and servers to ensure proper functioning; cloud computing services, namely 
network integrated computer hardware and software services for dynamic provisioning, virtualization and consumption 
metering of computer resources; consulting services in the field of cloud computing; providing virtual computer systems 
and virtual computer environments through cloud computing; design and development of computer software for cloud 
storage of data; computer services, namely cloud hosting provider services; computer services, namely electronic data 
storage and data recovery services; computer services, namely design of computer systems and computer programming.
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4174587    28/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465117]
QATAR FOUNDATION INTERNATIONAL LLC
1400 Eye Street NW, Suite 352 Washington DC 20005 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable podcasts in the field of news and current events; downloadable educational course materials in the 
field of news and current events; downloadable publications in the nature of electronic newsletters and magazines in the 
field of news and current events.

Cl.16;Printed educational materials in the field of news and current events; printed publications in the nature of study 
packets, printed newsletters, and educational magazines in the field of news and current events.

Cl.41;Entertainment services in the nature of production and distribution of television shows and multimedia 
entertainment content; entertainment services, namely, a continuing television program featuring news and current 
events; entertainment services, namely, the production and provision of an ongoing television program delivered via the 
internet; providing non-downloadable films and television shows via a video-on-demand transmission service; 
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entertainment services, namely, producing prerecorded debate television shows and live debate television shows; 
providing online videos featuring news and information on current events; entertainment services, namely, providing 
podcasts in the field of news and current events; providing blogs in the nature of an online journal over the Internet 
featuring news and current events; providing news and commentary in the field of current events; educational and 
entertainment services, namely, producing programs about news and current events; educational services, namely, 
facilitating and hosting live debates in the field of news and current events; providing educational information in the field 
of news and current events; educational services, namely, developing and offering a curriculum for educators; arranging 
and conducting educational seminars, workshops, and classes in the field of news and current events; organizing, 
conducting, and operating educational competitive events, including debate tournaments.
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4175880    12/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465246]
VIRTUE LABS, LLC
19 West Hargett Street, Suite 501 Raleigh NC 27601 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Hair care preparations; after-sun gels; cosmetic preparations for body care; cosmetics; facial moisturizer with spf; 
hair colourants; nail care preparations; sun care lotions; non-medicated skin care preparations.

Cl.5;Medicated hair care preparations; medicated hair serums; medicated skin care preparations; medicated skin care 
preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; medicated serums for treatment of hair, skin and 
lips; medicinal hair growth preparations.
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Priority claimed from 08/06/2018; Application No. : 87955012 ;United States of America 

4185832    06/12/2018
[International Registration No. : 1468027]
Pony Al Inc.
P.O. Box 32311, Suite #4-210, Governors Square, 23 LimeTree Bay Avenue Cayman Islands KY1-1209 KY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware; computer hardware for communicating audio, video and data between computers via a global 
computer network, wide-area computer networks, and peer-to-peer computer network; computer software for vehicle 
navigation; computer software for operating an autonomous vehicle; computer software for vehicle fleet management; 
computer software for coordinating, scheduling, booking, and dispatching vehicles for passenger and freight transport; 
computer software for managing freight transportation by truck and autonomous vehicles; navigation apparatus for 
vehicles; navigational instruments; steering apparatus for vehicles; radar apparatus; laser device for sensing distance to 
objects; laser object detectors for use on vehicles; lidar (light detection and ranging apparatus); vehicle sensors; sensors 
for determining position, velocity, direction, and acceleration; downloadable mobile applications for coordinating 
transportation services; downloadable mobile applications for coordinating, scheduling, booking, and dispatching 
vehicles for passenger and freight transport and delivery services; computer software and hardware for vehicle fleet 
launching, coordination, calibrating, direction, and management; cameras; cameras for use with vehicles; transmitters of 
electronic signals; radios for vehicles; radio transmitters and receivers; global positioning system (GPS); simulators for 
driving or control of vehicles; vehicle drive training simulators; control units for regulating start-up electrical motors; 
apparatus for testing vehicle brakes; vehicle camera driving recorder; mobile applications for booking taxis.

Cl.12;Land vehicles; automobiles; trucks; freight vehicles; mass transit vehicles; autonomous cars; autonomous 
vehicles; driverless cars; electric vehicles, namely, electric cars and electric motor cycles; electrically-powered motor 
scooters; anti-theft devices and alarms for vehicles; motor vehicle alarm systems; steering units for land vehicles and 
parts thereof; drones; plastic parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior plastic extruded decorative and 
protective trim; metal parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal decorative and protective trim; 
strollers.

Cl.35;Advertising and marketing services; market research by means of a computer database; compilation and 
systemization of information into computer databases; updating and maintaining data in computer databases; car auction 
services; business risk management services; business information management; online advertising services through 
computer communications networks; tracking, locating and monitoring of vehicles.

Cl.39;Transportation services; transportation services, namely, making reservations and bookings for transportation; 
transportation of passengers by vehicle; transportation services, namely, providing temporary use of vehicles; 
transportation services, namely, providing vehicle fleet management; travel by autonomous vehicles; car rental services; 
transport reservation services; freighting services; freight transportation by trucks and autonomous vehicles; 
transportation of passengers and freight; providing information regarding autonomous car transportation services and 
scheduling transportation services via a website; leasing of vehicles; transportation services, namely, coordinating the 
pickup and drop-off of passengers at designated or directed locations; motor vehicle sharing services, namely, providing 
temporary use of motor vehicles; providing taxi booking services via mobile applications.
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Cl.42;Providing online software services for transportation services, namely, coordinating, booking, and dispatching 
autonomous vehicles; research and development into autonomous vehicles; research, design, and development of 
computer hardware and software for use with vehicle on-board computers for monitoring and controlling motor vehicle 
operation; research, design, and development of computer hardware and software for vehicle coordination, navigation, 
calibrating, direction, and management; installation, updating, and maintenance of computer software for use with vehicle 
on-board computers for monitoring and controlling motor vehicle operation; research, design, and development of 
sensors and for structural parts thereof; software as a service (SaaS) services featuring computer software for use as an 
application programming interface (API); advanced product research, design, and development in the field of artificial 
intelligence; mapping services; computer security consultancy; vehicle roadworthiness testing; conversion of data or 
documents from physical to electronic media; recording data for others on optical, digital and magnetic media for 
electronic storage; consulting services in the field of cloud computing; cloud computing featuring software in the field of 
operating autonomous vehicles.

Cl.45;Monitoring of security alarm systems; dating services; online social networking services; internet-based social 
introduction service; computer software licensing (legal services); licensing of intellectual property; licensing of software 
for management of intellectual property; legal administration of licenses; granting of software licenses; stolen vehicle 
recovery services; stolen vehicle tracking; emergency roadside assistance services, namely, opening of locks; lost 
property services in the nature of tracking, locating, monitoring and returning services for recovering lost personal 
possessions, namely, lost property return; rental of security apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 05/09/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 109 923 ;Germany 

4196797    04/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1468795]
URSAPHARM Arzneimittel GmbH
Industriestraße 35 66129 Saarbrücken Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SINGH & ASSOCIATES
N-30, GROUND FLOOR, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Washing and bleaching preparations; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive preparations; non-medical soaps; 
perfumes; essential oils; non-medical cosmetics; non-medical hair lotions; non-medical dentifrices.

Cl.5;Contact lens cleaning preparations; solutions for contact lenses; solutions for rinsing contact lenses; disinfectants 
for contact lenses; contact lens wetting solutions; solutions for neutralizing contact lenses; medicated creams; 
pharmaceutical creams; eye ointments for medical use; eye drops; ophthalmologic preparations.
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Priority claimed from 19/09/2018; Application No. : 017959418 ;European Union 

4199698    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1470754]
NHP HANSE DISTRIBUTION GMBH
Kühnehöfe 1 22761 Hamburg Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric household utensils, namely juice squeezers and fruit presses, juicers, coffee grinders, graters, mixers 
(hand blenders included), electric beaters, kneader, grinders / crushers and mashers for foodstuffs, kitchen machines, 
peeling machines for vegetables, cutters, bread cutting machines, vegetables cutting machines, domestic grinders, tin 
openers, electric knifes, salad spinners, kitchen knives, ironing machines, ironing presses, foil welding apparatus, 
vacuum cleaners; accessories for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Electric household utensils, namely bathroom and kitchen scales, thermometers, meteorological stations; 
computer programs, recorded and downloadable; computer operating programs, recorded and downloadable; software; 
electronic publications, recorded and downloadable; control devices and apparatus for networking, control, 
programming, remote control and regulating of kitchen and household apparatus, lighting apparatus, heating apparatus, 
gas apparatus, steam generating apparatus, cooking apparatus, refrigerating apparatus, drying apparatus, ventilating 
apparatus, air conditioning apparatus, heating apparatus, water supply apparatus and lighting apparatus.

Cl.11;Electric household utensils, namely coffee and tea urns, toasters, bread toasters, bread baking machines, bread 
baking apparatus and bread baking automats, waffle irons, pressure cookers, steam pressure pots, rice cookers, steam 
cookers, electric kettles, roasting apparatus, deep fryers, furnaces, cooking rings, microwave ovens, reheating apparatus, 
plate warmers, refrigerators, refrigerating containers, water heaters, water boilers, heating plates, egg boilers, electric 
appliances for making yogurts and desserts, ice machines and apparatus, fruit roasters, heaters for baby feeding bottles, 
heating apparatus including hot air ovens and radiant heaters, air conditioners, humidifiers, fans, hair dryers, hand 
dryers, laundry dryers, tanning apparatus, electric lamps and lights (except for photographical and medical purposes), 
included pocket lamps, garden lamps, bicycle and car lights; accessories for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.21;Household utensils, namely domestic grinders, crushing machines, fruit presses and blenders, salt and pepper 
mills, salad spinners, coffee machines, teapots, bread boards, bread bins, bread baskets, containers for food and 
beverages, namely cups, mugs, glasses, pots, decanters, bowls, plates and egg cups (not of precious metal), storage jars 
and containers, ironing boards, flat-iron stands, perfume vaporizers, ice buckets, cooking vessels for preparing food, 
especially cooking pots and cauldrons, stew pans, cake molds, cleaning instruments, especially crumb trays, brooms, 
carpet sweepers, duster holders, shoe brushes, grills (cooking utensils), grill supports, hand-operated coffee grinders, 
bottle openers, heat-insulated containers and flasks, heat insulated containers for beverages and food, cheese-dish 
covers, cookie jars, garlic presses, kitchen utensils (not of precious metal), cooking pot sets, cold boxes, cocktail 
shakers, blenders non-electric for household purposes, siphons for carbonated water.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; communication services; providing access and links to computer databases, the Internet 
and intranets, including by means of telecommunications; electronic communication by means of chatrooms, chat lines 
and Internet forums; providing access to a global computer network; provision of access to portals on the Internet, in 
particular for mobile telephones and tablet computers; collating and providing of messages (transmission services), 
message transmission, message and image transmission via computer, tablet computers and mobile telephones; 
transmission of data from databases.

Cl.39;Distribution services.

Cl.41;Publication of printed matter in electronic form on the Internet.

Cl.42;Hosting platforms on the Internet, in particular for mobile telephones and computer tablets.
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4216731    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1473382]
SQN Innovation Hub AG
Technoparkstrasse 1, 3rd Floor, Edison 3003.3 CH-8005 Zurich CH

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Analysis of company behaviour; business efficiency advice; business advice and information; business 
organization advice; business consultancy services.

Cl.41;Education and training services and consultancy; personnel training; business training; vocational skills training; 
coaching; conducting workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of symposiums.
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Priority claimed from 24/05/2018; Application No. : 2018-069054 ;Japan 

4229535    21/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1475151]
Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd.
5-33, Kitahama 4-chome, Chuo-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 541-0041 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; common metals and their alloys in powder form [not for painters, decorators, 
printers and artists]; sintered hard metals; hard metal semi-finished products; semi-wrought metals for making 
metalworking tools; magnetic alloys; porous metals and alloys for use in industrial metallic foam applications; shape 
memory metal alloys; cermets (metal-ceramic composites); foundry moulds of metal; anvils; counterweights of metal; 
common metals coated with fluororesin; metallic substrate materials for catalyst; solder rods and solder wires of metal; 
silver solders; sintered sheets made of tungsten alloy for radiation protection; metal sputtering targets; steel mesh in 
sheet form; steel tubes; non-electric wires of common metal and their alloys, not insulated [except fuse wires]; wire 
ropes; welding wire of metal; metal construction materials; metallic materials for ground stabilization; metallic materials 
for railway tracks; metal ducts [other than electric]; pipes of metal and fittings thereof; industrial metal hoses; junctions of 
metal for pipes; flanges of metal [collars]; pulleys of metal [other than parts of machines]; metal springs; valves of metal 
[other than parts of machines]; small items of metal hardware; bolts of metal; nuts of metal; washers of metal; couplings 
of metal for chains, pipes, hoses and tubes; metal brackets; pins (hardware); metal accessories for wires and cables; 
cable ties of metal; cable clips of metal; cable grommets of metal; cable clamps of metal; cable trays of metal [other than 
electric]; cable spacers of metal; non-electric cable junction sleeves of metal; cable end caps of metal; armor rods of 
metal; vibration dampers for overhead cables; oil tanks of metal; fuel tanks of metal, other than for machines or land 
vehicles; metal antenna towers and parts thereof; iron and steel; non-ferrous metals and their alloys; ores of metal; metal 
materials for building and construction; prefabricated building assembly kits of metal; loading and unloading pallets of 
metal; turn-tables for load handling; traversers for load handling; artificial fish reefs of metal; prefabricated sectional 
poultry houses of metal; paint spraying booths of metal; metal moulds for forming cement products; metal pulleys, 
springs and valves [not including machine elements]; metal flanges; machine keys; cotter pins; railway points; road 
signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; beacons of metal, non-luminous; reservoirs of metal; anchors; 
containers of metal for transport; swage blocks; wire rope; wire mesh; industrial packaging containers of metal; metal 
nameplates and door nameplates; hand-held flagpoles of metal; stakes of metal for plants or trees; metal stepladders and 
ladders; letter boxes of metal; hat-hanging hooks of metal; water tanks of metal for household purposes; tool boxes of 
metal, empty; towel dispensers of metal; joinery fittings of metal; safe deposit boxes; outdoor blinds of metal; upright 
signboards of metal; man-made garden ponds of metal [structures]; transportable greenhouses of metal for household 
use; metal tombs and metal tomb plaques; shoe dowels of metal; shoe pegs of metal; hobnails of metal; ferrules of metal 
for canes and walking-sticks; spurs; crampons [climbing irons]; carabiners; rock pitons; sculptures of metal.

Cl.7;Metal cutting tools [machines or parts of machines]; wear resistant metal-cutting tools for machines; wear resistant 
parts for machines; mandrels [machine parts]; plungers [machines]; cylinder liners; valves being parts of machines; 
grinding tools for grinding machines; power-operated saws; blades for power saws; dies and moulds [machine parts]; 
rolls for rolling mills [for metalworking]; cemented carbide tools [machines or parts of machines]; high speed steel tools 
[machine tool]; ceramic tools for machines; cermet (ceramic-metal composite material) tools for machines; diamond tools 
for use with cutting, drilling, grinding, finishing and polishing machines; cubic boron nitride (cBN) tools for cutting, 
drilling, grinding, finishing and polishing machines; accessories and components for metalworking machines; drill 
chucks for machines; tool holders for machines; automatic tool changing apparatus for machine tools; tools for mining 
machines; machines and machine tools for civil engineering; construction machines and parts thereof; electric welding 
machines; laser processing machines for cutting, welding, marking and thermal treating; parts and accessories for 
electric discharge machines; electrode wires for wire electric discharge machines; electrical discharge machine wire 
guides; fittings for high pressure water jet cleaning and cutting machines; nozzles for high-pressure water jet cleaning 
machines; nozzles for high-pressure water jet cutting machines; sand-blasting apparatus; pneumatic or hydraulic 
machines and apparatus; parts for compressors for air conditioning equipment; valve plates [machine parts]; thrust 
plates [machine parts]; valve retainers [machine parts]; valve cages [machine parts]; cylinder inserts [machine parts]; 
bearings; turbine vanes; counterweights [machine parts]; hydraulic hose and hose couplings [parts of machines]; parts of 
engines or motors; cylinder heads for engines; cylinder head covers for engines; cylinder head gaskets for engines; 
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cylinder blocks for engines; cylinder liners for engines; pistons for engines; piston rings for engines; piston pins for 
engines; connecting rods [parts of motors and engines]; crankshafts; engine bearings; engine camshafts; flywheels for 
motors and engines; ring gears for engines; crank pulleys for motors and engines; torsion dampers for engines; intake 
manifolds [parts of engines]; exhaust manifolds [parts of engines]; exhaust pipes [parts of exhaust systems for engines]; 
engine valves; intake valves [parts of engines]; exhaust valves [parts of engines]; valve springs [parts of engines]; valve 
sheets [parts of engines]; valve guides [parts of engines]; rocker arms [parts of motors and engines]; oil filters for motors 
and engines; oil coolers [parts of engines]; oil pumps for use in motors and engines; oil pump rotors; oil strainers [parts 
of engines]; oil tanks [vehicle engine parts]; oil pans [parts of engines]; electric fuel pumps for engines; Diesel Particulate 
Filters (DPF) [parts of engines]; charcoal canisters [parts of engines]; fuel injectors for internal combustion engines; 
Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) valves for motors and engines; valve actuators [parts of engines]; fuel feed pumps for 
engines; pressure regulators for motors and engines; throttle bodies [parts of engines]; air intake hoses for motors and 
engines; fuel tubes [internal combustion engine parts]; engine mounts; fuel injection pumps for engines; air control 
valves [parts of engines]; fuel filters; air filters for motors and engines; air cleaners for engines; water pumps for use in 
motors and engines; mechanical seals being parts of motors and engines; radiators [cooling] for motors and engines; 
thermostatic control valves for motors and engines; cooling fans for motors and engines; catalyst carriers for engines 
and motors; catalytic converters for motors and engines; oxygen sensors for motors and engines; mufflers for motors 
and engines; silencers for motors and engines; drive belts for motors and engines; power transmission belts for motors 
and engines used in industrial applications; fan belts for motors and engines; timing belts for motors and engines used in 
industrial applications; timing belt pulleys; timing gears for motors and engines; timing chains for engines; exhaust-gas 
turbo-chargers for engines; superchargers for engines; intercoolers [parts of engines]; v-belts for motors and engines; 
pulsation dampers for motors and engines; fuel delivery pipes [parts of engines]; PCV (positive crankcase ventilation) 
valves for motors and engines; carburetors for motors and engines; ignition apparatus for engines; parts for 
superconducting motors comprising superconducting materials for stators and/or motor coils; brakes and parts thereof 
for machines; machine parts [not for land vehicles]; transmissions for machines; shafts for machines; bearings for 
machines; cams for machines; gears for machines; gear boxes for machines; transmission chains for machines; 
sprockets for machines; power transmission belts for machines; pulleys for machines; shaft couplings for machines; 
clutches for machines; planetary gear transmissions for machines; torque converters, not for land vehicles; machine 
flywheels; drive plates, not for land vehicles; springs [parts of machines]; vibration dampers for machines [not for land 
vehicles]; shock absorbers for machines [not for land vehicles]; actuators for machines [not for land vehicles]; magnetic 
separators for use in separating magnetic particles from non-magnetic matters; machines for use in the food industry; oil 
mist collectors [parts of machines or engines]; filters for industrial machines for use in air, gas, fuel and liquid filtration; 
cartridges for filtering machines; semiconductor manufacturing machines and parts thereof; parts and accessories for 
vapor deposition machines; parts and accessories for printing machine; filters for printing machines; printing plates; 
marking machines; shrinking machines; machines for installing, laying and replacing cables; cultivating machines and 
implements; metalworking machines and tools; mining machines and apparatus; construction machines and apparatus; 
loading and unloading machines; industrial fishing machines; chemical processing machines and apparatus; textile 
machines and apparatus; food or beverage processing machines and apparatus; lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or 
plywood making machines and apparatus; pulp making, papermaking or paper-working machines and apparatus; printing 
or bookbinding machines and apparatus; sewing machines; agricultural machines and agricultural implements, other 
than hand-operated; shoe making machines; leather tanning machines; tobacco processing machines; glassware 
manufacturing machines and apparatus; painting machines and apparatus; packaging or wrapping machines and 
apparatus; power-operated potters' wheels; machines for processing plastics; machines for manufacturing semi-
conductors; rubber manufacturing machines; stone working machines; non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles; 
parts of non-electric prime movers; adhesive tape dispensing machines; automatic stamping machines; vending 
machines; fuel dispensing machines for service stations; washing machines [laundry]; repairing or fixing machines and 
apparatus; mechanical parking systems; vehicle washing installations; food mixing machines for commercial use; food 
peeling machines for commercial use; food cutting, chopping and slicing machines for commercial use; dishwashers; 
machines and apparatus for wax-polishing, electric; vacuum cleaners; power sprayers for disinfecting, insecticides and 
deodorants [not for agricultural purposes]; machine elements, not for land vehicles; lawnmowers; curtain drawing 
devices electrically operated; electric door openers; waste compacting machines and apparatus for industrial purposes; 
waste crushing machines for industrial purposes; 3D printers; starters for motors and engines; AC motors and DC motors 
[not including those for land vehicles but including parts for any AC motors and DC motors]; AC generators [alternators]; 
DC generators; electric food blenders for household purposes; dynamo brushes; motors, electric, for ships; vibration 
dampers for machines.

Cl.9;Electric wires and cables; electrical resistance wires; electrical fuse wires; accessories for electric wires and 
cables; sheaths for electric cables; electrical shielding spacers for cables and cable assemblies; electric cable end caps; 
electric cable connectors; cable glands for use with electric cables; electric cable grommets; junction sleeves for electric 
cables; identification sleeves of plastics for electrical wiring; cable sleeves for the marking of electric cables; strain 
clamps for electric cables; cable wiring devices for electricity; cable monitoring apparatus; apparatus and instruments for 
conveying, distributing, transforming, storing, regulating or controlling electric current; photovoltaic solar modules for 
production of electricity; energy storage units; energy monitoring and analysis apparatus; electric control devices for 
energy management; smart grid energy management systems; computer hardware for use in smart grid applications; 
computer software for use in smart grid applications; communications equipments for use in smart grid applications; 
electronic and electric apparatus for use in smart grid applications; electric sensors for use in smart grid applications; 
electrically conductive and semiconductive materials; magnets; electric coils; electromagnetic coils; electromagnets; 
superconductive magnet apparatus; electric batteries and parts thereof; dry cells and batteries; accumulators [batteries]; 
fuel cells; photovoltaic cells and modules; battery separators; chargers for electric batteries; electrodes [not for medical 
use]; electrode wires used with electrical discharge machines; electric discharge tubes (other than for lighting purposes); 
apparatus for receiving, recording, transmission, processing and/or reproduction of data, sound and images; data 
communications apparatus; radio communication machines and apparatus; radar apparatus; mobile telecommunications 
apparatus; broadcasting apparatus; teleconferencing and video conferencing apparatus; apparatus and equipments for 
managing delivery of content via internet; instruments, apparatus and components for optical communication network; 
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optical fiber splicing apparatus; optical fibers measuring or testing machines and instruments; remote fiber test systems 
(RFTS); apparatus and instruments for the distribution of video signals; component parts for optical disk drives; lasers 
not for medical use; laser machining apparatus not for medical use; optical components for lasers [not for medical use]; 
optical lenses; optical filters; mirrors [optics]; prisms [optics]; partial reflectors; optical phase retarders; beam splitters; 
diffraction gratings; beam combiners; optical windows; beam homogenizers; laser beam expanders; laser beam 
scanners; parts for spectacles; spectacle temples and bows adapted for spectacle frames; spectacle frames; electronic 
parts and components; semiconductors; semiconductor wafers; semiconductor chips; semiconductor devices; heat 
sinks for use in electronic components; peltier devices; lead wires for electronic components; lead frames for 
semiconductor devices; bonding wires for semiconductor devices; integrated circuits; integrated circuit modules; 
integrated circuit packages; printed circuits; flexible printed circuits; electronic circuit boards; conductive films for use in 
the manufacture of electronic devices; surface acoustic wave components, namely, surface acoustic wave filters; 
electronic transistors; thermistors; computer peripheral apparatus; electronic data input apparatus; optical character 
readers; bar code readers; bar code decoders; image scanners; portable information terminal devices; display apparatus 
[electrical or electronic]; image processing systems; remote monitoring apparatus; train control systems comprising 
computer hardware and software, radios, communication equipment, positioning equipment and speed sensors; crane 
guidance system utilizing inductive radio; equipments and apparatus for detection and control of vehicles and road 
conditions on roadways; road condition sensors; traffic sensors; apparatus and instruments for traffic control centers; 
traffic signal controllers; electronic variable message signs (VMS) and other sign boards used on roadways to display 
traffic information; computer software; computer software for use in software development; computer software for 
searching and retrieving data from databases; computer software for use in database management; computer software in 
the field of artificial intelligence (AI); computer software for natural language search processing; computer software for 
use in the field of information technology asset management; computer software for managing information on computer 
hardware assets; computer software for tracking lease and maintenance information for computer hardware and software; 
computer software for management of computer software licenses; computer software for distributing, installing, 
updating and uninstalling software on other computers via computer networks; computer software for computer security 
and anti-virus protection; computer software for peer-to-peer file sharing; computer software for use in planning, 
maintenance and management of computer networks; computer software for use in monitoring and protecting computer 
network; computer software for use in the field of technical support help desk; computer software for use in the field of 
internet content delivery network; computer software for use in electronic data interchange (EDI); computer software for 
use in data cleansing; computer software for use in the field of work flow management; computer software for use in 
document management; computer software for use in finance, accounting, business management, personnel 
management, labor management; computer software for use in processing purchase transactions; computer software for 
use in the field of production management; computer software for use in the field of sales management; computer 
software for use in the field of logistics management; computer software for planning, managing and executing 
commercial distribution and transportation operations; computer software for collecting, transmitting and analyzing 
vehicle data such as location and speed; computer software for monitoring performance of vehicles and warning 
dangerous driving behavior; computer software for use in geographic information systems; computer software for 
converting, sharing and displaying map data; computer software for calculating optimal routes; computer software for 
comparing geographic and address information; computer software for assessing and utilizing real time road traffic 
information; computer software for predicting future information on traffic congestions; computer software for collecting 
vehicle trip data and evaluating travel time; computer software for use in developing map-enabled applications; computer 
software for use in geographical map information of infrastructure; computer software for use in hospital facilities 
administration; computer software for accounting management and patient billing in hospitals; computer software for 
ordering clinical tests and for reporting and evaluating results of clinical tests; computer software for use in electronic 
health records; computer software for measuring pressure; electronic map database featuring roadway, road tolls and 
charges, service stations, car parks and other information regarding transport and travel; parts for photocopiers, laser 
beam printers, facsimiles and imaging equipments; electric actuators; vibration isolation equipments for use with 
electronics, optical, measuring, testing, scientific and laboratory equipment other than for medical or veterinary 
purposes; vibration isolation tables for laboratory use; electrical components for land vehicles; electrical junction blocks; 
electric relay boxes; fuses; fuse boxes; electrical connectors; ECUs (Electronic Control Units) for controlling land vehicle 
engines; electric switches; electric switch panels; optical apparatus for use in land vehicles; CCD (Charge Coupled 
Device) cameras for land vehicles; vehicle mounted night vision devices and components; electronic infrared cameras; 
electronic image processors; video monitors; sensing apparatus for use in land vehicles; velocity sensors; acceleration 
sensors; gyro sensors; impact sensors; measuring apparatus and instruments; laboratory apparatus and instruments; 
meteorological observation apparatus; security apparatus, system and instruments; electric and electronic video 
surveillance installations; life saving apparatus and equipments; filters for respiratory masks; ear plugs for swimmers; 
ear plugs for divers; ozonisers [ozonators]; electrolysers [electrolytic cells]; egg-candlers; blueprint apparatus; cash 
registers; coin counting or sorting machines; job recording devices; photo-copying machines; mathematical instruments; 
time and date stamping machines; time clocks [time recording devices]; punched card office machines; voting machines; 
postage stamp checking apparatus; mechanisms for coin-operated car parking gates; fire extinguishers; fire pumps; fire 
hoses; fire hose nozzles; sprinkler systems for fire protection; fire alarms; gas leak alarms; burglar alarms; protective 
helmets; railway signals; vehicle breakdown warning triangles; road signs, luminous or mechanical; breathing apparatus 
for divers, namely, compressed air bailout units, not for sports; game programs for arcade video game machines; 
simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; sports training simulators; photographic apparatus and instruments; 
cinematographic apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; power distribution or control machines 
and apparatus; rotary converters; phase modifiers; electrical cells and batteries; electric or magnetic meters and testers; 
electric wires and cables; telecommunication machines and apparatus; personal digital assistants in the shape of a 
watch; smartphones; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; magnetic cores; electrodes; fire boats; satellites for 
scientific purposes; fire engines; dust masks; gas masks; welding masks; fireproof garments; disaster prevention hoods; 
gloves for protection against accidents; spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; game programs for home video game 
machines; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; 
protective helmets for sports; sports whistles; weight belts for scuba diving; air tanks for scuba diving; snorkels; 
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regulators for scuba diving; metronomes; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs recorded with automatic performance 
programs for electronic musical instruments; effecters for electric or electronic musical instruments; phonograph 
records; downloadable music files; downloadable image files; recorded video discs and video tapes; electronic 
publications; exposed cinematographic films; exposed slide films; slide film mounts.

Cl.11;Parts for gas burners; kerosene vaporizers for heating installations; crucibles as melting furnaces for industrial 
use; water distillation units; heat exchangers; electric heating filaments; heat pipes of metal; electric heaters for industrial 
use; electric cookware; industrial air purifying machines; water purifying apparatus; gas and liquid filters for industrial 
use; separators for the cleaning and purification of air, gases, and liquids; electric lamps and parts thereof; prestressed 
concrete container vessels (PCCV) for nuclear power plants; toilet bowls and seats sold as a unit; prefabricated 
bathrooms sold as a unit; drying apparatus for chemical processing; recuperators for chemical processing; steamers for 
chemical processing; evaporators for chemical processing; distillers for chemical processing; heat exchangers for 
chemical processing; drying apparatus for textile manufacture; milk sterilizers; ice-cream making machines for industrial 
purposes; bread-making machines for industrial purposes; plywood drying machines; industrial furnaces; nuclear 
reactors [atomic piles]; drying apparatus for harvest; forage drying apparatus; boilers, other than parts of non- electric 
prime movers or engines; air conditioners for industrial purposes; freezing machines and apparatus for industrial 
purposes; laundry dryers, electric, for industrial purposes; towel steamers for hairdressing purposes; hair drying 
machines for beauty salon use; hair steamers for beauty salon use; shampoo basins for barbers' shop use; cooking 
apparatus and installations for commercial use; dish drying machines for commercial use; dish disinfectant apparatus for 
commercial use; kitchen worktops with integrated sinks for commercial use; kitchen sinks for commercial use; tap water 
faucets; level controlling valves for tanks; pipe line cocks; waste water treatment tanks for industrial purposes; septic 
tanks for industrial purposes; garbage incinerators; solar water heaters; water purifying apparatus for industrial 
purposes; electric lamps and other lighting apparatus; household electrothermic appliances; washers for water taps; gas 
water heaters for household purposes; non-electric cooking heaters for household purposes; kitchen worktops with 
integrated sinks for household purposes; kitchen sinks for household purposes; household tap-water filters, non-electric; 
standing paper lanterns [Andon]; portable paper lanterns [Chochin]; gas lamps; oil lamps; lamp chimneys; warming pans, 
non-electric; pocket warmers, non-electric; hot water bottles for warming one's feet in bed; waste water treatment tanks 
for household purposes; septic tanks for household purposes; toilet stool units with a washing water squirter; 
disinfectant dispensers for toilets; toilet bowls; seatings for use with Japanese style toilet bowls; bath fittings; stoves for 
household purposes, non-electric; fire hydrants.

Cl.12;Parts and accessories for land vehicles; transmission components for land vehicles; power steering parts and 
components for land vehicles; suspension parts for land vehicles; springs for land vehicles; actuators for land vehicles; 
brakes for land vehicles and parts thereof; anti-lock brake systems; hydraulic hoses for land vehicles; vibration dampers 
for land vehicles; engine covers; components for airbags; instrument panels; center display units; door trims; head-rests 
for vehicle seats; arm rests for vehicles; windshield wiper arms and wiper blades; vehicle wheel spokes; spikes for tires; 
balance weights for vehicle wheels; fuel tanks for land vehicles; motors, electric, for land vehicles; traction engine; 
ropeways for cargo or freight handling; non-electric prime movers for land vehicles, not including their parts; mechanical 
elements for land vehicles; parachutes; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; wheelchairs; AC motors or DC motors for land 
vehicles, not including their parts; vessels and their parts and fittings; aircraft and their parts and fittings; railway rolling 
stock and their parts and fittings; automobiles and their parts and fittings; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and their 
parts and fittings; rickshaws; sleighs and sleds [vehicles]; trolleys; carts; horse drawn carriages; carts [Riyakah]; 
adhesive rubber patches for repairing tubes or tires; baby carriage [prams]; vibration dampers for land vehicles.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; powders of gold, silver, platinum, palladium and alloys thereof [not for painters, 
decorators, printers and artists]; synthetic diamonds; sintered diamonds; parts for watches; parts for clocks; precious 
metals; unwrought and semi-wrought precious stones and their imitations; key chains; jewellery cases; prize cups of 
precious metals; commemorative shields; personal ornaments [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; shoe ornaments of precious 
metal; clocks and watches.

Cl.17;Floating anti-pollution barriers; silt fences for use as anti-pollution barriers; industrial packaging containers of 
rubber; flexible pipes, not of metal; non-metal, plastic and rubber hoses for industrial applications; non-metallic hose 
couplings; flexible tubes, not of metal; sleeves of rubber for protecting parts of machinery; non-metallic reinforcing 
materials for pipes; non-metallic junctions for pipes; non-metal flanges; sealing materials; synthetic rubber or synthetic 
resin for sealing; adhesive sealant and caulking compound; sealing putty; rubber materials for insulating, packing and 
stopping; non-metal packings for water-proof; anti-corrosion protective materials; heat resistant materials, namely, 
plastics, polymers, resins and ceramics; heat insulating materials, namely, plastics, polymers, resins and ceramics; fire 
resistant and fire preventive materials; sound absorbing materials; sound insulation materials; vibration damping 
materials; vibration isolating materials; shock absorbing rubber buffers for industrial machinery; rockwool fibers for heat 
insulation, fire protection and sound insulation; electrical insulating materials; insulators for railway tracks; non-metallic 
materials for shielding against electromagnetic radiation; coating materials for insulating conduits; non-metallic materials 
for connecting, insulating protecting, and harnessing wires and cables; adhesive tapes other than stationery and not for 
medical or household purposes; adhesive fire retardant tapes; adhesive semi-conductive tapes; tension members made 
of plastic for use in optical fiber cables; non-metallic spacers for use with optical fiber cables; insulating film for use in 
the manufacture of semiconductors; semi-worked rubber; semi-finished and semi-processed plastics and plastic 
materials in the form of blocks, plates, slabs, bars, rods, tubes, sleeves, tapes, sheets, discs, films, strips, pellets, and 
composite form; oil-impregnated plastics [semi-finished products]; fiber-reinforced plastic materials for use in 
manufacture; heat shrinkable plastic tubings and sleevings used with electric wires and cables and other electrical 
products for handling, splicing, sealing, insulation, corrosion protection, identification and decoration; porous plastic 
membrane sheets and tubes for use in filtering, insulating, sealing and packing materials; polyurethane foam for use in 
sealing, insulating, cushioning and stuffing applications; plastic film for packing, cushioning or stuffing purposes [other 
than for wrapping]; heat reflective plastic films to be applied to windows; ceramic foams for industrial use, namely, for 
heat absorbers, sound absorbers, for industrial filters, and for chemical absorbers; mica [raw or partly processed]; valves 
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of rubber or vulcanized fiber [not including machine elements]; gaskets; joint packings; washers of rubber or vulcanized 
fiber; chemical fiber, not for textile use; rock wool; slag wool; rubber thread and covered rubber yarn, not for textile use; 
chemical fiber yarn and thread, not for textile use; insulating gloves; rubber cords and laces; industrial packaging 
containers of rubber; rubber stoppers; rubber lids and caps for industrial packaging containers; plastic sheeting for 
agricultural purposes; condenser paper; vulcanized fiber; adhesive tapes, other than stationery and not for medical or 
household purposes; plastic semi-worked products; rubber [raw or semi-worked]; soundproofing materials of rock wool 
[not for building purposes].

Cl.37;Construction services; installation, maintenance and repair of solar energy sytems; repair or maintenance of 
power distribution or control machines and apparatus; construction services for the installation, maintenance and repair 
of electric power transmission and distribution lines; construction services for the installation, maintenance and repair of 
optical fiber, copper, coaxial and other telecommunication cables and wires; installation, maintenance and repair of 
telecommunications networks, apparatus, and instruments; installation of hardware for computer systems; installation, 
repair and maintenance of computers and computer peripherals; installation, maintenance and repair of electronic 
apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of traffic control apparatus; repair or maintenance of metalworking 
machines and tools; repair or maintenance of construction machines and apparatus; construction consultancy; operation 
and maintenance of building equipment; shipbuilding; repair or maintenance of vessels; aircraft repair or maintenance; 
repair of bicycles; repair or maintenance of automobiles; repair or maintenance of railway rolling stocks; repair or 
maintenance of two-wheeled motor vehicles; repair or maintenance of cinematographic machines and apparatus; repair 
or maintenance of optical machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of photographic machines and apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of loading-unloading machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of fire alarms; repair or 
maintenance of office machines and equipment; repair or maintenance of air conditioners for industrial purposes; repair 
or maintenance of burners; repair or maintenance of boilers; repair or maintenance of pumps; repair or maintenance of 
freezing machines and apparatus for industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of electronic machines and apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of consumer electric 
appliances; repair or maintenance of electric lighting apparatus; repair or maintenance of electric motors; repair or 
maintenance of power generators; repair or maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments; repair or maintenance 
of measuring and testing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of medical apparatus and instruments; repair 
or maintenance of firearms; repair or maintenance of printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of chemical processing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of glassware manufacturing 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of fishing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of shoe 
making machines; repair or maintenance of industrial furnaces; repair or maintenance of mining machines and apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of rubber-goods manufacturing machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of machines and 
systems for manufacturing integrated circuits; repair or maintenance of semi-conductor manufacturing machines and 
systems; repair or maintenance of machines and apparatus for processing foods or beverages; repair or maintenance of 
machines and apparatus for lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making; repair or maintenance of textile 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of tobacco processing machines; repair or maintenance of painting 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of agricultural machines and implements; repair or maintenance of 
machines and apparatus for pulp-making, papermaking or paper-working; repair or maintenance of plastic processing 
machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of packaging or wrapping machines and apparatus; repair or 
maintenance of sewing machines; repair or maintenance of reservoirs; repair or maintenance of gasoline station 
equipment; repair or maintenance of mechanical parking systems; repair or maintenance of bicycle parking apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of cooking equipment for industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of industrial dishwashers; 
repair or maintenance of electric washing machines for industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of vehicle washing 
installations; repair or maintenance of vending machines; repair or maintenance of power-driven floor cleaning machines; 
repair or maintenance of amusement machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of apparatus and instruments for 
use in beauty salons or barbers' shops; repair or maintenance of water pollution control equipment; repair or 
maintenance of water purifying apparatus for industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of waste compacting machines 
and apparatus for industrial purposes; repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines for industrial purposes; repair 
or maintenance of divers' apparatus; repair or maintenance of chemical plants; repair or maintenance of nuclear power 
plants; repair and maintenance of 3D printers; furniture restoration; umbrella repair; repair or maintenance of musical 
instruments; safe maintenance or repair; shoe repair; clock and watch repair or maintenance; sharpening of scissors and 
kitchen knives; setup or repair of locks; repair or maintenance of gas water heaters; repair or maintenance of non-electric 
cooking heaters for household purposes; repair or maintenance of cooking pots and pans; repair or maintenance of 
signboards; repair of bags or pouches; repair of personal ornaments; repair of toys or dolls; repair of sports equipment; 
repair of billiard equipment; repair of game machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of bath fittings; repair of toilet 
stool units with a washing water squirts; repair of fishing tackle; repair of spectacles; fur care and repair; laundering; 
pressing of clothing; clothing repair [mending clothing]; fluffing of cotton batting for futon; repair of tatami mats; chimney 
sweeping; cleaning of building exterior surfaces; window cleaning; carpet and rug cleaning; floor polishing; septic tank 
cleaning; bathtub and bath boiler cleaning; street cleaning; reservoirs cleaning; disinfecting of telephone hand-sets; 
vermin exterminating [other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry]; sterilization of medical apparatus 
and instruments; rental of construction machines and apparatus; rental of floor cleaning machines; rental of mops; rental 
of car-washing apparatus; rental of laundry dryers; rental of spin dryers for clothes; rental of electric washing machines; 
rental of mining machines and apparatus; rental of drainage pumps; rental of dish drying machines for restaurants; rental 
of dish washing machines for industrial purposes.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 26/10/2018; Application No. : 4494963 ;France 

4230746    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1474887]
GENFIT
885 Avenue Eugène Avinée, Parc Eurasanté F-59120 LOOS France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; diagnostic preparations; material (reagents or substances) for diagnostic tests for 
medical use for the detection of metabolic disorders and diseases of the liver; radio-isotope markers for therapeutic or 
diagnostic use.

Cl.10;Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments; tools and instruments for medical diagnosis.

Cl.44;Advisory services relating to health [medical] care; medical information; compilation of medical reports [medical 
information]; medical information services provided via the Internet; medical diagnosis services.
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Priority claimed from 06/03/2019; Application No. : UK00003380923 ;United Kingdom 

4242991    14/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1477970]
SZ BLOCKPRINTS LIMITED
42 Coopersale Road London E9 6BA United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1,B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 042,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods; table linen, tablecloths, napkins, bed covers, bed sheets, fitted sheets, flat sheets, 
valances, pillowcases, cushion covers, duvet covers, duvets, bed throws, throws, quilts, mattress covers, pillow covers, 
pillow protectors, curtains and bedroom curtains, towels.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear and headgear; belts; socks; gloves; lingerie; hosiery; scarves, sarongs, bandanas.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services in connection with the sale of textiles and textile goods, table linen, tablecloths, 
napkins, bed covers, bed sheets, fitted sheets, flat sheets, valances, pillowcases, cushion covers, duvet covers, duvets, 
bed throws, throws, quilts, mattress covers, pillow covers, pillow protectors, curtains and bedroom curtains, towels, 
pillows clothing, footwear and headgear, belts, socks, gloves, lingerie, hosiery, scarves, sarongs, bandanas; advertising, 
marketing and publicity services; loyalty card and discount card membership schemes.
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Priority claimed from 24/05/2018; Application No. : 722859 ;Switzerland 

4250033    23/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1478940]
BYSTRONIC LASER AG
Industriestrasse 21 CH-3362 Niederönz Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER.
D-1/5, DLF QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE - 1, GURGAON - 122 002, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Bending machines; bending presses; press brake; stamping machines; presses (machines for industrial use); 
straighteners; deep-drawing presses; forming machines; drills; drilling heads (parts of machines); drill bits (machine 
parts), drill holders (parts of machines), chisels for machines; engraving machines; hole punching machines; saws 
(machines); cutting machines; machines for cutting (milling tools); filters (parts of machines, motors or engines); pumps 
(machines); pumps (parts of machines, motors or engines); sludge collectors (machines); guides for machines; bearings 
(machine parts); machine housings; machinery gears; machine stands; machine tables; machine shafts; tools (parts of 
machines); tool holders (parts of machines); roller bearings; chucks (parts of machines); machine bearings; gas-operated 
cutting torches; plasma cutting and welding machines; gas-operated welding apparatus; gas-operated welding machines; 
glass-working machines; machine tools for glass processing, namely for the manufacture of structural glazing and 
glazing and glass plates for land vehicles and aircraft; glass cutting machines; lifting and hoisting platforms; loading 
machines, specifically for shipping installations and storage for raw material and semi-finished and finished products; 
automatic lifting devices and magazines as machine parts for storage, for accumulating, storing and providing raw 
materials, semi-finished or finished products and tools; cylinders for machines; cylinder pistons; welding apparatus 
(electric); welding machines (electric); automatic welding machines (electric); metal processing machines; machine tools; 
robots (machines); machine tools for beam machining of workpieces; water jet cutting machines; laser cutting machines; 
laser welding machines; accessories and auxiliary equipment (machines and machine parts) for beam machining of 
workpieces, spare parts for these items; parts and accessories of the above machines and tools, insofar as included in 
this class, in particular machine tools, handling equipment; spare parts for machines; lasers not for medical use, 
particularly for material machining, marking lasers.

Cl.9;Distance measuring apparatus; range finders (telemeters); distance measuring equipment; measuring machines, 
measuring apparatus and instruments; frequency meters; speed indicators; length meters; goniometers; computers; 
computer operating programs (recorded); computer programs (recorded); computer programs (downloadable); computer 
software (recorded); data processing apparatus; data transmission devices; electronic publications (downloadable); data 
input and display apparatus; screens; video projectors; monitors (computer hardware); monitors (computer programs); 
interfaces (interface apparatus or interface programs for computers); holograms; control devices for loading apparatus; 
numerical controls for machine tools; electronic controllers; sensors, electrical and electronic apparatus for remote 
control of industrial operations; electronic signal transmitters and receivers; detectors; dosing devices; pressure gages; 
pressure recorders; light conductors, namely fiber optics (light guide); laser sources, not for medical use; hydraulic, 
electric, pneumatic and optical regulating devices for lasers and laser beams and laser guidance and mirror guidance, 
positioning components, light-conducting fiber components, beam forming devices and the processes and sensors 
therefor; objectives (lenses) (optics); optical fiber cables; optical lenses; prisms (optics); mirrors (optics); actinometers 
(beam meters); logs; magnifiers (optics); barcode readers; compasses (measuring instruments); lasers (machines for 
producing a laser beam).

Cl.37;Installation and repair of electric apparatus; installation and repair of refrigerating apparatus; installation, 
maintenance and repair of machines; repair of pumps; installation of machine tools and associated auxiliary equipment; 
maintenance work on machine tools and laser installations; repair services; installation services to provide Internet 
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access on machinery control systems and to provide Internet applications on machinery control systems; installation of 
hardware for Internet access.

Cl.40;Information about material processing; milling; engraving; cutting of materials; cutting with water jet; cutting with 
laser beam; laser engravings; metal machining; sawing; sanding; welding; water jet machining; water treatment; custom 
assembly of materials for third parties; material processing, namely identifying and marking; rental of machines for 
material machining; providing information in the field of material processing, especially of machine-specific information, 
on the Internet and on screen.

Cl.41;Recording of video recordings; demonstration lessons in practical exercises; on-line providing of electronic, non-
downloadable publications; on-line publication of electronic books (and magazines); organization of fairs for cultural and 
entertainment purposes, conferences, congresses, meetings and symposiums; organization and conducting of seminars; 
organization and conducting of workshops (training); training in the operation and maintenance of machine tools; training 
in the creation of computer programs for machine tools; education and further training, in particular in the field of material 
processing, IT and business organization; organization of contests; organization of exhibitions for courses; production of 
video films.

Cl.42;Updating of computer software; consultancy in the field of energy saving; computer software consulting; 
computer system analyses; design of computer software; computer system design; provision of engineering services; 
creation of programs for data processing; preparation of technical expert reports; research in the field of technology; 
research in the field of mechanical engineering; hosting of Web sites; installation of computer programs; conversion of 
computer programs and data (other than physical conversion); copying of computer programs; testing of materials; 
quality control (tests); research and development services for others regarding new products; technical project planning; 
rental of computer software; maintenance of computer software; water analysis; recovery of computer data; scientific and 
industrial research; technical development and engineering activities; preparation of computer programming aids and 
tools (programming tools) and programs for machine tools; monitoring, control, maintenance of computer software via 
data lines (teleservice), also via the Internet, in particular remote control, remote malfunction diagnosis, troubleshooting, 
including remote programming of machine controls for troubleshooting, maintenance and installation of machinery 
control software, installation of firmware updates in machine controls for troubleshooting; development, installation, 
maintenance, copying, conversion, updating of computer programs and computer software including via the Internet; 
remote programming of machine controls; hosting of online services in the field of machines, specifically providing 
software via data rows/computer networks and providing information, namely specific information on the Internet for the 
design of machinery; provision of software for machine control on the Internet; design and planning of 
telecommunication solutions in the field of machinery, especially of telecommunication solutions for remote diagnostics 
of machine malfunctions and for machinery services using telecommunication technology; proposal and development of 
software for controlling, regulating and monitoring water jet and laser beam installations as well as press brakes; 
consultancy and information relating to the design and development of computer hardware and software; technical 
support services, repair of operating systems and computer programs provided by computer specialists, namely 
technical project planning and technical project management; construction planning; scientific and industrial research, 
especially in the field of mechanical engineering; information technology services, namely planning and providing of 
Internet access on control systems, as well as planning and providing of Internet applications on machine controls.
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Priority claimed from 11/10/2018; Application No. : 017968194 ;European Union 

4257400    11/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1480656]
GRIFOLS WORLDWIDE OPERATIONS LIMITED
Grange Castle Business Park, Grange Castle, Clondalkin Dublin 22 Ireland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VATSALA SINGH HASAN
Hasan and Singh,Flat No.04, Sree Nilayam Apartment, Plot No.12, Camelot Layout(Near Chirec Public School), Kondapur, Hyderabad-
500084.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical, biological and diagnostic preparations for medical purposes, in particular, plasma-derived protein 
preparation for medical purposes.

Cl.9;Computer programs and software recorded or downloadable; electronic publications; all these goods related to 
medical treatments.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments, in particular, medical apparatus and instruments for the treatment of 
Alzheimer and other cognitive disorders.

Cl.16;Printed publications; teaching materials; books; booklets; catalogues; diagrams; flyers; printed forms; graphic 
prints, reproduction and representations; newsletters; pictures; all these goods related to medical treatments.

Cl.35;Compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; computerized file management; 
distribution of samples; document reproduction; organization of exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; 
organization of trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; outdoor advertising; radio and television advertising; 
wholesale and retail services in shops and via global computer networks of pharmaceutical, biological and diagnostic 
preparations for medical purposes, computer programs and software recorded or downloadable, electronic publications, 
medical apparatus and instruments, printed publications, teaching materials, books, booklets, catalogues, diagrams, 
flyers, printed forms, graphic prints, reproduction and representations, newsletters and pictures; all these services 
related to medical treatments.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting colloquiums, conferences or congresses; education information; on-line publication of 
electronic books and journals; practical training; publication of texts other than publicity texts; arranging and conducting 
seminars, symposiums or workshops; teaching; educational services; instruction services; all these services related to 
medical treatments.

Cl.42;Biological research; clinical trials; rental of computer software; electronic data storage; installation and 
maintenance of computer software; quality control; packaging design; research and development of new products for 
others; scientific laboratory services; scientific research; conducting technical project studies; technological 
consultancy; all these services related to medical treatments.

Cl.44;Health care; convalescent home services; hospital services; medical clinic services; medical assistance; medical 
equipment rental; nursing home services; palliative care; therapy services; services of a psychologist.
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4272807    02/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482879]
LANE GMBH
Friedrich-Barnewitz-Str. 6 18119 Rostock-Warnemünde Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic visual display units; video display units; LED [light-emitting diode] displays; OLED (organic light 
emitting diode) display panels; advertising display signs [mechanical or luminous]; image processing equipment; 
electronic circuit boards; interface cards for data processing equipment in the form of printed circuits; broadcasting 
equipment; video cameras; computer programmes; telecommunications software; computer programmes for image 
processing; application software; smartphone software; mobile apps; virtual reality glasses; virtual reality headsets; 
shutter glasses; displays for virtual training environments.

Cl.35;Preparation and presentation of audio visual displays for advertising purposes; audio-visual displays for 
advertising purposes (preparation or presentation of -); displaying advertisements for others; advertisement for others on 
the Internet; dissemination of advertisements via the internet; electronic billboard advertising; television advertising.

Cl.42;Software design and development; design and development of computer hardware; development of software for 
processing and distribution of multimedia contents; design and development of image processing software; design and 
development of systems for data input, output, processing, display and storage; design and development of data display 
systems.
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Priority claimed from 24/05/2018; Application No. : 722862 ;Switzerland 

4275767    23/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1484088]
BYSTRONIC LASER AG
Industriestrasse 21 CH-3362 Niederönz Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GROSER & GROSER
D - 1/ 5 DLF, QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE 1, GURGAON - 122 002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Lasers for non-medical use, particularly for material machining, marking lasers.

Cl.9;Distance measuring apparatus; range finders (telemeters); distance measuring equipment; measuring machines, 
measuring apparatus and instruments; frequency meters; speed indicators; length meters; goniometers; computers; 
computer operating programs (recorded); computer programs (recorded); computer programs (downloadable); computer 
software (recorded); data processing apparatus; data transmission devices; electronic publications (downloadable); data 
input and display apparatus; screens; video projectors; monitors (computer hardware); monitors (computer programs); 
interfaces (interface apparatus or interface programs for computers); holograms; control devices for loading apparatus; 
numerical controls for machine tools; electronic controllers; sensors, electrical and electronic apparatus for remote 
control of industrial operations; electronic signal transmitters and receivers; detectors; dosing devices; pressure gages; 
pressure recorders; light conductors, namely fiber optics (light guide); laser sources, not for medical use; hydraulic, 
electric, pneumatic and optical regulating devices for lasers and laser beams and laser guidance and mirror guidance, 
positioning components, light-conducting fiber components, beam forming devices and the processes and sensors 
therefor; objectives (lenses) (optics); optical fiber cables; optical lenses; prisms (optics); mirrors (optics); actinometers 
(beam meters); logs; magnifiers (optics); barcode readers; compasses (measuring instruments); lasers (machines for 
producing a laser beam).

Cl.40;Information about material processing; milling; engraving; cutting of materials; cutting with water jet; cutting with 
laser beam; laser engravings; metal machining; sawing; sanding; welding; water jet machining; water treatment; custom 
assembly of materials for third parties; material processing, namely identifying and marking; rental of machines for 
material machining; providing information in the field of material processing, especially of machine-specific information, 
on the Internet and on screen.

Cl.41;Recording of video recordings; demonstration lessons in practical exercises; on-line providing of electronic, non-
downloadable publications; on-line publication of electronic books (and magazines); organization of fairs for cultural and 
entertainment purposes, conferences, congresses, meetings and symposiums; organization and conducting of seminars; 
organization and conducting of workshops (training); training in the operation and maintenance of machine tools; training 
in the creation of computer programs for machine tools; education and further training, in particular in the field of material 
processing, IT and business organization; organization of contests; organization of exhibitions for courses; production of 
video films.

Cl.42;Updating of computer software; consultancy in the field of energy saving; computer software consulting; 
computer system analyses; design of computer software; computer system design; provision of engineering services; 
creation of programs for data processing; preparation of technical expert reports; research in the field of technology; 
research in the field of mechanical engineering; hosting of Web sites; installation of computer programs; conversion of 
computer programs and data (other than physical conversion); copying of computer programs; testing of materials; 
quality control (tests); research and development services for others regarding new products; technical project planning; 
rental of computer software; maintenance of computer software; water analysis; recovery of computer data; scientific and 
industrial research; technical development and engineering activities; preparation of computer programming aids and 
tools (programming tools) and programs for machine tools; monitoring, control, maintenance of computer software via 
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data lines (teleservice), also via the Internet, in particular remote control, remote malfunction diagnosis, troubleshooting, 
including remote programming of machine controls for troubleshooting, maintenance and installation of machinery 
control software, installation of firmware updates in machine controls for troubleshooting; development, installation, 
maintenance, copying, conversion, updating of computer programs and computer software including via the Internet; 
remote programming of machine controls; hosting of online services in the field of machines, specifically providing 
software via data rows/computer networks and providing information, namely specific information on the Internet for the 
design of machinery; provision of software for machine control on the Internet; design and planning of 
telecommunication solutions in the field of machinery, especially of telecommunication solutions for remote diagnostics 
of machine malfunctions and for machinery services using telecommunication technology; proposal and development of 
software for controlling, regulating and monitoring water jet and laser beam installations as well as press brakes; 
consulting and information in connection with design and development of computer hardware and software; technical 
support services, repair of operating systems and computer programs provided by computer specialists, namely 
technical project planning and technical project management; construction planning; scientific and industrial research, 
especially in the field of mechanical engineering; information technology services, namely planning and providing of 
Internet access on control systems, as well as planning and providing of Internet applications on machine controls.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer programs and software.
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Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : 88272296 ;United States of America 

4282202    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485302]
TRIPLET THERAPEUTICS, INC.
One Kendall Square, Bldg. 200, Suite 001 Cambridge MA 02139 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of Trinucleotide Repeat Disorders.

Cl.42;Pharmaceutical research and development; pharmaceutical research and development in the fields of gene 
therapies, gene editing, drug discovery and development.
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Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 100 863 ;Germany 

4299070    04/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487182]
MESSE BERLIN GMBH
Messedamm 22 14055 Berlin DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE WORD INDIA AS APPEARING IN THE MARK ..

Cl.16;Pads [stationery]; brochures; books; office requisites [except furniture]; printed matter; calendars; postcards; 
prospectuses; newspapers; periodicals.

Cl.35;Office work; gathering of data on computer databases; commercial information in electronic media and in the 
field of advertising; organisation of trade fairs and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes, including on the 
Internet and other electronic media; organisational consultancy with regard to the conducting and arranging of trade 
fairs; presentation of companies and their products and services, including on electronic media; arranging of commercial 
and business contacts and concluding commercial transactions for third parties via telecommunication systems; rental of 
sales stands; public relations; advertising, rental of advertising and presentation space, including on electronic media; 
compilation of statistics; marketing; market research and market analysis; sales promotion for third parties; providing 
information from searchable directories and databases with informations, including texts, electronic documents, 
databases, graphics, photographic images and audiovisual informations over computer and communication networks 
concerning trade and business matters, advertising as well as trade fair industry.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; transmission of data and information on computer networks and other electronic media; 
telecommunication via platforms and portals on the Internet; making available access to computer programs via the 
Internet; providing access to commercial data and business information on the Internet and other electronic media, in 
particular in the field of advertising; provision of access to Internet platforms.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of exhibitions for cultural, entertainment and sporting purposes, including on the 
Internet and other electronic media; arranging and conducting of congresses, conferences, seminars and workshops 
[training], including on the Internet and other electronic media; training and further education in trade fair matters; 
arranging of lectures and meetings in the field of entertainment and education; publication [except for advertising 
purposes], in particular periodicals, including via the Internet and other electronic media.

Cl.42;Creating of computer programs; scientific and technological services and scientific research in the field of trade 
fair matters; electronic data storage.
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Priority claimed from 07/12/2018; Application No. : 20181023 ;Liechtenstein 

4300783    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488130]
Apple Inc.
One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, marketing, and promotion services; promoting the goods and services of others; retail store and 
online retail store services; retail store services provided via the internet and other computer electronic and 
communications networks; retail store services featuring computer, electronic and entertainment products and computer 
software provided via the internet and other computer, electronic and communications networks; subscription services, 
namely, providing subscriptions to text, data, image, audio, video, and multimedia content, provided via the internet and 
other electronic and communications networks; online retail services for downloadable pre-recorded text, data, image, 
audio, video, and multimedia content for a fee or pre-paid subscription, via the Internet and other electronic and 
communications networks.

Cl.41;Development, production, distribution, and presentation of multimedia entertainment content; providing non-
downloadable computer games, electronic games, interactive games, and video games.
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Priority claimed from 08/10/2018; Application No. : UK00003343932 ;United Kingdom 

4300792    05/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488136]
Plan Limited
Dukes Court, Block A, Duke Street WOKING Surrey GU21 5BH United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; publicity services; promotional services; public relations services; market research; conducting 
studies in the field of public relations; consultancy in the field of public relations; commercial lobbying services; 
advertising services to promote public awareness of social issues; advertising, publicity, promotional and marketing 
services provided by means of websites, social media and blogs; organisation and development of promotional 
campaigns; development of public relations communication strategies; promotional services, namely campaigning for 
girl's rights and gender equality; preparation and publication of publicity materials; writing of publicity texts; distribution 
of promotional materials; arranging and conducting of promotional events; promotion of special events; promotional 
services, namely, promoting the interests of children, girls, young adults, women and their families and communities by 
means of public advocacy; advertising, publicity, promotional and marketing services to promote public awareness of 
social, social welfare, social justice and public policy issues by means of public advocacy; charitable services, namely, 
promoting public awareness of girls' rights and gender equality by promotional services and advertisements; developing 
business, volunteer and community service projects that aim to promote global awareness about girls' rights and gender 
equality; developing and co-ordinating volunteer projects for charitable purposes; employment counselling; counselling 
on business matters; business analysis; business strategy and planning services; business consultancy services relating 
to the management of fund raising campaigns; business consultancy services relating to the marketing and promotion of 
fund raising campaigns; planning concerning business management, namely, searching for business partners; business 
introduction services; information, consultancy and advisory services in relation to the aforesaid services.

Cl.36;Fund raising; charitable fundraising; eleemosynary services in the field of monetary donations; organisation of 
monetary collections; benevolent collections; capital raising; raising of finance; organisation of charity contributions 
(financial); financial services for persons in need, including income generation services; financial and monetary services 
provided by a charity; managing and allocating a charitable fund; funding, including providing funding for research 
institutions; financial grant services; services for the provision of credit and loans; matching or partnering of corporate 
and individual donors with projects requiring funding; research services relating to finance, funding, investment, 
government spending, banking; information, consultancy and advisory services in relation to the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; sporting and cultural activities; practical training; charitable services, namely 
education and training; arranging for and providing formal and informal education services and skills training for needy 
children, girls, young adults, women and their families and communities; training courses in advocacy, lobbying, public 
awareness, strategic communications, social issues, social welfare, social justice, fund raising, campaigning, leadership 
skills, youth led activism, human rights, gender equality; education and educational events, having the intention of raising 
awareness of social issues, girls' rights, gender equality and the realities of living in poverty; arranging and conducting 
education services to promote cross-cultural learning among children and their families and those who provide them with 
financial and material support; conducting of conferences, seminars, educational exhibitions and training workshops; 
publication of books, booklets, pamphlets, leaflets, reports, magazines, newsletters, posters and texts; publication and 
provision of educational and teaching materials; educational and training information; providing online electronic 
publications; education provided via websites, blogs and social media; providing of online educational resources 
including images audio, video, audio-visual and multimedia recording; production of educational and training films; 
publication of electronic books and journals online; publication and provision of educational information and materials 
online or via a website; educational research; development of educational programmes and curriculums; career advisory 
services and vocational counselling services [education or training advice]; information, consultancy and advisory 
services in relation to the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 28/09/2018; Application No. : 4486745 ;France 

4314428    25/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1490557]
GEISMAR
113 bis Avenue Charles de Gaulle F-92200 Neuilly-sur-Seine France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for construction and maintenance of railway and the catenary, in particular motor 
machines for cutting rails, machines for bending rails, machines for rails rust removal, machines for striking rails, 
machines for piercing rails, machines for grinding rails, machines for lifting rails, machines for cleaning rails, rail-laying 
machines, machines for rails replacement, ballast treating machines, machines for straightening rails, machines for 
lathing rails, machines for welding rails, machines for piercing cross pieces, machines for cutting cross pieces, machines 
for handling cross pieces, machines for laying cross pieces, machines for sawing cross pieces, ballast tamping 
machines, machines for screwing and unscrewing lag bolts, machines for inserting and removing lag bolts, machines for 
inserting and removing rail fasteners, machines for brushing rail ends, machines for greasing rails, machines for rail 
tensioning, rail benders, deburring machines, ballast cleaning machines.

Cl.8;Hand-operated tools and instruments for construction and maintenance of railway in particular pickaxes, shovels, 
forks, rail clamps, rail tensioner, wedging shoes, foot presser, tools and instruments to raise the rails, tools for inserting 
and extracting rail fasteners, crutch keys, hand-operated rail and sleeper saws, wicks, reamers, drills, jacks, hand 
instruments for pulling rails, hand apparatus for securing and tightening the frets, pliers for sleepers.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for measuring and recording railway and catenary parameters; apparatus and 
instruments for measuring rail temperature; apparatus and instruments for monitoring wear of rail and overhead wire; 
protective tools and instruments for personnel working on rails.

Cl.12;Specialized and multipurpose railway vehicles for railway and catenary construction and maintenance including 
railway inspection vehicles, railway vehicles for transporting personnel and equipment, railway ballast distribution 
vehicles, railway vehicles for unwinding catenary wire, railway ballast tamping vehicles, rail tractors, road-rail works 
vehicles, trolleys, handling carts, forklifts, freight transport wagons, rail trailers for transporting equipment, trains for 
laying and renewing the railway, trains for laying the catenary, track motocars, ballast ploughs, vehicles to measure lanes, 
catenary vehicles, locomotives; audible warnings (vehicles).

Cl.37;Rental of equipment, tools and railway vehicles for construction and maintenance of railway and catenary in 
particular machinery and machine tools for construction and maintenance of railway and catenary, motor machines for 
cutting rails, machines for bending rails, machines for rails rust removal, machines for striking rails, machines for 
piercing rails, machines for grinding rails, machines for lifting rails, machines for cleaning rails, rail-laying machines, 
machines for rails replacement, ballast treating machines, machines for straightening rails, machines for lathing rails, 
machines for welding rails, machines for piercing cross pieces, machines for cutting cross pieces, machines for handling 
cross pieces, machines for laying cross pieces, machines for sawing cross pieces, ballast tamping machines, machines 
for screwing and unscrewing lag bolts, machines for inserting and removing lag bolts, machines for inserting and 
removing rail fasteners, machines for brushing rail ends, machines for greasing rails, machines for rail tensioning, rail 
benders, deburring machines, ballast cleaning machines; rental of hand operated equipment, tools and instruments for 
construction and maintenance of railway in particular pickaxes, shovels, forks, rail clamps, rail tensioner, wedging shoes, 
foot presser, tools and instruments to raise the rails, tools for inserting and extracting rail fasteners, crutch keys, hand-
operated rail and sleeper saws, wicks, reamers, drills, jacks, hand instruments for pulling rails, hand apparatus for 
securing and tightening the frets, pliers for sleepers; rental of specialized and multipurpose railway vehicles for railway 
and catenary construction and maintenance including railway inspection vehicles, railway vehicles for transporting 
personnel and equipment, railway ballast distribution vehicles, railway vehicles for unwinding catenary wire, railway 
ballast tamping vehicles, rail tractors, road-rail works vehicles, trolleys, handling carts, forklifts, freight transport wagons, 
rail trailers for transporting equipment, trains for laying and renewing the railway, trains for laying the catenary, track 
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motocars, rail/road vehicles, catenary vehicles, locomotives, ballast ploughs, vehicles to measure railways; installation, 
maintenance and repair services of railway and catenary machines and tools and railway vehicles, in particular machines 
and machine tools for the construction and maintenance of railways and catenary, motor machines for cutting rails, 
machines for bending rails, machines for rails rust removal, machines for striking rails, machines for piercing rails, 
machines for grinding rails, machines for lifting rails, machines for cleaning rails, rail-laying machines, machines for rails 
replacement, ballast treating machines, machines for straightening rails, machines for lathing rails, machines for welding 
rails, machines for piercing cross pieces, machines for cutting cross pieces, machines for handling cross pieces, 
machines for laying cross pieces, machines for sawing cross pieces, ballast tamping machines, machines for screwing 
and unscrewing lag bolts, machines for inserting and removing lag bolts, machines for inserting and removing rail 
fasteners, machines for brushing rail ends, machines for greasing rails, machines for rail tensioning, rail benders, 
deburring machines, ballast cleaning machines; installation, construction, maintenance and repair services for railway 
and catenary; installation, maintenance and repair services of specialized and multipurpose railway vehicles for railway 
and catenary construction and maintenance including railway inspection vehicles, railway vehicles for transporting 
personnel and equipment, railway ballast distribution vehicles, railway vehicles for unwinding catenary wire, railway 
ballast tamping vehicles, rail tractors, road-rail works vehicles, handling carts, forklifts, freight transport wagons, rail 
trailers for transporting equipment, trains for laying and renewing the railway, trains for laying the catenary, trolleys, track 
motocars, rail/road vehicles, catenary vehicles, locomotives, ballast ploughs, vehicles to measure railways.

Cl.39;Rental of specialized and multipurpose railway vehicles for railway and catenary construction and maintenance 
including railway inspection vehicles, railway vehicles for transporting personnel and equipment, railway ballast 
distribution vehicles, railway vehicles for unwinding catenary wire, railway ballast tamping vehicles, rail tractors, road-rail 
works vehicles, trolleys, handling carts, forklifts, freight transport wagons, rail trailers for transporting equipment, trains 
for laying and renewing the railway, trains for laying the catenary, track motocars, rail/road vehicles, catenary vehicles, 
locomotives, ballast ploughs, vehicles to measure railways.
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Priority claimed from 31/05/2019; Application No. : 2013330 ;Australia 

4377411    27/11/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482372]
Bowling Centres Australia Pty Limited
L8, 60 Miller St NORTH SYDNEY NSW 2060 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Amusement centre services; leisure centre services; party planning and children's party planning 
(entertainment); providing amusement arcade services; providing facilities for pinball and other coin-operated games; 
providing facilities for recreation; social club services (entertainment, sporting services); ten pin bowling alley and 
bowling green services; arranging group recreational activities; bowling alleys; bowling alley services; bowling centre 
services; corporate events (entertainment); hospitality services (entertainment); entertainment services; organising and 
conducting laser tag games.

Cl.43;Bar services; cafe services; hospitality services (food and drink); providing food and drink.
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4377761    30/09/2019
[International Registration No. : 1503014]
VTS PLANT SPÓLKA Z OGRANICZONA ODPOWIEDIALNOSCIA
Al. Grunwaldzka 472 A PL-80-309 Gdansk Poland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Fans; air-conditioning apparatus; air curtains; installations and apparatus for cooling, heating and purifying air; 
ventilating and air conditioning installations and apparatus.

Cl.37;Installation, repair, restoration, maintenance of air conditioning and ventilating apparatus; installation, repair, 
restoration, maintenance of apparatus for heating, purifying and cooling air.

Cl.42;Conducting technical project studies of air conditioning, ventilating, cooling and heating apparatus.
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4385350    18/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1504775]
MR. DHITI TOWIWAT
163/71 Pahonyothin 32, Lad Yao 10900 Chatuchak, Bangkok Thailand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Waste water treatment tanks; waste water treatment apparatus.

Cl.20;Water storage tanks, not of metal.
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Priority claimed from 03/06/2019; Application No. : 2013631 ;Australia 

4386611    02/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482360]
Bowling Centres Australia Pty Limited
L8, 60 Miller St NORTH SYDNEY NSW 2060 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Amusement centre services; leisure centre services; party planning and children's party planning 
(entertainment); providing amusement arcade services; providing facilities for pinball and other coin-operated games; 
providing facilities for recreation; social club services (entertainment, sporting services); ten pin bowling alley and 
bowling green services; arranging group recreational activities; bowling alleys; bowling alley services; bowling centre 
services; corporate events (entertainment); hospitality services (entertainment); entertainment services; organising and 
conducting laser tag games.

Cl.43;Bar services; cafe services; hospitality services (food and drink); providing food and drink.
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Priority claimed from 16/05/2019; Application No. : 733320 ;Switzerland 

4399135    30/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507304]
COMITÉ INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIQUE
Château de Vidy CH-1007 Lausanne Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
C-4,Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; dissemination of advertising matter via all media, in particular in the form of thematic messages 
centered on human values; advertising by sponsoring; online adveritising and marketing services; business 
management; business administration; office functions; promoting the goods and services of others, by means of 
contractual agreements, in particular sponsoring and licensing agreements, enabling them to gain additional notoriety, 
enhanced image and a surge of sympathy derived from cultural and sporting events, in particular international events; 
promoting the goods and services of others by means of what is referred to as the initial interest factor leading the public 
to consider goods or services presented to the public bearing signs, emblems or messages able to capture its attention; 
promoting the goods and services of others by means of the so-called image transfer; rental of advertising space of all 
type and on all media, whether digital or not; business administration of the participation of national teams to an 
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international athletic competition, and promoting the support to said teams with the public and the concerned circles; 
inventory management services; consultation relating to stock monitoring services; advertising by means of direct 
marketing for others consisting in marketing of databases; consultation for advertising by means of direct marketing for 
others consisting in marketing of databases; consultation services in connection with business reorganization; 
administrative and commercial management of computer files; management of computer files; data input and processing 
services; maintenance of data in computerized databases; computer file management, namely, digital file management 
comprising a portfolio of images and video sequences intended for use under license in traditional advertising and in the 
promotion of behaviour (moral advertising); compilation and systematization of information in online searchable 
computer databases, including in particular personal data relating to athletes and teams participating in an international 
sports competition; data input and processing services; commercial information services; commercial information 
agencies services; promoting the sale of goods and services of others by means of advertisements, promotional 
competitions, awarding of prizes and bonuses in the form of promotional lotteries, discounts, reduction tokens and value-
added offers in connection with the use of payment cards; provision of documentation, namely direct mail advertising, 
distribution of advertising material, distribution of samples, reproduction of documents; advertising concerning the 
promotion of commercial sales of goods and services for retail sale purposes; provision of information in connection with 
e-commerce and electronic retail sale; provision of information concerning the purchase of goods and services on line via 
the Internet and other computer networks; advertising concerning transport, travel, hotels, accommodation, food and 
meals, sports, entertainment and sightseeing tours provided through tourist agencies; maintenance of computerized 
databases; digital file management comprising a portfolio of images and video sequences intended for use under license 
in traditional advertising and in the promotion of behaviour [moral advertising]; providing online market for the buyer and 
seller of goods and services; consultancy and advisory services relating to placement, recruitment and personnel 
management for career development and retraining of athletes, including online or on the Internet; staff placement and 
staff consultancy, namely placement of athletes and advice to athletes on the basis of career plans, with or without 
retraining.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, televised sporting and cultural entertainment; 
organization of exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; organization of lotteries and competitions; betting and 
gambling services in connection with or relating to sports; entertainment services provided during sporting events or 
concerning sporting events; organization of sporting and cultural events and activities; organization of real or virtual 
sporting competitions; operating sports facilities; rental of audio and video equipment; production of films, other than 
advertising films; production of sound and video recordings; presentation and distribution of films and of sound and 
video recordings; rental of films and of sound and video recordings; rental and/or provision via a computer network of 
interactive education and entertainment products, namely interactive compact discs, CD-ROMs, computer games; 
entertainment, namely presentation of interactive education and entertainment products, namely interactive compact 
discs, CD-ROMs, computer games; radio and television coverage of sporting events; production of television and radio 
programs and of videotapes; production of cartoons; production of animated programs for television; reservation of 
tickets for sporting events and shows; timing of sports events; organization of beauty contests; interactive entertainment; 
on-line betting services; provision of games on the Internet; provision of raffle services; information concerning 
entertainment or education, provided on line from a data bank or the Internet; electronic game services provided by 
means of the Internet; providing on line electronic publications; publication of books, magazines, texts (other than 
publicity texts) and periodicals; on line publication of electronic books, magazines, texts (other than publicity texts) and 
periodicals; provision of digital music from the Internet; provision of digital music via MP3 Internet websites; provision of 
sporting results; services of information concerning sports and sporting events; rental of recorded sounds and images; 
audio production services; services of information concerning sporting events provided on line from a computer 
database or the Internet; editing and publishing services; provision of digital music (non-downloadable); offering digital 
music by means of telecommunications; publication of statistics regarding sporting results and audience ratings for 
sporting competitions; organization and performance of concerts; booking of seats for shows; movie presentations; 
information in terms of entertainment; film production; show production; theater production services; sports camp 
services; presentation of live performances; film projection; organization of shows (impresario services); movie studios; 
news reporter services; provision of on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; music hall services; education 
services, namely conducting of courses, seminars, presentations, video presentations; presenting of prizes rewarding the 
authors of exceptional acts or performances; arranging and conducting ceremonies relating to the presentation of prizes 
and awards; organizing and conducting training workshops, seminars, courses and conferences for career development 
and retraining of athletes, including on line or via the Internet; professional retraining, coaching and orientation in the 
professional field for career development and retraining of athletes.
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4400117    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1507058]
PAL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Bilton Way Lutterworth, Leicestershire LE17 4JA United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning wipes; wet wipes for cleaning; pre-moistened cosmetic wipes; wipes impregnated with cosmetic 
preparations; wipes impregnated with cleaning preparations; pre-moistened or impregnated cleansing pads, tissues or 
wipes; disposable wipes impregnated with cleaning chemicals or compounds for industrial and commercial use; abrasive 
cloth; cloths impregnated with a skin cleanser; impregnated cloths for cleaning; cleaning preparations; moisturising 
lotions; cleansing and moisturising creams, oils, lotions and preparations.

Cl.5;Antiseptic products, antiseptic wipes, all purpose disinfectants, disinfectant preparations, disinfectant soap, 
disinfectants for sanitary use, disinfectants for hygiene purposes, disinfectants for medical and surgical use, disinfectant 
pads, disinfectant wipes; anti-bacterial preparations; wipes for hygienic medical and surgical purposes and use; wipes for 
medical and surgical use impregnated with medicated preparations; sanitizing wipes; impregnated medicated and 
antiseptic wipes; biocidal wipes.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and devices; disposable medical apparatus and devices; parts, fittings and accessories for all 
the aforesaid goods.
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4400118    29/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1506799]
WEWORK COMPANIES INC.
115 West 18th Street New York NY 10011 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INVENTURE IP
C 1/8 Sector 36 NOIDA 201301 UP

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer application software for users to manage membership in a co-working facilities service, reserve 
conference rooms, control employees" user access, order printing services, participate in business and social 
networking, engage in virtual communities, search job listings, and sign up and pay for vendor services.

Cl.35;Real estate sales management; procurement, namely, purchasing services and arranging for the provision of 
goods and services from external consultants and contractors in the field of architecture and interior design, including 
the appointment and management of architects and draftsmen to prepare architectural drawings and models for others, 
appointment and management of contractors and consultants to construct buildings and homes for others, and provision 
of fixtures, fittings, and appliances for those buildings and homes; procurement and negotiation of business contracts for 
others; business advice and analysis of markets in the nature of business opportunity analysis and project identification 
services; market research; collection, processing, management and analysis of data for business purposes; real estate 
marketing and advertising services; business administration and business management services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.37;Building construction; building repair and maintenance; real estate construction services; installation services; 
installation services, namely, installation of lighting apparatus, security systems, doors, HVAC (Heating, ventilation and 
air conditioning), flooring, wiring, machinery, audiovisual equipment, fixtures and fittings for buildings, and computer 
hardware and telecommunication apparatus; construction consultancy and supervision; construction project 
management services.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software; computer services, namely, creating an on-line 
community for registered users to participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, 
and engage in business and social networking; creating and hosting of platforms for providing a web-based on-line portal 
for customers to participate in business and social networking, engage in virtual communities, manage membership in a 
co-working and private office facilities service, request and manage office assignments, reserve conference rooms, 
control employees" user access, order printing services, and sign up and pay for vendor services such as catering, 
benefits and health insurance; computer services, namely, hosting on-line web site for others for organizing and 
conducting online introductions, meetings, gatherings and interactive discussions; computer services, namely, 
interactive hosting services which allow the user to publish and share their own content and images, and interact with 
others, on-line; computer services, namely, cloud hosting provider services; computer services, namely, on-site and 
remote management of IT systems; installation, updating and maintenance of computer software; rental of web servers; 
server hosting; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of computer software problems; technical support 
services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software problems; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software; software as a service (SAAS) services; providing a website in the field of 
computer software and information technology; information technology and software consulting; architectural design; 
interior design services; design of specialty interior and exterior environment settings; graphic design services; weather 
forecasting; providing a website featuring blogs and non-downloadable publications; information, consultancy and 
advisory services relating to the aforesaid services; scientific and technological research services; industrial analysis and 
research services; industrial design services.
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COMITÉ INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIQUE
Château de Vidy CH-1007 Lausanne Switzerland
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ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
C-4,Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fertilizers; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives for industrial purposes; 
sensitized films, unexposed; synthetic resins; thermoplastic and thermosetting synthetic resins and organic compounds 
for molding, for general use in industrial processes; intermediate chemicals; organosilicon compounds, namely 
polysiloxanes and silanes in the form of resins, pastes, fluids, elastomers, vulcanization and acceleration products; anti-
foaming agents; catalysts for paints; chemicals for development and setting of x-ray films and other chemicals in 
connection with the development of said films; phosphorescent substances; chemical substances used as nuclear fission 
materials; fuel for nuclear reactors; fused quartz in various forms, such as disks, ingots, rods and tubes for general use in 
industrial processes; adhesive materials for use in industry; polycrystalline alumina ceramic for general use in industrial 
processes; brazing and soldering fluxes and products; thermoplastic and thermosetting adhesives; chemicals, 
biochemicals and reagents for use in industry, science and research; chemical reagents, kits and products for analysis or 
diagnosis for scientific purposes, namely chemicals for cell culture and separation, purification of nucleic acid, 
nucleotides, florescent nucleotides, oligonucleotides, peptides, proteins, amino acids, organic molecules and markers for 
DNA/RNA synthesis; luminescence reagents; reagents for gene expression quantifying; reagents for polymerase chain 
reaction processes; reagents for rolling circle amplification processes; reagents for DNA cloning and vectors, enzymes 
for modification and restriction; reagents for labeling, sequencing and fractal analysis of nucleic acids and proteins and 
customized synthesis; reagents for recombinant protein purification and expression; chromatography media; reagents for 
electrophoresis, biocomputing, spectrophotometry and fluorometry; radiochemical products for scientific research; 
reagents for scintillation proximity assay; tests for high data rate analysis for producing medicines; reagents for high-
resolution laser microscopy, fluoroscopic microscopy and confocal microscopy; specialized chemicals for use in 
industry, science and research; gases and gas mixtures for use in industry, science and research; chemical substances 
and products for manufacture of pharmaceutical products, diagnostic products and substances; chemical testing 
reagents, saline solution and paper coated with reagents, all for scientific use and for use in laboratories; fissile 
chemicals for scientific research; radioactive isotopes and elements for use in industry, science and research; radioactive 
sources and norms for radiographic technology; radioactive sources for non-destructive testing, purification and 
sterilization technology; radionuclides for scientific research; chemical compounds and chemicals for treatment of water 
supply systems, wastewater treatment systems, cooling water circuits, boiler water and steam generating systems, boiler 
condensate systems, liquid separation systems, systems for water purification and dehydration in aqueous systems, 
conditioning systems, gas purification systems, industrial process systems, fuel treatment systems, hydrocarbon and 
gas treatment systems, petrochemical systems and gas and oil treatment systems, pulp and paper making systems, metal 
and plastic coating systems, metal treating systems; chemicals, namely chemical additives for gasoline, additives for 
heating oil and additives for improving the efficiency of turbine engine fuel; bags with chemically treated granular 
materials for absorbing water to be placed in fuel tanks; testing kit comprising reagents for determining the presence of 
algae and active organic organisms in diesel; bacterial cultures and nutritive elements for treating sludge and wastewater; 
polymeric chemicals for dispersing particles in steam production equipment; chemicals and chemical compounds used 
as anti-fouling and demulsifying agents in operations for producing coke and metallurgy-derived products; chemicals, 
catalysts, plastic semi-processed goods used as materials, filters for removing acid gases, untreated plastics, crystal 
whiskers and diamond gray; radiopharmaceuticals for scientific use and for research; polymeric membrane materials for 
liquid separation.

Cl.2;Paints, varnishes, lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; colorants; mordants; raw 
natural resins; metals in foil and powder form for painters, decorators, printers and artists; corrosion inhibitors in the 
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form of a coating for use in the metal finishing industry, namely an acid aqueous product for final rinsing; corrosion 
inhibitors in the form of a coating for cooling water circuits; corrosion inhibitors in the form of a coating, namely resinous 
coatings for masonry and metal surfaces; covering materials, etching liquids; toner cartridges for printers; ink cartridges 
for printers; toners, toners for copiers, toners for facsimile machines.

Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; cleaning preparations containing 
chemicals and chemical compounds for cleaning steel, aluminum, mixed and galvanized metal surfaces for general 
industrial use for manufacturing goods of metal; cleaning agents containing chemicals and chemical compounds for 
industrial use for removing contaminants in industrial process systems; paint stripping preparations containing 
chemicals and chemical compounds for removing paint from equipment surfaces in spray-painting booth operations; 
cleaning products for audio equipment, audio cables, video cables, other audio machines.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including motor 
spirit) and illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting; wax for skis.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances 
adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for dental fillings and dental 
impressions; disinfectants; pesticides; fungicides, herbicides; pharmaceutical preparations for diagnosis; veterinary 
pharmaceutical preparations for diagnosis; veterinary and pharmaceutical substances for medical use; diagnostic 
preparations and reagents for medical use; diagnostic substances for medical use; contrasting substances for medical 
imaging; scanning diagnostic reagents for use in vivo; diagnostic imaging agents for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); 
radiopharmaceuticals for medical and clinical use; radiopharmaceutical sources and norms for nuclear medicine; 
radioactive pharmaceuticals and non-radioactive reagents for producing radiopharmaceuticals for in-vivo diagnosis or for 
therapeutic use; gases and mixtures for medical imaging; pre-filled bottles containing reagents for medical diagnosis; 
pre-filled cartridges containing chemical solutions for medical use; pre-filled cylinders containing gases and gas mixtures 
for medical use; implantable radiotherapy devices consisting of radio-isotope brachytherapy sources in capsules; 
radiotherapy administration system consisting of radioactive pellets and of a bioabsorbable carrier set; disposable paper 
or cellulose diaper-pants, diapers and napkins.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for 
railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery and small items of metal hardware; pipes 
and tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal, not included in other classes; ores; locks of metal; metal security 
casings, namely key cabinets, security key storage tubes and boxes; sealed post boxes of metal for industrial, residential, 
real estate and vehicle sales; metal key cabinets for key locking, search and storage; metal safes for keys; metals and 
alloys in unworked, liquid, sintered, pressed, machined, sheet, wire, pellet, rod, band and cast form; chains for keys; 
trolley wires for wiring, doors of metal, barriers of metal, electric garage doors, acid-resistant high-polymer coatings, 
sheet steel, steel panels for office floors, welding wires; small hardware of metal; small goods of metal; soundproofed 
sheets and plates of metal; filler metal rods; semi-finished rolled articles of steel.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); machine coupling and 
transmission components (other than for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for 
eggs; apparatus, equipment and instruments for electricity production, namely electrical and wind energy generators 
generating electricity; turbines; turbines for energy production; wind turbines for energy production; wind turbines linked 
to wind farms, turbine-powered production installations, namely installations for electricity production; power-generating 
engines; and parts and components of all the aforesaid goods; solar energy electricity generators; machines and systems 
of machines, including parts and accessories for electricity production, transformation and conversion; dynamos, electric 
motors of all kinds, steam and gas turbines and their parts, electrical generators and their parts, aircraft engines, 
compressors; laundry washing machines, dishwashers, grinders and compactors of waste; pumps, namely centrifugal 
pumps, diaphragm pumps, bellows pumps, pumps and transfer pumps; liquid control devices, namely valves, regulators, 
actuators, ejectors, liquid separation cartridges and their parts, including semi-permeable diaphragms; filtering cartridges 
for various industrial machines for filtering applications, including for filtering of coating solutions for manufacturing of 
magnetic tapes and for filtering of petrochemicals, drinking water, beer in the brewing industry and other special 
chemicals; machines for supplying and applying chemicals for industrial use; axial-flow and radial-flow compressors; 
piston compressors; screw and sliding-vane compressors; rotary, vacuum, electric, submerged and centrifugal pumps; 
turbo-expanders, namely, air and electric compressors; CNG refueling machines for land vehicles and industrial 
equipment and accessories and parts of all the aforesaid goods, namely pumps, valves, fuel filters, filter housings, 
distributor rotors, blades, bearings and mechanical joints; steam condensers; boat engines; turbo-compressors for 
engines; fuel injectors; welding machines, industrial robots, machines for insertion of electronic components, dry etching 
machines, electric micro-discharge machines, systems for production of optical discs, precision connection equipment, 
treatment machines for printed wiring panels, welding rods, machines for assembling parts, brazing machines, machines 
for fixing screws, electrical tools; electric motors, electric generators; elevators (lifts); washing and drying machines, 
electric washing machines, electric dishwashers; compressors (non-surgical); pumps, electric pumps; mixing, cutting 
and chopping machines, mixing machines, electric centrifuges, electric food processors, electric meat grinders, electric 
can openers, electric knife sharpeners, electric coffee grinders, electric ice crushers, electric waste-processing machines; 
garden tools, electric lawnmowers, garden vaporizers for disinfectants and insecticides; electric apparatus for cleaning, 
electric vacuum cleaners, electric floor polishers; electric window washers; electric hand tools and implements; plasma, 
gas or arc-cutting machines for cutting metal; mixers, centrifuges, hand-held mixers, food processors; vending machines; 
fuel pumps for service stations for aircraft engine refueling; fuel distribution equipment, namely calibrated fuel pumps; 
fuel pumps calibrated as automated service-station management systems; electronic keys; carbon, carbon electrodes for 
dry batteries, carbon electrodes for welding; electric door-opening devices; electrical cleaning apparatus for household 
use; electric arc-welding apparatus, welding electrodes; water separators; fuel lines and pump nozzles for refueling of 
land vehicles, marine vehicles and aircraft.
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Cl.8;Hand-operated hand tools and implements; cutlery, forks and spoons; side arms, other than firearms; razors; 
electric razors; electric hair clippers; electric depilation apparatus; electric beard clippers; electric nail files; electric hair 
straightening or curling irons, electric hair curlers; electro-thermal hair curling apparatus.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire extinguishing 
apparatus; protective helmets for sports; spectacles, sunglasses, goggles for sports; computer software, computer game 
software; fuel pumps for service stations for aircraft engine refueling; automated systems for service-station management 
comprising operating software, calibrated fuel pumps, flow control panels; gas meters; on-board and roadside signaling 
and communication systems, train inspection systems, crossing notification systems, apparatus for electric control of 
switching; GPS tracking and monitoring systems for the railway and transit industries; electrical distribution products 
and devices, namely capacitors, circuit breakers, circuit-breaker patch boards, circuit closers, contact breakers, 
commutators, contactors, current rectifiers, current limiters, electric contacts, electric collectors, electric conductors, 
electric connectors, electric controllers, electric inductors, electric power supply systems, distribution boards and branch 
boxes (electricity), electrical distribution consoles, electrical switchboards and switchboxes; software for persons in 
charge of troubleshooting and maintenance of programmable controllers, software for blood vessel analysis, including 
heart vessel analysis, also with calculation functions with regard to blood vessels, software for medical patient-
monitoring equipment, software for receiving, processing, transmitting and displaying data, software for developing 
customized programs for asset allocation; software for use on line enabling vendors of office equipment to place orders, 
to manage portfolios and communicate with the company; software for accessing mortgage and insurance information, 
software for collecting data concerning vital signs, software for analyzing electrical systems and electronic instruction 
manuals sold in the form of sets, software for employees of financial institutions used for assessing customers" financial 
investments and processing the sale of the investments identified, software for obtaining information on the risk of 
flooding with regard to real property, software for developing graphic user interfaces and displaying data, software for 
calculating mortgage payments, software for controlling and managing vehicle fleet maintenance services, software for 
using and accessing commercial information technology services, software used by clients to obtain information 
regarding lease portfolios, software for a radiology information system for radiologists and radiology departments, 
software for managing databases containing information on employees and patients for archiving purposes and patient 
follow-up, software installed on and used with PCs and medical monitoring equipment for graphic user interfaces, 
software for sending encrypted and compressed data to radio-paging (transport) systems, software for providing access 
to web sites so that buyers and sellers can carry out business transactions by electronic means, and software for 
subterranean navigation, namely navigation of the assembly of a depth probe for oil drilling and drilling assemblies so as 
to set up subterranean installations; electronic, nuclear, industrial and laboratory instruments and apparatus, for testing, 
measuring, calculating and monitoring; electrical products, electricity production and distribution products and voltage 
surge protection products, namely lightning conductors, armored rods; capacitors; switches for lighting; input/output 
devices and controls; fuses; control for lighting; switch boxes, DELs, namely light-emitting diodes, electrical voltage 
regulators, voltage surge protectors, voltage surge limiters, voltmeters, electrical circuit boards, relays and timers, 
electromagnetic switches and limit switches, manual full-voltage starters, reduced-voltage starters, electric disconnecting 
switches and switches, splitters for circuit boards and short-cycling panels, circuit breakers and disconnecting switches, 
transformers, electric circuit and electric lighting boards, electric wires, cables, cords and conductors, electric wiring and 
accessories, lightning conductors, electricity meters, wattmeters, grounding resistances, humidity and temperature 
sensors; industrial calibration sensors, push buttons, engine and motor control centers and their electric controls and 
voltage regulators included in this class; computer programs and software for medical use, industrial use and for 
research; electrophoresis apparatus; chromatography columns and pumps; apparatus for microfabrication; apparatus for 
bio-informatics systems; scintillation apparatus; imaging apparatus for luminescent and radioactive emissions; 
integrated purification and synthesis systems; oligonucleotide-producing apparatus; optical laser systems for digital 
imaging; glassware for laboratories; vials and micro-vials; microtiter plates; software for managing hospital operating 
rooms; software for intensive care information management; software for industrial operation control; software and 
manuals therefor sold in the form of sets for plant management; graphic interface computer programs for controlling 
machines in industrial automation applications; software for creating graphic presentations and editing dynamic data 
interfaces for real-time graphic applications for industrial and commercial use; communication software for providing 
connections among computer network users; software for injection molding of plastic; software for controlling, 
monitoring, simulating, communicating, recording and collecting data and for plant automation; software for integration 
of manufacturing machine operations, process control, supply of data for displaying, problem follow-up and production 
report generation; software packages for operating and programming grinders in the manufacture industry; computer 
hardware for monitoring industrial processes, namely computerized monitors; portable computers, Ethernet cards and 
cables; computer networking hardware, memory boards; microchips; microprocessors; computer network hubs, switches 
and routers, computer accessories, displaying devices and terminals; computer whiteboards; processors and system 
cards; call controllers, operator interfaces, reference interfaces and data collectors; applications for manufacture and 
control, namely for statistical process control, data collection, direct digital control; document management systems; 
digital signal processing products and systems, namely, industrial automation controls and programmable logic 
controllers; adaptive control product in the form of an external controller for optimizing rough and semi-rough cutting 
performance of machine tools; distributed and remote input/output equipment, input/output modules, interface modules, 
electricity supplies and assembly equipment; anti-theft and burglar alarm systems; security devices, namely logic 
programming computers, control panels, electronic burglar detectors, electronic glass-breakage detectors, electronic 
vibration detectors, magnetic contacts for security systems, electronic switch plates, electronic motion detectors for 
alarm systems, electronic motion-sensitive switches, fixed connection sirens, audio loudspeakers, electronic navigation 
systems, alarm monitoring and access control systems; fire, smoke and heat alarms and detectors; systems for access 
control with computer cards; card readers, card encoders and encoded cards for card-operated access control systems; 
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camcorders; video devices for object recognition; video devices for object following; video devices for reading license 
plates; video devices for checking alarms; video devices for facial recognition; video devices for vehicle recognition; 
video devices for traffic detection; video devices for access door control; video devices for burglar detection; processing 
software or hardware used for analyzing digital video images for extracting, recording and reporting information 
automatically, and remote video surveillance systems for surveillance and security applications; central video monitors; 
video recorders; apparatus for shooting and filming; closed-circuit video systems; closed-circuit video systems 
consisting of one or several cameras and camera housings; wireless, short-range and radiofrequency transceivers; 
transceivers for electrical lines; communication monitoring equipment for operating closed-circuit cameras; 
communication monitoring equipment, namely numeric-pad controls, matrix switching devices, multiplexers, digital video 
recorders, integrated swinging panoramic zoom domes, remote video controllers, receivers, electronic alarms, triggers 
and management controls and video transmission devices sold separately or as parts of a closed-circuit camera 
operating system; personal digital assistants (PDAs) configured for use by real estate professionals; communication 
interfacing devices for personal digital assistants (PDAs); fiber-optic transmission systems, namely fiber-optic 
transmitters, receivers and transceivers for transmission of video signals, audio signals and data via optical fibers; 
electric switches; electromechanical locking devices; magnetic cards for locks, access control, presence control, alarms 
and security systems; ; portable electronic hardware for reception, control, storage, handling, display and transmission of 
data and for actuating electronic locks; electronic access cards and their readers and encoders; magnetic access cards 
and their readers and encoders; memory access cards and their readers and encoders; proximity cards and their readers 
and encoders; key holders and their readers and encoders; barcode access cards and their readers, encoders and 
laminators; access keypads; radio-frequency tracking devices; tracking and control systems consisting of one or several 
detectors, transceivers and radio-frequency beacons for determining and checking the location and movements of assets, 
stocks and people; infrared sensors; computer hardware and software for managing infrastructures and monitoring 
systems for accessing infrastructures and components thereof, namely control boards, access card readers and video 
imaging, video surveillance, digital hard disk recording, network transmission and remote access equipment and 
systems; networked digital video storage servers, applications for surveillance and access control, alarm and security 
monitoring, computer hardware and software for monitoring and operating access and security systems comprising 
locking systems, doors, access and identification devices; and security cases in the form of boxes for keys; surveillance 
and monitoring systems sold separately or as components or in the form of sets such as systems comprising one or 
several surveillance cameras, hidden cameras, closed-circuit television cameras, camera casings, camera stands, lenses, 
video monitors, video recorders, digital recorders, video recording media, video switches, control panels, numerical pad 
controls, joysticks, interface apparatus for alarms and access control equipment, transceivers, receivers, transmitters, 
signal processors, multiplexers, matrix switches, controls, control panel casings, switch housings, transformers, 
switches, splitters, coaxial cables, connectors, motion detectors, microphones and loudspeakers; user interface software 
and control software for management of access, security and fire-extinguishing systems; electric locks; portable 
electronic communication and computer equipment for data reception, control, storage, handling, display and 
transmission for operating electronic locking devices; electronic key holders, readers and encoders; computer hardware 
and software for data processing; electric power supplies, namely batteries, rectifiers/regulators of current/voltage and 
transformers; control panels, namely electronic apparatus designed for electronically monitoring a predefined activity and 
for activating an anti-theft alarm; loudspeakers for sirens; and electronic siren controls, namely ringer tone generators 
and amplifiers for sirens; software for controlling communication equipment for operating and controlling closed-circuit 
cameras; switching devices integrating magnetically triggered blade switches for anti-theft alarm systems and fire alarm 
systems, in industrial tracking apparatus, revolution counters, security lock systems for equipment cabinets, industrial 
position-monitoring apparatus, electric cables and pump and valve monitoring apparatus and home security alarm 
systems; electric and electronic checking apparatus for detecting the presence of certain substances on people, in 
luggage and freight; electric and electronic checking apparatus for detecting the presence of explosives and/or narcotics 
on people, in luggage and freight; apparatus for detecting the presence of explosives and other contraband; timers or 
sensitive apparatus for detecting changes in conditions for launching and monitoring regeneration or washing cycles for 
waster treatment equipment; control valves for water treating and filtering equipment; bioreactors for cell culture; 
portable analysis instruments, namely a probe with a recorder for data conversion equipped with microprocessors for 
measuring organic and inorganic products in water; filters and filter housings for laboratories; membrane filters for 
laboratories; silt density measuring devices; deionization devices for laboratories, filters and filter housings for 
laboratories; liquid separating apparatus for laboratories; membranes for laboratories; liquid flow control devices, namely 
pumps, valves, flowmeters and regulators for laboratories; ozone monitoring instruments; laboratory equipment, namely 
porous titration microplates for cellular biology and other applications in life sciences; electronic controls for water 
treatment and processes, namely apparatus for treatment of industrial and commercial water supply systems, boiler water 
systems, water cooling systems, cooling water systems and closed water-supply systems, systems for paper and pulp 
treatment, fuel treatment systems and metal treatment systems for analyzing system chemistry, determining the right 
treatment program, applying the desired treatment and monitoring treatment efficacy; data management software in the 
field of paper, pulp and water treatment; electronic controls for data processing in the field of paper, pulp and water 
treatment; apparatus for industrial water-supply systems for measuring and checking pH and conductivity; apparatus for 
supplying an industrial, commercial or municipal water supply system with measured quantities of chemicals; electronic 
testing apparatus for water treatment; laboratory testing equipment, namely apparatus for testing deposit levels and 
corrosion speed; mobile laboratory equipped with instruments and equipment for measuring and monitoring pH, 
conductivity and concentration of chromate in domestic and industrial water, for carrying out inorganic and 
microbiological water testing; electronic and electrochemical products, namely fuel cells; apparatus for converting photo-
electric radiation to electrical energy, namely, photovoltaic solar modules, hybrid photovoltaic solar modules, electronic 
sensors for measuring solar radiation, photo-cells; apparatus for converting electronic radiation to electric energy, 
namely photovoltaic solar modules, systems and components and all related system components; printers, laser printers, 
ink-jet printers, multi-function and multi-purpose printers, parts of all the aforesaid goods; portable electronic devices for 
wireless reception and/or transmission of data, enabling users to store or manage personal information and to transmit 
and receive voice, video and image communications; software for synchronization of data between a remote unit or 
station and a fixed unit or station, and software providing a one-way and/or two-way wireless connection to data; portable 
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digital electronic apparatus and related software; portable electronic devices for wireless data reception and/or 
transmission; software for re-orientation of messages, electronic mail and/or other data from a personal computer or a 
server towards one or several portable electronic devices; computer programs and software for wireless device operation 
and management; telecommunication devices; software for accessing, researching, indexing and recovering information 
and data from global computer networks and global communication networks, and for navigation on web sites in the 
aforesaid networks; software for sending and receiving short messages and electronic mail and for filtering non-text 
information from data; portable electronic devices for voice, video, data and image communications; computer game 
software for mobile telephone receivers; electronic game software for mobile telephone receivers; software, software 
packages; batteries, dry cells and batteries, rechargeable batteries, battery chargers, storage batteries, solar cells and 
batteries, fuel cells; ; wiring apparatus, connectors (electric), electric cables, electric ducts, floor ducts specially designed 
for housing electric cables, ballast (for discharge lamps), wiring systems under carpets, code lighting switches, circuit 
breakers, magnetic starter switches and contactors, circuit protectors, switching devices, electric connecting boxes, 
device switches, output jacks, plugs (electric), insulating materials, electric timers, other wiring devices; signaling 
apparatus and instruments, video intercoms, intercom systems, electric door chimes, intercoms, fire alarms, gas-leak 
alarms, anti-theft alarms, portable emergency intercoms; acoustic machines and apparatus, radios, tape 
recorders/players, radio cassette recorders, portable tape players, compact disc recorders/players, minidisc 
recorders/players, minidisc consoles, DVD audio recorders/players, secured digital recorders/players, secured digital 
cards, loudspeakers, tuners, amplifiers, stereo systems, disc readers, graphic equalizers, alarm clocks, integrated circuit 
recorders, digital audio processing devices, earphones, headphones, microphones, cassette recorders/players, software 
for compact discs (prerecorded), electric megaphones, language laboratories, audio systems for cars, public address 
systems, mixing consoles; audiovisual machines and apparatus, television sets, cathode ray tube display devices, 
cathode ray tubes, image pick-up tubes, plasma television sets, plasma display devices, television sets (liquid crystal 
display), liquid crystal display monitors, television sets combined with video tape recorders, television sets combined 
with disc players, antennas, tuners for satellite broadcasting, television tuners, Internet terminals, video projectors, video 
cassette recorders, camcorders, video cameras, video printers, laser disc players, video CD (compact disc) players, 
software for video CD (compact disc), video recorders/players for DVDs, color video systems for large-scale display, 
cable television systems, hard disk units, video imaging devices, electric optical display boards, multi-purpose electric 
display systems, closed-circuit video equipment systems, software for DVDs, television cameras, video switches, non-
linear editing systems, editing controllers, DVD creation systems, LED displays, other audiovisual machines; optical disc 
machines and apparatus; optical disc units, optical disc recorders, optical disc readers, optical disc changers, optical 
disc cartridges, optical disc recording systems; communication apparatus and machines, facsimile transceivers, 
transceivers, telephones, cellular mobile telephones, cases for cellular mobile telephones, telephone answering 
machines, private auto-switch systems, global positioning system receivers, radiotelephones, marine radars, radio-
paging receivers, mobile communication systems, multi-channel access radio systems, electric panels for traffic 
information, videoconferencing systems, private portable telephone systems, local network systems, AV codecs (coder-
decoders), navigation systems for cars (road guidance systems), electronic systems for road toll collection, GPS (global 
positioning system) antennas; surveillance (monitoring) apparatus and instruments, electric door opening devices, 
communication and surveillance systems for apartment structures, intruder detection systems, automated systems for 
surveillance and control of functions in buildings, security apparatus with several electrical layers; automatic control 
machines and instruments, electric distribution boards, road signal control apparatus, bus placement systems, 
ultrasound vehicle detectors, information and telecommunication networks for road traffic management, light dimmers, 
light switches, inverters, programmable control systems, transformers, cabinets, domestic electricity production systems, 
power capacitors; data processing equipment; computers and computer peripherals, word processors, software 
(recorded), image scanners for personal computers, printers, PC cards, computer keyboards, mice (data processing 
equipment), CD-ROM units, diskette units, card reading/writing systems, barcode readers, time recorders, portable data 
terminals, point-of-sale systems, data collection terminals, personal digital assistants (PDAs), DVD-RAM/ROM units, 
CAD/CAM (computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing) systems, hard disk units, electronic calculators, 
uninterruptible power supplies for computers / communication / broadcasting; external storage devices, video cassettes, 
cleaning heads, D-VHS (video systems for household use), other computer peripherals; video tapes, audio cassettes, 
diskettes, optical discs, mini-discs, DVDs (digital versatile discs), integrated circuit memory cards; weighing and 
measuring apparatus and instruments, thermoluminescent dosimetry systems, portable x-ray dosimeters, electronic 
meters, ammeters, electricity consumption meters, grip measuring devices, electric apparatus for measuring leakance, 
electric insulation meters, thermometers, measuring system processors, electric multi-circuit sector voltage monitors, 
micro-precision measuring devices, body fat monitors, pacers, audio/video analyzers, oscilloscopes, modulators, 
voltmeters, distortion meters, other measuring apparatus; sensors, light-sensitive sensors, thermometric sensors, 
position sensors, angular velocity sensors, rotation sensors, angle sensors, dew point sensors, other sensors; electric 
components, LEDs, liquid crystals, liquid crystal display modules, magnetrons, diodes, transistors, thermostats, 
integrated circuits, semi-conductor storage devices, micro-computers with a single chip, cartridges for microphones with 
electric capacitor, gray-scale image processors, thermal print heads, magnetic heads, permanent magnets, connectors, 
relays, display components, semi-conductor lasers, charge coupling devices, image detectors, film capacitors, over-
oxygenation membrane units, electric tuner units, high-frequency units, coin validation units, note validation units, 
magnetic card reading/writing devices, voltage-controlled oscillators, phase-locking circuit synthesizing modules, 
wireless communication module units, optical transmission components, printed wiring boards, loudspeaker 
components, electricity supplies, AC adaptors, focusing magnets, inductors (coils), capacitors for electric apparatus, 
electric signal filters, transformers, deflection coils, thermistors, varistors, piezoelectric ceramic components, acoustic-
optical components, resistances, potentiometers, encoders, printing units, hybrid integrated circuits, switching 
components, heat-welding wiring boards, transparent button boards, electroluminescent components, remote control 
units, magnetic resistance elements, thermal disconnects, other electric utensils for household use, electric flat irons, 
electric hair curlers, electric hair straightening or curling irons; electric timers; equipment for processing data, 
particularly for financial applications; operating system programs; computer hardware and software, particularly for local 
and wide-range computer network development, maintenance and use; systems for reading memory cards and systems 
for reading stored data including integrated circuit memories and bank card memories; automatic ticket dispensers; 
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accounting machines; encoded cards, including magnetic cards and integrated circuit cards, particularly for financial 
applications; card readers, printing apparatus, including printing apparatus for data processing systems and financial 
transaction systems; machines for banking institutions; encoders and decoders; modems; encoded magnetic cards, 
cards with electronic data, readers for encoded magnetic cards, readers for cards with electronic data, electronic 
encryption systems, computer hardware, computer terminals, software used in financial services, in the banking and 
telecommunication industries; electric and electronic products, namely calculating machines, pocket planners, alarms 
and torches; bank cards, including printed bank cards and bank cards with magnetic memory and with integrated circuit 
memory; bank cards, credit cards, debit cards, including such cards equipped with integrated circuits and 
microprocessors; memory cards (smart cards); automated teller machines (ATMs); data processing equipment and 
computers including cards equipped with microprocessors and integrated circuits; computer hardware in the form of 
integrated circuit cards and card readers containing transponders and other proximity payment devices; mouse pads; 
machines and machine systems, including parts and accessories for transmission, distribution and control of electricity; 
induction devices, electrical displacement devices, electricity control and regulation devices, electricity measuring 
instruments, electrical protection devices, switchboards, switchboard apparatus, wiring devices and supplies; liquid 
control devices, namely, flowmeters, manostats, sequential timers, electric controls and switches; electric devices for 
killing insects, audio amplifiers for keyboards, external memories for musical instruments; systems for managing data 
and preserving archives in the field of anesthesia; micro-discharge machines, optical disk production systems, precision 
connection equipment; gradient coils, namely magnetic gradient coils for magnetic resonance imaging; electronic 
apparatus for practicing golf.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture materials; test kits for clinical medical use comprising test tubes, test plates and indicator diagrams for 
evaluating test results; systems comprising medical apparatus and accessories for administering measured doses of 
pharmaceutical preparations; bottles for medical use; cannulas for medical use; syringes for medical use; injectors for 
medical use; cartridges for medical use; infusion pumps used for administering liquids intravenously; needles for medical 
use; cardiac output monitors; humidity and heat exchangers for medical use; bacterial filters for medical use; gas 
analyzers for medical use; patient monitoring systems, namely gas monitors; pulse oximeters, multi-parameter monitors, 
ECG monitors, invasive and non-invasive blood pressure monitors, neuromuscular transmission monitors, metabolic 
monitors and spirometers for diagnostic, intensive care and anesthesia applications; anesthetic machines and 
ventilators; anesthesia and intensive care accessories for a single patient, namely gas sampling lines, airway adapters, 
respiratory circuits, spirometry tubes and sensors, tubes, water separators, pulse oximetry sensors, non-invasive 
sphygmomanometers, rinsing sets, anesthesia masks, carbon dioxide absorbers, temperature-sensing probes and 
nebulizers; central nervous system monitors; gastric tonometers; medical diagnosis devices, namely bone 
densitometers; fetal monitoring apparatus, namely fetal pulse and vital sign monitors; patient monitoring apparatus, 
namely, vital sign and cardiac monitors, medical imaging systems, namely ultrasound imaging machines for medical 
diagnosis, imaging devices for diagnostic and screening applications for planning operations and surgery, and their parts 
and accessories; medical diagnosis apparatus for displaying diagnostic images, namely spot film apparatus, image 
intensifiers, fluoroscopes, mobile x-ray devices, x-ray film viewers, CAT scans, nuclear resonance apparatus, ultrasound 
scanners, magnetic resonance apparatus, positron emission tomography apparatus (PET scans) and their parts and 
accessories, including tables and pads; electronic apparatus for measuring blood pressure, laser apparatus for medical 
treatment, ultrasound diagnosis equipment, acoustic apparatus, laser scalpels, electric massaging apparatus, portable 
vibrators for medical use, low-frequency muscle stimulators for medical use, high-frequency apparatus for medical use, 
electric air mattresses for preventing bedsores, electric inhalers for therapeutic use, electrically heated pads, CCD 
(charge-coupled device) sensor systems, medical apparatus for measuring bone density.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; solar panels, panels for capturing solar energy; solar lighting accessories, namely lighting units and 
solar light fixtures for indoor and outdoor use; solar-thermal installations, namely solar-thermal modules; solar water 
heaters; gas and electric cooking apparatus for household use, namely gas and electric cookers, cooking rings; gas and 
electric cooktops and ovens; heat exchangers; thick-wall chemical reactors and nuclear reactors and accessories and 
components thereof, namely, heat pumps, valves for steam systems and valves for regulating liquid and gas flow; electric 
lamps of all kinds and their parts; electric lighting accessories and their parts; freezers, air-conditioning apparatus, 
electric ovens, cookers, electric refrigerators; microwave ovens for cooking; wall-mounted cooking ovens for household 
use; food heating drawers; convection ovens, gas and electric cooktops; gas and electric cookers and cooking ovens; 
ventilation hoods for stoves and exhaust fans; water filters; water softeners; laundry driers; electric fans, ceiling fans, 
flashlights; vehicle lamps and lights; electric lights for Christmas trees; liquid separation devices; liquid concentration 
devices; liquid recycling devices; filters for filtering of solids from gas and liquids or for filtering of liquids from gas and 
for filtering of an immiscible liquid from another; spiral cartridges or elements contained in a tubular plastic sleeve for 
concentrating goods and removing impurities in liquid treatment systems; water conditioning devices for residential use; 
reverse osmosis modules and their membranes; devices and systems for water purification consisting of clarification 
units, electric deionization systems, condensate polishing filters, vacuum degassing devices, ultra-filtration devices, 
ultraviolet sterilization devices, ion exchangers, systems for regeneration of acids and caustic products, reverse osmosis 
systems, forced-air carbonate removal devices, filters, systems for supplying chemicals and devices for storage of bulk 
goods, sold with automatic controls and instruments for monitoring device and system operation parameters, 
electrochemical purification devices for liquids for industrial, commercial and municipal use; water filtering devices for 
household, industrial and commercial use; wastewater purification units; drinking water purification devices for 
household, industrial and commercial use; liquid separating devices, namely industrial liquid filters; recycling devices, 
namely liquid purification devices; water treatment equipment, namely cartridges; water treatment equipment for 
household use, namely water softeners and water conditioners; support filters and depth filters for removing deposits, 
iron, sulfur, tastes and smells from water; reverse-osmosis water purification devices; depth filter units and cartridges for 
filtering liquids and air for household, industrial and commercial use; disposable cartridge filters for filtering industrial 
water; apparatus and installations for lighting, incandescent bulbs, gas discharge starters, grooved fluorescent lamps, 
fluorescent lamps, tungsten and halogen lamps, pocket lamps, fluorescent lanterns, other lamps, fluorescent lighting 
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apparatus, dynamo lighting kits for bicycles, germicidal lamps, other lighting apparatus; cooking apparatus and 
installations, automatic bread-making machines for household use, electric kettles, electric rice cookers, gas rice 
cookers, crock pots, electric grills, cooking ovens, toasters, coffee machines, cookers, electric thermal-insulating coffee 
machines, gas cookers, induction cooktops, electric barbecue grills, microwave ovens, gas cookers with ovens, electric 
saucepans, sink trays, other kitchen ranges; freezing and refrigerating apparatus and installations, refrigerators, freezers, 
cold/hot water dispensers, refrigerating and freezing display cases, electric water coolers, ice-making apparatus; 
ventilation apparatus and instruments, electric fans, fans, electric air purifiers, extractor hoods for cookers, electric 
dehumidifiers, electric humidifiers, blowers, blinds propelling cold air, air exhaust units, ceiling fans, ceiling ventilators, 
electrostatic dust extractors, their parts and components, all included in this class; other ventilation apparatus and 
installations; heating apparatus and installations, apparatus for steam generating, drying, cooling and air conditioning, air 
conditioners, blade fans for air conditioning, apparatus for cooling air by evaporation, stoves, electric radiators, electric 
blankets, electric floor carpets, kerosene-powered fan heaters, electric foot warmers (kotatsu), wireless gas radiators, 
other heating/cooling and air-conditioning installations; water distribution apparatus; sanitary installations, electric 
bidets, toilets, self-cleaning toilet seats, portable toilets, systems for wastewater treatment by aeration, water purifiers, 
incinerators (waste incinerators), household waste processors, saunas, bathtubs, bath installations, electric showers; 
water heaters, gas-powered instantaneous water heaters, other water heaters; driers, dish driers, electric hair driers, 
laundry driers, other driers; electric lamps, electric driers, electric-resistance heating cables; sinks of metal; laundry 
driers.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; electric motors and diesel engines for land vehicles; 
bicycles, tires and tubeless tires for bicycles, automatic vehicles, electric bicycles; tires; fuel lines for vehicles.

Cl.13;Firearms; ammunition and projectiles; explosives; fireworks.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes, 
particularly commemorative medals and coins; jewelry, precious stones; pins; timepieces and chronometric instruments; 
key rings.

Cl.15;Musical instruments; electronic organs, electronic pianos, keyboards, synthesizers, percussion instruments 
(drums), sequence generators, sound modules.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter, particularly 
postage stamps; newspapers, periodicals, books, photographs and posters; bookbinding material; stationery; adhesives 
(glues) for stationery or household purposes; artists" materials; paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except 
furniture); instructional or teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other 
classes); printing type; printing blocks; computer printouts; checkbooks, punched cards; electronic newspapers and 
periodicals; paper shredders, electric staplers, battery-powered letter openers, electric pencil sharpeners, electric 
perforators, electronic typewriters, ribbon cartridges for electronic typewriters, apparatus for printing checks, thermal 
paper.

Cl.17;Rubber, gutta-percha, gum, asbestos, mica and goods made from these materials and not included in other 
classes; products made of semi-processed plastics; packing, stopping and insulating materials; flexible pipes not of 
metal; silicone mastic for various uses, particularly for caulking of bathtubs, boats and automobiles; impervious and road 
covering material made of silicone, roofing covering made of silicone rubber; plastic compounds for glazing; plastic 
materials in the form of sheets, plates, blocks, all for manufacture; electric insulation materials, electric insulation 
devices, including insulating varnish, silicone rubber compounds; plastic materials in the form of sheets, rods or plates, 
modeling materials; insulating materials, soundproofing materials; thermal insulation materials.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal 
skins; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; transportable 
buildings, not of metal; monuments, not of metal; thermoplastic building materials, namely thermoplastic molded and 
extruded materials used as substitutes for wood, metal or glass, for supporting or covering; doors (not of metal), rain 
gutters, ceiling panels, folding doors, wooden floors, roofing tiles, prefabricated houses, laminates, connecting tracks, 
steps (ladders) not of metal; non-metallic roofs, with solar cells; plastic panels for building; thermoplastic materials used 
as building materials for insulation, covering (roofing) and glazing; water pipes made of PVC (polyvinyl chloride).

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, 
bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics; 
racks for microwave ovens, furniture for televisions, furniture for audio apparatus, wardrobes for clothing, letter boxes, 
dressing tables, kitchen counter tops, furniture for gas cookers, kitchen cupboards, wall-mounted cupboards.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils or containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); brush-making 
materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building); 
glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other classes; implements for cleaning clothing, toothbrushes; 
electric toothbrushes; ultrasound cleaning apparatus for dentures; dental floss, holders for dental floss, toothpicks, 
holders for toothpicks; non-electric implements and materials included in this class, all for cleaning; parts and 
components of all the aforesaid goods included in this class; holders and dispensers for all the aforesaid goods, all 
included in this class; electric trouser presses; electric devices for killing insects.

Cl.22;Ropes, string, nets, tents, awnings, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags (not included in other classes); padding and 
stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics); raw fibrous textile materials.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads, for textile use.
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Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods not included in other classes; bed and table covers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial flowers.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings (non-
textile).

Cl.28;Games, toys; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees; 
playing cards; electric floats for fishing, apparatus for tying fishing lines to hooks, stationary exercise bicycles and 
rollers.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, jams, 
compotes; eggs, milk and milk products; edible oils and fats.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee; flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, 
pastry and confectionery, edible ices; honey, treacle; yeast, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); 
spices; ice for refreshment.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains, not included in other classes; live animals; fresh fruit 
and vegetables; seeds, natural plants and flowers; animal foodstuffs, malt.

Cl.32;Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups 
and other preparations for making beverages.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

Cl.34;Tobacco; smokers" articles; matches.

Cl.35;Advertising; dissemination of advertisements by all media, particularly in the form of themed messages focused 
on human values; advertising by sponsorship (sponsoring); business management; business administration; office 
functions; promotion of the goods and services of others, by means of contractual agreements, particularly partnership 
(sponsorship) and licensing agreements, affording them with increased notoriety and/or enhanced image and/or 
sympathy derived from the notoriety and/or enhanced image resulting from cultural and sporting events, particularly 
international events and/or sympathy generated by the above; promotion of the goods and services of others by means of 
what is referred to as the initial interest factor driving the public to consider, from among many competitors, goods or 
services presented with signs, emblems or messages so as to capture its attention; promotion of the goods and services 
of others by means of the so-called image transfer; rental of advertising space of all type and on all media, whether digital 
or not; business administration of the participation of national teams to an international sports competition, and 
promotion intended for the public and bodies interested in providing support to the aforesaid teams; inventory 
management services; advice relating to stock monitoring services; advertising by means of direct marketing for others 
consisting in marketing of databases; advice for advertising by means of direct marketing for others consisting in 
marketing of databases; advisory services in connection with business reorganization; automobile and truck fleet 
management services, namely billing via a global computer network; advice in connection with the management of 
automobile and truck fleets; business administration consultancy; management of power plants of others; advice 
regarding management of electric power plants; commercial services, namely administration of contracts for repair and 
servicing; supply chain management services and advice relating to the purchase and supply in terms of chemicals and 
chemical services; product inventory and supply services, limitation of costs; advice, marketing, analysis of prices and 
costs concerning devices for electrochemical purification of liquids for industrial use; administrative, commercial and 
technical management of computer files; data input and processing services; management of value-added data 
transmission networks and computer servers (multimedia systems, interactive videography, global computer networks 
for telecommunications); retail sale of electric and electronic machines and apparatus (grouping, for others, of a range of 
goods so as to enable customers to view and purchase said goods at their convenience in a retail store carrying electrical 
goods); information concerning the sale of raw materials; commercial information, commercial information agencies; 
rental of photocopiers; promotion of the sale of goods and services of others including by means of advertisements, 
promotional competitions, awarding of prizes and bonuses in the form of promotional lotteries, discounts, reduction 
tokens and value-added offers in connection with the use of payment cards; promotion of sporting events and 
competitions for use by others; promotion of concerts and of cultural events for others; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes; provision of documentation, namely direct mail advertising, distribution of 
advertising material, distribution of samples; document reproduction; advertising concerning the promotion of 
commercial sales of goods and services for retail sale purposes; provision of information in connection with e-commerce 
and electronic retail sale; provision of information concerning the purchase of goods and services on line via the Internet 
and other computer networks; tourist documentation services, namely advertising concerning transport, travel, hotels, 
accommodation, food and meals, sports, entertainment and sightseeing tours, tourist agency services; maintenance of 
computerized databases.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; financial affairs; banking; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; credit card services; 
financing of sporting and cultural activities; rental of buildings and accessory buildings set up for corporate 
entertainment events; private mark and equity financing services; financial analysis and consultation; financial services 
in connection with credit cards; credit card services, namely granting credit to others; financial asset management for 
others; insurance and reinsurance services, namely underwriting of all types of insurance; equity capital investment 
services; insurance underwriting services in the field of bonds; financial security underwriting services; personal loan 
financing; lending against collateral; acquisition financing services; commercial financing services; commercial real-
estate agency services; mutual funds; loan and private capital investments; information, assistance and advice in all the 
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aforesaid fields; lease-purchasing of mobile and modular structures; insurance brokerage services; credit agency 
services in the field of commercial and consumer credit; financing of real estate loans and financial and banking services; 
monetary operations particularly by means of bank cards or customer loyalty cards; financial clearing services; issuing of 
checks and letters of credit; financial services; insurance services; financial operations; bill payment services; debit card 
services; payment card services; pre-payment card services; electronic transactions by credit and debit card; electronic 
transfer of funds; electronic money and smart card services; provision of liquidities; payment and credit card services 
replacing cash payments; electronic capital transfer services; check verification; check cashing services; safe deposit 
system and automated teller services; payment processing services; authentication and verification of transactions; 
provision of financial information via a global computer network; financial sponsoring of festivals and concerts; financial 
services for purchasing goods and services sold in retail at points-of-sale for promotion purposes; information services 
in the field of tourism, namely financial information; financial services for tourist assistance purposes; lease-purchasing 
of telephones, facsimile machines and other telecommunication equipment; lease-purchasing of transport containers.

Cl.37;Construction; repair; installation services; replacement, overhaul and maintenance of power plants, motors and 
engines, turbines, wind turbines and apparatus, equipment and instruments for energy and electricity production and 
their parts, components and accessories; installation, maintenance and repair of compressors and pumps, namely 
machines, turbo-expanders, fuel pumps and fuel distribution equipment, CNG refueling equipment, gas turbines, steam 
turbines, air-cooled heat exchangers, steam condensers, thick-wall reactors and tubular reactors; maintenance and repair 
of gas and oil pipelines; drilling and pumping of oil and gas; drilling for crude oil; installation of tubes and pipelines for 
drilling of oil wells; rental of tools for drilling oil and gas wells; remote monitoring, diagnosis, repair and maintenance for 
the repair and maintenance of airplane engines, turbines, electrical equipment, medical equipment, locomotives, including 
parts and accessories of all the aforesaid goods; rental of construction equipment; chemical cleaning of glass-coated 
reactor vats used in the pharmaceutical and chemical treatment industries; maintenance of heat transfer systems and of 
condensers; maintenance and repair of equipment with computerized cooling systems, repair and maintenance of 
electrical equipment, apparatus, instruments and machines; maintenance and repair in the gas and oil field; services 
relating to installation of point-of-sales terminals in stores; computer maintenance services; installation and repair of 
electrical appliances; repair of radio receivers and television receivers; repair and maintenance of electric apparatus and 
instruments for communication; repair and maintenance of electric household appliances; repair and maintenance of 
electric lighting apparatus; repair and maintenance of electric apparatus for distribution and control; repair and 
maintenance of electric motors; repair and maintenance of machines and instruments for measuring and/or testing; repair 
and maintenance of medical apparatus and instruments; repair and maintenance of machines and tools for shaping 
metals; repair and maintenance of cooking apparatus; repair and maintenance of automatic vending machines; repair and 
maintenance of water purification apparatus; repair and maintenance of musical instruments; repair and maintenance of 
watches and clocks; repair and maintenance of gas-fired water heaters for household use; repair and maintenance of 
bathtubs; repair of toilets with water points; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; repair and 
maintenance of air-conditioning apparatus; installation, maintenance and repair of office equipment and apparatus; 
installation, maintenance and repair of machinery equipment; repair of vehicles; repair and maintenance of electric 
apparatus and instruments for communication; repair and maintenance of computers; repair and maintenance of 
electronic printers; repair of telephones; electricity works; telecommunication equipment; installation, maintenance and 
repair of compressors, pumps, namely, machines, turbo-expanders, fuel pumps and fuel distribution equipment, CNG 
refueling equipment, gas turbines, steam turbines, air-cooled heat exchangers, steam condensers, thick-wall reactors and 
tubular reactors; repair and maintenance of gas and oil wells; repair and maintenance services for aircraft engines, 
turbines, electrical equipment, medical equipment, locomotives, including parts and accessories for all the aforesaid 
goods.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; television program broadcasting, broadcasting of televised programs (live or recorded); 
cellular telephone communication; communications by electronic computer terminals, by databases and by 
telecommunication networks connected to the Internet; communications by telex; communications by telegrams; 
communications by telephones; communications by facsimile machines; radio paging services; teleconferencing 
communications; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; radio broadcasting; news agencies; other 
message transmission services; dissemination of a commercial site on the Internet; radio and television broadcasting 
provided via the Internet; electronic mail; provision of access to computer information newsletters and to discussion 
forums on line; transmission of messages and images via computers; provision of access to services for ordering and 
buying at home and at the office via computer and/or interactive communication technologies; telecommunication of 
information (including Web pages), computer programs and all other data; electronic mail services; provision of access to 
the Internet for users; telecommunication connections to the Internet or to databases; provision of access to web sites for 
digital music on the Internet; provision of access to MP3 web sites on the Internet; rental of access time to a central 
database (telecommunications); provision of access to search engines; operation of discussion forums on the Internet; 
rental of access time to a database server; rental of access time to a computer database (telecommunication services); 
simultaneous broadcasting, particularly by means of electronic interconnections, of films and of sound and video 
recordings; wireless data messaging services, particularly services enabling a user to send and/or receive messages via 
a wireless data network; one-way and two-way messaging services; electronic transmission of data, images, documents 
and audio and video data, including texts, cards, letters, messages, mail, animations and electronic mail, via local or 
global communication networks, including the Internet, intranets, extranets, television, mobile communication networks, 
cellular networks and satellite networks; electronic transmission of software via local or global communication networks, 
including the Internet, intranets, extranets, television, mobile communication networks, cellular networks and satellite 
networks; provision of access to databases and to local or global communication networks, including the Internet, 
intranets, extranets, television, mobile communication, cellular and satellite networks; transmission and relay of 
messages, namely electronic transmission of messages; telecommunication services for dissemination of information by 
mobile telephone, namely, transmission of data to mobile telephones; communication by mobile telephone; transmission 
and reception of voice communication services; transmission and reception on a value-added network; 
telecommunication services by telematic means and by multimedia networks; rental of access time to a database server 
center.
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Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; arranging of tours; storage of media containing still and moving 
images; distribution of oil or gas by pipelines; rental of automobiles, airplanes, self-propelled and marine vehicles; 
delivery and storage of chemicals in the field of water treatment and of pulp and paper making systems; boat transport; 
vehicle reservation services; information services concerning travel; travel reservation services; assistance for planning 
of transport before travel; printing product distribution; transport ticket reservation; information services in the field of 
tourism, namely transport information; information services in the field of tourism, namely information on reservation of 
tickets for transport, travel and sightseeing tours; information services in the field of tourism, namely information on 
planned activities for sightseeing tours and transport; services in connection with transport for tourist assistance; tourist 
reservation services, namely ticket reservation services and transport reservation services; information relating to prices, 
timetables and means of transport; tourist assistance services concerning transport ticket, travel and sightseeing tour 
reservation; tourist assistance services concerning planned sightseeing tours; tourist reservation services, namely 
reservation of tickets for transport, travel and sightseeing tours; preparation of travel reports via a global computer 
network.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; cinematographic film development; photograph enlargement, photograph printing, 
photographic film development; rental of photographic machines and instruments for developing, printing, enlarging or 
finishing; processing of oil; processing of gas; refining of oil and gas; wastewater treatment services, water treatment 
services, namely desalination, purification, treatment, cleaning of ion-exchange resins; membrane regeneration services; 
operation of electric power plants of others; advice regarding operation of electric power plants; provision of information 
to others, on a global computer network, concerning industrial systems for water purification.

Cl.41;Educational services; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, televised sporting and 
cultural entertainment; organization of exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; operating lotteries and 
competitions; betting and gambling services in connection with or relating to sports; entertainment services provided 
during sporting events or concerning sporting events; organization of sporting and cultural events and activities; 
organization of real or virtual sporting competitions; operation of sports facilities; rental of audio and video equipment; 
production, presentation and distribution of films and of sound and video recordings; rental of sound and video 
recordings; rental and/or provision via a computer network of interactive entertainment and education products, namely 
interactive compact discs, CD-ROMs, computer games; entertainment, namely presentation of interactive entertainment 
and education products, namely interactive compact discs, CD-ROMs, computer games; covering televised and broadcast 
sporting events; production of television and radio programs and of videotapes; production of cartoons; production of 
cartoons for television; reservation of tickets for sporting events and shows; timing of sports events; organization of 
beauty contests; interactive entertainment; on-line betting services; provision of games on the Internet; provision of raffle 
services; information concerning entertainment or education, provided on line from a data bank or the Internet; electronic 
game services provided by means of the Internet; provision of electronic publications on line; publication of books, 
magazines, texts (other than publicity texts) and periodicals; publication of books, magazines, texts (other than publicity 
texts) and of electronic periodicals on line; provision of digital music from the Internet; provision of digital music from 
MP3 web sites; provision of sporting results; information services concerning sports and sporting events; rental of 
recorded sounds and images; audio production services; information services concerning sporting events provided on 
line from a computer database or the Internet; editing and publishing services; provision of digital music (non-
downloadable); offering digital music by means of telecommunications; publication of statistics regarding sporting 
results and audience ratings for sporting competitions; training in the use and operation of systems for signaling and 
notification of crossings for the railway and transit industries; education services in the field of medical imaging and 
diagnosis, namely conducting of seminars, conferences, symposiums or workshops concerning the pharmaceutical 
industry, intended for medical doctors and employees of pharmaceutical companies; education services, namely 
conducting of seminars, conferences, symposiums or workshops in the field of life sciences and biotechnology for 
scientists and researchers; conducting of seminars on problems in connection with industrial water treatment; training 
services in all the aforesaid fields; training services in the field of management and medicine by means of the use of 
instructions and demonstrations provided on line, via the Internet, intranets and extranets; education services, namely 
conducting of practical training workshops, courses and seminars including demonstrations in the field of medicine and 
management; design, conducting and hosting of courses, seminars and all training activities in the field of information 
technology; organization and performance of concerts; booking of seats for shows; movie presentations; entertainment 
information; film production; show production; theater production services; operation of golf facilities; health club 
services (fitness training); sports camp services; presentation of live performances; film projections; organization of 
shows (impresario services); holiday camp services (entertainment); movie studios; news reporter services; provision of 
on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; music hall services; education services, namely conducting of 
courses, seminars, presentations, video presentations, provision of educational material, namely dissemination of 
material in the field of financial knowledge; education services in the field of tourism; information services in the field of 
tourism, namely information services regarding reservation of tickets for recreational events; information services in the 
field of tourism, namely information services regarding entertainment; information services in the field of tourism, namely 
information services regarding planned sporting, cultural and recreational activities; services in connection with 
entertainment for tourist assistance; tourist reservation services, namely activity and entertainment reservation services; 
assistance services for tourists concerning reservation of tickets for recreational events; assistance services for tourists 
concerning planned sporting, cultural and recreational activities.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; carrying out laboratory analyses; design and development of computers and software; services relating to wind 
and wind energy, namely professional consultancy and engineering services; design for others in connection with wind 
energy; industrial design services; design of equipment and installations for generating energy, wind energy and 
electricity; engineering services, technical consultancy and research for the gas and oil industries; exploration services 
relating to oil and gas; geophysical drilling for the gas and oil industries; gas and oil field analysis; gas and oil 
prospecting, namely locating and testing of wells; gas and oil well testing; gas an oil pipeline inspection; remote 
monitoring and diagnosis services in connection with compressors, pumps, turbo-expanders, fuel pumps and fuel 
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distribution equipment, CNG refueling equipment, gas turbines, steam turbines, air-cooled heat exchangers, steam 
condensers, thick-wall reactors and tubular reactors; information technology solution services in the field of railway and 
transit industries on a global scale; research, consultancy and assistance services in connection with engineering, design 
and development problems encountered by governments, individuals and companies whether industrial or commercial 
and by public institutions; computer programming services for others; software design and analysis services for others; 
information technology consultancy services; maintenance and updating of computer software for others; installation of 
computer software; design and analysis of computer systems for others; consultancy services relating to chemical 
research; consultancy services in connection with the discovery and evaluation of medicines and components with 
diagnostic, prophylactic and/or therapeutical properties; consultancy services concerning diagnostic methods by means 
of optical laser systems; tests for high data rate analysis for producing medicines; customer analysis and synthesis 
services; biotechnological services; technical assistance in connection with factory automation software, namely 
maintenance of software and periodical updating of software; customized design of security access systems; design and 
consultancy services relating to configuration of systems used in fiber-optic technology applications; technical 
assistance services, namely resolution of problems in connection with computer hardware, video and electronic 
communication and computer software; technical consultancy services relating to information technology and software in 
the field of security and access systems; technical consultancy services relating to surveillance cameras; customized 
design of security systems, access systems and systems for checking inventories and property for others; laboratory and 
testing services for liquid separation and membrane testing; engineering and consultancy services regarding water 
treatment, water supply systems, cooling water circuits, industrial boiler water systems, systems for water supply and 
industrial processes, industrial fuel treatment systems, pulp and paper making systems, systems for treating plastics and 
metals; engineering and technical assistance services concerning the design and configuration of systems comprising 
computer hardware and software for use in treatment of water supply systems and pulp and paper making systems, oil 
and petrochemical product treatment systems and metal and plastic finishing operations; consultancy services in all the 
aforesaid fields; chemical testing concerning supply of chemical treatment products via industrial water systems; 
programming for information processing machines, particularly programming services in the field of electronic money; 
development of computer programs for securing data transfers; industrial development and research services in the field 
of information technology; all technical consultancy in the field of information technology; development of computerized 
databases and computer programs; development of software concerning machines, apparatus and instruments; rental of 
data processing apparatus; computer engineering services; consultancy regarding computer programming and data 
processing, particularly in connection with financial transactions; hosting of computer sites [Web sites]; maintenance of 
computer software; provision of search engines for the Internet; quality control; computer data recovery; research and 
development of new products (for others); technical project studies; surveying; updating of software; maintenance of 
software, engineering, testing and research concerning electric machines, apparatus and instruments, computer rental; 
recovery of data, images, documents and of audio and video data, including texts, cards, letters, messages, mail, 
animations and electronic mail, via global or local communication networks, including the Internet, intranets, extranets, 
television, mobile communication networks, cellular networks and satellite networks; identification and testing of 
microbiological organisms; advice regarding IT management; remote monitoring, diagnosis for the repair and 
maintenance of airplane engines, turbines, electrical equipment, medical equipment, locomotives, including parts and 
accessories of all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; cafeteria and restaurant services; hospitality services, namely providing 
food and drink; catering services; reservation of hotels and temporary accommodation; bar services; coffee shops; rental 
of meeting rooms; tourist homes; providing information in the field of tourism, namely accommodation information; 
providing information in the field of tourism, namely information on provision of food and drink; accommodation 
information for tourist assistance; services in connection with providing food and drink for tourist assistance; reservation 
services for tourism, namely reservation of hotel rooms and of food and drink; information services in the field of tourism, 
namely information concerning the reservation of hotel rooms, accommodation, food and drink; assistance provided to 
tourists concerning the reservation of hotel rooms, accommodation, food and drink; tourist reservation services, namely 
reservation of hotel rooms, accommodation, food and drink; rental of mobile and modular structures.

Cl.44;Medical services; medical and pharmaceutical toxicological controls; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty 
care for human beings and animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services; advisory services in connection with 
medical imaging and diagnosis; advisory services in connection with prophylactic properties, therapeutic properties and 
pharmaceutical product diagnosis; medical information services; medical imaging services; medical diagnosis services; 
consultancy services in all the aforesaid fields; rental of medical systems.

Cl.45;Legal services, including initiating legal proceedings for preventing or fighting counterfeiting and ambush 
marketing; intellectual property right licensing; security services for the protection of property and individuals in the 
framework of organizing cultural and sporting events and competitions.
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Cl.9;Computer software being downloadable applications for use on tablets, mobile telephones, smart phones and 
computers in relation to the education sector and for monitoring student and employee engagement, health and well-
being; computer software for analysing market research in relation to the education sector and for monitoring student 
and employee engagement, health and well-being; computer software for processing market research in relation to the 
education sector and for monitoring student and employee engagement, health and well-being; computer software for 
reporting on market research in relation to the education sector; software for the analysis of business data in relation to 
the education sector and for monitoring student and employee engagement, health and well-being.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; books; periodical publications; magazines and journals; stationery and 
educational supplies; paperweights; decalcomanias and calendars; instructional and teaching materials; advertisement 
boards of paper or cardboard; cards; charts; catalogues; desk mats; drawing pads; drawing pens; graphic prints; 
manuals [handbooks]; newsletters; pamphlets; pencils; pens [office requisites]; school supplies [stationery]; educational 
publications, namely, educational learning cards, flash cards, activity cards, workbooks, textbooks, activity books; 
teacher guides, manuals, posters and educational booklets; informational sheets relating to universities, colleges, 
schools; informational sheets relating to lifestyle, nutrition, health and wellbeing; printed matter relating to education; 
printed research reports; printed survey answer sheets.

Cl.35;Provision of advertising and administration services; advertising; provision of advertising and administration 
services relating to applications for admission to educational establishments including universities and/or colleges; 
employment consultancy; collection, processing, statistical evaluation and analysis of business data; collection, 
processing, statistical evaluation and analysis of business data for use in the field of educational establishments 
including universities and/or colleges; information, consultancy and advisory services relating to all of the aforesaid 
services; careers advice other than education and training advice; organisation of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; organisation of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; marketing research; market 
studies; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; opinion polling; dissemination of advertising matter; document 
reproduction; on-line advertising on a computer network; pay per click advertising; presentation of goods on 
communication media, for retail purposes; public relations; publication of publicity texts; sales promotion for others; 
systemization of information into computer databases; writing of publicity texts; writing of curriculum vitae for others; 
business research consulting; business research and surveys; conducting market research; business research and 
advisory services; market research and business analysis; business research and survey services; consumer research; 
market research consultancy; market research services; market research studies; computerised market research; market 
research and analysis; interpretation of market research; interviewing for qualitative market research; market research 
data collection services; analysis of market research statistics; advisory services relating to market research; market 
research by means of a computer database; design of marketing surveys; statistical analysis and reporting; marketing 
and promotional consultancy; business advisory and assistance services including market research; market surveys; 
opinion polling services; conducting opinion polls and analysis thereof; provision of market research information; market 
analysis services; consumer response analysis; consumer market information services; compilation of information into 
computer databases; data processing; public opinion polling services; conducting of market studies including opinion 
polling; administration of rewards schemes; presenting the goods and services of others within a rewards scheme online 
and via a software application; on-line market research services and opinion polling; research and analysis relating to 
demographics.

Cl.38;Providing online chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards; audio, text and video broadcasting services over 
computer or other communication networks; audio, text and video broadcasting services over computer or other 
communication networks namely, uploading, posting, displaying, tagging, and electronically transmitting data, 
information, audio and video images; providing access to computer databases in the fields of politics, social media and 
entertainment; providing access to educational and academic computer databases, providing access to databases; 
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message sending; providing online forums; providing user access to global computer networks; providing an electronic 
bulletin board for transmission of messages between computer users posting questions and students posting answers to 
those questions.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; education information; game 
services provided on-line from a computer network for educational purposes; providing on-line electronic publications, 
not downloadable; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; organisation 
of competitions [education or entertainment]; publication of educational texts; training services provided via simulators; 
vocational guidance [education or training advice]; writing of texts; education and training services; education and 
training services in relation to learning and essay writing; organising and conducting seminars, symposiums, 
conferences and exhibitions; arranging and conducting of workshops; career and vocational training; career counselling 
and coaching; education and training services in relation to revision and exam technique; educational services; 
educational demonstrations; online education services; education information services; education services relating to 
university; educational advisory services; computer assisted education services; organising of education competitions; 
organising of education seminars; publication of educational materials, texts and writing; information services relating to 
education; educational advisory services relating to applications for admission to educational establishments including 
universities and/or colleges; providing educational advice and information in the field of application to universities and 
colleges via an interactive website; providing advice and information in the field of educational establishments via an 
interactive website; providing advice and information in the field of studying at universities and colleges via an interactive 
website; providing education information on attending college and university with an emphasis on newly enrolled 
students via a website; providing electronic publications, not downloadable, from a website, in the nature of magazines, 
brochures, directories, manuals and guides in the field of studying at universities and colleges; educational research; 
research in the field of education; consultancy services relating to the analysis of training requirements; education 
services relating to the development of mental wellbeing; education, further education and education services; 
publication of market research information including online or digitally; providing online electronic publications; 
provision of information in respect of college and university admission and attendance and student engagement 
(education); providing assistance and information in the field of personal development training, namely for self-
improvement, self-fulfillment, charity, philanthropic activities, volunteering, public and community services, and 
humanitarian activities [training services]; providing training information relating to techniques for improving personal 
creativity; providing information in the field of personal development training via a website; research services relating to 
education; providing educational information regarding nutrition via a web site.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software; computer and technology services for securing 
computer data and personal and financial information and for the detection of unauthorized access to data and 
information; maintenance of computer software; software as a service [SaaS]; consultancy in the design and development 
of computer hardware; creating and maintaining web sites for others; creating and designing website-based indexes of 
information for others; data encryption services; electronic data storage; hosting computer sites [web sites]; providing 
information on computer technology and programming via a web site; installation of computer software; recovery of 
computer data; server hosting; programming of educational software; hosting multimedia educational content; 
information technology [IT] consultancy; research and development of computer software; computer programming 
services for the analysis of data; design of market research software; IT programming services including hosting 
computer databases and maintenance of computer database software; hosting of online voting facilities; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable the submission of questions for studying at universities and 
colleges.

Cl.44;Health counselling; advice for consumers in the field of diet, nutrition and health; information and advice in the 
field of health and beauty; pharmacy advice; providing information and advice on health care; information relating to 
medical care, hygienic and beauty care given by persons or establishments to human beings; providing information about 
beauty; information relating to beauty; information relating to beauty care; information relating to health; providing mental 
health and wellness information; providing information regarding healthy living via a website; health assessment surveys; 
health risk assessment surveys; mental health services; provision of information in respect of mental health and well 
being; providing advice and information in the field of mental health at universities and colleges via an interactive 
website.

Cl.45;Providing information regarding political matters from searchable indexes and databases of information, 
including text, electronic documents, databases, graphics and audio visual information, on computer and communication 
networks; information, advice and consulting in the field of personal relationships; on-line social networking services; 
providing information in the fields of personal relationships via a web site; providing information in the field of self-
improvement; providing information in the field of time management to individuals for personal purposes; providing 
information in the fields of personal growth and motivation, and self-improvement via a web site.
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Cl.9;Software (recorded programs); software packages; downloadable computer software applications; downloadable 
computer databases; downloadable electronic libraries; downloadable electronic publications.

Cl.35;Evaluation of user experience on telecommunications networks and mobile connections.

Cl.38;Technical consulting and expertise in the field of telecommunications, in particular in the field of mobile 
connections; advice and information in the field of telecommunications, in particular in the field of mobile connections; 
provision of access to computer databases, electronic libraries; electronic messaging services.

Cl.42;Engineering services in the field of computing; engineering services relating to telecommunications; engineering 
services with respect to analysis of data and megadata relating to measuring the quality of telecommunication and mobile 
connection services; engineering services with respect to analysis of data and megadata relating to user experience on 
telecommunications networks and mobile connections; statisticians engineering services in the field of data and 
megadata relating to measuring the quality of telecommunication and mobile connection services; statisticians 
engineering services in the field of data and and megadata relating to user experience on telecommunications networks 
and mobile connections; design, development, installation, rental, maintenance, updating and analysis of software, 
computer systems, portals, computer platforms; software as a service (SaaS); programming for computers; cloud 
computing; information technology (IT) consultancy; advice and information in the field of computer technology and 
information technology; hosting of servers; electronic data storage; conversion of computer programs and data; 
monitoring of computer systems and information systems; auditing, analysis, testing of telecommunication networks and 
in particular auditing, analysis, testing of mobile connections; monitoring of telecommunications systems, and in 
particular mobile connections.
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Cl.9;Downloadable computer application software for mobile phones and handheld computers for optimizing mine and 
quarry blasting; downloadable computer software for optimizing mine and quarry blasting.

Cl.42;Providing on-line, non-downloadable Internet-based software application for optimizing mine and quarry blasting; 
software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for optimizing mine and quarry 
blasting; and computer software consultancy.
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Cl.9;Sunglasses; frames for sunglasses; chains and cords for sunglasses; cases for sunglasses and protective 
eyewear; smartwatches.

Cl.14;Jewelry, precious and semi-precious stones; precious metals and their alloys; horological and chronometric 
instruments; jewels; jewelry plated with precious metals; jewellery charms; amulets (jewelry); pendants (jewelry); medals; 
lockets (jewelry); brooches (jewelry); charms for key rings; bracelets (jewelry); anchor-chain bracelets; bracelets made of 
embroidered textile (jewellery); bracelets of precious metal; clasps for bracelets; bangles; earrings; ear clips; ear studs; 
ankle bracelets; necklaces (jewelry); chains (jewelry); jewelry chains; plastic jewelry; rings (jewelry); key rings (trinkets or 
fobs); key rings of leather; key fobs of imitation leather; key fobs of metal; key fobs of common metal; key fobs, not of 
metal; lanyards (keycords); wristwatches; watches; jewelry watches; watches made of precious metals or coated 
therewith; watches containing an electronic game function; automatic watches; chronographs (watches); chronographs 
for use as timepieces; chronographs for use as watches; chronometers; clocks and watches, electric; mechanical 
watches; sports watches; watch clasps; buckles for watch bands; parts for watches; watch bands; watch bands of 
leather; watch bands of metal; watch bands of plastic; watch fobs; diamonds; cut diamonds; diamond jewelry; gold; gold, 
unworked or semi-worked; gold alloys; gold jewelry; jade; precious jewels; pearls (jewelry); beads for making jewelry; 
alloys of precious metal; platinum (metal); platinum alloys; precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; paste jewelry 
(costume jewelry); synthetic precious stones; jewelry findings; chains of precious metal for bracelets; charms in precious 
metals or coated therewith (jewelry); jewelry boxes; presentation boxes for jewelry; presentation boxes for watches; parts 
for watches; clasps for jewelry; clasps for earrings.
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Cl.9;Smartglasses; smartwatches; smartphones; wearable activity trackers; network communication equipment; tablet 
computers; laptop computers; notebook computers; cameras [photography]; television apparatus; computer software, 
recorded; virtual reality headsets; loudspeakers; fluorescent screens; video screens; electronic numeric displays; touch 
screens; computer screens; liquid crystal display screens; displays for mobile phones; cases for smartphones; covers for 
smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; digital photo frames; microphones; cabinets for loudspeakers; 
batteries, electric; flat panel displays; flexible flat panel displays for computers; earphones; kilometer recorders for 
vehicles; set-top boxes; portable media players; sound transmitting apparatus; camcorders; computer programmes, 
recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; smart rings; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; computer 
software platforms, recorded or downloadable; thin client computers; hand-held electronic dictionaries; wearable 
computers; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; intercoms; large-screen liquid crystal displays; liquid 
crystal displays; video printers; wrist-mounted smartphones; car televisions; computer programs, downloadable.

Cl.42;Telecommunications technology consultancy; product safety testing services; scientific research and 
development; design of telecommunications apparatus and equipment; design and development of multimedia products; 
computer programming; computer software design; computer system design; conversion of data or documents from 
physical to electronic media; creating and maintaining web sites for others; conversion of computer programs and data, 
other than physical conversion; computer software consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; electronic data 
storage; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; consultancy in the design and 
development of computer hardware; software as a service [SaaS]; cloud computing; computer technology consultancy; 
software development in the framework of software publishing; platform as a service [PaaS]; design and development of 
computer databases; writing of data processing programs; updating and maintenance of computer software; computer 
aided graphic design; creating, designing and maintaining websites; design and development of wireless computer 
networks; data conversion of electronic information; design and development of virtual reality software; development of 
driver and operating system software; research and development of computer software; database development services; 
maintenance and updating of computer software; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; computer 
system integration services; design and development of computer software; installation and maintenance of computer 
software; computer software design for others; rental of web servers; advisory services in the field of product 
development and quality improvement of software; writing and updating computer software; web site usability testing 
services; electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; development of software for secure network 
operations.
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Cl.9;Computer programs; software and computer software applications all readable or downloadable from the Internet 
or via mobile communications devices; downloadable software for viewing and interacting with a stream of images, 
audiovisual and video content and texts and related data; software and computer software applications for real estate 
management, management of hotels, computer reservation of hotel services, electronic payment; electronic payment 
terminals.

Cl.35;Commercial business management; commercial administration; business management and assistance services 
and administrative services; assistance in commercial company development and management; business management 
and organization consultancy; office functions; Expert reports on business and business information; business 
management and organization consultancy; administrative support for managing calls for tenders; opinion polling; 
business inquiries; business research; economic forecasting; market research; projects (business management 
assistance); accounting; employment agencies; research of business information in computer files for others; collection 
and systematization of data in a central file; computer file management; compilation of a photo library, namely the 
collection, compilation and systematization of images into a computer database; advertising; advertising services in 
connection with the organization and management of hotel facilities; dissemination of advertisements and advertising 
material; publication of advertising texts; rental of advertising space; sales promotion for others; consulting in marketing, 
advertising and business communication; communication agency (public relations), commercial information agency; 
rental of office machines and installations; organization of fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of 
exhibitions for commercial purposes; rental of advertising material; study, information and consulting regarding respect 
and improvement of working conditions, namely personnel issue consultancy, human resources management; 
administration management of real estate, including administrative management of hotels, motels, hotel complexes, 
apartments and residential hotels; commercial information and consulting, commercial promotions in all forms and on all 
media, including via a computer communication network (such as the Internet or an intranet) and especially by the 
provision of privileged user cards; organization and management of commercial operations for customer loyalty schemes 
particularly by means of loyalty cards; management service of group purchasing programs and other discount programs; 
conducting and administration of memberships programs enabling participants to obtain access to a variety of goods, 
services and benefits provided by member providers; providing, conducting and management of membership programs, 
club membership services and conducting of customer loyalty programs; customer loyalty services for commercial, 
promotional, and/or advertising purposes, namely, administration of programs for frequent travelers; commercial 
consultancy services in the field of travel and travel planning; provision of comparison information on hotel and air fare 
prices; organization consultancy and business management relating to franchising; marketing and communication 
(marketing); help and advice for business organization and management in the context of franchise networks; services 
provided by a franchiser, namely assistance with the operation or management of industrial or commercial companies; 
business management of complex hotels, motels, tourist homes, restaurants, cafeterias, tea rooms, bars (except clubs), 
for the benefit of others; organization of competitions for commercial and promotional purposes as well as for staff 
motivation purposes; concierge services for meeting the needs of individuals, intermediary services between customers 
and service providers; setting up companies in the field of corporate concierge services on site, by telephone or the 
Internet, namely commercial intermediary services, administrative information and assistance with administrative 
procedures for third parties; administrative management of offices and individual or collective work areas; provision of 
equipment for collective or shared work areas (office machines and apparatus); office machine and equipment rental; 
commercial intermediation services.

Cl.36;Insurance services; financial affairs; monetary affairs; financing services; financial services in connection with 
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holding loyalty cards; payment by loyalty cards; financial services relating to the holding of promotional loyalty coupons; 
electronic payment services; payment by promotional loyalty coupons; issuance and financial management of payment 
means, particularly purchase vouchers; issuing of travelers" checks, tokens of value; provident funds; issuing of 
travelers" checks or credit cards; fundraising for charitable purposes; management and monitoring of charitable funds; 
organization of collections; organization of fundraising activities and events; philanthropic services concerning financial 
donations; cultural sponsorship services, namely financial assistance for the development of local know-how and 
intangible assets; organization of payment for the supply of gifts and any product or service by the issuing, distribution 
and compensation of purchase vouchers, coupons, counterfoils, prepaid or debit/credit cards or any other means of 
payment; credit card, debit card and payment card services; real estate affairs; real estate management; real property 
management; management of buildings, apartments and residential properties; building management; apartment 
management; financial and real estate management of housing and accommodation, such as hotels, motels, hotel 
complexes, apartments, residential hotels, tourist residences and other places of residence for holidays and leisure; sale 
and rental of housing, apartments, studios, rooms in hotels, hotel complexes, residential hotels and other places of 
residence for holidays and leisure; rental and management of housing for others; rental of shared ownership real estate; 
arranging exchanges of real estate time sharing, namely, services for management of real estate time sharing; real estate 
services based on the basis of time share holidays; management and rental services for time-share real estate; advice 
and assistance relating to real estate; Rental and provision of commercial properties, offices, office space and work areas 
for collective or individual use; rental and provision of common work areas or work areas to be shared; rental of furnished 
offices; rental of real estate; management of real property, commercial properties, offices, work areas for collective or 
individual use; real estate management services relating to premises or offices; rental of office space; rental of offices 
and installation of teamwork; providing facilities for teamwork equipped with private offices, office equipment, mail center 
service, print center, reception desk, kitchen, meeting rooms, telecommunications equipment and other office 
infrastructure, namely, rental of offices for coworking; management services for real estate affairs.

Cl.42;Research and development of new products for others; conducting of technical project studies; architecture; 
design of interior decor; software development (design); software installation; maintenance of software; updating of 
software; software rental; programming for computers; computer system analysis; computer system design; services 
provided by consultants relating to computer hardware design and development; digitization of documents; software as a 
service (SaaS); cloud computing; information technology (IT) consultancy; hosting of servers; graphic arts design 
services; styling (industrial design); electronic data storage; e-commerce hosting platform, hosting of platform services 
(Pads); design and development of logistics software, supply chain management and e-commerce portals; providing 
temporary use of non-downloadable software for the transmission of audio content, video content, photographic images, 
text, graphics and data; providing software application programming interfaces (API) for electronic mail and transmission 
of audio content, video content, photographic images, text, graphics and data; platform as a service (PaaS) featuring 
software platforms for real estate management, management of hotels, computerized reservation of hotel services; 
platform as a service (PaaS) featuring software platforms for electronic mail and transmission of audio content, video 
content, photographic images, text, graphics and data; providing temporary access to non-downloadable software for 
processing electronic payments; providing non-downloadable e-commerce software to allow users to perform electronic 
business transactions via global computer and communication networks; providing an application programming interface 
(API) enabling users to perform electronic business transactions via a global computer network; services of a platform as 
a service (PaaS) featuring software for electronic commercial transactions; study, information and consulting in the field 
of ecological and environmental protection; consulting in the field of energy saving.

Cl.43;Hotel services and provision of food and drink; temporary accommodation; motel and residential hotel services; 
tourist homes and hotel rooms; holiday camp services (lodging); countryside vacation cottage services; accommodation 
agencies (hotels, boarding houses); services for providing food and drink; cafeteria, tea room and bar services (except 
clubs); advice and information services (unrelated to the conduct of business) in the fields of hospitality, temporary 
accommodations and catering; provision of of offers and requests with respect to temporary accommodation and 
catering, including provision of computer databases accessible online in the fields of hospitality, temporary 
accommodation and catering; travel agency services, namely, reservation of hotel rooms for travelers and temporary 
accommodation; travel agency services, namely reservation of restaurants and meals; reservation, lending and rental of 
rooms, halls and conference and meeting facilities; reservation, hiring and rental of rooms, halls and spaces for seminars, 
banquets, cocktails and receptions; consulting and advice (unrelated to business operation) in connection with hotels 
and restaurants.
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4407490    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508365]
ALLOTROPE FOUNDATION
1500 K Street, N.W. 4th Floor Washington DC 20005-1209 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
C-4,Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for data storage, collection, sharing, and analysis.

Cl.35;Promoting the commercial and business interests of professionals of pharmaceutical, biotechnology and medical 
device companies, namely, creating and advancing standards, guidance and regulations and frameworks in the field of 
data and information management.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, providing classes and workshops in the field of data storage, collection, sharing, 
and analysis; providing training in the field of data storage, collection, sharing, and analysis.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for data storage, collection, sharing, and analysis; 
research and development in the field of data storage, collection, sharing and analysis; providing technical certification in 
the field of data storage, collection, sharing and analysis; provision of information and data relating to medical, 
pharmaceutical, and biotechnology research and development.
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4407536    09/10/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508409]
WORLD ETHNO "NOMADIADA" LTD
64, Omirou Street, Imperium Tower CY-3096 Limassol Cyprus

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Administration of membership schemes; administration of loyalty rewards programmes; administration relating 
to marketing; administration of the business affairs of franchises; advertisement billboards (rental of-); advertisement for 
others on the Internet; advertising and marketing; advertising and marketing services; advertising and marketing 
consultancy; advertising and marketing services provided via communications channels; advertising and marketing 
services provided by means of blogging; advertising and marketing services provided by means of social media; 
advertising and promotion services; advertising and promotion services and related consulting; advertising and publicity; 
advertising consultation; advertising copywriting; advertising for motion picture films; advertising in the popular and 
professional press; advertising in the field of tourism and travel; advertising, marketing and promotional services; 
advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; advertising services for 
architects; advertising services provided over the internet; advertising services provided by television; advertising 
services provided by a radio and television advertising agency; advertising services provided for others; advertising 
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services relating to the travel industries; advertising services relating to clothing; advertising services relating to the sale 
of goods; advertising services relating to jewelry; advertising services relating to esports events; advertising services to 
create corporate and brand identity; advertising text publication services; advertising through all public communication 
means; advisory services relating to marketing; advisory services relating to corporate identity; advisory services relating 
to the purchase of goods on behalf of business; advisory services relating to market research; arranging and conducting 
of advertising events; arranging and conducting trade shows; arranging subscriptions to information media; arranging 
subscriptions to electronic journals; brand creation services; brand strategy services; copying services; copywriting; 
corporate image development consultation; corporate planning; xerography; wholesale services in relation to games; 
wholesale services in relation to toys; wholesale services in relation to festive decorations; wholesale services in relation 
to sporting articles; wholesale services in relation to bags; wholesale services in relation to luggage; wholesale services 
in relation to umbrellas; wholesale services in relation to clothing; video recordings for marketing purposes (production 
of-); video recordings for publicity purposes (production of-); arranging and conducting trade show exhibitions; television 
advertising; telemarketing services; sponsorship search; shows (arranging trade -); shows (conducting trade -); rental of 
photocopiers; radio advertising; provision of business information relating to franchising; provision of advice relating to 
marketing; promotion of special events; promotion of musical concerts; promotion of sports competitions and events; 
promotion services; promotion services relating to esports events; promotion of goods and services through 
sponsorship of sports events; promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of international sports events; 
promotion of goods and services for others; promotion [advertising] of concerts; promotion [advertising] of travel; 
promotion [advertising] of business; processing (word -); product marketing; product launch services; preparation of 
marketing plans; preparation of market analysis reports; preparation of market reports and studies; preparation of 
marketing surveys; organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising 
purposes; organization of art exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organising exhibitions for commercial 
or advertising purposes; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of exhibitions 
and trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of fairs and exhibitions for commercial and 
advertising purposes; organization of fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; organization of fashion shows for 
promotional purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; organization, operation and 
supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes; organization, operation and supervision of loyalty and incentive 
schemes; organizing exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organizing of trade shows; outdoor advertising; 
organisation of events for commercial and advertising purposes.

Cl.38;Telecommunication; provision and rental of telecommunications facilities and equipment; telecommunication 
network services.

Cl.41;Online digital publishing services; online education services; online entertainment services; online gambling 
services; online game services through mobile devices; online gaming services; online interactive entertainment; 
discotheque services; instructions in martial arts; zoological gardens; sports camps; operation of sports facilities; 
swimming instructions; organisation and conducting of balls; organisation and holding of fairs for cultural or educational 
purposes; organisation and presentation of shows; organisation of artistic competitions; organisation of balls; 
organisation of beauty competitions; organisation of chess tournaments; organisation of comedy shows; organisation of 
competitions for education or entertainment; organisation of competitions and awards; organisation of competitions; 
organisation of competitions [education or entertainment]; organisation of concerts; organisation of conferences and 
symposia in the field of medical science; organisation of conferences relating to vocational training; organisation of 
conferences relating to education; organisation of conferences relating to training; organisation of conferences related to 
entertainment; organisation of conferences, exhibitions and competitions; organisation of continuing educational 
seminars; organisation of cultural events; organisation of cultural activities for summer camps; organisation of cycling 
events; organisation of dancing competitions; organisation of dancing displays; organisation of dog competitions; 
organisation of dog shows; organisation of dog races; organisation of educational shows; organisation of educational 
activities for summer camps; organisation of educational events; organisation of entertainment services; organisation of 
entertainment events; organisation of entertainment and cultural events; organisation of entertainment competitions; 
organisation of events for cultural, entertainment and sporting purposes; organisation of exhibitions for cultural or 
educational purposes; organisation of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organisation of festivals; organisation 
of games; organisation of football competitions; organisation of games and competitions; organisation of group 
recreational activities; organisation of horse riding meetings; organisation of horse shows; organisation of live musical 
performances; organisation of live performances; organisation of live shows; organising of meetings and conferences; 
organisation of motorcycle racing; organisation of music concerts; organisation of musical competitions; organisation of 
musical concerts; organisation of musical events; organisation of parties; organisation of recreational tournaments; 
organisation of recreational activities; organisation of shows; organisation of sporting activities and competitions; 
organisation of sporting competitions and sports events; organisation of sporting events; organisation of sports events in 
the field of football; organisation of sports tournaments; organisation of sports tuition; organisation of stage shows; 
organisation of tournaments; organisation of training courses; organisation of webinars; organising and conducting 
fishing tournaments; organising events for entertainment purposes; organising gymnastics events; organising of beauty 
contests; organising of competitions for education; organising of dancing competitions; organising of esports activities; 
organising of esports competitions; organising of festivals; organising of games and competitions; organising of 
gymnastic displays; organising of meetings in the field of education; organising of meetings in the field of entertainment; 
organization of boat races; organization of boxing matches; organization of cultural shows; organization of educational 
symposia; organization of events for cultural purposes; organization of exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; 
organization of horse races; organization of shows for cultural purposes; organization of shows [impresario services]; 
organization of sport fishing competitions; park services (amusement -); photography; photographic reporting; 
photograph library searching services; photo editing; presentation of live performances; production of special effects for 
television; arranging and conducting of sporting events; production of teaching reports; production of television 
programs; production of television features; production of videos; providing audio or video studio services; providing 
facilities for sports tournaments; providing games; providing information relating to sports; providing information about 
boxing match results; providing of education; providing pachinko parlors; providing sports information; providing sports 
news; sports camp services; providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; arranging 
and conducting of business meetings.
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4407916    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508715]
CCTV ANIMATION INC.
10F Gehua Tower, No. 1 Qinglong Bystreet, Dong Cheng District 100101 Beijing China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Shining preparations [polish]; cosmetics for animals; cakes of toilet soap; baby powder [toiletries]; dentifrices; 
abrasives; potpourris [fragrances]; facial cleansing milk; air fragrancing preparations; bath foam; shining preparations 
[polish]; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics; cleaning preparations; cosmetics for children; shampoos; 
essential oils.

Cl.9;Time recording apparatus; eyeglasses; electronic publications, downloadable; data processing apparatus; identity 
cards, magnetic; computer software, recorded; teaching apparatus and instruments; audio discs; random access memory 
[RAM] cards; covers for smartphones; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; cash registers; weighing machines; 
smartphones; measuring instruments; air analysis apparatus; teaching robots; telescopes; telephone wires; semi-
conductors; video screens; fire extinguishers; X-ray apparatus not for medical purpose; protection devices for personal 
use against accidents; sports whistles; animated cartoon; apparatus to check franking; ticket dispensers; measures; 
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speed indicators; inductors [electricity]; speed checking apparatus for vehicles; heat regulating apparatus; speed 
indicators; temperature indicators; electronic notice boards; apparatus for editing cinematographic film; chips [integrated 
circuits]; rheostats; optical fibers [light conducting filaments]; electrolysers; time recording apparatus; simulators for the 
steering and control of vehicles; remote control apparatus; lightning rods; alarms; rechargeable electric batteries.

Cl.16;Towels of paper; albums; printed publications; writing instruments; drawing materials; coasters of paper; 
newsletters; punches [office requisites]; architects" model; glue sticks for stationery or household purposes; luminous 
paper; stamp pads; steatite [tailor"s chalk]; printed publications; writing materials; drawing instruments; teaching 
materials [except apparatus]; advertisement boards of paper or cardboard; figurines of papier mâché; bags [envelopes, 
pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; inking ribbons; paper; albums; office requisites, except furniture; ink stones 
[ink reservoirs].

Cl.18;Pocket wallets; shopping bags; briefcases; umbrellas; walking sticks; reins for guiding children; school satchels; 
pouch baby carriers; furniture coverings of leather; clothing for pets; bags for sports; leather, unworked or semi-worked.

Cl.21;Combs; painted glassware; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; drinking vessel; baby baths, portable; 
drinking bottles for sports; works of art made of crystal; toothbrushes; thermally insulated containers for food; material 
for brush-making; floss for dental purposes; cosmetic utensils; cloths for cleaning; bird baths; ceramics for household 
purposes; perfume burners; brushes; glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass; utensils for household 
purposes; combs; indoor aquaria.

Cl.24;Towels of textile; bed covers; sheets [textile]; quilt covers; felt; non-woven textile fabrics; fitted toilet lid covers of 
fabric; marabouts [cloth]; shroud; sleeping bag liners; table linen, not of paper; upholstery fabrics; bunting of textile or 
plastic; shower curtains of textile or plastic.

Cl.25;Footwear; caps being headwear; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; scarfs; shower caps; wedding dresses; sleep masks; 
girdles; layettes [clothing]; bathing suits; chasubles; albs; clothing; sashes for wear; masquerade costumes; wimples; 
maniples; hairdressing capes; raincoats.

Cl.28;Games; roller skates; video game consoles; ornaments for Christmas trees, except illumination articles and 
confectionery; strings for racquetball rackets; toys; fishing tackle; archery implements; twirling batons; playing cards; 
playing balls; climbers" harness; swimming pools [play articles]; camouflage screens [sports articles]; body-building 
apparatus; skateboards; wrist guards [sports articles]; fairground ride apparatus; scratch cards for playing lottery games.

Cl.30;Ice cream; sugar; honey; meat tenderizers for household purposes; gluten prepared as foodstuff; honey; 
noodles; tea-based beverages; sugar; starch for food; coffee; candy; cereal preparations; cereal-based snack food; 
cooking salt; yeast; preparations for stiffening whipped cream; tea; aromatic preparations for food; jiaozi [stuffed 
dumplings]; vinegar; gluten additives for culinary purposes; pastries; condiments.

Cl.32;Beer; soda pops; whey beverages; colas [soft drinks]; waters [beverages]; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; 
vegetable juices [beverages]; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; non-alcoholic preparations for making 
beverages; non-alcoholic beverages.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; import-export 
agency services; sales promotion for others; business management of performing artists; administrative processing of 
purchase orders; book-keeping; sponsorship search; rental of vending machines; relocation services for businesses; 
retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; organization of exhibitions 
for commercial or advertising purposes; rental of sales stands.

Cl.38;Television broadcasting; news agency services; transmission of electronic mail; rental of message sending 
apparatus; transmission of digital files; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; paging services 
[radio, telephone or other means of electronic communication]; communications by cellular phones; providing user 
access to global computer networks.

Cl.41;Teaching; organization of shows [impresario services]; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational 
purposes; amusement park services; organization of lotteries; nursery schools; game services provided on-line from a 
computer network for entertainment and further education purposes; distribution of motion pictures; conducting guided 
tours; health club services [health and fitness training]; toy rental; zoological garden services; organization of 
competitions [education or entertainment]; publication of books; games equipment rental; modelling for artists; providing 
television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; providing online electronic publications, not 
downloadable; production of radio and television programmes; lending library services; rental of indoor aquaria.

Cl.43;Café services; restaurant services; day-nursery [crèche] services; bar services; snack-bar services; coffee and 
tea bar services; mobile catering services; retirement home services; boarding for animals; cafeteria services; rental of 
transportable buildings; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; rental of cooking apparatus; rental of drinking 
water dispensers; rental of lighting apparatus.
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4411212    09/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508867]
LUNIT INC.
6F, 175, Yeoksam-ro, Gangnam-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Image analysis devices; apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of images; image processing 
apparatus; apparatus for the communication of data; digital media streaming devices; apparatus for transmission of 
digital sound and image data; smartphone mounts; downloadable computer software applications; downloadable 
computer programs; computer software for data processing; computer software for database; software for use in 
database management; software applications for databases; computer software for processing digital images; smart 
phone application (software); application software for smart phone; medical software; computer software for diagnosing 
diseases for medical purposes; computer software; cloud server.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments for displaying diagnostic tests; medical imaging apparatus; magnetic 
resonance imaging apparatus for medical purposes; diagnostic imaging apparatus for medical purposes; ultrasound 
displaying diagnostic apparatus; scanners for medical diagnosis; diagnostic apparatus for medical purposes; medical 
measuring instruments for cancer diagnosis; X-ray diagnostic apparatus; medical CT scanners.

Cl.38;Providing access to databases; transmission and reception of information via the data telecommunication 
network; transmission of data/sound or images; digital media streaming services; transmission of digital image; 
providing access to information via mobile devices; transmission of text/photo/video via the smart phone application; 
electronic transmission and delivery of audio and visual content; providing the transmission of information via on-line 
network; providing access to information via website; transmission and reception of database information via the wired or 
wireless telecommunication network; providing access to web sites on the internet; providing access to information on 
the internet; transmission of information via the internet; provision of access to medical information via the internet; 
transmission of multimedia content via the Internet; information transfer; transmission of data via a computer network; 
providing access to computer databases; providing access to computer networks for cloud computing.

Cl.42;Scientific research and analysis relating to predicting disease; biological research and analysis, namely biopsy 
for medical research; scientific research for medical purposes in the area of cancerous diseases; database development 
services; reconstitution of databases; software development for others in the field of medical digital X-ray imaging 
engine; operating software development for others in the field of medical digital X-ray medical equipment; scientific and 
technological consulting services in the field of medical image data; computer software development agency for use in 
medical equipment; providing computer software technical support services in the field of medical diagnostics; electronic 
data storage; computer software development; design of computer software; computer software research; computer 
programming; data conversion of computer programs and data, not physical conversion; creating of computer programs; 
cloud computing; research and development of medical apparatus and instruments for others; providing technical 
support services regarding medical diagnostic instruments.
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4411279    04/12/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508955]
OOLY, LLC
3923 Oceanic Drive, Suite 100 Oceanside CA 92056 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Stationery and art supplies, namely, gel pens, pens, erasers, pencil holders, and stickers.

Cl.28;Toys, namely, inflatable paper toys that may be colored; puzzles; games, namely, board games.
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4411290    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1508972]
PAULA'S CHOICE, LLC
705 5th Avenue South, Suite 200 Seattle WA 98014 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Educational and entertainment services, namely, programs, non- downloadable videos, and online tutorials 
featuring information about skin care, beauty, cosmetics and wellness; on-line publication of journals or diaries [blog 
services], namely, blogs featuring information, non-downloadable videos and online tutorials in the field of skin care, 
beauty, cosmetics, and wellness; providing a website featuring nondownloadable articles in the field of information about 
beauty, beauty products, cosmetics, and skincare (Terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 
(2) (b) of the Common Regulations).

Cl.44;Providing beauty care and skin care information about beauty, beauty products, cosmetics, and skincare, via a 
website; providing information about beauty, beauty products, cosmetics, and skin care; beauty and skincare 
consultation services; beauty analysis to determine beauty products, skin care, and cosmetics that are best suited to 
particular individual.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

435802 435802 - (996-0) 
651027 651027 - (1297-0) 

user date corrected in the online records on the basis of TM 1, journal copy and request 
letter dated 19/02/2020 to be - proposed to be used. 

996108 996108 - (1327-4) 
1766104 1766104 - (1840-0) 

clerical errors in goods description corrected in class 09- Scientific, nautical, surveying, 
photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or 
controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data 
processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus; protective helmets for 
sports; mobile telephones; apparatus " and instruments for telecommunication; complete 
line of materials, appliances, machinery, components, parts, systems and plants for the 
generation, transformation, conversion, transmission, distribution, control and utilization 
of electricity; electrical devices and electrical power distribution products, namely, 
capacitors, circuit breakers, circuit breaker load centers, circuit closers, circuit 
interrupters, commutators, contactors, current rectifiers, current limiters, electric contacts, 
electric collectors, electric conductors, electric connectors, electric controllers, electric 
inductors, electric power supplies, electricity distribution boards and boxes, electricity 
distribution consoles, electricity switchboards and switchboxes; fuel pumps for service 
stations for fuelling airplane engines; fuel distribution equipment, namely, metered fuel 
pumps, electrical fuel level gauges, control valves for regulating the flow of gases and fuel 
lines; automated fuel station management systems comprising computer operating 
software, metered fuel pumps, rate control panels, fuel lines and dispensing nozzles for 
fuelling land and marine vehicles and marine vehicles and aircraft; gas meters; computer 
software for persons who troubleshoot and maintain programmable controllers, for 
analyzing blood vessels including cardiac vessels which also provides calculation 
functions with respect to blood vessels, for use with medical patient monitoring 
equipment, for receiving, processing , transmitting and displaying data, for use in 
developing personalized asset allocation programs, for use on-line which enables office 
equipment dealers to submit applications, manage portfolios and communicate with the 
company, for use in accessing mortgage and insurance information, for collecting data 
involving vital medical signs, for use in electrical power systems analyses and 
Instructional manual sold as a unit therewith, for use by employees for financial 
institutions for determining financial investments for clients and in processing the sale of 
the identified investments, for obtaining information on the flood-hazard status of real 
property, for the development of graphical user interfaces and data visualization, in the 
calculation of mortgage payments, for regulating and managing vehicle fleet maintenance 
services, for use In connection with accessing and utilizing commercial computer 
services, for use by customers to obtain lease portfolio information, for a radiology 
Information system for use by radiologists and radiology department in the database 
management of employee and patient information, for patient monitoring and archival 
purposes installed on and used in connection with PCs and medical monitoring 
equipment, for graphical user interface, for use in sending encrypted and compressed data 
mover paging carrier systems, providing access to websites where buyers and sellers can 
conduct business electronically, and for underground navigation, namely, for navigation of 
down hole probe assembly for oil drilling and drilling assemblies for routing underground 
utilities; electronic and electrochemical products, namely, fuel cells; electronic sensors for 
remotely tracking and transmitting the location of moving and stationary vehicles, trailers, 
cargo containers and water vessels; electronic transmitters for remotely monitoring and 
transmitting information regarding safety conditions of moving vehicles such as unlocked 
doors or windows, speed and direction; electronic sensors for remotely monitoring and 
transmitting Information with respect to air quality and temperature of both moving and 
stationary vehicles; electronic sensors for remotely monitoring and transmitting the status 
of land and sea shipped cargo; electronic sensors for remotely monitoring and 
transmitting maintenance information of land vehicles, featuring the condition of tire 
pressure, brake linings, hub mileage readings, exterior or interior damage; electronic 
sensors for remotely monitoring and transmitting information with respect to refrigeration 
unit operating condition or status on both land vehicles and maritime vessels; electronic 
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sensors for remotely monitoring and transmitting information with respect to drop/hook 
status and tethered/untethered status of both land vehicles and maritime vessels; and 
electronic sensors for remotely monitoring and transmitting information with respect to 
equipment pooling status of both land vehicle and maritime vessel cargo fleets; electronic, 
nuclear, industrial and laboratory testing, measuring, computing and control instruments 
and apparatus, telephones; caller ID boxes; telephone answering machines; cordless 
telephones, cordless headset telephones; digital messaging systems, radios, two-way 
radios, radios incorporating clocks, audio and video cassette players and recorders; 
televisions, television remote controls, VCR players; VCR remote controls; DVD players; 
DVO remote controls; combination radio and audio cassette players; combination radio 
and CD players; combination TV and VCR sets; batteries; electrical goods, electrical power 
generation and distribution products and electrical voltage and overvoltage surge 
products, namely, arresters, busways, capacitors, lighting contactors, controllers and 
Input/output devices, fuses, lighting controllers, switch boxes, LEOs, namely, light 
emitting diodes, voltage regulators for electric power, voltage surge protectors, voltage 
surge suppressors, voltmeters, electrical circuit boards, relays and timers, solenoids and 
limit switches, full-voltage manual starters, reduced voltage starters, electrical switches 
and disconnects, circuit board terminal blocks and pumping panels, circuit breakers and 
disconnects, transformers, electrical lighting and power circuit boards, electrical wires, 
cables, cords, and conductors, electrical wiring and fixtures, lightning arresters, electricity 
meters, power meters, grounding resistors, humidity and temperature sensors; building 
and wood sensors; industrial calibration sensors, push buttons, motor control centers, 
electrical resistance heating wires and electrical controllers therefore and voltage 
regulators. 
class 11 - Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking refrigerating, drying, 
ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes; heat exchangers; chemical heavy wall 
reactors and nuclear reactors and accessories and component parts thereof, namely, heat 
pumps, steam valves and valves for regulating the flow of gases and liquids; microwave 
ovens for cooking; wall cooking ovens for domestic use; food warming drawers; 
convection ovens, electric and gas cook tops; electric and gas cooking ovens and ranges; 
ventilation hoods for stoves; ventilating exhaust fans; water filters; water softening units, 
clothes dryers; electric fans, ceiling fans, flashlights; lamps and lights for vehicle; electric 
tights for Christmas trees; electric light bdlbs; electric lamps of all kinds, electric lighting 
fixtures, electric refrigerators, freezers and water coolers, air conditioning apparatus, 
humidifiers and dehumidifiers, electric heating apparatus, electric baseboard heaters and 
fan heaters, gas and oil burning furnaces, gas and liquid coolers for industry, air 
condensers and electrostatic air cleaners, electric ovens. 
class 16 - PAPER, CARDBOARD AND GOODS MADE FROM THESE MATERIALS, NOT 
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; PRINTED MATTER, IN PARTICULAR STAMPS; 
NEWSPAPERS, MAGAZINES, BOOKS, PHOTOGRAPHS AND POSTERS; BOOKBINDING 
MATERIAL; STATIONERY; ADHESIVES FOR STATIONERY OR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES; 
ARTISTS" MATERIALS; PAINT BRUSHES; TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE REQUISITES 
(EXCEPT FURNITURE); INSTRUCTIONAL AND TEACHING MATERIAL (EXCEPT 
APPARATUS); PLASTIC MATERIALS FOR PACKAGING (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER 
CLASSES); PRINTERS&quot; TYPE; PRINTING BLOCKS. 
class 37 - Building construction, repair, installation and maintenance services; 
maintenance, overhaul and repair services for gas turbines, namely Jet engines and 
modules and parts thereof; installation, maintenance and repair services for compressors, 
pumps, namely, machines, turboexpanders, fuel pumps and fuel distribution equipment, 
CNG refuelling equipment, gas turbines, steam turbines, air cooled heat-exchangers, 
steam condensers, heavy wall reactors and tubular reactors; oil and gas maintenance and 
repair services; drilling and pumping of oil and gas; drilling for crude oil; oil well casing, 
tubing and drill pipe installation; rental of oil and gas well drilling tools; diagnostic repair 
and maintenance services rendered In the repair and maintenance of aircraft engines, 
turbines, electrical equipment, medical equipment, locomotives and accessories and 
component parts of all the foregoing. 
class 41- EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND 
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, TELEVISION SPORTING AND CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT; 
ORGANIZATION OF CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITIONS; ORGANISATION OF 
LOTTERIES AND COMPETITIONS; BETTING AND GAMING SERVICES RELATING TO OR IN 
CONJUNCTION WITH SPORT; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES PROVIDED AT OR RELATING 
TO SPORTS EVENTS; ORGANISATION OF SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS AND 
ACTIVITIES; ORGANISATION OF SPORTING COMPETITIONS; MANAGEMENT OF 
SPORTING FACILITIES; RENTAL SERVICES FOR AUDIO AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT; 
PRODUCTION, PRESENTATION, DISTRIBUTION OF FILMS AND VIDEO AND SOUNDS 
RECORDINGS; RENTAL OF FILMS AND VIDEO AND SOUNDS RECORDINGS; 
PRESENTATION, NETWORKING AND/OR RENTAL OF INTERACTIVE EDUCATION AND 
ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTS, INTERACTIVE COMPACT DISCS, CD-ROMS, COMPUTER 
AND VIDEO GAMES; RADIO AND TELEVISION COVERAGE OF SPORTS AND SPORTING 
EVENTS; RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAM AND VIDEO TAPES PRODUCTION 
SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF ANIMATED MOVIES; PRODUCTION OF ANIMATED 
TELEVISION PROGRAMS; SEAT BOOKING SERVICES FOR SHOWS AND SPORTING 
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EVENTS; TIMING OF SPORTS EVENTS; ORGANISATION OF BEAUTY CONTESTS; 
INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT; ON-LINE GAMBLING SERVICES; PROVIDING OF GAMES 
OVER THE INTERNET; PROVIDING OF RAFFLE SERVICES; INFORMATION RELATING TO 
ENTERTAINMENT OR EDUCATION, PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE 
OR THE INTERNET; ELECTRONIC GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE 
INTERNET; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; PUBLICATION OF 
BOOKS, REVIEWS, JOURNALS, MAGAZINES, TEXTS (OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS); 
ON-LINE PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS, REVIEWS, JOURNALS, MAGAZINES, 
TEXTS (OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS); PROVIDING DIGITAL MUSIC FROM THE 
INTERNET; PROVIDING DIGITAL MUSIC FROM MP3 INTERNET WEB SITES; SPORT 
RECORD AND STATISTICAL INFORMATION SERVICES; LEASING OF RECORDED SOUND 
AND IMAGES; AUDIO PRODUCTION SERVICES; PROVIDING SPORTING RESULTS; 
INFORMATION RELATED TO SPORTING EVENTS PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A 
COMPUTER DATABASE OR FROM THE INTERNET; PUBLISHING AND PRODUCTION 
SERVICES; PROVIDING DIGITAL MUSIC (NON-DOWNLOADABLE). 
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567251 617257 666873 977303 1038218
1055081 1154549 1179838 1180232 1186882
1407621 1407624 1511325 1556963 1560306
1871375 1940917 2106051 2220944 2337498
2349000 2405779 2448175 2473809 2503500
2523938 2524040 2537007 2543296 2543297
2543298 2549722 2555265 2556233 2573312
2575822 2583467 2591249 2600540 2603662
2604092 2615094 2645249 2646637 2660292
2664490 2683962 2687188 2698047 2708500
2722300 2726788 2735690 2736255 2740819
2747677 2757128 2764274 2769313 2776094
2777471 2784572 2790544 2792869 2792887
2797435 2801730 2801733 2802010 2802254
2803290 2803291 2811330 2824034 2825652
2825740 2826613 2833317 2838426 2838920
2840118 2843534 2857604 2859164 2863393
2865433 2868677 2879931 2882471 2894081
2895532 2898314 2908069 2909533 2910106
2914430 2915727 2916968 2921490 2922240
2922355 2925350 2926680 2930919 2930977
2932582 2933998 2936394 2938139 2940752
2941615 2942449 2943412 2946733 2948572
2955462 2963955 2967869 2968406 2969200
2970631 2972121 2981965 2982723 2983744
2986089 2986449 2986520 2988427 2994180
2995126 2997420 2997958 3003857 3005529
3006465 3013202 3016907 3019491 3022154
3023568 3029514 3030343 3030958 3034071
3037849 3039311 3043463 3043526 3043890
3045137 3045952 3046078 3052633 3053460
3053713 3055309 3057378 3057379 3057922
3059546 3060115 3064120 3064740 3067662
3069113 3071307 3071872 3071873 3078670
3078671 3078989 3079145 3082074 3082210
3083263 3083813 3084150 3084187 3085308
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3085381 3087169 3087272 3087333 3087403
3089709 3090570 3090649 3091262 3091264
3094009 3095014 3095278 3097320 3097329
3098356 3099174 3099623 3100318 3100779
3101013 3102566 3104115 3104349 3105495
3107509 3109605 3110068 3112706 3113358
3114315 3114327 3114416 3115950 3116701
3119909 3120244 3121315 3121478 3122001
3122702 3122866 3123464 3123665 3126711
3128554 3130081 3131819 3131916 3133682
3134574 3134670 3137680 3138578 3138581
3138587 3138920 3139924 3139925 3139928
3140216 3140491 3141016 3143812 3143815
3143982 3144023 3144052 3144736 3146923
3147131 3150233 3150683 3151251 3152505
3152810 3153428 3153627 3154469 3154795
3154805 3155133 3155152 3156519 3159001
3159615 3160627 3162430 3162654 3163013
3165952 3166278 3166829 3168053 3168054
3168372 3169111 3169415 3169430 3169594
3171409 3171629 3171703 3172263 3177612
3178301 3178973 3179633 3179691 3179766
3179857 3180324 3180544 3180712 3180827
3181359 3182258 3182260 3183198 3184502
3184531 3184562 3185716 3185948 3186442
3186510 3187468 3187477 3190150 3190585
3191851 3193894 3196843 3198423 3202875
3202876 3202999 3203092 3205980 3206746
3207743 3209225 3211981 3212931 3213569
3214010 3215350 3217612 3219707 3219866
3220109 3222401 3223225 3224665 3225878
3228966 3229035 3229426 3230431 3233000
3233173 3233604 3233996 3235521 3236238
3237679 3240267 3240295 3241264 3241682
3241687 3241928 3242470 3242792 3242793
3243932 3244990 3244998 3245000 3245001
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3250245 3251897 3252178 3252815 3254740
3255302 3257943 3261248 3261573 3264140
3266006 3266966 3267894 3269383 3271122
3272477 3275108 3276575 3277627 3277692
3278094 3280702 3280784 3281606 3281647
3281850 3283528 3283829 3284476 3285549
3288032 3288179 3288201 3289035 3289693
3289718 3290224 3290454 3290512 3290605
3291466 3291629 3293756 3293930 3293951
3295226 3295227 3296102 3298896 3299970
3300317 3300863 3300989 3302235 3302416
3303103 3303297 3303298 3303460 3305679
3305916 3306024 3307461 3307830 3309580
3309992 3311904 3312292 3313765 3314205
3314497 3316136 3316572 3316609 3317362
3317584 3318904 3319489 3320437 3323509
3325874 3327458 3327584 3327585 3327587
3327595 3327596 3327686 3328904 3330194
3331267 3331471 3331966 3333399 3334316
3334664 3335045 3335937 3335948 3338180
3339937 3340324 3341462 3342955 3343035
3343184 3343275 3343276 3343592 3343598
3343604 3343755 3343758 3343759 3343760
3344724 3348313 3351177 3351309 3352099
3352126 3352128 3352535 3352689 3352695
3353730 3354043 3354514 3356707 3357497
3357743 3359171 3360128 3360829 3361090
3361093 3361094 3361095 3361196 3363151
3363353 3363909 3365142 3365156 3365168
3366846 3366873 3366955 3367190 3367212
3367214 3367215 3367216 3367335 3367339
3367422 3367425 3367427 3367458 3367464
3367537 3367681 3367716 3367853 3367941
3367943 3367990 3368382 3368383 3368384
3368385 3368386 3368391 3368392 3368394
3368398 3368416 3368417 3368439 3368477
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3368551 3368619 3368939 3368945 3368951
3368952 3368957 3368959 3368960 3368965
3369013 3369042 3369172 3369311 3369400
3369532 3369533 3369534 3369715 3369972
3370110 3370412 3370423 3370734 3370823
3371024 3371059 3371060 3371110 3371193
3371196 3371274 3371876 3371877 3371878
3371880 3371923 3372039 3372244 3372248
3372750 3372752 3372864 3372971 3372972
3373218 3373377 3373380 3373381 3373382
3373383 3373599 3373673 3373682 3373699
3373764 3373963 3373976 3373985 3374386
3374387 3374550 3374555 3374644 3374692
3374837 3374875 3375484 3376578 3376661
3376674 3376687 3376692 3376705 3376711
3377242 3377245 3377533 3377598 3377676
3377832 3377833 3378222 3378344 3378464
3378543 3378590 3378881 3378885 3379140
3379141 3379233 3379463 3379662 3379691
3379780 3380351 3380730 3380756 3381051
3381052 3381054 3381145 3381147 3381430
3381686 3383006 3383038 3383151 3383669
3383723 3383903 3384259 3384261 3384623
3384841 3384935 3385165 3385603 3385613
3385703 3385787 3385945 3386029 3386030
3386288 3386537 3386749 3386863 3387002
3387383 3387384 3387388 3387391 3387392
3387997 3389138 3389230 3389233 3389234
3389524 3389567 3390009 3390219 3390488
3390550 3390555 3390686 3390945 3390951
3391026 3391737 3391745 3391869 3392158
3392169 3392171 3392211 3392407 3392791
3393005 3393030 3393031 3393095 3393185
3393370 3393372 3393575 3393583 3393596
3393646 3393730 3393734 3393836 3393883
3394089 3394354 3394375 3394381 3394618
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3394654 3394753 3394801 3395249 3395325
3395326 3395348 3395350 3395444 3395485
3395487 3395488 3395495 3395496 3395702
3395713 3395960 3395961 3396285 3396288
3396289 3396290 3396442 3396589 3397288
3397610 3397611 3397725 3397781 3397853
3397866 3397870 3397873 3397876 3398136
3398138 3398144 3398343 3398548 3398924
3398925 3398926 3399203 3399438 3399534
3399867 3400013 3400015 3400091 3400229
3401057 3401216 3401217 3401262 3401287
3401333 3401487 3401722 3402019 3402067
3402125 3402134 3402189 3402190 3402195
3402196 3402256 3402334 3402665 3403346
3403356 3403504 3403521 3403646 3403657
3403726 3403792 3403793 3403851 3403857
3403863 3403864 3403964 3404064 3404106
3404107 3404115 3404134 3404208 3404991
3405073 3405087 3405299 3405451 3405678
3405680 3405686 3405862 3406263 3406500
3406630 3406913 3406916 3406943 3407068
3407126 3407260 3407368 3407896 3407931
3407935 3408110 3408144 3408154 3408189
3408400 3408495 3408499 3408702 3408703
3408927 3408929 3408930 3408931 3409152
3409730 3409817 3410018 3410078 3410588
3410629 3410707 3410708 3411050 3411131
3411183 3411718 3411719 3411724 3411800
3412187 3412228 3412231 3412257 3412307
3412308 3412310 3412311 3412326 3412577
3412578 3412581 3412615 3412655 3412656
3412681 3413215 3413240 3414003 3414073
3414074 3414075 3414116 3414198 3414880
3414940 3415044 3415048 3415613 3415842
3415981 3416091 3416181 3416463 3416477
3416478 3417068 3417165 3417201 3417237
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3417495 3417954 3417989 3418135 3418159
3418390 3418466 3418722 3418873 3418915
3418940 3419151 3419329 3419455 3419546
3419574 3419790 3419799 3419897 3419901
3419904 3420185 3420192 3420206 3420225
3420615 3420774 3420917 3421017 3421030
3421100 3421116 3421301 3421347 3421529
3421539 3421619 3421776 3421843 3421857
3422571 3423027 3423028 3423031 3423177
3423196 3423316 3423490 3423534 3423643
3423708 3423782 3423960 3424043 3424088
3424106 3424107 3424190 3424247 3424377
3424431 3424821 3424878 3424891 3425002
3425112 3425409 3425749 3425985 3425997
3426133 3426144 3426280 3426840 3426927
3426941 3426943 3426974 3427404 3427636
3427652 3427674 3427712 3427713 3427810
3427902 3428156 3428157 3428158 3428185
3428213 3428248 3428364 3428446 3428465
3428978 3429041 3429104 3429105 3429324
3429402 3429530 3429807 3430055 3430107
3430141 3430147 3430148 3430199 3430317
3430432 3430433 3430547 3430548 3430554
3430556 3430618 3430620 3430624 3430682
3430820 3431113 3431114 3431172 3431177
3431281 3431415 3431483 3431620 3431622
3431624 3431625 3431718 3431847 3431849
3431852 3431858 3431862 3431865 3431866
3431870 3431871 3431874 3431897 3431936
3432226 3433256 3437830 3438973 3443210
3445028 3460585 3463829 3473472 3489206
3493913 3496618 3499475 3507884 3507953
3515958 3516979 3520353 3521816 3522706
3524981 3526967 3527000 3527369 3529489
3533478 3535852 3546569 3550804 3554293
3558265 3562423 3562979 3565014 3566564
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3567625 3567629 3571054 3571712 3572162
3572272 3572291 3573279 3573280 3574651
3575180 3577231 3577543 3577544 3577545
3577549 3577867 3579227 3579370 3579381
3579397 3579623 3580814 3580827 3580993
3581084 3582091 3582520 3584583 3585113
3586209 3586648 3587328 3587469 3588910
3589751 3590300 3590943 3590977 3591809
3591810 3591816 3591826 3592236 3593117
3593468 3594147 3594191 3594414 3594961
3595965 3596028 3596816 3598522 3598598
3598762 3598890 3599844 3600832 3600973
3603000 3604069 3605055 3605056 3605057
3605887 3605919 3605922 3606627 3606761
3607322 3607495 3608382 3608516 3608940
3609299 3609453 3609458 3609460 3609938
3612160 3612785 3612858 3612955 3613756
3614342 3614581 3616112 3616964 3617673
3617679 3617805 3618243 3618390 3618444
3618511 3618757 3619292 3619681 3619731
3619734 3619736 3620007 3620270 3621010
3621037 3621477 3622046 3622047 3622234
3623335 3624051 3625655 3625656 3625660
3625920 3625940 3626726 3628946 3630819
3631374 3632610 3632611 3632612 3632614
3632616 3633498 3634964 3636012 3636013
3636983 3638027 3638835 3639357 3641327
3641893 3641894 3642241 3642761 3645595
3646045 3646248 3646950 3647031 3649402
3650161 3652275 3652282 3652284 3652331
3653298 3654764 3656027 3657619 3658024
3658271 3658783 3660075 3660904 3660905
3660907 3661912 3662645 3662646 3663237
3663448 3663452 3664811 3666064 3666068
3666069 3666637 3666639 3666710 3666712
3666803 3667637 3668181 3670541 3671139
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3671315 3671334 3671515 3671877 3672819
3674091 3674093 3674097 3674102 3675205
3675686 3675716 3675717 3675718 3675744
3676023 3676454 3676849 3677688 3677689
3678845 3678846 3678896 3678900 3678901
3678903 3679918 3679920 3680802 3680804
3681197 3681541 3682532 3683679 3684839
3684841 3685263 3685264 3685718 3685964
3686569 3688326 3688826 3689903 3690613
3691860 3691888 3692160 3693928 3694048
3696071 3696072 3696078 3696490 3696636
3696812 3698052 3698130 3698204 3698646
3699750 3699793 3699903 3700238 3701826
3701832 3701835 3701992 3702470 3703123
3706737 3706960 3707017 3707282 3707298
3707468 3707624 3709313 3709715 3711020
3711667 3711766 3711910 3711951 3712505
3712850 3713340 3713853 3713962 3713963
3714674 3714868 3715297 3715335 3715677
3716336 3716639 3716647 3716650 3717539
3717540 3717753 3718143 3719442 3719963
3720169 3720603 3720604 3720738 3721810
3721815 3722374 3722375 3722821 3724152
3724616 3724997 3725119 3725991 3726952
3727937 3729877 3730241 3730473 3732063
3732617 3732793 3733535 3734599 3734886
3735088 3735110 3735307 3735929 3736152
3736275 3736350 3737126 3739662 3741559
3742490 3742491 3742492 3743578 3743579
3743795 3743957 3744177 3744234 3745009
3745363 3745408 3745409 3746471 3747353
3747355 3747604 3750896 3751038 3751957
3752425 3752949 3753017 3754271 3754272
3754583 3754584 3754587 3755963 3756803
3757165 3759292 3759602 3763683 3764972
3767630 3767877 3768041 3768842 3769805
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3779516 3779853 3780875 3781040 3783318
3785935 3786009 3787050 3791047 3791749
3791752 3792610 3798899 3800379 3802135
3802548 3808524 3812110 3813375 3814491
3815597 3816761 3816827 3819345 3819749
3820167 3822550 3822662 3822664 3822665
3822675 3822676 3822682 3822685 3823639
3824114 3824199 3824200 3824367 3824588
3824653 3825157 3825273 3825657 3826788
3826927 3829512 3829534 3829878 3830015
3830411 3831366 3832202 3833107 3833560
3833568 3833663 3834240 3834242 3834255
3834904 3836230 3837462 3837605 3841059
3841178 3842810 3843898 3844171 3846661
3848235 3850287 3850520 3851701 3853260
3853414 3853436 3854364 3855519 3855666
3855960 3856036 3856727 3858075 3859062
3864507 3864510 3867597 3871842 3876249
3876484 3878284 3879901 3881128 3887338
3890427 3892160 3893196 3898197 3898988
3899996 3903171 3903385 3903486 3905446
3911057 3914441 3915259 3916267 3917241
3918264 3918748 3919226 3920624 3920953
3923478 3924033 3924511 3924518 3924536
3924768 3924995 3925414 3925950 3926739
3933960 3934282 3934774 3935878 3937087
3939295 3947708 3949670 3953991 3955281
3956053 3957736 3957738 3957739 3960177
3963634 3963641 3966262 3967288 3970084
3970086 3970293 3970409 3970949 3971141
3971333 3971402 3972432 3973560 3975879
3975927 3975939 3975943 3979975 3980191
3980389 3980792 3980842 3983720 3984562
3984772 3984843 3989244 3989520 3992100
3993423 3993568 3994023 3994251 3994568
3995066 3995158 3995630 3996220 3996613
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3996739 3997133 3997331 3997484 3997787
3997801 3997812 3997816 3997817 3997859
3998055 3998159 3998528 3998532 3998568
3998674 3999647 3999922 4000109 4000380
4000382 4000383 4000890 4000898 4000900
4001092 4001193 4001313 4003284 4003442
4003446 4003447 4003471 4003876 4005023
4005147 4005214 4005364 4005405 4005552
4005611 4005685 4005869 4005992 4006178
4006322 4006395 4006396 4006475 4007427
4007478 4008024 4008046 4008651 4009691
4009913 4010871 4010873 4011251 4011464
4011563 4011775 4012178 4012223 4012224
4013859 4013860 4014253 4014254 4014718
4014943 4015531 4015543 4015555 4015564
4015569 4015572 4015594 4015597 4015627
4015792 4016040 4016549 4016830 4016835
4016836 4016911 4016915 4016923 4016989
4017024 4017034 4017083 4017084 4017388
4017834 4017869 4018011 4018263 4018323
4018381 4018860 4019077 4019417 4019778
4019779 4019804 4019880 4019892 4020768
4020825 4020857 4020860 4020867 4020868
4020937 4020941 4020957 4021167 4021272
4021711 4021799 4021836 4021936 4022130
4023355 4023356 4023834 4024015 4024105
4024123 4024124 4024127 4024130 4024131
4024228 4024231 4024349 4024352 4024436
4026367 4026507 4026537 4026796 4026828
4026833 4026834 4026838 4026841 4026979
4027061 4027063 4027078 4027234 4027312
4027332 4027472 4027566 4027843 4027896
4028116 4028133 4028517 4028772 4029131
4029172 4029220 4029425 4029560 4029675
4029851 4029975 4029976 4030160 4030164
4030201 4030404 4030501 4030663 4030743
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4031026 4031744 4031745 4031748 4031857
4032078 4032172 4032310 4032390 4032400
4032567 4032934 4033533 4033915 4034475
4034479 4034592 4034597 4034994 4035163
4035328 4035531 4035578 4036259 4036600
4036614 4036690 4036833 4036887 4037638
4037862 4037864 4037865 4038483 4038513
4038679 4038805 4038806 4038807 4038808
4038954 4039450 4040130 4040133 4040269
4040495 4040808 4041157 4041513 4041565
4041773 4042471 4042501 4042552 4042757
4042758 4043935 4044016 4044294 4044295
4044801 4044815 4045080 4046191 4046430
4046859 4046963 4047003 4047442 4047506
4047546 4047720 4047907 4048011 4048015
4048265 4048381 4048496 4048497 4048498
4048512 4049101 4049215 4049338 4049342
4049363 4049373 4049388 4049408 4049411
4049416 4049462 4049463 4049481 4049483
4049936 4049974 4050038 4050384 4050516
4050841 4050861 4051124 4051180 4051397
4051492 4051546 4051753 4051755 4051812
4051865 4052547 4052696 4052714 4052851
4053046 4053363 4053552 4054422 4054428
4054429 4054457 4054769 4054840 4055557
4055618 4055627 4055812 4055820 4056140
4056199 4056462 4056465 4056562 4056564
4056566 4056996 4056997 4057022 4057041
4057957 4057960 4057961 4057962 4057963
4058344 4058346 4058347 4058705 4058876
4058879 4058880 4058881 4058883 4059083
4059386 4059697 4059891 4059927 4059928
4059949 4060110 4060394 4060395 4060413
4060415 4060548 4060550 4060718 4060905
4061108 4061111 4061165 4061452 4061549
4061550 4061707 4062903 4063055 4063103
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4063106 4063309 4063565 4063631 4064438
4064538 4064743 4064867 4065067 4065446
4065465 4065466 4065565 4065577 4066008
4066009 4066297 4066664 4066666 4066668
4066669 4066671 4066799 4066805 4067079
4067080 4067081 4067082 4067083 4067374
4067494 4067874 4067924 4068020 4068076
4068161 4068331 4068332 4068334 4068470
4068533 4069136 4069137 4069407 4069490
4069548 4069567 4070074 4071306 4071617
4072089 4072092 4072798 4072833 4072835
4072923 4073063 4073114 4073120 4073349
4073350 4073356 4073474 4073655 4073866
4074262 4074353 4075421 4076155 4077126
4079155 4080651 4081137 4082008 4082786
4083688 4086473 4087552 4087681 4089549
4091436 4092407 4092842 4093256 4094154
4094915 4095798 4096140 4099066 4103694
4103695 4104868 4106235 4106702 4106810
4107212 4107526 4108094 4108635 4108983
4110126 4110430 4110933 4110984 4111470
4111838 4111840 4111913 4111915 4111936
4112042 4112353 4112393 4112413 4112415
4112563 4112604 4112867 4112878 4113148
4113213 4113230 4113431 4113652 4113653
4113938 4114110 4114113 4114638 4115067
4115190 4115239 4115245 4115671 4116049
4116674 4116733 4117002 4117022 4117101
4117145 4117342 4117556 4117574 4117576
4117638 4117717 4117755 4117777 4117787
4117944 4117985 4117992 4117999 4118011
4118101 4118134 4118477 4118607 4118633
4118647 4118701 4118770 4118774 4118775
4118777 4118786 4118787 4118808 4118872
4118938 4118940 4118942 4118943 4118944
4118988 4118993 4119001 4119020 4119173
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4119233 4119243 4119263 4119370 4119409
4119448 4119694 4119717 4119775 4119805
4119824 4119919 4119921 4120001 4120002
4120041 4120071 4120092 4120215 4120236
4120243 4120293 4120326 4120335 4120336
4120454 4120542 4120586 4120588 4120614
4120666 4120698 4120747 4120796 4120808
4120840 4120850 4120878 4120933 4120969
4120986 4121052 4121057 4121134 4121182
4121222 4121240 4121276 4121314 4121315
4121332 4121412 4121443 4121461 4121475
4121476 4121498 4121512 4121562 4121573
4121582 4121641 4121676 4121699 4121765
4121770 4121799 4121812 4121921 4121922
4122030 4122032 4122057 4122111 4122187
4122213 4122223 4122255 4122272 4122295
4122319 4122357 4122358 4122360 4122366
4122369 4122416 4122441 4122464 4122483
4122490 4122561 4122593 4122595 4122606
4122616 4122626 4122630 4122636 4122639
4122641 4122653 4122654 4122656 4122658
4122662 4122681 4122720 4122732 4122792
4122795 4122801 4122837 4122856 4122882
4122885 4122915 4122919 4122947 4123022
4123074 4123105 4123127 4123129 4123164
4123190 4123214 4123276 4123343 4123344
4123418 4123469 4123487 4123491 4123497
4123526 4123532 4123539 4123593 4123706
4123707 4123710 4123723 4123765 4123836
4123849 4123872 4123877 4123912 4123941
4123972 4123974 4124012 4124026 4124055
4124063 4124074 4124137 4124138 4124172
4124174 4124198 4124200 4124211 4124216
4124217 4124220 4124221 4124223 4124226
4124227 4124228 4124234 4124237 4124259
4124261 4124296 4124301 4124310 4124320
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4124321 4124323 4124338 4124349 4124442
4124460 4124472 4124475 4124476 4124490
4124494 4124497 4124551 4124589 4124617
4124709 4124735 4124861 4124878 4124888
4124930 4124985 4125039 4125099 4125123
4125136 4125203 4125218 4125229 4125232
4125335 4125370 4125371 4125377 4125388
4125427 4125434 4125480 4125536 4125575
4125719 4125724 4125726 4125900 4126008
4126015 4126094 4126158 4126159 4126163
4126167 4126255 4126273 4126311 4126335
4126428 4126432 4126561 4126613 4126664
4126724 4126750 4126839 4126871 4126917
4126918 4126950 4126996 4127002 4127038
4127177 4127199 4127531 4127532 4127533
4127534 4127703 4127705 4127760 4128109
4128128 4128155 4128175 4128177 4128195
4128197 4128229 4128441 4129058 4129061
4129571 4130951 4131941 4134131 4144496
4146458 4148126 4151178 4151429 4151430
4152409 4160308 4161847 4165512 4165852
4166691 4169323 4170293 4170315 4171325
4172254 4172800 4173341 4174288 4176232
4176968 4177128 4178514 4179148 4179165
4183348 4183525 4183877 4184180 4184715
4184922 4186023 4186581 4188194 4190954
4191295 4191960 4192822 4192835 4193405
4193709 4194177 4196873 4197522 4197754
4197892 4198864 4198908 4199907 4199924
4200213 4200484 4201285 4201286 4201287
4201306 4203859 4204817 4205077 4205245
4205496 4205606 4206639 4206640 4207963
4208303 4208430 4208940 4209533 4209541
4209975 4211853 4212008 4212628 4213291
4214715 4214777 4214816 4215139 4215452
4215663 4215855 4216031 4216431 4217163
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4217466 4217544 4217648 4218269 4218282
4218665 4218682 4219105 4220225 4220226
4220227 4220231 4220232 4220398 4220926
4220981 4221816 4222235 4222338 4223732
4223737 4224212 4224332 4224529 4225075
4226351 4228048 4228067 4229746 4230300
4230356 4232130 4233152 4233994 4234396
4234626 4234896 4235622 4236751 4236943
4237233 4237716 4237945 4238501 4240012
4240014 4240162 4240193 4240695 4240851
4241507 4241552 4241958 4242299 4242344
4242613 4242788 4243204 4243253 4243763
4243953 4244381 4245590 4246618 4246986
4247588 4248309 4248482 4248667 4249616
4249662 4249752 4250054 4250204 4250552
4250781 4250907 4250977 4251551 4251619
4251780 4252258 4252356 4252661 4252848
4253083 4253115 4253352 4254146 4254525
4254578 4254874 4255296 4255446 4255506
4255847 4255960 4256026 4256225 4256908
4257222 4257565 4257570 4257578 4257838
4258091 4258244 4258257 4258572 4258778
4258802 4259095 4259256 4259374 4259934
4260018 4260023 4260417 4260537 4260596
4260721 4260779 4261275 4261276 4261533
4261534 4261539 4262855 4262971 4263043
4263336 4263591 4263598 4263653 4263830
4263831 4263865 4263941 4263942 4264344
4264345 4264443 4264689 4265694 4265705
4266158 4266266 4266843 4267043 4267079
4267498 4267499 4267710 4267868 4267873
4268270 4268283 4268291 4268296 4268382
4268394 4268457 4268518 4268644 4268646
4268647 4268648 4268849 4268855 4268856
4268857 4268858 4268892 4268944 4268957
4269091 4269387 4269668 4269790 4269871
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4269872 4269873 4269874 4269984 4270017
4270048 4270089 4270293 4270388 4270429
4270604 4270619 4270621 4270714 4270835
4270840 4271135 4271258 4271290 4271396
4271402 4271404 4271577 4271640 4272101
4272347 4272395 4272433 4272555 4272832
4273112 4273113 4273236 4273241 4273703
4273774 4273781 4273988 4274015 4274029
4274219 4274266 4274267 4274272 4274340
4274351 4274352 4274353 4274464 4274552
4274675 4274683 4274859 4274985 4275023
4275049 4275302 4275571 4275572 4275576
4275579 4275720 4275730 4275736 4276095
4276096 4276097 4276151 4276162 4276165
4276166 4276178 4276336 4276486 4276612
4276713 4276714 4276737 4276755 4276760
4276761 4276764 4276765 4276959 4276969
4277033 4277211 4277247 4277250 4277251
4277416 4277422 4277434 4277445 4277460
4277472 4277474 4277477 4277479 4277500
4277524 4277595 4277612 4277671 4277733
4277734 4277735 4277763 4278289 4278297
4278395 4278455 4278521 4278591 4278809
4278811 4278816 4278817 4278820 4278823
4278849 4278917 4278962 4278977 4278978
4278990 4279041 4279082 4279164 4279166
4279169 4279170 4279195 4279212 4279217
4279256 4279257 4279258 4279259 4279260
4279263 4279340 4279355 4279441 4279594
4279609 4279641 4279642 4279662 4279663
4279664 4279682 4279683 4279685 4279686
4279689 4279718 4279727 4279728 4279731
4279745 4279772 4279786 4279837 4279850
4279884 4279937 4280033 4280074 4280086
4280096 4280106 4280110 4280187 4280189
4280253 4280254 4280344 4280345 4280436
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4280437 4280492 4280493 4280494 4280521
4280549 4280622 4280737 4280738 4280748
4280835 4280868 4281033 4281046 4281047
4281048 4281051 4281053 4281084 4281113
4281185 4281188 4281205 4281230 4281256
4281346 4281350 4281395 4281401 4281402
4281403 4281404 4281405 4281417 4281418
4281421 4281547 4281548 4281565 4281662
4281663 4281665 4281666 4281748 4281750
4281779 4281823 4281846 4281880 4281973
4282028 4282053 4282054 4282055 4282367
4282381 4282382 4282384 4282395 4282398
4282412 4282414 4282416 4282417 4282418
4282430 4282431 4282432 4282436 4282451
4282457 4282460 4282501 4282509 4282761
4282779 4282782 4282807 4282809 4282810
4282811 4282812 4282813 4282817 4282819
4282821 4282827 4282925 4282926 4283028
4283085 4283099 4283100 4283108 4283110
4283111 4283114 4283264 4283463 4283508
4283509 4283542 4283553 4283554 4283560
4283567 4283569 4283573 4283574 4283640
4283699 4283708 4283709 4283714 4283741
4283761 4283802 4283809 4283810 4283811
4283822 4283852 4283856 4283905 4283911
4283949 4283990 4283992 4283994 4283995
4284010 4284011 4284012 4284030 4284042
4284043 4284045 4284079 4284080 4284092
4284093 4284096 4284103 4284111 4284145
4284146 4284157 4284159 4284167 4284173
4284225 4284231 4284232 4284239 4284282
4284300 4284301 4284302 4284304 4284306
4284307 4284308 4284310 4284314 4284355
4284364 4284365 4284372 4284373 4284437
4284457 4284585 4284603 4284624 4284642
4284649 4284652 4284654 4284655 4284684
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4284685 4284694 4284716 4284738 4284740
4284741 4284744 4284751 4284791 4284792
4284793 4284794 4284795 4284796 4284797
4284798 4284802 4284811 4284817 4284830
4284850 4284852 4284854 4284858 4284859
4284865 4284901 4284908 4284919 4284949
4284979 4285026 4285030 4285038 4285042
4285060 4285061 4285067 4285071 4285072
4285078 4285085 4285095 4285096 4285099
4285100 4285107 4285108 4285111 4285112
4285114 4285120 4285133 4285135 4285136
4285138 4285174 4285188 4285189 4285190
4285198 4285205 4285210 4285241 4285243
4285276 4285280 4285318 4285324 4285337
4285338 4285410 4285413 4285418 4285419
4285441 4285508 4285551 4285552 4285553
4285554 4285555 4285556 4285598 4285609
4285726 4285762 4285768 4285776 4285777
4285834 4285860 4285863 4285888 4285895
4285896 4285955 4285957 4285968 4285971
4285973 4285974 4285975 4285976 4285982
4285983 4285985 4285994 4285995 4286009
4286026 4286027 4286063 4286084 4286087
4286118 4286216 4286220 4286265 4286291
4286334 4286337 4286348 4286350 4286358
4286360 4286361 4286362 4286384 4286385
4286407 4286450 4286645 4286648 4286674
4286685 4286686 4286693 4286728 4286748
4286796 4286811 4286820 4286828 4286833
4286834 4286836 4286901 4286902 4286908
4286932 4286933 4286934 4286935 4286936
4286967 4286987 4287002 4287080 4287108
4287123 4287145 4287154 4287179 4287186
4287207 4287208 4287209 4287211 4287253
4287266 4287277 4287281 4287282 4287283
4287284 4287295 4287298 4287300 4287350
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4287365 4287367 4287506 4287552 4287555
4287592 4287594 4287596 4287600 4287602
4287608 4287610 4287622 4287653 4287751
4287759 4287761 4287763 4287765 4287819
4287872 4287890 4287947 4287960 4287967
4287976 4287977 4287994 4288026 4288040
4288046 4288054 4288067 4288090 4288100
4288116 4288121 4288129 4288130 4288161
4288162 4288163 4288164 4288165 4288166
4288180 4288182 4288212 4288222 4288308
4288309 4288310 4288320 4288329 4288334
4288337 4288340 4288354 4288355 4288356
4288357 4288358 4288359 4288362 4288363
4288378 4288422 4288445 4288447 4288449
4288451 4288479 4288485 4288499 4288500
4288512 4288513 4288537 4288584 4288586
4288681 4288731 4288765 4288784 4288799
4288801 4288802 4288810 4288813 4288814
4288825 4288828 4288861 4288875 4288880
4288887 4288888 4288891 4288900 4288901
4288909 4288931 4288940 4288941 4288942
4288946 4288962 4288965 4288974 4288976
4288993 4288994 4288995 4289013 4289045
4289093 4289094 4289095 4289097 4289103
4289104 4289130 4289132 4289168 4289171
4289182 4289196 4289233 4289246 4289251
4289266 4289283 4289303 4289321 4289322
4289328 4289335 4289336 4289367 4289369
4289401 4289415 4289463 4289465 4289479
4289494 4289496 4289519 4289529 4289570
4289582 4289635 4289712 4289713 4289718
4289719 4289730 4289731 4289732 4289735
4289737 4289779 4289780 4289785 4289786
4289787 4289788 4289789 4289790 4289957
4289976 4290034 4290035 4290044 4290047
4290053 4290055 4290060 4290061 4290074
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4290109 4290156 4290157 4290158 4290159
4290160 4290162 4290163 4290181 4290236
4290265 4290307 4290313 4290347 4290354
4290356 4290358 4290363 4290367 4290374
4290407 4290412 4290416 4290417 4290435
4290441 4290444 4290451 4290452 4290453
4290464 4290472 4290473 4290475 4290492
4290556 4290587 4290590 4290595 4290624
4290634 4290636 4290638 4290646 4290647
4290718 4290741 4290747 4290799 4290825
4290829 4290845 4290854 4290858 4290867
4290883 4290893 4290902 4290903 4290911
4290913 4290929 4290960 4290963 4290964
4290972 4290975 4291022 4291051 4291052
4291059 4291062 4291106 4291107 4291117
4291129 4291135 4291140 4291145 4291208
4291264 4291267 4291273 4291275 4291276
4291280 4291283 4291286 4291288 4291297
4291304 4291305 4291307 4291311 4291395
4291414 4291494 4291517 4291553 4291555
4291557 4291558 4291561 4291563 4291571
4291575 4291594 4291598 4291659 4291719
4291727 4291744 4291745 4291748 4291754
4291755 4291769 4291777 4291778 4291779
4291788 4291798 4291805 4291809 4291812
4291822 4291840 4291844 4291869 4291877
4291897 4291899 4291957 4292067 4292117
4292119 4292127 4292132 4292134 4292136
4292139 4292140 4292158 4292190 4292219
4292227 4292231 4292253 4292255 4292306
4292316 4292332 4292343 4292356 4292357
4292360 4292361 4292375 4292390 4292392
4292409 4292437 4292438 4292473 4292475
4292481 4292484 4292492 4292494 4292509
4292553 4292558 4292559 4292560 4292561
4292562 4292567 4292574 4292587 4292592
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4292613 4292635 4292658 4292702 4292703
4292710 4292711 4292713 4292725 4292733
4292734 4292739 4292759 4292761 4292764
4292767 4292769 4292792 4292793 4292795
4292796 4292797 4292803 4292807 4292819
4292829 4292830 4292831 4292833 4292836
4292837 4292838 4292840 4292843 4292844
4292848 4292849 4292850 4292867 4292894
4292900 4292906 4292909 4292922 4292954
4292955 4292956 4292960 4292968 4292969
4292970 4292971 4292974 4292997 4293002
4293056 4293057 4293062 4293066 4293072
4293074 4293082 4293083 4293084 4293117
4293136 4293138 4293139 4293182 4293192
4293193 4293194 4293196 4293197 4293201
4293238 4293263 4293291 4293333 4293392
4293396 4293405 4293408 4293409 4293411
4293413 4293486 4293498 4293506 4293507
4293547 4293549 4293569 4293578 4293579
4293580 4293581 4293584 4293595 4293647
4293648 4293655 4293669 4293676 4293710
4293711 4293712 4293717 4293752 4293753
4293764 4293773 4293774 4293776 4293784
4293791 4293794 4293795 4293799 4293805
4293812 4293815 4293817 4293818 4293883
4293920 4293925 4293931 4293935 4293937
4293942 4293956 4293978 4294015 4294017
4294018 4294028 4294066 4294089 4294090
4294091 4294094 4294098 4294099 4294105
4294106 4294107 4294110 4294122 4294137
4294150 4294151 4294152 4294153 4294154
4294155 4294156 4294158 4294167 4294176
4294196 4294218 4294227 4294237 4294238
4294253 4294278 4294287 4294330 4294333
4294335 4294337 4294390 4294434 4294436
4294495 4294510 4294516 4294521 4294527
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4294528 4294530 4294561 4294563 4294568
4294603 4294604 4294639 4294660 4294662
4294664 4294668 4294671 4294672 4294677
4294679 4294680 4294687 4294689 4294716
4294724 4294728 4294729 4294730 4294741
4294745 4294758 4294760 4294761 4294773
4294794 4294800 4294801 4294802 4294805
4294806 4294807 4294808 4294809 4294837
4294839 4294842 4294846 4294854 4294861
4294869 4294870 4294875 4294889 4294890
4294943 4294952 4294953 4294954 4294960
4294965 4294971 4294973 4294976 4294979
4294980 4294981 4294982 4294984 4294986
4294987 4294988 4294989 4294990 4295003
4295006 4295007 4295010 4295023 4295025
4295028 4295033 4295034 4295036 4295037
4295047 4295050 4295071 4295076 4295083
4295087 4295089 4295090 4295093 4295098
4295099 4295103 4295104 4295143 4295174
4295194 4295197 4295238 4295239 4295257
4295265 4295270 4295273 4295279 4295281
4295290 4295332 4295346 4295361 4295362
4295373 4295375 4295409 4295445 4295446
4295470 4295472 4295474 4295480 4295489
4295497 4295502 4295503 4295506 4295510
4295515 4295526 4295529 4295532 4295539
4295541 4295546 4295549 4295550 4295556
4295561 4295568 4295578 4295579 4295589
4295591 4295593 4295594 4295595 4295613
4295616 4295638 4295640 4295651 4295653
4295661 4295662 4295663 4295683 4295686
4295694 4295723 4295724 4295745 4295746
4295747 4295748 4295763 4295796 4295797
4295803 4295807 4295820 4295825 4295826
4295832 4295847 4295851 4295859 4295871
4295877 4295894 4295932 4295944 4295945
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4295952 4295955 4295964 4295966 4295969
4295971 4295972 4295990 4295995 4295997
4296005 4296006 4296020 4296023 4296024
4296046 4296049 4296053 4296087 4296089
4296090 4296091 4296113 4296120 4296181
4296182 4296209 4296210 4296249 4296250
4296252 4296256 4296262 4296302 4296308
4296340 4296344 4296357 4296363 4296364
4296368 4296376 4296378 4296385 4296417
4296418 4296433 4296443 4296472 4296477
4296478 4296481 4296482 4296489 4296491
4296529 4296531 4296532 4296546 4296568
4296606 4296623 4296656 4296657 4296665
4296676 4296681 4296688 4296727 4296732
4296735 4296745 4296750 4296754 4296776
4296777 4296778 4296781 4296783 4296793
4296797 4296798 4296799 4296809 4296822
4296832 4296855 4296856 4296857 4296858
4296859 4296885 4296886 4296926 4296927
4296937 4296952 4296953 4296954 4296966
4296989 4296990 4296992 4296993 4296995
4297042 4297047 4297048 4297049 4297050
4297051 4297057 4297064 4297080 4297088
4297090 4297095 4297099 4297100 4297131
4297144 4297163 4297164 4297165 4297166
4297169 4297172 4297173 4297179 4297186
4297187 4297188 4297190 4297193 4297194
4297209 4297212 4297213 4297214 4297215
4297217 4297218 4297264 4297266 4297270
4297273 4297279 4297280 4297287 4297289
4297293 4297298 4297299 4297315 4297327
4297341 4297352 4297354 4297356 4297357
4297367 4297368 4297369 4297370 4297372
4297373 4297387 4297388 4297398 4297399
4297420 4297463 4297468 4297470 4297471
4297473 4297480 4297486 4297505 4297507
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4297508 4297542 4297551 4297554 4297581
4297586 4297590 4297591 4297593 4297598
4297603 4297604 4297607 4297610 4297620
4297625 4297649 4297654 4297655 4297656
4297669 4297671 4297687 4297689 4297719
4297720 4297740 4297783 4297788 4297809
4297816 4297820 4297828 4297834 4297892
4297900 4297908 4297909 4297910 4297914
4297922 4297923 4297994 4298002 4298004
4298015 4298016 4298018 4298027 4298047
4298051 4298055 4298056 4298059 4298062
4298066 4298072 4298073 4298082 4298083
4298084 4298085 4298101 4298107 4298114
4298115 4298127 4298129 4298131 4298133
4298134 4298163 4298164 4298166 4298167
4298168 4298171 4298172 4298173 4298174
4298181 4298185 4298186 4298187 4298188
4298202 4298203 4298204 4298209 4298213
4298218 4298219 4298221 4298234 4298235
4298237 4298238 4298239 4298240 4298241
4298243 4298245 4298246 4298265 4298266
4298267 4298270 4298272 4298273 4298284
4298285 4298288 4298289 4298294 4298295
4298297 4298298 4298302 4298305 4298318
4298324 4298328 4298346 4298350 4298361
4298362 4298363 4298364 4298365 4298374
4298375 4298376 4298378 4298379 4298381
4298388 4298411 4298412 4298418 4298423
4298433 4298435 4298451 4298453 4298464
4298465 4298488 4298489 4298493 4298494
4298496 4298500 4298501 4298521 4298526
4298527 4298528 4298529 4298550 4298554
4298555 4298561 4298566 4298569 4298570
4298571 4298572 4298573 4298574 4298580
4298591 4298592 4298593 4298594 4298595
4298596 4298597 4298598 4298599 4298600
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4298630 4298631 4298650 4298651 4298653
4298656 4298659 4298662 4298676 4298682
4298689 4298702 4298704 4298705 4298706
4298709 4298727 4298750 4298756 4298760
4298782 4298784 4298797 4298801 4298804
4298805 4298810 4298812 4298817 4298818
4298820 4298826 4298827 4298833 4298847
4298866 4298867 4298868 4298869 4298876
4298877 4298879 4298885 4298886 4298887
4298907 4298914 4298926 4298928 4298936
4298964 4298973 4298984 4298990 4298991
4298995 4298999 4299001 4299005 4299006
4299007 4299015 4299018 4299019 4299020
4299023 4299024 4299025 4299038 4299042
4299043 4299051 4299053 4299089 4299098
4299105 4299122 4299144 4299150 4299153
4299155 4299158 4299160 4299169 4299172
4299176 4299179 4299180 4299210 4299228
4299229 4299231 4299232 4299233 4299234
4299238 4299250 4299258 4299264 4299277
4299282 4299296 4299297 4299300 4299316
4299317 4299318 4299319 4299327 4299345
4299361 4299378 4299380 4299383 4299384
4299385 4299393 4299395 4299434 4299482
4299483 4299505 4299509 4299510 4299514
4299515 4299516 4299522 4299526 4299540
4299546 4299550 4299553 4299563 4299570
4299571 4299576 4299584 4299603 4299622
4299628 4299633 4299642 4299672 4299689
4299703 4299713 4299715 4299730 4299747
4299773 4299776 4299777 4299779 4299780
4299781 4299782 4299786 4299787 4299788
4299797 4299798 4299800 4299808 4299817
4299818 4299819 4299821 4299838 4299840
4299844 4299846 4299849 4299851 4299853
4299855 4299858 4299878 4299879 4299882
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4299888 4299889 4299901 4299902 4299903
4299909 4299923 4299924 4299925 4299929
4299930 4299934 4299970 4299981 4299990
4300017 4300049 4300053 4300054 4300057
4300063 4300071 4300083 4300084 4300096
4300097 4300098 4300099 4300104 4300112
4300130 4300141 4300159 4300160 4300161
4300163 4300165 4300169 4300171 4300172
4300173 4300175 4300177 4300189 4300192
4300193 4300197 4300208 4300210 4300211
4300217 4300223 4300226 4300234 4300238
4300240 4300241 4300246 4300248 4300252
4300253 4300254 4300255 4300260 4300265
4300266 4300267 4300272 4300280 4300282
4300283 4300284 4300298 4300299 4300308
4300312 4300313 4300314 4300341 4300342
4300402 4300408 4300414 4300428 4300443
4300446 4300447 4300449 4300450 4300453
4300460 4300470 4300471 4300473 4300476
4300477 4300479 4300483 4300485 4300491
4300493 4300495 4300498 4300517 4300520
4300521 4300522 4300523 4300533 4300538
4300540 4300545 4300551 4300553 4300557
4300558 4300575 4300586 4300598 4300600
4300602 4300603 4300610 4300616 4300621
4300628 4300646 4300650 4300651 4300655
4300656 4300657 4300658 4300665 4300684
4300687 4300698 4300718 4300720 4300723
4300725 4300726 4300731 4300734 4300763
4300777 4300782 4300784 4300789 4300791
4300795 4300796 4300797 4300798 4300799
4300800 4300811 4300812 4300824 4300828
4300852 4300862 4300868 4300870 4300875
4300881 4300884 4300886 4300887 4300892
4300893 4300896 4300899 4300900 4300903
4300906 4300914 4300915 4300917 4300918
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4300920 4300921 4300922 4300923 4300925
4300947 4300961 4300962 4300967 4300968
4300971 4300973 4300975 4301001 4301002
4301006 4301007 4301009 4301044 4301057
4301059 4301061 4301063 4301065 4301068
4301071 4301073 4301075 4301092 4301108
4301113 4301156 4301157 4301158 4301162
4301170 4301173 4301176 4301180 4301200
4301201 4301215 4301219 4301225 4301227
4301229 4301232 4301233 4301236 4301256
4301258 4301259 4301262 4301266 4301267
4301268 4301270 4301275 4301294 4301306
4301314 4301315 4301317 4301322 4301323
4301325 4301327 4301328 4301329 4301330
4301331 4301332 4301333 4301334 4301335
4301339 4301340 4301351 4301353 4301359
4301368 4301371 4301379 4301381 4301384
4301390 4301417 4301418 4301420 4301423
4301433 4301440 4301467 4301469 4301470
4301488 4301490 4301491 4301493 4301495
4301497 4301499 4301504 4301506 4301508
4301532 4301555 4301561 4301563 4301593
4301594 4301595 4301597 4301599 4301628
4301633 4301672 4301683 4301684 4301686
4301688 4301689 4301691 4301692 4301694
4301696 4301702 4301704 4301713 4301714
4301715 4301744 4301746 4301747 4301748
4301821 4301829 4301830 4301831 4301832
4301845 4301846 4301847 4301848 4301849
4301850 4301861 4301876 4301877 4301878
4301879 4301882 4301883 4301884 4301885
4301886 4301888 4301889 4301891 4301893
4301896 4301898 4301899 4301907 4301908
4301909 4301913 4301918 4301920 4301921
4301926 4301932 4301934 4301942 4301943
4301944 4301947 4301949 4301968 4301983
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4301984 4301986 4301988 4301989 4301991
4301993 4302000 4302004 4302007 4302009
4302021 4302023 4302024 4302026 4302032
4302056 4302062 4302068 4302076 4302079
4302080 4302144 4302148 4302155 4302165
4302170 4302174 4302175 4302178 4302180
4302183 4302188 4302196 4302197 4302201
4302205 4302216 4302226 4302229 4302238
4302240 4302246 4302247 4302248 4302249
4302290 4302293 4302298 4302299 4302315
4302319 4302326 4302327 4302330 4302331
4302336 4302343 4302348 4302349 4302353
4302355 4302357 4302360 4302361 4302362
4302367 4302375 4302385 4302388 4302391
4302396 4302404 4302405 4302408 4302409
4302410 4302413 4302418 4302419 4302429
4302430 4302442 4302445 4302446 4302447
4302450 4302451 4302452 4302456 4302457
4302461 4302469 4302476 4302479 4302480
4302485 4302491 4302492 4302495 4302503
4302513 4302515 4302540 4302552 4302556
4302560 4302670 4302671 4302691 4302720
4302726 4302727 4302729 4302730 4302740
4302741 4302743 4302746 4302760 4302770
4302797 4302904 4302909 4302910 4302919
4302920 4302921 4302922 4302927 4302929
4302939 4302956 4302971 4302981 4302985
4302994 4302995 4303001 4303002 4303004
4303007 4303008 4303009 4303010 4303011
4303013 4303014 4303016 4303018 4303019
4303038 4303039 4303043 4303049 4303050
4303053 4303054 4303055 4303056 4303057
4303058 4303059 4303067 4303077 4303089
4303090 4303092 4303093 4303094 4303095
4303096 4303099 4303100 4303101 4303107
4303112 4303113 4303114 4303117 4303127
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4303133 4303134 4303139 4303140 4303143
4303147 4303148 4303149 4303165 4303167
4303168 4303179 4303187 4303192 4303193
4303202 4303203 4303204 4303206 4303207
4303208 4303214 4303219 4303221 4303225
4303226 4303227 4303231 4303232 4303240
4303241 4303251 4303253 4303254 4303256
4303258 4303259 4303260 4303274 4303296
4303304 4303306 4303312 4303322 4303326
4303332 4303334 4303342 4303349 4303350
4303351 4303355 4303364 4303368 4303372
4303374 4303375 4303376 4303377 4303379
4303384 4303412 4303419 4303427 4303428
4303433 4303435 4303437 4303455 4303458
4303469 4303470 4303480 4303481 4303484
4303485 4303491 4303492 4303496 4303501
4303512 4303535 4303538 4303546 4303625
4303636 4303638 4303648 4303659 4303660
4303662 4303674 4303675 4303676 4303677
4303678 4303682 4303721 4303722 4303725
4303730 4303731 4303763 4303776 4303786
4303796 4303845 4303846 4303847 4303865
4303886 4303890 4303891 4303895 4303896
4303901 4303906 4303910 4303927 4303928
4303932 4303933 4303987 4304059 4304065
4304073 4304084 4304097 4304099 4304101
4304139 4304141 4304142 4304158 4304167
4304168 4304174 4304175 4304177 4304178
4304179 4304180 4304184 4304198 4304201
4304209 4304215 4304229 4304231 4304233
4304234 4304235 4304293 4304294 4304295
4304297 4304299 4304300 4304302 4304303
4304304 4304307 4304311 4304316 4304318
4304319 4304320 4304323 4304341 4304342
4304358 4304370 4304378 4304380 4304383
4304412 4304451 4304500 4304501 4304540
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4304543 4304544 4304552 4304596 4304610
4304612 4304617 4304623 4304628 4304630
4304631 4304632 4304633 4304650 4304651
4304652 4304654 4304675 4304684 4304699
4304710 4304737 4304738 4304745 4304747
4304750 4304776 4304784 4304785 4304792
4304827 4304870 4304878 4304882 4304883
4304890 4304893 4304894 4304911 4304930
4304940 4304965 4304971 4304992 4304993
4304995 4305001 4305014 4305018 4305019
4305023 4305028 4305029 4305037 4305045
4305047 4305048 4305050 4305119 4305122
4305158 4305174 4305176 4305177 4305179
4305180 4305181 4305184 4305213 4305214
4305216 4305218 4305233 4305248 4305254
4305263 4305294 4305295 4305304 4305305
4305307 4305319 4305320 4305321 4305322
4305323 4305324 4305330 4305331 4305353
4305381 4305382 4305383 4305384 4305389
4305390 4305406 4305418 4305424 4305425
4305426 4305460 4305461 4305467 4305488
4305490 4305492 4305496 4305503 4305526
4305528 4305529 4305530 4305568 4305577
4305578 4305613 4305617 4305618 4305619
4305622 4305623 4305624 4305626 4305629
4305640 4305641 4305680 4305733 4305734
4305757 4305827 4305831 4305842 4305845
4305853 4305860 4305870 4305909 4305910
4305945 4305979 4305981 4305982 4305992
4306008 4306009 4306014 4306022 4306029
4306058 4306060 4306091 4306117 4306118
4306119 4306122 4306124 4306126 4306174
4306195 4306219 4306226 4306234 4306236
4306243 4306250 4306260 4306266 4306269
4306272 4306282 4306283 4306337 4306340
4306347 4306360 4306407 4306412 4306420
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4306421 4306447 4306451 4306454 4306455
4306458 4306459 4306460 4306461 4306462
4306463 4306464 4306465 4306466 4306467
4306468 4306469 4306470 4306471 4306472
4306589 4306590 4306591 4306592 4306593
4306594 4306607 4306647 4306651 4306669
4306717 4306723 4306742 4306743 4306745
4306748 4306753 4306757 4306762 4306763
4306764 4306765 4306857 4306895 4306996
4306998 4307004 4307007 4307008 4307013
4307014 4307048 4307063 4307074 4307116
4307117 4307121 4307133 4307141 4307147
4307149 4307150 4307151 4307152 4307160
4307161 4307177 4307178 4307179 4307189
4307232 4307241 4307242 4307244 4307245
4307246 4307248 4307256 4307257 4307273
4307278 4307281 4307283 4307284 4307285
4307309 4307469 4307492 4307512 4307514
4307528 4307529 4307532 4307533 4307534
4307536 4307537 4307544 4307546 4307549
4307552 4307655 4307657 4307671 4307673
4307688 4307696 4307698 4307699 4307708
4307714 4307716 4307730 4307741 4307751
4307769 4307785 4307821 4307836 4307858
4307894 4307895 4307896 4307900 4307902
4307944 4307952 4307957 4307965 4307989
4307992 4307993 4308012 4308017 4308045
4308068 4308069 4308074 4308075 4308086
4308098 4308112 4308118 4308124 4308126
4308127 4308130 4308135 4308136 4308140
4308141 4308144 4308167 4308174 4308175
4308180 4308194 4308195 4308235 4308236
4308239 4308242 4308288 4308295 4308298
4308302 4308304 4308323 4308324 4308335
4308336 4308429 4308430 4308437 4308443
4308450 4308451 4308452 4308454 4308462
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4308500 4308508 4308519 4308533 4308534
4308535 4308536 4308624 4308634 4308646
4308647 4308648 4308649 4308654 4308657
4308661 4308662 4308679 4308687 4308698
4308700 4308709 4308720 4308721 4308788
4308791 4308792 4308793 4308794 4308796
4308797 4308799 4308840 4308846 4308855
4308862 4308871 4308888 4308896 4308900
4308907 4308909 4308910 4308915 4308925
4308938 4308944 4309005 4309009 4309017
4309052 4309121 4309122 4309123 4309124
4309126 4309207 4309342 4309377 4309393
4309479 4309562 4309563 4309577 4309590
4309595 4309688 4309701 4309707 4309715
4309716 4309718 4309719 4309808 4309811
4309818 4309826 4309827 4309828 4309832
4309835 4309838 4309848 4309849 4309850
4309855 4309863 4309868 4309869 4309870
4309871 4309872 4309897 4309899 4309907
4309908 4309909 4309910 4309912 4309913
4309923 4309943 4309947 4310016 4310017
4310045 4310049 4310055 4310066 4310082
4310098 4310101 4310139 4310144 4310147
4310173 4310185 4310225 4310262 4310265
4310323 4310325 4310377 4310391 4310397
4310422 4310427 4310436 4310438 4310440
4310441 4310443 4310473 4310480 4310507
4310514 4310549 4310555 4310560 4310568
4310599 4310601 4310602 4310603 4310605
4310606 4310607 4310620 4310621 4310622
4310623 4310627 4310633 4310646 4310660
4310667 4310670 4310702 4310716 4310721
4310723 4310725 4310737 4310738 4310743
4310752 4310777 4310788 4310800 4310802
4310836 4310861 4310865 4310873 4310879
4310882 4310889 4310892 4310928 4310967
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4310968 4310969 4310991 4310993 4310995
4310996 4311001 4311034 4311039 4311040
4311043 4311053 4311054 4311055 4311058
4311076 4311095 4311097 4311100 4311103
4311104 4311105 4311106 4311137 4311143
4311173 4311177 4311178 4311182 4311184
4311193 4311205 4311207 4311245 4311246
4311250 4311262 4311263 4311264 4311282
4311309 4311312 4311332 4311335 4311339
4311347 4311349 4311353 4311357 4311398
4311399 4311408 4311423 4311455 4311456
4311457 4311476 4311485 4311486 4311487
4311488 4311489 4311498 4311518 4311520
4311544 4311545 4311547 4311548 4311549
4311550 4311551 4311557 4311597 4311609
4311610 4311611 4311649 4311650 4311651
4311655 4311656 4311660 4311662 4311677
4311678 4311682 4311688 4311690 4311691
4311692 4311709 4311719 4311720 4311723
4311724 4311727 4311771 4311772 4311774
4311777 4311780 4311798 4311837 4311863
4311872 4311905 4311910 4311911 4311974
4311988 4312022 4312046 4312047 4312048
4312086 4312183 4312250 4312291 4312331
4312352 4312468 4312486 4312498 4312499
4312520 4312582 4312585 4312743 4312748
4312749 4312757 4312807 4312808 4312811
4312812 4312822 4312858 4312876 4312877
4312883 4312886 4312936 4312938 4312939
4312941 4312942 4312948 4313016 4313152
4313182 4313207 4313271 4313278 4313293
4313301 4313368 4313369 4313374 4313376
4313410 4313412 4313464 4313511 4313513
4313514 4313515 4313584 4313587 4313598
4313653 4313654 4313662 4313666 4313715
4313716 4313718 4313822 4313842 4313859
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
4313860 4313866 4313878 4313946 4313954
4314000 4314087 4314104 4314108 4314113
4314114 4314149 4314163 4314178 4314223
4314271 4314274 4314275 4314840 4315536
4315537 4315542 4316019 4316576 4316817
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
119819 5 08/03/2020
119820 5 08/03/2020
120233 1 22/03/2020
120297 9 25/03/2020
120915 9 11/04/2020
121034 16 15/04/2020
123404 5 06/07/2020
123407 5 06/07/2020
123413 5 06/07/2020
123415 5 06/07/2020
123416 5 06/07/2020
123417 5 06/07/2020
123418 5 06/07/2020
124689 1 03/09/2020
160487 10 08/09/2019
163838 9 23/04/2020
164191 9 18/05/2020
164440 12 08/06/2020
164951 6 13/07/2020
164952 7 13/07/2020
164953 11 13/07/2020
165094 5 23/07/2020
166294 5 20/10/2020
166296 5 20/10/2020
166297 5 20/10/2020
166299 5 20/10/2020
166300 5 20/10/2020
166302 3 20/10/2020
166692 6 18/11/2020
201083 5 09/03/2020
201085 5 09/03/2020
201086 5 09/03/2020
201087 5 09/03/2020
201089 5 09/03/2020
201091 5 09/03/2020
201164 7 10/03/2020
201635 1 05/04/2020
201793 1 11/04/2020
202434 14 12/05/2020
203062 5 15/06/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
203065 31 15/06/2020
203533 5 11/07/2020
203534 5 11/07/2020
204167 9 14/08/2020
204168 9 14/08/2020
204169 9 14/08/2020
247728 21 08/03/2020
247854 6 14/03/2020
249350 5 18/05/2020
250470 6 12/07/2020
250472 6 15/07/2020
250473 6 15/07/2020
303439 30 05/03/2020
303599 12 11/03/2020
303684 5 14/03/2020
303764 5 17/03/2020
303765 5 17/03/2020
303766 5 17/03/2020
303965 3 22/03/2020
303966 1 22/03/2020
303967 2 22/03/2020
304345 7 07/04/2020
304346 24 07/04/2020
304347 27 07/04/2020
305716 16 22/05/2020
305753 12 23/05/2020
306385 16 19/06/2020
307089 11 22/07/2020
307541 16 11/08/2020
307542 16 11/08/2020
308251 11 06/09/2020
308252 6 06/09/2020
310799 25 12/12/2020
360437 32 07/04/2020
384527 1 23/12/2019
386473 10 16/02/2020
387070 5 02/03/2020
387275 5 05/03/2020
387276 5 05/03/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
387278 5 05/03/2020
387279 5 05/03/2020
387574 5 15/03/2020
387714 11 17/03/2020
387715 11 17/03/2020
387717 11 17/03/2020
387718 11 17/03/2020
388006 5 24/03/2020
388009 5 24/03/2020
389107 12 22/04/2020
389346 1 28/04/2020
389347 1 29/04/2020
389395 7 30/04/2020
389396 7 30/04/2020
389760 12 10/05/2020
390336 4 24/05/2020
390517 7 27/05/2020
390757 24 03/06/2020
390815 24 04/06/2020
392857 11 09/07/2020
392965 3 13/07/2020
394763 7 31/08/2020
394764 7 31/08/2020
394765 7 31/08/2020
394767 11 31/08/2020
394768 11 31/08/2020
396754 5 20/10/2020
399436 23 30/12/2020
399437 23 30/12/2020
399439 24 30/12/2020
399440 24 30/12/2020
500829 7 16/11/2019
506116 21 28/02/2020
506117 21 28/02/2020
506316 12 02/03/2020
506409 5 03/03/2020
506499 23 06/03/2020
506534 1 07/03/2020
506553 5 07/03/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
506554 5 07/03/2020
506665 32 09/03/2020
506799 5 13/03/2020
506803 5 13/03/2020
507285 10 20/03/2020
507522 5 27/03/2020
507870 33 30/03/2020
508465 1 11/04/2020
508626 6 13/04/2020
508932 5 20/04/2020
508933 5 20/04/2020
510269 12 12/05/2020
510270 12 12/05/2020
510271 12 12/05/2020
510462 5 16/05/2020
510663 6 22/05/2020
510948 5 29/05/2020
510962 9 29/05/2020
511059 25 30/05/2020
511910 5 15/06/2020
513081 12 07/07/2020
513082 12 07/07/2020
515467 9 21/08/2020
517268 12 22/09/2020
518360 15 13/10/2020
518362 13 13/10/2020
518366 5 13/10/2020
518368 8 13/10/2020
518373 12 13/10/2020
518374 14 13/10/2020
518379 20 13/10/2020
518380 25 13/10/2020
518381 24 13/10/2020
518382 23 13/10/2020
518384 28 13/10/2020
518386 34 13/10/2020
518387 33 13/10/2020
518388 32 13/10/2020
518389 31 13/10/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
518416 24 16/10/2020
518536 5 18/10/2020
518537 5 18/10/2020
518540 5 18/10/2020
518541 5 18/10/2020
518542 5 18/10/2020
518544 5 18/10/2020
525500 30 02/03/2020
525587 12 05/03/2020
525712 7 06/03/2020
528078 16 17/04/2020
528079 16 17/04/2020
528082 16 17/04/2020
528083 6 17/04/2020
530325 1 25/05/2020
535614 5 21/08/2020
535619 5 21/08/2020
581276 29 17/09/2012
593247 12 23/03/2020
597924 9 24/05/2020
602728 33 28/07/2013
606107 6 07/09/2020
648314 6 09/12/2011
698510 20 15/02/2020
700402 3 01/03/2020
701304 25 11/03/2020
702691 5 22/03/2020
702714 5 22/03/2020
702734 5 22/03/2020
702749 5 22/03/2020
706601 24 28/05/2020
706740 1 31/05/2020
706743 4 31/05/2020
706753 14 31/05/2020
706755 16 31/05/2030
706755 16 31/05/2030
706767 28 31/05/2020
706772 33 31/05/2020
714391 11 10/05/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
754903 19 01/04/2017
755591 34 04/06/2017
820519 30 23/09/2018
842007 31 19/02/2009
844785 7 11/03/2019
847298 9 24/03/2019
868368 16 28/07/2019
868369 30 28/07/2019
869146 25 02/08/2019
874599 7 02/09/2019
875360 11 08/09/2019
879436 17 01/10/2019
879437 6 01/10/2019
880652 6 08/10/2019
881346 11 12/10/2019
881347 11 12/10/2019
882355 24 18/10/2019
897306 16 12/01/2020
900216 9 28/01/2020
902819 5 10/02/2020
903876 3 16/02/2020
904568 9 18/02/2020
904799 16 21/02/2020
904803 16 21/02/2020
904804 16 21/02/2020
905728 7 24/02/2020
906499 5 28/02/2020
906750 16 28/02/2020
906858 24 01/03/2020
906863 34 01/03/2020
906975 11 01/03/2020
907367 12 03/03/2020
907368 7 03/03/2020
907369 17 03/03/2020
907388 29 03/03/2020
907391 29 03/03/2020
907392 29 03/03/2020
907393 29 03/03/2020
907495 24 03/03/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
907581 2 03/03/2020
907682 5 06/03/2020
907688 33 06/03/2020
907689 32 06/03/2020
907733 7 06/03/2020
907736 34 06/03/2020
907737 34 06/03/2020
907749 3 06/03/2020
907750 5 06/03/2020
907751 3 06/03/2020
907761 9 06/03/2020
907791 30 06/03/2020
907806 3 06/03/2020
907889 30 06/03/2020
908061 5 07/03/2020
908129 16 07/03/2020
908136 11 07/03/2020
908137 7 07/03/2020
908189 5 07/03/2020
908364 5 08/03/2020
908448 7 08/03/2020
908458 25 08/03/2020
908459 24 08/03/2020
908914 28 09/03/2020
908915 28 09/03/2020
908946 1 10/03/2020
909043 12 10/03/2020
909044 16 10/03/2020
909045 9 10/03/2020
909387 5 13/03/2020
909477 9 13/03/2020
909491 24 13/03/2020
909606 25 13/03/2020
909608 24 13/03/2020
909611 23 13/03/2020
909612 22 13/03/2020
909623 7 13/03/2020
909658 11 14/03/2020
909660 7 14/03/2020
 
 

5228



Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
909661 11 14/03/2020
910111 9 15/03/2020
910572 25 16/03/2020
910579 16 16/03/2020
910857 5 16/03/2020
910865 5 16/03/2020
910900 30 20/03/2020
911292 21 21/03/2020
911492 3 22/03/2020
911547 11 22/03/2020
911548 11 22/03/2020
911642 5 22/03/2020
911940 5 23/03/2020
912064 33 24/03/2020
912270 7 24/03/2020
912322 25 24/03/2020
912323 25 24/03/2020
912556 31 24/03/2020
912558 31 24/03/2020
912559 31 24/03/2020
912560 31 24/03/2020
912561 31 24/03/2020
912565 31 24/03/2020
912867 21 27/03/2020
913106 7 27/03/2020
913110 30 27/03/2020
913113 8 27/03/2020
913223 3 28/03/2020
913224 2 28/03/2020
913225 2 28/03/2020
913743 30 29/03/2020
913783 31 29/03/2020
913784 34 29/03/2020
913877 1 29/03/2020
914058 7 29/03/2020
915227 5 31/03/2020
915238 28 31/03/2020
915243 10 31/03/2010
915265 29 31/03/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
915294 2 31/03/2020
915330 5 31/03/2020
915331 5 31/03/2020
915332 5 31/03/2020
915928 9 04/04/2020
917084 11 10/04/2020
917195 30 11/04/2020
917867 14 13/04/2020
918198 30 17/04/2020
918790 25 18/04/2020
918791 24 18/04/2020
918897 5 18/04/2020
919421 5 20/04/2020
919565 1 20/04/2020
919792 1 24/04/2020
919888 7 24/04/2020
919889 9 24/04/2020
919890 12 24/04/2020
919891 16 24/04/2020
920575 11 26/04/2020
920843 3 26/04/2020
920844 9 26/04/2020
920845 14 26/04/2020
920846 18 26/04/2020
921104 31 27/04/2020
921164 25 27/04/2020
921535 7 28/04/2020
921927 16 02/05/2020
923699 9 10/05/2020
924819 24 15/05/2020
925297 12 16/05/2020
925810 5 19/05/2020
925814 5 19/05/2020
925815 5 19/05/2020
925967 3 19/05/2020
925968 8 19/05/2020
925970 21 19/05/2020
925971 24 19/05/2020
925974 31 19/05/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
925975 32 19/05/2020
926391 33 22/05/2020
927049 5 24/05/2020
927210 9 25/05/2020
927244 16 25/05/2020
927245 16 25/05/2020
927273 34 25/05/2020
927274 34 25/05/2020
927527 5 26/05/2020
927567 17 26/05/2020
927568 19 26/05/2020
927988 5 29/05/2020
928676 7 31/05/2020
932179 1 16/06/2020
932180 1 16/06/2020
932181 1 16/06/2020
932182 1 16/06/2020
932183 1 16/06/2020
933546 24 21/06/2020
933548 24 21/06/2020
933549 24 21/06/2020
933601 30 21/06/2020
934608 9 26/06/2020
934609 9 26/06/2020
935488 24 29/06/2020
935489 24 29/06/2020
935490 24 29/06/2020
935491 24 29/06/2020
935492 24 29/06/2020
935496 24 29/06/2020
935497 24 29/06/2020
935984 16 30/06/2020
935985 16 30/06/2020
935986 16 30/06/2020
938223 25 10/07/2020
938391 6 11/07/2020
938510 7 11/07/2020
939286 21 14/07/2020
941401 9 21/07/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
942195 19 25/07/2020
943136 2 28/07/2020
943142 2 28/07/2020
943544 16 28/07/2020
944552 3 02/08/2020
949605 11 24/08/2020
950716 5 28/08/2020
951505 12 31/08/2020
952933 5 01/09/2020
954581 5 08/09/2020
954582 5 08/09/2020
957582 12 20/09/2020
958615 6 25/09/2020
959046 19 27/09/2020
960266 32 29/09/2020
970108 20 13/11/2020
970383 7 14/11/2020
971534 9 20/11/2020
971535 9 20/11/2020
972576 30 23/11/2020
973354 5 27/11/2020
973355 5 27/11/2020
973356 5 27/11/2020
973705 29 29/11/2020
973706 32 29/11/2020
973707 32 29/11/2020
973708 29 29/11/2020
975039 5 05/12/2020
975606 9 07/12/2020
976115 1 11/12/2020
976117 1 11/12/2020
976598 9 12/12/2020
976599 11 12/12/2020
977339 3 14/12/2020
978925 7 22/12/2020
979363 16 26/12/2020
979364 16 26/12/2020
979365 16 26/12/2020
979366 16 26/12/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
979367 16 26/12/2020
983220 19 11/01/2021
983339 16 12/01/2021
987194 9 31/01/2021
992627 29 26/02/2021
1075316 30 23/01/2012
1075787 5 24/01/2012
1077065 5 30/01/2012 15:43:22
1077075 5 30/01/2012
1180232 10 04/03/2013
1324125 5 06/12/2014
1372651 30 20/07/2015
1402478 25 29/11/2015
1459954 16 01/06/2016
1714885 7 28/07/2018
1791396 5 03/03/2019
1791398 5 03/03/2019
1791401 5 03/03/2019
1791402 5 03/03/2019
1794812 42 12/03/2019
1798098 42 20/03/2019
1798099 42 20/03/2019
1798100 42 20/03/2019
1800087 35 26/03/2019
1801892 42 31/03/2019
1802058 5 01/04/2019
1802059 5 01/04/2019
1802061 5 01/04/2019
1802062 5 01/04/2019
1806493 5 15/04/2019
1812463 3 28/04/2019
1823361 35 29/05/2019
1823364 35 29/05/2019
1832902 12 25/06/2019
1832903 7 25/06/2019
1832904 4 25/06/2019
1835839 42 02/07/2019
1841307 42 20/07/2019
1852240 7 19/08/2019
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1852602 6 20/08/2019
1857257 5 01/09/2019
1857509 3 02/09/2019
1857791 3 02/09/2019
1858913 25 07/09/2019
1859279 35 07/09/2019
1860006 19 08/09/2019
1861363 4 11/09/2019
1861364 4 11/09/2019
1861365 4 11/09/2019
1862087 26 14/09/2019
1862088 35 14/09/2019
1862089 42 14/09/2019
1863542 30 16/09/2019
1870570 35 07/10/2019
1870971 14 08/10/2019
1871417 7 09/10/2019
1874985 39 21/10/2019
1882399 16 10/11/2019
1886344 27 19/11/2019
1898201 7 18/12/2019
1903863 12 31/12/2019
1904833 19 04/01/2020
1908241 35 13/01/2020
1909187 37 15/01/2020
1909188 37 15/01/2020
1909189 37 15/01/2020
1909643 25 15/01/2020
1910784 11 19/01/2020
1911182 19 20/01/2020
1911187 19 20/01/2020
1911188 19 20/01/2020
1911190 19 20/01/2020
1911191 19 20/01/2020
1911192 19 20/01/2020
1911196 19 20/01/2020
1911198 19 20/01/2020
1911199 19 20/01/2020
1911201 6 20/01/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1911202 6 20/01/2020
1911577 5 20/01/2020
1912246 5 22/01/2020
1913340 30 25/01/2020
1915349 35 02/02/2020
1916142 5 04/02/2020
1916475 25 04/02/2020
1916563 5 04/02/2020
1918049 11 05/02/2020
1918214 19 05/02/2020
1922260 28 15/02/2020
1922261 28 15/02/2020
1922755 36 16/02/2020
1923635 29 17/02/2020
1923719 19 17/02/2020
1923895 41 18/02/2020
1924213 18 18/02/2020
1924561 19 19/02/2020
1924562 2 19/02/2020
1924567 2 19/02/2020
1924617 36 19/02/2020
1924894 5 19/02/2020
1925268 41 22/02/2020
1925269 37 22/02/2020
1925270 36 22/02/2020
1925271 42 22/02/2020
1926119 30 23/02/2020
1926120 30 23/02/2020
1926332 25 23/02/2020
1927022 24 24/02/2020
1927024 35 24/02/2020
1927090 36 24/02/2020
1927091 41 24/02/2020
1927430 5 25/02/2020
1927717 21 25/02/2020
1927718 11 25/02/2020
1927719 21 25/02/2020
1927721 21 25/02/2020
1927997 5 26/02/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1927998 5 26/02/2020
1928490 37 26/02/2020
1928491 36 26/02/2020
1928492 36 26/02/2020
1928493 37 26/02/2020
1928495 37 26/02/2020
1928496 36 26/02/2020
1928497 35 26/02/2020
1928498 36 26/02/2020
1928499 37 26/02/2020
1928500 36 26/02/2020
1928612 43 01/03/2020
1928617 99 01/03/2020
1928620 35 01/03/2020
1928688 25 01/03/2020
1928760 7 02/03/2020
1928763 32 02/03/2020
1928817 17 02/03/2020
1928849 24 02/03/2020
1928850 24 02/03/2020
1928851 24 02/03/2020
1928853 24 02/03/2020
1928874 39 02/03/2020
1928877 43 02/03/2020
1928955 6 02/03/2020
1928983 20 02/03/2020
1929017 45 02/03/2020
1929022 3 02/03/2020
1929023 21 02/03/2020
1929024 22 02/03/2020
1929026 32 02/03/2020
1929027 24 02/03/2020
1929029 9 02/03/2020
1929030 14 02/03/2020
1929033 7 02/03/2020
1929153 21 02/03/2020
1929159 5 02/03/2020
1929164 35 02/03/2020
1929165 35 02/03/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1929166 35 02/03/2020
1929175 99 02/03/2020
1929177 99 02/03/2020
1929228 34 02/03/2020
1929264 44 02/03/2020
1929265 44 02/03/2020
1929293 30 02/03/2020
1929306 16 02/03/2020
1929307 44 02/03/2020
1929308 44 02/03/2020
1929312 26 02/03/2020
1929313 14 02/03/2020
1929335 25 02/03/2020
1929374 35 02/03/2020
1929378 44 02/03/2020
1929380 36 02/03/2020
1929384 29 02/03/2020
1929403 17 02/03/2020
1929407 9 02/03/2020
1929412 7 02/03/2020
1929413 12 02/03/2020
1929428 11 02/03/2020
1929483 35 03/03/2020
1929485 44 03/03/2020
1929486 41 03/03/2020
1929487 35 03/03/2020
1929524 6 03/03/2020
1929526 25 03/03/2020
1929545 10 03/03/2020
1929546 10 03/03/2020
1929547 20 03/03/2020
1929565 5 03/03/2020
1929566 3 03/03/2020
1929567 3 03/03/2020
1929596 9 03/03/2020
1929617 99 03/03/2020
1929618 99 03/03/2020
1929637 25 03/03/2020
1929739 5 03/03/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1929742 5 03/03/2020
1929743 5 03/03/2020
1929744 5 03/03/2020
1929746 5 03/03/2020
1929822 3 03/03/2020
1929891 3 03/03/2020
1929892 25 03/03/2020
1929894 25 03/03/2020
1929898 9 03/03/2020
1929900 12 03/03/2020
1929908 99 03/03/2020
1929979 9 03/03/2020
1929986 12 03/03/2020
1929987 12 03/03/2020
1929998 99 03/03/2020
1930005 20 03/03/2020
1930046 35 03/03/2020
1930068 36 03/03/2020
1930069 43 03/03/2020
1930170 19 04/03/2020
1930180 25 04/03/2020
1930187 30 04/03/2020
1930298 29 04/03/2020
1930299 29 04/03/2020
1930316 5 04/03/2020
1930341 28 04/03/2020
1930342 28 04/03/2020
1930343 28 04/03/2020
1930349 41 04/03/2020
1930402 22 04/03/2020
1930573 35 04/03/2020
1930574 99 04/03/2020
1930586 5 04/03/2020
1930587 5 04/03/2020
1930588 5 04/03/2020
1930595 5 04/03/2020
1930607 18 04/03/2020
1930632 25 04/03/2020
1930633 25 04/03/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1930652 24 04/03/2020
1930655 21 04/03/2020
1930656 21 04/03/2020
1930657 21 04/03/2020
1930659 5 04/03/2020
1930661 25 04/03/2020
1930695 35 04/03/2020
1930708 5 04/03/2020
1930709 5 04/03/2020
1930710 5 04/03/2020
1930725 25 04/03/2020
1930751 16 04/03/2020
1930752 16 04/03/2020
1930778 5 04/03/2020
1930927 41 05/03/2020
1931011 42 05/03/2020
1931017 9 05/03/2020
1931031 5 05/03/2020
1931032 5 05/03/2020
1931036 5 05/03/2020
1931037 35 05/03/2020
1931038 35 05/03/2020
1931078 11 05/03/2020
1931092 41 05/03/2020
1931093 41 05/03/2020
1931094 7 05/03/2020
1931095 7 05/03/2020
1931096 31 05/03/2020
1931103 3 05/03/2020
1931119 31 05/03/2020
1931120 11 05/03/2020
1931136 5 05/03/2020
1931202 25 05/03/2020
1931225 37 05/03/2020
1931279 9 05/03/2020
1931281 9 05/03/2020
1931283 9 05/03/2020
1931299 7 05/03/2020
1931300 9 05/03/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1931302 12 05/03/2020
1931303 9 05/03/2020
1931304 30 05/03/2020
1931318 19 05/03/2020
1931319 41 05/03/2020
1931331 10 05/03/2020
1931333 18 05/03/2020
1931345 11 05/03/2020
1931346 11 05/03/2020
1931347 9 05/03/2020
1931348 7 05/03/2020
1931418 38 05/03/2020
1931419 38 05/03/2020
1931420 9 05/03/2020
1931422 99 05/03/2020
1931424 11 05/03/2020
1931438 41 05/03/2020
1931447 9 05/03/2020
1931453 1 05/03/2020
1931454 35 05/03/2020
1931474 41 05/03/2020
1931475 42 05/03/2020
1931477 14 05/03/2020
1931482 14 05/03/2020
1931484 26 05/03/2020
1931486 26 05/03/2020
1931487 26 05/03/2020
1931585 39 05/03/2020
1931586 40 05/03/2020
1931587 41 05/03/2020
1931588 42 05/03/2020
1931589 25 05/03/2020
1931590 24 05/03/2020
1931591 23 05/03/2020
1931593 1 05/03/2020
1931605 35 05/03/2020
1931613 26 05/03/2020
1931619 25 05/03/2020
1931628 5 05/03/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1931739 3 05/03/2020
1931741 31 05/03/2020
1931763 37 08/03/2020
1931784 36 08/03/2020
1931785 37 08/03/2020
1931821 16 08/03/2020
1931830 5 08/03/2020
1931831 5 08/03/2020
1931832 5 08/03/2020
1931847 14 08/03/2020
1931884 19 08/03/2020
1931892 9 08/03/2020
1931905 25 08/03/2020
1931935 5 08/03/2020
1931937 30 08/03/2020
1931938 31 08/03/2020
1931939 32 08/03/2020
1931940 35 08/03/2020
1932007 5 08/03/2020
1932022 9 08/03/2020
1932025 25 08/03/2020
1932147 29 08/03/2020
1932192 30 08/03/2020
1932193 5 08/03/2020
1932250 11 08/03/2020
1932251 1 08/03/2020
1932254 32 08/03/2020
1932257 9 08/03/2020
1932258 11 08/03/2020
1932259 11 08/03/2020
1932260 9 08/03/2020
1932261 9 08/03/2020
1932267 9 08/03/2020
1932268 9 08/03/2020
1932281 99 08/03/2020
1932315 5 08/03/2020
1932368 2 08/03/2020
1932413 7 08/03/2020
1932415 11 08/03/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1932446 31 09/03/2020
1932508 37 09/03/2020
1932524 44 09/03/2020
1932532 35 09/03/2020
1932577 5 09/03/2020
1932578 5 09/03/2020
1932579 5 09/03/2020
1932580 5 09/03/2020
1932678 19 09/03/2020
1932714 7 09/03/2020
1932715 9 09/03/2020
1932717 9 09/03/2020
1932718 9 09/03/2020
1932719 9 09/03/2020
1932731 30 09/03/2020
1932735 5 09/03/2020
1932749 31 09/03/2020
1932750 31 09/03/2020
1932751 31 09/03/2020
1932752 31 09/03/2020
1932753 31 09/03/2020
1932805 25 09/03/2020
1932833 30 09/03/2020
1932930 7 09/03/2020
1932934 35 09/03/2020
1932936 10 09/03/2020
1932937 10 09/03/2020
1932938 10 09/03/2020
1932939 10 09/03/2020
1932940 10 09/03/2020
1932943 10 09/03/2020
1932945 10 09/03/2020
1932994 2 09/03/2020
1933017 1 09/03/2020
1933027 29 09/03/2020
1933028 29 09/03/2020
1933044 30 09/03/2020
1933045 30 09/03/2020
1933067 30 09/03/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1933081 41 09/03/2020
1933189 30 09/03/2020
1933190 31 09/03/2020
1933191 34 09/03/2020
1933194 25 09/03/2020
1933243 6 09/03/2020
1933344 24 10/03/2020
1933364 35 10/03/2020
1933365 42 10/03/2020
1933473 5 10/03/2020
1933525 2 10/03/2020
1933574 35 10/03/2020
1933596 7 10/03/2020
1933597 12 10/03/2020
1933655 43 10/03/2020
1933656 3 10/03/2020
1933657 10 10/03/2020
1933658 3 10/03/2020
1933861 6 10/03/2020
1933862 11 10/03/2020
1934050 5 10/03/2020
1934051 5 10/03/2020
1934074 25 10/03/2020
1934159 5 10/03/2020
1934162 36 10/03/2020
1934217 34 10/03/2020
1934219 18 10/03/2020
1934227 20 11/03/2020
1934289 35 11/03/2020
1934399 99 11/03/2020
1934429 3 11/03/2020
1934430 5 11/03/2020
1934431 21 11/03/2020
1934474 7 11/03/2020
1934483 7 11/03/2020
1934493 42 11/03/2020
1934550 19 11/03/2020
1934551 19 11/03/2020
1934554 19 11/03/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1934557 9 11/03/2020
1934593 16 11/03/2020
1934634 12 11/03/2020
1934635 12 11/03/2020
1934663 9 11/03/2020
1934664 9 11/03/2020
1934667 9 11/03/2020
1934668 9 11/03/2020
1934697 17 11/03/2020
1934760 7 11/03/2020
1934761 12 11/03/2020
1934762 7 11/03/2020
1934763 12 11/03/2020
1934774 37 12/03/2020
1934775 37 12/03/2020
1934786 5 12/03/2020
1934787 5 12/03/2020
1934788 5 12/03/2020
1934789 5 12/03/2020
1934790 5 12/03/2020
1934791 5 12/03/2020
1934810 38 12/03/2020
1934825 30 12/03/2020
1934833 9 12/03/2020
1934905 10 12/03/2020
1934906 16 12/03/2020
1934907 28 12/03/2020
1934931 16 12/03/2020
1934932 41 12/03/2020
1934933 16 12/03/2020
1934934 41 12/03/2020
1934986 4 12/03/2020
1935063 99 12/03/2020
1935064 99 12/03/2020
1935065 99 12/03/2020
1935066 99 12/03/2020
1935092 5 12/03/2020
1935261 5 12/03/2020
1935264 99 12/03/2020
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1935273 3 12/03/2020
1935286 1 12/03/2020
1935287 3 12/03/2020
1935288 5 12/03/2020
1935289 1 12/03/2020
1935290 3 12/03/2020
1935304 21 12/03/2020
1935305 21 12/03/2020
1935359 10 12/03/2020
1935360 10 12/03/2020
1935361 10 12/03/2020
1935362 10 12/03/2020
1935363 10 12/03/2020
1935364 10 12/03/2020
1935365 10 12/03/2020
1935366 10 12/03/2020
1935367 10 12/03/2020
1935368 10 12/03/2020
1935369 10 12/03/2020
1935370 10 12/03/2020
1935371 10 12/03/2020
1935372 10 12/03/2020
1935394 30 12/03/2020
1935395 30 12/03/2020
1935397 30 12/03/2020
1935436 99 12/03/2020
1935452 24 12/03/2020
1935453 99 12/03/2020
1935474 24 12/03/2020
1935758 11 15/03/2020
1935775 10 15/03/2020
1935776 10 15/03/2020
1935777 10 15/03/2020
1935788 5 15/03/2020
1935846 41 15/03/2020
1935962 35 15/03/2020
1935989 24 15/03/2020
1936002 9 15/03/2020
1936181 37 15/03/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1936230 35 15/03/2020
1936334 9 15/03/2020
1936423 25 15/03/2020
1936424 25 15/03/2020
1936425 25 15/03/2020
1936435 11 15/03/2020
1936462 19 15/03/2020
1936463 19 15/03/2020
1936923 99 16/03/2020
1936924 99 16/03/2020
1936933 8 16/03/2020
1937041 41 16/03/2020
1937042 41 16/03/2020
1937043 41 16/03/2020
1937132 5 17/03/2020
1937150 5 17/03/2020
1937154 5 17/03/2020
1937202 41 17/03/2020
1937416 99 17/03/2020
1937418 99 17/03/2020
1937466 9 17/03/2020
1937556 5 17/03/2020
1937568 99 17/03/2020
1937569 99 17/03/2020
1937577 99 17/03/2020
1937582 6 17/03/2020
1937600 9 17/03/2020
1937601 11 17/03/2020
1937662 41 17/03/2020
1937696 35 18/03/2020
1937933 7 18/03/2020
1937964 99 18/03/2020
1937965 99 18/03/2020
1938007 8 18/03/2020
1938032 5 18/03/2020
1938205 25 18/03/2020
1938411 30 19/03/2020
1938580 30 19/03/2020
1938607 35 19/03/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1938608 5 19/03/2020
1938609 5 19/03/2020
1938611 5 19/03/2020
1938615 5 19/03/2020
1938643 30 19/03/2020
1938673 36 19/03/2020
1938674 37 19/03/2020
1938675 41 19/03/2020
1938717 37 19/03/2020
1938718 36 19/03/2020
1938784 43 19/03/2020
1938980 3 19/03/2020
1938981 3 19/03/2020
1939065 16 22/03/2020
1939109 9 22/03/2020
1939114 38 22/03/2020
1939116 42 22/03/2020
1939117 45 22/03/2020
1939118 9 22/03/2020
1939119 16 22/03/2020
1939120 25 22/03/2020
1939121 28 22/03/2020
1939122 35 22/03/2020
1939123 38 22/03/2020
1939124 41 22/03/2020
1939125 42 22/03/2020
1939127 9 22/03/2020
1939128 16 22/03/2020
1939129 25 22/03/2020
1939130 28 22/03/2020
1939131 35 22/03/2020
1939132 38 22/03/2020
1939135 45 22/03/2020
1939151 5 22/03/2020
1939199 45 22/03/2020
1939380 34 22/03/2020
1939407 5 22/03/2020
1939593 5 22/03/2020
1939595 5 22/03/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1939596 5 22/03/2020
1939623 99 22/03/2020
1939688 5 22/03/2020
1939794 25 22/03/2020
1939829 99 22/03/2020
1939837 99 22/03/2020
1939904 19 22/03/2020
1940125 5 23/03/2020
1940204 3 23/03/2020
1940205 3 23/03/2020
1940329 9 23/03/2020
1940541 14 23/03/2020
1940615 99 23/03/2020
1940809 1 24/03/2020
1940843 99 24/03/2020
1940845 30 24/03/2020
1940847 30 24/03/2020
1940968 99 25/03/2020
1941089 9 25/03/2020
1941160 30 25/03/2020
1941317 1 25/03/2020
1941345 9 25/03/2020
1941370 36 25/03/2020
1941371 36 25/03/2020
1941392 18 25/03/2020
1941405 18 25/03/2020
1941728 41 26/03/2020
1941729 44 26/03/2020
1941743 33 26/03/2020
1941763 11 26/03/2020
1941764 17 26/03/2020
1941779 5 26/03/2020
1942015 5 26/03/2020
1942016 9 26/03/2020
1942017 29 26/03/2020
1942018 30 26/03/2020
1942073 99 26/03/2020
1942075 99 26/03/2020
1942202 99 26/03/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1942268 12 26/03/2020
1942294 25 26/03/2020
1942295 23 26/03/2020
1942296 24 26/03/2020
1942707 41 29/03/2020
1942813 5 29/03/2020
1942815 5 29/03/2020
1942929 5 29/03/2020
1942965 7 29/03/2020
1942972 7 29/03/2020
1942974 5 29/03/2020
1942977 5 29/03/2020
1943105 99 29/03/2020
1943357 17 30/03/2020
1943380 7 30/03/2020
1943381 35 30/03/2020
1943412 9 30/03/2020
1943517 29 30/03/2020
1943530 3 30/03/2020
1943802 9 30/03/2020
1943894 9 31/03/2020
1943973 2 31/03/2020
1944064 45 31/03/2020
1944102 99 31/03/2020
1944131 6 31/03/2020
1944132 11 31/03/2020
1944133 35 31/03/2020
1944299 6 31/03/2020
1944362 30 31/03/2020
1944529 18 01/04/2020
1944582 29 01/04/2020
1944716 19 01/04/2020
1945509 19 05/04/2020
1945577 6 05/04/2020
1945650 5 05/04/2020
1945651 5 05/04/2020
1945776 35 05/04/2020
1945794 35 05/04/2020
1945812 10 05/04/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1946021 38 05/04/2020
1946022 38 05/04/2020
1946269 43 06/04/2020
1946420 30 06/04/2020
1946786 7 06/04/2020
1947082 25 07/04/2020
1947083 25 07/04/2020
1947157 25 07/04/2020
1947301 5 07/04/2020
1947314 99 07/04/2020
1947472 5 08/04/2020
1948382 17 09/04/2020
1948529 24 09/04/2020
1948530 24 09/04/2020
1948622 19 09/04/2020
1948623 20 09/04/2020
1948624 19 09/04/2020
1948904 45 12/04/2020
1948905 41 12/04/2020
1948985 9 12/04/2020
1949090 99 12/04/2020
1949430 5 13/04/2020
1949432 5 13/04/2020
1949647 19 13/04/2020
1949929 12 13/04/2020
1949930 7 13/04/2020
1950007 30 13/04/2020
1950013 11 13/04/2020
1950100 7 13/04/2020
1950510 5 15/04/2020
1950535 99 15/04/2020
1950927 41 16/04/2020
1950980 32 16/04/2020
1951033 43 16/04/2020
1951194 35 16/04/2020
1951231 9 16/04/2020
1951530 3 16/04/2020
1951630 5 16/04/2020
1951804 17 16/04/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1952012 9 19/04/2020
1952643 28 19/04/2020
1953117 24 20/04/2020
1953701 1 20/04/2020
1953841 29 21/04/2020
1953869 5 21/04/2020
1953871 5 21/04/2020
1953872 5 21/04/2020
1953874 5 21/04/2020
1953973 3 21/04/2020
1954057 43 21/04/2020
1954072 16 21/04/2020
1954073 16 21/04/2020
1954102 99 21/04/2020
1954106 16 21/04/2020
1954150 25 21/04/2020
1954262 9 21/04/2020
1954362 3 22/04/2020
1954363 3 22/04/2020
1954705 99 22/04/2020
1954766 99 22/04/2020
1954767 99 22/04/2020
1954919 3 23/04/2020
1954920 16 23/04/2020
1954921 5 23/04/2020
1955086 16 23/04/2020
1955201 1 23/04/2020
1955455 99 23/04/2020
1955522 17 26/04/2020
1955761 11 26/04/2020
1955762 21 26/04/2020
1956038 11 26/04/2020
1956039 14 26/04/2020
1956040 16 26/04/2020
1956041 18 26/04/2020
1956042 20 26/04/2020
1956043 21 26/04/2020
1956044 24 26/04/2020
1956045 26 26/04/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1956046 27 26/04/2020
1956047 28 26/04/2020
1956078 41 26/04/2020
1956355 99 26/04/2020
1956448 37 27/04/2020
1956449 37 27/04/2020
1956450 37 27/04/2020
1956451 37 27/04/2020
1956452 37 27/04/2020
1956453 37 27/04/2020
1956587 5 27/04/2020
1956634 1 27/04/2020
1956735 36 27/04/2020
1956736 36 27/04/2020
1957723 40 29/04/2020
1957803 5 29/04/2020
1958467 4 30/04/2020
1958468 16 30/04/2020
1958470 37 30/04/2020
1958471 39 30/04/2020
1958472 40 30/04/2020
1958716 28 30/04/2020
1958749 16 30/04/2020
1958924 35 30/04/2020
1958925 36 30/04/2020
1958926 37 30/04/2020
1958927 99 30/04/2020
1959181 5 03/05/2020
1959182 5 03/05/2020
1959183 3 03/05/2020
1959184 3 03/05/2020
1959198 35 03/05/2020
1959330 1 03/05/2020
1959337 5 03/05/2020
1959338 35 03/05/2020
1959339 35 03/05/2020
1959619 14 03/05/2020
1959886 21 03/05/2020
1960064 7 03/05/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1960075 4 03/05/2020
1960076 4 03/05/2020
1960083 5 03/05/2020
1960092 99 03/05/2020
1960524 99 04/05/2020
1960529 3 04/05/2020
1960777 21 05/05/2020
1960841 1 05/05/2020
1960845 5 05/05/2020
1960846 6 05/05/2020
1960847 7 05/05/2020
1960848 8 05/05/2020
1960849 9 05/05/2020
1960855 15 05/05/2020
1961411 21 06/05/2020
1961762 3 06/05/2020
1962026 5 07/05/2020
1962027 30 07/05/2020
1962028 5 07/05/2020
1962029 30 07/05/2020
1962355 9 07/05/2020
1962948 11 10/05/2020
1963042 5 10/05/2020
1963043 25 10/05/2020
1963044 14 10/05/2020
1963045 10 10/05/2020
1963046 9 10/05/2020
1963047 8 10/05/2020
1963050 26 10/05/2020
1963051 21 10/05/2020
1963056 24 10/05/2020
1963135 5 10/05/2020
1963398 3 11/05/2020
1963698 25 11/05/2020
1963699 25 11/05/2020
1963708 14 11/05/2020
1963770 99 11/05/2020
1963771 99 11/05/2020
1963817 44 11/05/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1963818 44 11/05/2020
1963819 1 11/05/2020
1963821 1 11/05/2020
1963822 1 11/05/2020
1963823 1 11/05/2020
1963928 35 12/05/2020
1964069 1 12/05/2020
1964070 1 12/05/2020
1964071 1 12/05/2020
1964389 30 12/05/2020
1964397 12 12/05/2020
1964483 9 12/05/2020
1965397 6 14/05/2020
1965723 3 14/05/2020
1965893 3 14/05/2020
1965997 99 14/05/2020
1966016 1 14/05/2020
1966017 2 14/05/2020
1966018 1 14/05/2020
1966019 2 14/05/2020
1966060 16 14/05/2020
1966061 19 14/05/2020
1966062 29 14/05/2020
1966063 30 14/05/2020
1966064 31 14/05/2020
1966065 35 14/05/2020
1966066 36 14/05/2020
1966068 38 14/05/2020
1966069 41 14/05/2020
1966070 42 14/05/2020
1966086 44 14/05/2020
1966088 5 14/05/2020
1966177 41 17/05/2020
1966206 37 17/05/2020
1966327 34 17/05/2020
1966424 25 17/05/2020
1967322 35 18/05/2020
1967489 28 18/05/2020
1967762 34 19/05/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1967763 34 19/05/2020
1968099 5 19/05/2020
1968100 5 19/05/2020
1968102 5 19/05/2020
1968103 5 19/05/2020
1969441 42 21/05/2020
1969577 34 21/05/2020
1970154 43 24/05/2020
1970176 5 24/05/2020
1970279 99 24/05/2020
1970327 30 24/05/2020
1970716 5 25/05/2020
1970717 5 25/05/2020
1970766 35 25/05/2020
1971017 43 26/05/2020
1971018 28 26/05/2020
1971037 20 26/05/2020
1971346 5 26/05/2020
1971347 5 26/05/2020
1971348 5 26/05/2020
1971350 5 26/05/2020
1971627 99 27/05/2020
1971797 16 28/05/2020
1971798 16 28/05/2020
1971799 16 28/05/2020
1971800 16 28/05/2020
1971966 43 28/05/2020
1972075 11 28/05/2020
1972289 34 28/05/2020
1972365 99 28/05/2020
1973020 99 31/05/2020
1973103 99 31/05/2020
1973104 99 31/05/2020
1973325 4 01/06/2020
1973326 4 01/06/2020
1974361 19 02/06/2020
1974365 19 02/06/2020
1974366 6 02/06/2020
1974379 99 02/06/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1974402 99 02/06/2020
1974490 5 02/06/2020
1974740 16 03/06/2020
1975491 16 04/06/2020
1975492 25 04/06/2020
1975493 9 04/06/2020
1975591 7 07/06/2020
1975751 5 07/06/2020
1975754 5 07/06/2020
1976027 34 07/06/2020
1976167 25 07/06/2020
1976408 16 08/06/2020
1977615 99 09/06/2020
1979012 33 14/06/2020
1979122 20 14/06/2020
1979443 25 14/06/2020
1979444 25 14/06/2020
1979445 3 14/06/2020
1979446 5 14/06/2020
1979447 5 14/06/2020
1979448 3 14/06/2020
1979467 6 14/06/2020
1979692 25 15/06/2020
1980000 42 15/06/2020
1980022 5 15/06/2020
1980310 36 16/06/2020
1980915 7 17/06/2020
1981304 25 17/06/2020
1981305 25 17/06/2020
1981306 25 17/06/2020
1981322 3 17/06/2020
1981862 7 18/06/2020
1981906 39 18/06/2020
1981907 42 18/06/2020
1981908 42 18/06/2020
1981909 39 18/06/2020
1981956 32 18/06/2020
1981957 32 18/06/2020
1982111 17 21/06/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1983185 5 22/06/2020
1983515 25 23/06/2020
1983942 9 23/06/2020
1984042 7 24/06/2020
1984050 37 24/06/2020
1984060 37 24/06/2020
1984097 37 24/06/2020
1984100 7 24/06/2020
1984120 7 24/06/2020
1984127 37 24/06/2020
1984922 7 25/06/2020
1985428 19 28/06/2020
1985532 20 28/06/2020
1985616 1 28/06/2020
1985617 1 28/06/2020
1985618 1 28/06/2020
1985619 1 28/06/2020
1985620 1 28/06/2020
1985621 1 28/06/2020
1985622 1 28/06/2020
1985623 1 28/06/2020
1985624 1 28/06/2020
1985625 1 28/06/2020
1985626 1 28/06/2020
1985627 1 28/06/2020
1985975 6 28/06/2020
1986422 31 29/06/2020
1986614 1 29/06/2020
1986615 1 29/06/2020
1986616 1 29/06/2020
1986617 1 29/06/2020
1987130 6 30/06/2020
1987400 5 30/06/2020
1989176 16 05/07/2020
1989177 16 05/07/2020
1989178 16 05/07/2020
1989179 16 05/07/2020
1990084 5 07/07/2020
1990087 5 07/07/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1990092 5 07/07/2020
1991041 99 08/07/2020
1991996 5 12/07/2020
1991997 5 12/07/2020
1991998 5 12/07/2020
1991999 5 12/07/2020
1992459 41 13/07/2020
1992511 17 13/07/2020
1992630 31 13/07/2020
1992638 5 13/07/2020
1992639 5 13/07/2020
1992926 9 13/07/2020
1993868 9 15/07/2020
1995130 9 19/07/2020
1995644 18 19/07/2020
1995881 5 20/07/2020
1995882 5 20/07/2020
1996812 38 21/07/2020
1997108 1 22/07/2020
1997730 7 23/07/2020
1998252 35 23/07/2020
1998878 35 26/07/2020
1998969 11 26/07/2020
1999058 7 27/07/2020
1999243 34 27/07/2020
1999244 34 27/07/2020
1999245 34 27/07/2020
1999497 37 27/07/2020
1999498 42 27/07/2020
1999800 41 27/07/2020
1999934 35 28/07/2020
2000410 99 28/07/2020
2000590 1 29/07/2020
2000812 5 29/07/2020
2000813 5 29/07/2020
2000814 3 29/07/2020
2001621 3 30/07/2020
2001623 3 30/07/2020
2001624 3 30/07/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
2001625 3 30/07/2020
2001626 3 30/07/2020
2002376 18 02/08/2020
2002377 25 02/08/2020
2002568 31 02/08/2020
2003378 5 04/08/2020
2003379 10 04/08/2020
2003525 5 04/08/2020
2003537 5 04/08/2020
2003542 5 04/08/2020
2003566 5 04/08/2020
2003567 5 04/08/2020
2003576 5 04/08/2020
2003577 5 04/08/2020
2003591 20 04/08/2020
2004699 9 05/08/2020
2004997 11 06/08/2020
2005110 6 06/08/2020
2005148 18 06/08/2020
2005149 25 06/08/2020
2005176 5 06/08/2020
2005196 9 06/08/2020
2005197 9 06/08/2020
2005198 9 06/08/2020
2005199 11 06/08/2020
2005201 9 06/08/2020
2005202 9 06/08/2020
2005203 30 06/08/2020
2005204 9 06/08/2020
2005205 9 06/08/2020
2005206 9 06/08/2020
2005207 3 06/08/2020
2005208 9 06/08/2020
2005209 9 06/08/2020
2005210 18 06/08/2020
2005211 27 06/08/2020
2005212 22 06/08/2020
2005213 3 06/08/2020
2005214 4 06/08/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
2005215 6 06/08/2020
2005661 41 09/08/2020
2006365 9 09/08/2020
2008713 35 13/08/2020
2008790 37 13/08/2020
2009361 29 16/08/2020
2009468 99 16/08/2020
2010593 6 18/08/2020
2010731 12 18/08/2020
2010817 5 18/08/2020
2010824 5 18/08/2020
2010827 19 18/08/2020
2011101 41 19/08/2020
2012033 42 20/08/2020
2012055 35 20/08/2020
2013523 99 24/08/2020
2013742 5 25/08/2020
2013743 5 25/08/2020
2013750 5 25/08/2020
2013752 5 25/08/2020
2013753 5 25/08/2020
2013755 5 25/08/2020
2014434 25 26/08/2020
2014907 12 27/08/2020
2014908 7 27/08/2020
2015650 12 30/08/2020
2015948 5 30/08/2020
2015949 5 30/08/2020
2015975 9 30/08/2020
2016532 30 31/08/2020
2016533 30 31/08/2020
2016962 99 31/08/2020
2017068 35 01/09/2020
2017910 5 03/09/2020
2017911 5 03/09/2020
2017912 5 03/09/2020
2017913 5 03/09/2020
2017914 5 03/09/2020
2017915 5 03/09/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
2017916 5 03/09/2020
2017917 5 03/09/2020
2017918 5 03/09/2020
2017919 5 03/09/2020
2017920 5 03/09/2020
2017921 5 03/09/2020
2017922 5 03/09/2020
2017923 5 03/09/2020
2018560 9 03/09/2020
2019401 37 06/09/2020
2021358 17 10/09/2020
2021359 2 10/09/2020
2023663 99 15/09/2020
2023664 99 15/09/2020
2024214 41 16/09/2020
2024635 9 17/09/2020
2025101 31 18/09/2020
2025870 9 20/09/2020
2025871 37 20/09/2020
2026014 44 21/09/2020
2027074 99 23/09/2020
2027154 9 23/09/2020
2027301 99 23/09/2020
2029150 19 27/09/2020
2030467 5 29/09/2020
2030478 5 29/09/2020
2030487 5 29/09/2020
2030488 5 29/09/2020
2032870 99 05/10/2020
2033145 37 05/10/2020
2033337 36 06/10/2020
2033339 36 06/10/2020
2033340 36 06/10/2020
2033574 5 06/10/2020
2033575 5 06/10/2020
2033578 5 06/10/2020
2033931 1 07/10/2020
2033932 1 07/10/2020
2033956 29 07/10/2020
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2033957 29 07/10/2020
2033958 29 07/10/2020
2033959 29 07/10/2020
2033960 29 07/10/2020
2033961 29 07/10/2020
2033962 29 07/10/2020
2033963 29 07/10/2020
2033964 29 07/10/2020
2033965 29 07/10/2020
2033966 29 07/10/2020
2033967 29 07/10/2020
2034749 29 08/10/2020
2034750 29 08/10/2020
2034889 30 08/10/2020
2034892 29 08/10/2020
2034894 5 08/10/2020
2035350 5 08/10/2020
2036522 32 12/10/2020
2036523 33 12/10/2020
2038973 37 18/10/2020
2039440 9 19/10/2020
2039702 11 18/08/2020
2040095 12 19/10/2020
2040504 35 20/10/2020
2040507 16 20/10/2020
2040509 38 20/10/2020
2041855 35 21/10/2020
2042351 5 22/10/2020
2042352 5 22/10/2020
2042804 5 25/10/2020
2042805 5 25/10/2020
2042806 5 25/10/2020
2042934 30 25/10/2020
2043145 9 25/10/2020
2044491 19 26/10/2020
2044654 31 26/10/2020
2044655 31 26/10/2020
2044656 31 26/10/2020
2044993 1 27/10/2020
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2050045 14 04/11/2020
2050345 12 08/11/2020
2050617 7 08/11/2020
2050618 29 08/11/2020
2050619 29 08/11/2020
2050620 29 08/11/2020
2052015 42 10/11/2020
2054148 32 16/11/2020
2054766 43 16/11/2020
2055603 19 19/11/2020
2057336 6 23/11/2020
2059447 35 26/11/2020
2059448 38 26/11/2020
2062256 37 02/12/2020
2062261 29 02/12/2020
2064199 11 07/12/2020
2065082 5 08/12/2020
2065083 5 08/12/2020
2066692 9 10/12/2020
2068228 30 14/12/2020
2068410 19 15/12/2020
2068411 19 15/12/2020
2068631 34 15/12/2020
2068632 31 15/12/2020
2068633 31 15/12/2020
2068634 31 15/12/2020
2068635 34 15/12/2020
2069413 32 16/12/2020
2070619 22 20/12/2020
2070620 22 20/12/2020
2072948 25 22/12/2020
2073088 9 22/12/2020
2073505 30 23/12/2020
2074360 19 24/12/2020
2075899 3 28/12/2020
2078108 3 30/12/2020
2081483 30 06/01/2021
2083848 30 11/01/2021
2083850 30 11/01/2021
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2083851 30 11/01/2021
2083852 30 11/01/2021
2083853 30 11/01/2021
2083855 30 11/01/2021
2088575 39 24/01/2021
2088919 22 24/01/2021
2090755 5 28/01/2021
2090759 5 28/01/2021
2090767 5 28/01/2021
2091428 22 28/01/2021
2091530 40 28/01/2021
2091916 5 31/01/2021
2091917 5 31/01/2021
2094092 5 03/02/2021
2094093 5 03/02/2021
2095143 19 04/02/2021
2097346 3 09/02/2021
2097347 29 09/02/2021
2097349 32 09/02/2021
2097350 34 09/02/2021
2097351 36 09/02/2021
2098413 5 11/02/2021
2098414 5 11/02/2021
2105415 99 24/02/2021
2107423 5 28/02/2021
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
701245 - 17, 701246 - 19: Proprietor Altered to METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER STUDIOS INC. , 245. N. 
BEVERLY DR., BAVERLY HILLS, 
CALIFORNIA 90210, USA 
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION., UNITED ARTISTS CORPORAION

1639305 - 3: Proprietor Altered to R. SUSILA BAI , NO. 35, 1ST FLOOR, VANIGAR STREET, 
KANCHIPURAM - 631 501. 
M/S.V.G.R. PERFUMES

1268792 - 30: Proprietor Altered to NARSHBHAI KANJIBHAI KAPADIYA,JAYESHBHAI NARSHIBHAI 
KAPADIYA,SHILPABEN PARESHBHAI KAPADIA,REKHABEN RAMNIKBHAI KAPADIYA trading as 
JAY MAMRA FACTORY , GHOGHVADAR ROAD CHOCK, BEHIND MANGALESHWER TEMPLE, 
GONDAL, DIST.-RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA 
JAY MAMARA FACTORY

1154387 - 32, 1154388 - 16: Proprietor Altered to T. GANESAN,S. MEENA trading as SRI MAPPILLAI 
VINAYAGAR AERATED WATER INDUSTRY , NO. 13, NETTU STREET, DINDIGUAL - 674 001, TAMIL 
NADU, SOUTH INDIA. 
SRI MAPPILLAI VINAYAGAR AERATED WATER INDUSTRY

675675 - 31: Proprietor Altered to G. SUNDARAM,R.S. AMIRTHA @ AMIRTAHAVALLI,S. 
RAMAMOORTHY,R. KARTHIGA trading as R.G. SUNDAR & CO., , NO. 77, PERUNDURAI ROAD, 
ERODE - 638002, TAMIL NADU. 
R. G. SUNDAR & CO.

463264 - 8, 454030 - 8, 454029 - 12, 454031 - 12, 331735 - 12: Proprietor Altered to MAHINDRA AND 
MAHINDRA LLMLTED , Gateway Building, Apollo 
Bunder, Mumbai - 400 001 
HILL,THOMSON &AMP; CO., LIMITED, PUNJAB TRACTORS LIMITED., PUNJAB TRACTORS LIMITED

1251629 - 30: Proprietor Altered to R. MALLIGA,R. SIVA RAMA KRISHNAN,R. KANNAN,V. 
RAJAMANICKAM,S. ANUPA,K. RAJA RAJESHWARI trading as THIRUMURUGAN COMPANY , 9E, 
MOOLAKKARAI ROAD, MADURAI-625 001, TAMIL NADU. 
THIRUMURUGAN COMPANY

615091 - 30: Proprietor Altered to D. BALAMANIAMMAL,D. MANOHARAN,D. THIRUMAL MURGAN,D. 
MATHAVAN,D. GURUMOORTHY,D. KANNAN,A. SELVARANI trading as R.N. DHANUKKODI NADAR & 
SONS , 72, ETTAYAPURAM ROAD, TUTICORIN - 628 002, TAMIL NADU,INDIA. 
R.N.DHANUKKODI NADAR AND SONS

364830 - 11: Proprietor Altered to C.B. VENGOPAL,C.B. RADHAKRISHNAN trading as HIGHTEMP 
INDUSTRIES, , P.B. NO.5, SANSKRIT COLLEGE ROAD,TRIPUNITHURA, COCHIN - 682301, KERALA. 
C.G. BALAKRISHNAN

1481169 - 5, 1481170 - 35, 903678 - 5, 1481167 - 5, 1481168 - 5, 650697 - 5: Proprietor Altered to UMA 
NAMBISAN,SREEJA SREEKUMAR trading as ANCIENT REMEDIES , NO. XIV/208B, 
KANAKASSSERY, MARATHAKKARA P.O., THRISSUR - 680 320, KERALA, INDIA. 
ANCIENT REMEDIES., ANCIENT REMEDIES, ANCIENT REMEDIES.

525942 - 25: Proprietor Altered to T. CHANDHRA SEKHAR RAO , No. 59A-6/1-6, RTC COLONY, H.NO. 
23, NEAR SAIBABA TEMPLE, PATAMATA, VIJAYAWADA - 520 008, ANDHRA PRADESH 
SRI SESHASAYEE KNITTINGS

1496486 - 16, 443854 - 16: Proprietor Altered to B. RAMACHANDRAN,B. VENKATESAN trading as 
BALAKRISHNA PAPER PRODUCTS , 11 & 12, RAJENDRA GARDEN, SIVAPURI MAIN ROAD, 
ANNAMALAI NAGAR, CHIDAMARAM - 08 002, TAMIL NADU.  
B. INDIRA, BALAKRISHNA PAPER PRODUCTS

440373 - 9: Proprietor Altered to LENBROOK INDUSTRIES LIMITED , 633 GRANITE COURT, 
PICKERING, ONTARIO, CANADA L1W 3K1 
NAD ELECTRONICS, INC

345747 - 9: Proprietor Altered to CHANDANMAL JAIN , 27/28, PATEL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE (NEW 
WING), S.V. ROAD, DAHISAR(EAST), MUMBAI-400068 
HASTIMAL JAIN
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1300279 - 7, 1301369 - 37: Proprietor Altered to STP PRESSE S.R.L. , VIA CAVALLERA 20, 25030 
TORBOLE CASAGLIA, BRESCIA , ITALY.  
IDRA CASTING MACHINES S. R. L., IDRA CASTING MACHINES S. R. L.

1323335 - 9: Proprietor Altered to THE CARTOON NETWORK, INC. , 1050 TECHWOOD DRIVE NW, 
ATLANTA, GA 30318 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
THE CARTOON NETWORK LP, LLLP,

1538817 - 25: Proprietor Altered to J.K. CLOTHING PRIVATE LIMITED , 701-702, 7th Floor, Kinjal 
Heights, Wadia Street, Tardeo, Mumbai - 4000 34. 
WATER CLOTHING CO.

341157 - 3: Proprietor Altered to HARI DARSHAN SEVASHRAM PVT. LTD. , 519- PATPAR GANJ 
INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110092 . 
LAXMI DHOOP FACTORY.

1055896 - 1: Proprietor Altered to CHEM-TREND LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, , 1445 W. MCPHERSON 
PARK DRIVE, HOWELL, MICHIGAN 48843, USA 
CHEM-TREND INC.

202003 - 30, 516376 - 30: Proprietor Altered to R. VAIDYANATHAN,R. GANESAN,R. MURUGESAN,R. 
MUTHURASU,R. ANANDAN,R. VAIDYALINGARAJAN,R. SIVASANKAR,R. JAGANATHAN trading as 
N.S. MUTHIAH & SONS , NO. 43-A, CHITRAKARA STREET, MADURAI - 625 001, TAMIL NADU, INDIA. 
N.S. MUTHAIYA, N.S.MUTHIYA & SONS

1205920 - 9, 1238319 - 41, 1205921 - 9: Proprietor Altered to DALTREY FUNDING LLC , 10877 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 1400, LOS ANGELES, CA, 90024 
ENTERTAINMENT AB FUNDING LLC,

1366287 - 99: Proprietor Altered to SOS CORPORACION ALIMENTARIA, S.A. , PARQUE 
EMPRESARIAL RIVAS, C/ MARIE CURIE, 7 EDIFICIO BETA RIVAS, VACIAMADRID, MADRID, 28521 
SPAIN 
KOIPE CORPORACION, S.L.U.

1846364 - 30: Proprietor Altered to MR. MANDAR DILIP DESHPANDE , Raghunandan, Plot No. 33/A, 
Lay Out No.2,Jarag Nagar, Kolhapur.416007 
FEMILA ICE-CREAM COMPANY

1214257 - 11: Proprietor Altered to RAMDHANI JAISWAL,ASHA JAISWAL trading as M/s. A.R. 
ELECTRICALS , 157 B, LENIN SARANI, OPPOSITE 4, HOSPITAL STREET, KOLKATA - 700 013, WEST 
BENGAL 
 
M/S. A.R.E.LECTRICALS

353552 - 3: Proprietor Altered to HARI DARSHAN SEVASHRAM PVT. LTD. , 519- PATPAR GANJ 
INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110092 . 
LAXMI DHOOP FACTORY.

1011704 - 5, 1011708 - 5, 1279678 - 5, 1011703 - 5, 843795 - 5, 1011705 - 5, 1011702 - 5, 843794 - 5: 
Proprietor Altered to M/S. BIOMIICRON PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED , 18, DR AMBEDKAR 
ROAD, KODAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 024. , NO: 18, (NEW NO:32),DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, 
KODAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 024, TAMIL NADU., 18, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, KODAMBAKKAM, 
CHENNAI - 600 024.  
TANMED PHARMACEUTICALS , TANMED PHARMACEUTICALS, TANMED PHARMACEUTICALS

1319244 - 7: Proprietor Altered to PIYUSH RAMANI , YOGESHWAR MAIN ROAD, ATIKA, DHEBAR 
ROAD (SOUTH), RAJKOT-360002, GUJARAT, INDIA 
BHARAT ELECTRICALS

591324 - 1: Proprietor Altered to RHODIA INC. , 259 Prospect Plains Road, Cranbury, NEW JERSEY 
08512, United States 
of America 
RHONE - POULENC SURFACTANTS AND SPECIALTIES, L.P.

406582 - 16: Proprietor Altered to ACCOR , 2, RUE DE LA MARE NEUVE, 91000 EVRY, FRANCE 
SOCIETE DE PROMOTION D’ HOTELLERIE ET DE RESTAURATION ECONOMIQUES SPHERE 
INTERNATIONAL SA

684937 - 12: Proprietor Altered to PIRELLI PNEUMATICI S.P.A , VIALE SARCA 222, 20126 MILANO, 
ITALY 
PIRELLI DEUTSCHLAND GMBH

1275372 - 9, 1438240 - 35: Proprietor Altered to ENTER TECH CO. LTD. , 401-5, HWAGOK 7-DONG, 
GANGSEO-GU, SEOUL 157-887, REPUBLIC OF KOREA. 
KORTEK ELECTRONICS INDIA PVT LTD, KORTEK ELECTRONICS INDIA PVT. LTD.

1376810 - 42: Proprietor Altered to METROPOLIS HEALTHCARE LTD , 250 - D, UDYOG BHAVAN, 
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(BEHIND GLAXO) HIND CYCLE MARG, WORLI, MUMBAI - 400 030.  
METROPOLIS HEALTHCARE LTD

330048 - 3: Proprietor Altered to ACP INDUSTRIES LIMITED , POWERPET, ELURU - 534 002, 
ANDHRA PRADESH, SOUTH INDIA. 
AMBICA CHEMICAL PRODUCTS.

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
1319244 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to VALJIBHAI LAXMANBHAI RAMANI AND GIRDHARLAL M. 
UMRETIYA PARTNERS OF BHARAT ELECTRICALS 
VALJIBHAI LAXMANBHAI RAMANI

1205920 - 9, 1205921 - 9, 1238319 - 41: Proprietor Name Altered to DALTREY FUNDING LP 
DALTREY FUNDING LLC
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679529 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to DUPONT PHARMACEUTICALS COMPANY 
THE DUPONT MERCK PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY, WHOSE PARTNERS ARE E.I.DU PONT DE 
NEMOURS AND COMPANY

684937 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to PIRELLI TYRE S.P.A. 
PIRELLI PNEUMATICI S.P.A

679529 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB PHARMA COMPANY 
DUPONT PHARMACEUTICALS COMPANY

1366287 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to DEOLEO, S.A. 
SOS CORPORACION ALIMENTARIA, S.A.

406582 - 16: Proprietor Name Altered to SOCIETE DE PROMOTION D’ HOTELLERIE ET DE 
RESTAURATION ECONOMIQUES SPHERE INTERNATIONAL SA 
IBIS, SOCIETE DE PROMOTION HOTELIERS ET DE RESTAURATION

1376810 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to METROPOLIS HEALTHCARE LTD 
METROPOLIS HEALTH SERVICES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.,

1205920 - 9, 1238319 - 41, 1205921 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 48 WALL STREET, 27TH 
FLOOR, NEW YORK, NY 10005 
DALTREY FUNDING LP

679529 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to CHESTNUT RUN PLAZA, 974 CENTRE ROAD, 
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19805, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
DUPONT PHARMACEUTICALS COMPANY

679529 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 203 LONGMEADOW DRIVE, WILMINGTON, DE 19810, 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB PHARMA COMPANY

1366287 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to CARRETERA N-IV KILOMETRO 388, ALCOLEA 
(CORDOBA), 14610 SPAIN 
DEOLEO, S.A.

406582 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, CALCUTTA - 700 019.,

684937 - 12: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, 
GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA, remfry-sagar@remfry.com

406582 - 16: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, 
GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA, remfry-sagar@remfry.com
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
301852 34 12/03/2020 11:24:51
302018 34 12/03/2020 11:25:29
470426 24 09/03/2020 15:09:18
960568 9 12/03/2020 11:23:37
1098610 5 09/03/2020 11:00:21
1098611 5 09/03/2020 11:00:54
1098612 5 09/03/2020 11:01:43
1098613 5 09/03/2020 11:02:07
1098614 6 09/03/2020 11:02:40
1098615 6 09/03/2020 11:03:06
1098616 6 09/03/2020 11:03:34
1098617 6 09/03/2020 11:08:05
1098618 6 09/03/2020 11:08:55
1098619 6 09/03/2020 11:09:20
1098620 6 09/03/2020 11:09:42
1098621 6 09/03/2020 11:42:32
1098622 6 09/03/2020 11:43:34
1098623 6 09/03/2020 11:44:21
1098624 6 09/03/2020 11:44:47
1098625 6 09/03/2020 11:45:11
1098626 6 09/03/2020 11:45:54
1098627 6 09/03/2020 11:46:18
1098628 6 09/03/2020 11:46:44
1098629 6 09/03/2020 11:47:20
1098630 6 09/03/2020 11:47:48
1098631 6 09/03/2020 11:48:59
1098632 6 09/03/2020 11:49:29
1098633 6 09/03/2020 11:49:54
1098634 6 09/03/2020 11:50:41
1098635 6 09/03/2020 11:51:12
1098636 6 09/03/2020 11:51:52
1098637 6 09/03/2020 11:52:46
1098639 6 09/03/2020 11:53:13
1098640 6 09/03/2020 11:53:48
1098641 6 09/03/2020 11:54:48
1098642 6 09/03/2020 11:55:15
1098643 6 09/03/2020 11:56:20
1098644 6 09/03/2020 11:57:10
1098645 6 09/03/2020 11:57:41
1098647 6 09/03/2020 11:58:26
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1098648 3 09/03/2020 11:58:53
1098649 3 09/03/2020 11:59:24
1098650 3 09/03/2020 12:03:49
1098651 3 09/03/2020 12:04:09
1098652 3 09/03/2020 12:04:31
1098653 3 09/03/2020 12:05:10
1098654 3 09/03/2020 12:05:48
1098655 3 09/03/2020 12:06:11
1098656 3 09/03/2020 12:06:43
1098657 3 09/03/2020 12:07:38
1098658 3 09/03/2020 12:09:24
1098659 3 09/03/2020 12:09:57
1098660 3 09/03/2020 12:10:47
1098661 3 09/03/2020 12:11:11
1098662 3 09/03/2020 12:11:33
1098664 3 09/03/2020 12:23:29
1098665 3 09/03/2020 12:24:01
1098666 3 09/03/2020 12:24:24
1098667 3 09/03/2020 12:25:13
1098668 3 09/03/2020 12:25:42
1098669 3 09/03/2020 12:26:26
1098670 3 09/03/2020 12:27:12
1098671 3 09/03/2020 12:27:37
1098672 3 09/03/2020 12:28:12
1098673 3 09/03/2020 12:29:04
1098674 3 09/03/2020 12:29:31
1098675 3 09/03/2020 12:30:13
1098676 3 09/03/2020 12:30:47
1098677 3 09/03/2020 12:31:10
1098678 3 09/03/2020 12:31:36
1098679 3 09/03/2020 12:33:54
1098680 3 09/03/2020 12:34:46
1098681 3 09/03/2020 12:35:18
1098682 4 09/03/2020 12:35:41
1098683 4 09/03/2020 12:36:23
1098684 4 09/03/2020 12:36:55
1098685 4 09/03/2020 12:37:45
1098686 4 09/03/2020 12:38:44
1098687 4 09/03/2020 12:41:04
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1098688 4 09/03/2020 12:41:27
1098689 4 09/03/2020 12:41:48
1098690 4 09/03/2020 14:09:47
1098691 4 09/03/2020 14:11:02
1098692 4 09/03/2020 14:11:41
1098693 4 09/03/2020 14:12:02
1098694 4 09/03/2020 14:12:47
1098695 4 09/03/2020 14:13:36
1098696 4 09/03/2020 14:14:17
1098697 4 09/03/2020 14:16:02
1098698 4 09/03/2020 14:16:46
1098699 4 09/03/2020 14:17:13
1098700 4 09/03/2020 14:32:14
1098701 4 09/03/2020 14:33:39
1098702 4 09/03/2020 14:34:08
1098703 4 09/03/2020 14:34:31
1098704 4 09/03/2020 14:36:03
1098705 4 09/03/2020 14:36:39
1098706 4 09/03/2020 14:37:05
1098707 4 09/03/2020 14:37:57
1098708 4 09/03/2020 14:38:22
1098709 4 09/03/2020 14:39:43
1098710 4 09/03/2020 14:40:28
1098711 4 09/03/2020 14:41:08
1098712 4 09/03/2020 14:41:52
1098715 4 09/03/2020 14:42:18
1098717 6 09/03/2020 14:42:40
1098718 7 09/03/2020 14:43:02
1098719 12 09/03/2020 14:43:25
1098720 12 09/03/2020 14:43:48
1098721 9 09/03/2020 14:44:32
1098725 12 09/03/2020 14:45:04
1098734 7 09/03/2020 14:45:33
1098735 7 09/03/2020 14:46:19
1098737 7 09/03/2020 14:46:55
1098738 7 09/03/2020 14:47:26
1098739 7 09/03/2020 14:48:36
1098740 7 09/03/2020 14:49:47
1098741 7 09/03/2020 14:50:10
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1098742 7 09/03/2020 14:51:05
1098743 7 09/03/2020 15:05:22
1098744 7 09/03/2020 15:20:54
1098746 7 09/03/2020 15:21:34
1098747 7 09/03/2020 15:21:57
1098748 7 09/03/2020 15:22:57
1098749 7 09/03/2020 15:23:40
1098750 7 09/03/2020 15:24:33
1098751 7 09/03/2020 15:58:09
1098752 7 09/03/2020 15:58:39
1098753 7 09/03/2020 15:59:04
1098754 7 09/03/2020 15:59:28
1098756 7 09/03/2020 15:59:58
1098757 7 09/03/2020 16:00:46
1098758 7 09/03/2020 16:01:10
1098759 7 09/03/2020 16:01:42
1098760 7 09/03/2020 16:02:09
1098761 7 09/03/2020 16:02:46
1098762 7 09/03/2020 16:03:14
1098763 7 09/03/2020 16:03:50
1098764 7 09/03/2020 16:04:45
1098765 7 09/03/2020 16:05:12
1098766 7 09/03/2020 16:05:43
1098767 7 09/03/2020 16:06:18
1098768 8 09/03/2020 16:12:56
1098769 8 09/03/2020 16:13:30
1098770 8 09/03/2020 16:16:34
1098771 8 09/03/2020 16:17:01
1098772 8 09/03/2020 16:17:53
1098773 8 09/03/2020 16:19:24
1098774 8 09/03/2020 16:20:09
1098775 8 09/03/2020 16:22:00
1098776 8 09/03/2020 16:23:13
1098777 8 09/03/2020 16:23:38
1098778 8 09/03/2020 16:24:21
1098779 8 09/03/2020 16:24:43
1098780 8 09/03/2020 16:25:09
1098781 8 09/03/2020 16:26:16
1098782 8 11/03/2020 11:06:55
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1098783 8 11/03/2020 11:07:33
1098784 8 11/03/2020 11:08:23
1098785 8 11/03/2020 11:08:46
1098786 8 11/03/2020 11:09:34
1098787 8 11/03/2020 11:18:02
1098788 8 11/03/2020 11:18:50
1098789 8 11/03/2020 11:19:36
1098790 8 11/03/2020 11:21:02
1098791 8 11/03/2020 11:21:38
1098792 8 11/03/2020 11:23:07
1098793 8 11/03/2020 11:23:31
1098794 8 11/03/2020 11:24:18
1098795 8 11/03/2020 11:25:05
1098796 8 11/03/2020 11:25:27
1098797 8 11/03/2020 11:26:17
1098798 8 11/03/2020 11:26:47
1098799 8 11/03/2020 11:27:13
1098800 8 11/03/2020 11:27:39
1098801 8 11/03/2020 11:28:04
1098802 30 11/03/2020 11:28:30
1098803 9 11/03/2020 11:29:01
1098807 18 11/03/2020 11:29:24
1098808 20 11/03/2020 11:30:10
1098810 30 11/03/2020 11:30:34
1098814 17 11/03/2020 11:31:07
1098818 20 11/03/2020 11:31:36
1098820 3 11/03/2020 11:32:35
1098824 30 11/03/2020 11:33:05
1098831 5 11/03/2020 11:33:37
1098832 5 11/03/2020 11:34:19
1098833 5 11/03/2020 11:35:26
1098836 5 11/03/2020 11:35:48
1098838 5 11/03/2020 11:36:18
1098842 5 11/03/2020 11:37:05
1098845 5 11/03/2020 11:40:50
1098847 5 11/03/2020 11:41:11
1098855 25 11/03/2020 11:41:36
1098856 29 11/03/2020 11:42:00
1098857 30 11/03/2020 11:42:31
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1098859 25 11/03/2020 11:42:55
1098868 28 11/03/2020 11:43:20
1098871 28 11/03/2020 11:55:08
1098873 28 11/03/2020 11:55:37
1098874 28 11/03/2020 11:56:00
1098875 5 11/03/2020 11:56:37
1098876 5 11/03/2020 11:57:27
1098877 5 11/03/2020 11:57:50
1098878 5 11/03/2020 11:58:14
1098879 5 11/03/2020 11:58:36
1098882 7 11/03/2020 12:12:24
1098886 6 11/03/2020 12:12:52
1098887 12 11/03/2020 12:13:30
1098889 25 11/03/2020 12:13:59
1098890 12 11/03/2020 12:14:23
1098900 9 11/03/2020 12:19:18
1098901 9 11/03/2020 12:19:41
1098902 9 11/03/2020 12:20:05
1098903 9 11/03/2020 12:20:48
1098904 9 11/03/2020 12:21:58
1098905 9 11/03/2020 12:22:36
1098906 9 11/03/2020 12:23:30
1098907 9 11/03/2020 12:23:55
1098908 9 11/03/2020 12:24:20
1098909 9 11/03/2020 12:24:47
1098910 9 11/03/2020 12:25:37
1098911 9 11/03/2020 12:28:30
1098912 9 11/03/2020 12:28:59
1098914 9 11/03/2020 12:29:28
1098915 9 11/03/2020 12:29:52
1098916 9 11/03/2020 12:30:25
1098917 9 11/03/2020 12:31:18
1098918 9 11/03/2020 12:31:42
1098919 9 11/03/2020 12:32:06
1098920 9 11/03/2020 12:32:33
1098921 9 11/03/2020 12:33:04
1098922 9 11/03/2020 12:37:09
1098923 9 11/03/2020 12:37:32
1098924 9 11/03/2020 14:22:16
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1098925 9 11/03/2020 14:22:47
1098926 9 11/03/2020 14:23:12
1098927 9 11/03/2020 14:26:25
1098928 9 11/03/2020 14:26:51
1098929 9 11/03/2020 14:28:18
1098930 9 11/03/2020 14:28:47
1098931 9 11/03/2020 14:29:13
1098932 9 11/03/2020 14:29:41
1098933 9 11/03/2020 14:30:11
1098934 10 11/03/2020 14:30:34
1098935 10 11/03/2020 14:31:37
1098937 10 11/03/2020 14:34:24
1098938 10 11/03/2020 14:36:11
1098939 10 11/03/2020 14:36:43
1098940 10 11/03/2020 14:37:55
1098942 10 11/03/2020 14:38:40
1098943 10 11/03/2020 14:40:40
1098944 10 11/03/2020 14:41:08
1098945 10 11/03/2020 14:41:40
1098946 10 11/03/2020 14:43:03
1098947 10 11/03/2020 14:47:54
1098948 10 11/03/2020 14:48:32
1098949 10 11/03/2020 14:49:33
1098950 10 11/03/2020 14:50:04
1098951 10 11/03/2020 14:50:40
1098953 10 11/03/2020 14:51:27
1098954 10 11/03/2020 14:51:57
1098955 10 11/03/2020 14:52:20
1098956 10 11/03/2020 14:52:47
1098957 10 11/03/2020 14:53:11
1098958 10 11/03/2020 14:53:35
1098959 10 11/03/2020 14:54:03
1098960 10 11/03/2020 14:54:43
1098961 10 11/03/2020 14:55:19
1098962 10 11/03/2020 14:55:51
1098963 10 11/03/2020 14:56:42
1098964 10 11/03/2020 14:57:07
1098965 10 11/03/2020 15:20:18
1098966 10 11/03/2020 15:20:53
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1098986 7 11/03/2020 15:21:27
1098988 16 11/03/2020 15:21:56
1098989 31 11/03/2020 15:22:23
1098990 5 11/03/2020 15:22:48
1098991 5 11/03/2020 15:53:38
1098992 31 11/03/2020 15:54:32
1098993 31 11/03/2020 15:55:47
1098994 31 11/03/2020 15:56:19
1098995 31 11/03/2020 15:57:08
1098997 30 11/03/2020 15:57:54
1099001 30 11/03/2020 15:58:53
1099002 30 11/03/2020 15:59:22
1099005 30 11/03/2020 15:59:49
1099032 11 11/03/2020 16:00:22
1099033 11 11/03/2020 16:01:36
1099034 11 11/03/2020 16:03:10
1099035 11 11/03/2020 16:03:41
1099036 11 11/03/2020 16:05:39
1099037 11 11/03/2020 16:06:08
1099038 11 11/03/2020 16:09:59
1099039 11 11/03/2020 16:11:28
1099040 11 11/03/2020 16:11:54
1099041 11 11/03/2020 16:12:21
1099042 11 11/03/2020 16:13:34
1099043 11 11/03/2020 16:14:01
1099045 11 11/03/2020 16:14:24
1099046 11 11/03/2020 16:15:03
1099047 11 11/03/2020 16:15:30
1099048 11 11/03/2020 16:16:01
1099049 11 11/03/2020 16:16:25
1099050 11 11/03/2020 16:16:50
1099051 11 11/03/2020 16:17:13
1099052 11 11/03/2020 16:17:51
1099053 11 11/03/2020 16:18:13
1099054 11 11/03/2020 16:18:37
1099055 11 11/03/2020 16:24:42
1099056 11 11/03/2020 16:25:04
1099057 11 11/03/2020 16:25:27
1099058 11 11/03/2020 16:25:51
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1099059 11 11/03/2020 16:26:14
1099060 11 11/03/2020 16:26:36
1099061 11 11/03/2020 16:26:59
1099062 11 11/03/2020 16:27:26
1099063 11 11/03/2020 16:27:49
1099064 11 11/03/2020 16:28:12
1099065 11 11/03/2020 16:28:36
1099066 12 11/03/2020 16:29:01
1099067 12 11/03/2020 16:31:18
1099068 12 11/03/2020 16:32:32
1099070 12 11/03/2020 16:34:27
1099071 12 11/03/2020 16:35:03
1099072 12 12/03/2020 10:58:23
1099073 12 12/03/2020 11:04:21
1099074 12 12/03/2020 11:05:26
1099075 12 12/03/2020 11:06:14
1099076 12 12/03/2020 11:07:07
1099077 12 12/03/2020 11:08:24
1099079 12 12/03/2020 11:08:54
1099081 12 12/03/2020 11:09:27
1099082 12 12/03/2020 11:10:00
1099083 12 12/03/2020 11:10:24
1099085 12 12/03/2020 11:10:56
1099086 12 12/03/2020 11:11:35
1099087 12 12/03/2020 11:12:00
1099088 12 12/03/2020 11:12:29
1099089 12 12/03/2020 11:13:09
1099090 12 12/03/2020 11:14:54
1099091 12 12/03/2020 11:15:22
1099093 12 12/03/2020 11:15:51
1099094 12 12/03/2020 11:27:19
1099095 12 12/03/2020 11:37:05
1099097 12 12/03/2020 11:37:35
1099098 12 12/03/2020 11:38:02
1099099 12 12/03/2020 11:38:27
1099100 16 12/03/2020 11:39:01
1099108 32 12/03/2020 11:41:22
1099109 32 12/03/2020 11:41:46
1099110 12 12/03/2020 11:42:21
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1099111 32 12/03/2020 11:43:00
1099113 23 12/03/2020 11:43:32
1099114 26 12/03/2020 11:44:06
1099116 5 12/03/2020 11:45:05
1099119 13 12/03/2020 11:45:31
1099121 13 12/03/2020 11:46:14
1099122 13 12/03/2020 11:47:01
1099123 13 12/03/2020 11:48:49
1099124 13 12/03/2020 11:49:55
1099125 13 12/03/2020 11:50:21
1099127 13 12/03/2020 11:51:32
1099128 13 12/03/2020 11:52:03
1099129 13 12/03/2020 11:52:53
1099130 13 12/03/2020 11:53:19
1099132 13 12/03/2020 11:53:45
1099134 13 12/03/2020 11:54:24
1099135 13 12/03/2020 11:54:50
1099136 13 12/03/2020 11:55:14
1099137 13 12/03/2020 11:56:25
1099138 13 12/03/2020 11:56:52
1099139 13 12/03/2020 11:57:54
1099140 13 12/03/2020 11:58:20
1099141 13 12/03/2020 11:58:56
1099142 13 12/03/2020 11:59:53
1099143 13 12/03/2020 12:00:23
1099144 13 12/03/2020 12:00:56
1099145 13 12/03/2020 12:01:23
1099147 13 12/03/2020 12:02:14
1099148 13 12/03/2020 12:19:49
1099149 13 12/03/2020 12:21:01
1099150 13 12/03/2020 12:21:39
1099151 13 12/03/2020 12:22:36
1099152 13 12/03/2020 12:23:01
1099153 14 12/03/2020 12:23:27
1099154 14 12/03/2020 12:24:21
1099155 14 12/03/2020 12:24:54
1099156 14 12/03/2020 12:25:28
1099157 14 12/03/2020 12:26:12
1099158 14 12/03/2020 12:26:58
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1099159 14 12/03/2020 12:27:24
1099160 14 12/03/2020 12:28:39
1099161 14 12/03/2020 12:29:02
1099162 14 12/03/2020 12:30:36
1099163 14 12/03/2020 12:31:15
1099164 14 12/03/2020 12:32:02
1099165 14 12/03/2020 12:32:32
1099166 14 12/03/2020 12:33:29
1099167 14 12/03/2020 12:33:57
1099169 14 12/03/2020 12:34:38
1099170 14 12/03/2020 12:35:09
1099171 14 12/03/2020 12:36:04
1099172 14 12/03/2020 12:36:50
1099173 14 12/03/2020 12:37:42
1099174 14 12/03/2020 12:38:19
1099175 14 12/03/2020 12:38:39
1099176 14 12/03/2020 12:39:01
1099177 14 12/03/2020 12:39:24
1099178 14 12/03/2020 12:40:21
1099179 14 12/03/2020 12:41:07
1099180 14 12/03/2020 12:46:39
1099181 14 12/03/2020 12:48:14
1099182 14 12/03/2020 14:06:58
1099183 14 12/03/2020 14:07:31
1099184 14 12/03/2020 14:08:56
1099185 14 12/03/2020 14:09:22
1099186 14 12/03/2020 14:10:21
1099187 2 12/03/2020 14:10:47
1099188 2 12/03/2020 14:21:33
1099190 9 12/03/2020 14:21:56
1099191 9 12/03/2020 14:22:21
1099193 16 12/03/2020 14:22:50
1099194 16 12/03/2020 14:23:12
1099198 15 12/03/2020 14:23:54
1099199 15 12/03/2020 14:24:19
1099200 15 12/03/2020 14:24:45
1099201 15 12/03/2020 14:25:08
1099202 15 12/03/2020 14:26:01
1099203 15 12/03/2020 14:26:33
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1099204 15 12/03/2020 14:27:06
1099205 15 12/03/2020 14:28:00
1099206 15 12/03/2020 14:28:39
1099207 15 12/03/2020 14:29:22
1099208 15 12/03/2020 14:29:45
1099209 15 12/03/2020 14:30:38
1099210 15 12/03/2020 14:31:09
1099211 15 12/03/2020 14:32:18
1099212 15 12/03/2020 14:32:51
1099213 15 12/03/2020 14:33:27
1099214 15 12/03/2020 14:33:50
1099215 15 12/03/2020 14:34:37
1099216 15 12/03/2020 14:35:13
1099217 15 12/03/2020 14:37:56
1099218 15 12/03/2020 14:38:21
1099219 15 12/03/2020 14:38:57
1099220 15 12/03/2020 14:40:02
1099221 15 12/03/2020 14:40:26
1099222 15 12/03/2020 14:40:50
1099223 15 12/03/2020 14:41:23
1099224 15 12/03/2020 14:41:49
1099226 15 12/03/2020 14:42:21
1099227 15 12/03/2020 14:42:51
1099228 15 12/03/2020 14:43:37
1099229 15 12/03/2020 14:44:26
1099230 15 12/03/2020 14:45:15
1099231 15 12/03/2020 14:45:43
1099233 16 12/03/2020 15:11:00
1099234 16 12/03/2020 15:11:26
1099235 16 12/03/2020 15:12:05
1099236 16 12/03/2020 15:12:28
1099237 16 12/03/2020 15:12:53
1099238 16 12/03/2020 15:13:28
1099239 16 12/03/2020 15:14:06
1099240 16 12/03/2020 15:14:30
1099241 16 12/03/2020 15:15:26
1099242 16 12/03/2020 15:15:51
1099243 16 12/03/2020 15:16:52
1099244 16 12/03/2020 15:19:26
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1099245 16 12/03/2020 15:20:47
1099246 16 12/03/2020 15:21:35
1099247 16 12/03/2020 15:58:20
1099248 16 12/03/2020 15:58:48
1099249 16 12/03/2020 15:59:13
1099250 16 12/03/2020 15:59:40
1099251 16 12/03/2020 16:00:24
1099252 16 12/03/2020 16:00:50
1099254 16 12/03/2020 16:01:45
1099255 16 12/03/2020 16:02:34
1099256 16 12/03/2020 16:03:17
1099258 16 12/03/2020 16:04:07
1099259 16 12/03/2020 16:04:29
1099260 16 12/03/2020 16:06:35
1099262 16 12/03/2020 16:07:25
1099263 16 12/03/2020 16:08:04
1099264 16 12/03/2020 16:08:30
1099269 19 12/03/2020 16:09:27
1099272 16 12/03/2020 16:09:51
1099279 25 12/03/2020 16:10:17
1099284 30 12/03/2020 16:11:01
1099285 29 12/03/2020 16:11:28
1099289 30 12/03/2020 16:12:30
1099290 16 12/03/2020 16:16:25
1099291 29 12/03/2020 16:16:48
1099294 29 12/03/2020 16:17:24
1099300 16 12/03/2020 16:18:10
1099310 17 12/03/2020 16:18:59
1099311 17 12/03/2020 16:19:23
1099312 17 12/03/2020 16:19:51
1099313 17 12/03/2020 16:20:39
1099314 17 12/03/2020 16:21:04
1099316 17 12/03/2020 16:21:40
1099317 17 12/03/2020 16:22:58
1099318 17 12/03/2020 16:23:28
1099320 17 12/03/2020 16:24:17
1099321 17 12/03/2020 16:32:13
1099322 17 12/03/2020 16:32:40
1099323 17 12/03/2020 16:33:05
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1099324 17 12/03/2020 16:33:29
1099325 17 12/03/2020 16:35:18
1099326 17 12/03/2020 16:36:09
1099327 17 12/03/2020 16:36:37
1099328 17 12/03/2020 16:37:19
1099329 17 12/03/2020 16:37:42
1099330 17 12/03/2020 16:38:23
1099331 17 12/03/2020 16:38:45
1099332 17 12/03/2020 16:39:13
1099333 17 12/03/2020 16:39:42
1099334 17 12/03/2020 16:40:04
1099335 17 12/03/2020 16:40:30
1099336 17 12/03/2020 16:40:51
1099337 17 12/03/2020 16:41:12
1099338 17 12/03/2020 16:41:36
1099339 17 12/03/2020 16:42:00
1099340 17 12/03/2020 16:42:22
1099341 17 12/03/2020 16:42:43
1099342 17 12/03/2020 16:43:07
1099343 17 12/03/2020 16:43:47
1099344 18 12/03/2020 16:44:09
1099345 18 12/03/2020 16:44:30
1099346 18 13/03/2020 10:31:09
1099347 18 13/03/2020 10:37:59
1099348 18 13/03/2020 10:38:31
1099349 18 13/03/2020 10:38:51
1099350 18 13/03/2020 10:39:17
1099351 18 13/03/2020 10:39:40
1099352 18 13/03/2020 10:40:11
1099353 18 13/03/2020 10:40:42
1099354 18 13/03/2020 10:41:10
1099355 18 13/03/2020 10:41:35
1099356 18 13/03/2020 10:42:23
1099357 18 13/03/2020 10:42:54
1099358 18 13/03/2020 10:43:31
1099359 18 13/03/2020 10:44:21
1099360 18 13/03/2020 10:44:57
1099361 18 13/03/2020 10:47:42
1099362 18 13/03/2020 10:50:10
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1099363 18 13/03/2020 10:50:39
1099364 18 13/03/2020 10:51:13
1099365 18 13/03/2020 10:51:35
1099366 18 13/03/2020 10:51:56
1099367 18 13/03/2020 10:52:19
1099368 18 13/03/2020 10:52:45
1099369 18 13/03/2020 10:53:34
1099371 18 13/03/2020 10:53:58
1099372 18 13/03/2020 10:54:22
1099373 18 13/03/2020 10:54:43
1099374 18 13/03/2020 10:55:05
1099375 18 13/03/2020 10:56:20
1099377 18 13/03/2020 10:56:48
1099378 25 13/03/2020 10:57:13
1099380 9 13/03/2020 10:57:52
1099382 3 13/03/2020 10:58:21
1099383 30 13/03/2020 10:58:46
1099384 30 13/03/2020 10:59:53
1099386 9 13/03/2020 11:00:47
1099389 19 13/03/2020 11:17:56
1099390 7 13/03/2020 11:18:24
1099392 16 13/03/2020 11:18:50
1099393 11 13/03/2020 11:34:48
1099394 11 13/03/2020 11:35:09
1099396 9 13/03/2020 11:35:34
1099399 29 13/03/2020 11:36:01
1099400 30 13/03/2020 11:36:27
1099402 16 13/03/2020 11:36:58
1099403 3 13/03/2020 11:37:27
1099404 5 13/03/2020 11:38:01
1099405 29 13/03/2020 11:38:33
1099409 12 13/03/2020 12:08:05
1099411 12 13/03/2020 12:08:43
1099412 17 13/03/2020 12:09:11
1099414 21 13/03/2020 12:09:37
1099429 7 13/03/2020 12:10:09
1099430 16 13/03/2020 12:10:31
1099431 16 13/03/2020 12:10:54
1099437 25 13/03/2020 12:11:18
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1099438 12 13/03/2020 12:11:50
1099439 3 13/03/2020 12:12:27
1099442 12 13/03/2020 12:12:57
1099443 7 13/03/2020 12:13:24
1099444 9 13/03/2020 12:14:04
1099461 6 13/03/2020 12:14:39
1099462 8 13/03/2020 12:15:10
1099463 7 13/03/2020 12:15:40
1099467 29 13/03/2020 12:16:26
1099469 30 13/03/2020 12:18:19
1099471 6 13/03/2020 12:18:47
1099472 20 13/03/2020 12:19:08
1099473 5 13/03/2020 12:19:30
1099488 19 13/03/2020 12:19:51
1099489 19 13/03/2020 12:20:14
1099490 19 13/03/2020 12:21:19
1099491 19 13/03/2020 12:21:51
1099492 19 13/03/2020 12:22:18
1099494 19 13/03/2020 12:23:39
1099495 19 13/03/2020 12:24:08
1099496 19 13/03/2020 12:24:46
1099497 19 13/03/2020 12:25:16
1099498 19 13/03/2020 14:06:30
1099499 19 13/03/2020 14:07:00
1099500 19 13/03/2020 14:07:21
1099501 19 13/03/2020 14:07:48
1099502 19 13/03/2020 14:08:17
1099503 19 13/03/2020 14:08:49
1099505 19 13/03/2020 14:09:12
1099506 19 13/03/2020 14:09:47
1099507 19 13/03/2020 14:11:00
1099508 19 13/03/2020 14:11:25
1099509 19 13/03/2020 14:11:53
1099511 19 13/03/2020 14:13:09
1099513 19 13/03/2020 14:15:25
1099514 19 13/03/2020 14:16:04
1099515 19 13/03/2020 14:18:33
1099516 19 13/03/2020 14:20:16
1099518 19 13/03/2020 14:20:46
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1099519 19 13/03/2020 14:22:31
1099520 19 13/03/2020 14:23:17
1099521 19 13/03/2020 14:23:49
1099522 20 13/03/2020 14:24:15
1099523 20 13/03/2020 14:25:04
1099524 20 13/03/2020 14:26:00
1099525 20 13/03/2020 14:26:32
1099526 20 13/03/2020 14:27:14
1099527 20 13/03/2020 14:28:23
1099529 20 13/03/2020 14:28:57
1099530 20 13/03/2020 14:30:00
1099531 20 13/03/2020 14:30:43
1099532 20 13/03/2020 14:31:36
1099533 20 13/03/2020 14:32:37
1099534 20 13/03/2020 14:33:02
1099535 20 13/03/2020 14:33:33
1099536 20 13/03/2020 14:33:59
1099537 20 13/03/2020 14:35:53
1099539 20 13/03/2020 14:36:29
1099540 20 13/03/2020 14:58:13
1099541 20 13/03/2020 14:58:51
1099542 20 13/03/2020 14:59:13
1099543 20 13/03/2020 14:59:37
1099544 20 13/03/2020 15:00:00
1099545 20 13/03/2020 15:00:25
1099546 20 13/03/2020 15:00:58
1099548 20 13/03/2020 15:01:27
1099549 20 13/03/2020 15:01:54
1099550 20 13/03/2020 15:02:29
1099551 20 13/03/2020 15:04:18
1099552 20 13/03/2020 15:04:39
1099553 20 13/03/2020 15:05:02
1099554 20 13/03/2020 15:05:38
1099555 20 13/03/2020 15:06:02
1099556 16 13/03/2020 15:06:26
1099562 25 13/03/2020 15:07:03
1099572 9 13/03/2020 15:07:31
1099573 11 13/03/2020 15:08:02
1099574 12 13/03/2020 15:08:36
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1099575 17 13/03/2020 15:09:10
1099577 33 13/03/2020 15:09:37
1099578 33 13/03/2020 15:10:32
1099580 29 13/03/2020 15:11:12
1099581 30 13/03/2020 15:11:53
1099584 5 13/03/2020 15:12:26
1099585 5 13/03/2020 15:13:06
1099586 5 13/03/2020 15:13:49
1099594 25 13/03/2020 15:14:39
1099597 9 13/03/2020 15:15:32
1099603 9 13/03/2020 15:16:00
1099604 9 13/03/2020 15:16:31
1099609 21 13/03/2020 15:16:57
1099610 21 13/03/2020 15:17:21
1099611 21 13/03/2020 15:18:24
1099612 21 13/03/2020 15:18:45
1099613 21 13/03/2020 15:53:40
1099614 21 13/03/2020 15:54:29
1099615 21 13/03/2020 15:55:23
1099616 21 13/03/2020 16:08:05
1099617 21 13/03/2020 16:08:51
1099618 21 13/03/2020 16:09:31
1099619 21 13/03/2020 16:10:16
1099620 21 13/03/2020 16:10:39
1099621 21 13/03/2020 16:11:01
1099624 21 13/03/2020 16:11:34
1099625 21 13/03/2020 16:12:27
1099626 21 13/03/2020 16:13:53
1099627 21 13/03/2020 16:14:15
1099628 21 13/03/2020 16:14:36
1099629 21 13/03/2020 16:14:56
1099630 21 13/03/2020 16:15:17
1099631 21 13/03/2020 16:15:46
1099632 21 13/03/2020 16:16:13
1099633 21 13/03/2020 16:16:54
1099634 21 13/03/2020 16:17:19
1099635 21 13/03/2020 16:18:08
1099636 21 13/03/2020 16:18:31
1099637 21 13/03/2020 16:18:50
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1945 ,   16/03/2020  
 

The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1099638 21 13/03/2020 16:19:12
1099639 21 13/03/2020 16:19:31
1099640 21 13/03/2020 16:19:53
1099642 21 13/03/2020 16:20:20
1099643 22 13/03/2020 16:20:42
1099644 22 13/03/2020 16:21:03
1099645 22 13/03/2020 16:21:25
1099646 22 13/03/2020 16:21:52
1099647 22 13/03/2020 16:22:13
1099648 22 13/03/2020 16:22:41
1099649 22 13/03/2020 16:23:31
1099652 22 13/03/2020 16:24:00
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1945,   16/03/2020

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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